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PREFACE.

The present volume forms the completion of a Treatise

on the Analytic Geometry of Space of Two Dimensions,

of which the first Part (containing the theory of Conic

Sections) was published about four years ago. It was

my wish that the work should be elementary enough to

serve as a book of instruction to students commencing

without any previous knowledge of the science, and at

the same time should contain a suiSficiently complete ac-

count of what is known on the subject of Curves to be

capable of serving as a book of reference to more ad-

vanced readers. Considered merely in the former light,

I am aware that the book is too long, and that many who
take it up will be startled at the sight of so many pages

devoted to curves of higher dimensions. Now, though

I have inserted nothing but what I have thought might

be acceptable to some of those readers who take peculiar

interest in the subject of Geometry, I am far from de-

siring that students in general should spend, in the pe-

rusal of the entire of this Treatise, time which ought to

be devoted to more important branches of Mathematics.

But I am of opinion that ordinary students, without

spending more time on Analytic Geometry than they

commonly do at present, might distribute that time more

profitably. When once a student has worked through
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examples enough to make him expert in the practice of

the method of co-ordinates, but Httle benefit is derived

from the multiplication of isolated theorems; and he may

with advantage bestow on the study of general methods,

and of the general properties of Curves, some of that time

which is now commonly given up to endless properties

of Conic Sections. Such readers may confine their at-

tention to the second Chapter of this volume : if in other

studies they should require a knowledge of the properties

of any particular curve, they will be able to find, by the

help of the Index, the account which I have given of it.

Considered as a book for advanced readers, I regret

that I have not had leisure for the reading necessary to

make this work as complete as it ought to be. My know-

ledge of the older writers on Geometry is, for the most

part, either second-hand or superficial ; and I cannot even

claim acquaintance with all of the most remarkable works

and memoirs which of late years have been published on

the subject. But even such an imperfect compilation as

I have been able to make will, I hope, not be useless. In

every branch of Mathematics it is desirable that elemen-

tary treatises should keep pace with the progress of

science. A new province can scarcely be considered as

gained to analysis until roads have been made through

the conquered territory. It is desirable that each new
student who wishes to devote himself to original investi-

gation in any branch of Mathematics should have his

energies as quickly as possible brought to bear upon the

undiscovered parts of the science ; and that his abilities

should not be wasted in rediscovering truths known al-

ready, nor his time frittered away in hunting for them

without a guide through the wilderness of scientific

periodicals.
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The plan upon which I have proceeded has been, to

take the less recent Geometry as represented in previous

elementary treatises (Lardner's Algebraic Geoifletry, and

the Chapters on Curves in Gregory's Examples, being

those which I have most frequently consulted), and to

incorporate with this what appeared to me most impor-

tant in the works of modern Geometers. Poncelet's

Traite des Proprietes Projective s and Chasles's Apergu

Historique were principally useful in the first Part of this

Treatise, but have also afforded some materials for the

present volume. I had hoped to have derived much as-

sistance from M. Chasles's long-promised Traite de Geo-

metric Superieure, more especially as he is understood to

have given much attention to Curves of the third degree

;

but his work, though daily expected here, has been de-

layed too long for me to benefit by it. Pliicker's works

on Analytic Geometry I was not acquainted with when

the first edition of the Conies was published, but I have

repeatedly had occasion to acknowledge my obligations

to them in the following pages. And I have, besides,

made use of the Geometrical Papers which seemed to me
most interesting in the later volumes of Crelle's and

Liouville's Journals, and in the Cambridge and Dublin

Mathematical Journal.

It has been my general practice to give references

where I am indebted to the labours of other writers, but

it must not be supposed that I claim as my own those

places where no references are given. Some references

have been omitted through oversight, many more, in the

case of theorems, with which I have been so long fami-

liar that I have forgotten where I met them first ; and

besides, it has so often occurred to me to suffer from the

depredations of those worst of plagiarists, " qui nostra ante
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nos dixerunt," that I feel my reading has not been exten-

sive enough to entitle me to claim any theorem for my-

self, even when I do not remember having seen it pub-

lished before. Where I have been most indebted to

others I think it will be found that I have not copied

servilely, and that I have used their labours to guide ra-

ther than to supersede my own investigations. There is,

at all events,' enough of the book my own to make me

apprehensive that several errors may be found in it.

These I leave to the indulgent correction of such readers

as have had experience enough to know how difficult

it is to escape such slips. The inaccuracies of the

work would have been more numerous than they are, but

for the kind assistance of my friend. Dr. Hart, who has

not only furnished me with several contributions, ac-

knowledged in their proper places, but who has also

taken the trouble of reading the proofs of the entire

work, and who has been always ready to oblige me with

his advice on any point of which I felt doubtful.

I take this opportunity of repeating my acknowledg-

ment to Mr. Townsend for similar assistance afforded me
in the preparation of the former volume on Conic Sections.

The following is an account of the arrangement which

I have adopted in this Treatise. Having in the Conies

sufficiently explained those co-ordinate systems in which
the position of a line is expressed by a single equation,

and that of a point by two equations, I have in the first

Chapter given an account of those methods in which it is

the position of a point which is expressed by a single

equation. This Chapter, being quite detached from the

rest, may be either altogether omitted by the student, or

may be reserved until he has read some of the following

Chapters. I have thought it advisable, however, to place
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it at the commencement, that the student may be aware

from the first of the double interpretation which can be

given to every equation employed afterwards. The se-

cond Chapter is devoted to an account of the general

properties of all algebraic curves. I commence with

those which may be derived as consequences from the

number of terms in the general equation. Were the

book only intended for advanced readers, I should then

have proceeded at once to the investigation of the theory

of multiple points by the method used in Sect. iv. For

the sake of learners, however, I have prefixed illustrations

of singular points by particular examples, which I think

will give him clearer ideas of the difierent possible spe-

cies of singular points than are afibrded by the methods

usually followed in works on the Differential Calculus.

For the determination of multiple points and tangents in

general, I have used (Art. 61, &c.) the method which

was introduced by M. Joachimsthal (Crelle,xxxiv. 34) for

obtaining the equation of the tangents to a Curve from a

given point, and which seems of great importance in the

symmetrical investigation of the general properties of

Curves. Having by this method obtained the general

theory of the singularities of Curves, I proceed to explain

how to find the equation of the envelope of a line whose

equation involves a variable parameter, using as examples

the problems of finding the reciprocal, the evolute, or

the caustics, of a given curve. On the subject of evolutes

I have given some considerations, determining their de-

gree and class in general, notwithstanding some doubts

expressed by M. Terquem (Journal, ix. p. 275) as to the

trustworthiness of my arguments, if unsustained by other

proofs. The Chapter concludes with an account of some

of the properties of those points which for higher Curves
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are analogous to the foci of Conic Sections. The third

Chapter is occupied with the special properties of Curves

of the third degree. The first section contains those

properties which can be derived as easy consequences

from some of the principal forms which the general equa-

tion may assume. Having in the second section given

some of the chief properties of the points of inflexion, I

have in the third section, acting on a suggestion of Dr.

Hart's, somewhat modified, given an analysis of the dif-

ferent possible figures which a curve of the third degree

can assume. Previous to examination I had supposed

that the varieties were too numerous to be retained in

any memory, but the principle of classification here

adopted seems sufiiciently simple to be easily understood

and remembered. Sections iv. v. and viii. are develop-

ments for Curves of the third degree of theorems gene-

rally proved in the preceding Chapter. Sections vi. and

VII. contain methods applicable when the curve has a

double point. I reserved for the last section, as less in-

viting to ordinary readers, the discussion of the general

equation of the third degree. The fourth and fifth

Chapters contain the principal known properties of Curves

of the fourth degree, and of the more remarkable tran-

scendental Curves. In the sixth Chapter I give an ac-

count of some general methods of obtaining the proper-

ties of Curves, and particularly of these methods by which

the properties of one curve are deduced from those of

another. Throughout this volume the student is sup-

posed to be acquainted with the ordinary processes of the

Difierential Calculus ; but it is only in the last Chapter

that I discuss those problems which require the use of

the Integral Calculus, such as the rectification and qua-

drature of curves. I had been doubtful whether I might
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not have contented myself with, referring the reader for

information on this subject to works on the Calculus it-

self ; but it seems the more suitable, and probably will

be the ultimate arrangement, that works on the Calculus

should contain its general principles and rules, but that

its application to particular sciences should be found in

special treatises on those sciences. To the ordinary ex-

amples given on this subject I have added some taken

from the later volumes of Liouville's Journal ; and the

reader will perceive from the acknowledgments in the

Chapter, that the Messrs. Roberts have kindly allowed

me to profit by their greater familiarity with this branch

of the Theory of Curves.

In bringing out a work addressed to too narrow a cir-

cle of readers to be likely to be remunerative, I am under

much obligation to the Board of Trinity College for ex-

tending to me the liberality with which they have con-

stantly been ready to contribute to the expenses of

similar works published at their Press.

The reader is requested to take notice that the refe-

rences to the Conic Sections are made to the second

edition.
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THEORY OF THE HIGHER PLANE CURVES.

CHAPTER I.

TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATES.

Art. 1. There are two points of view, botli equally natural, from

which curves may be considered, and according to which they

may be classified. A curve may be considered as the locus of a

moveable point, and may be classed according to the number of

such points which lie on any assumed right line ; or a curve May
be considered as the envelope of a moveable right line, and may

be classed according to the number of such lines (tangents to the

curve) which can be drawn through any assumed point. Both

these principles of classification have been adopted by modern

geometers. A curve is said to be of the »i*'' degree or wdev when

any right line meets it in n points; and of the n"* class when n

tangents can be drawn to it through any assumed point. A conic

section, for instance, is a curve both of the second degree and of

the second class ; but in the case of curves.of higher orders it will

ordinarily not happen that the degree and class of the curve will

be the same. It is evident {Conies, p. 253) that the degree of a

curve is the same as the class of its reciprocal, and vice verm.

In the Cartesian and trilinear systems of co-ordinates, which we

have hitherto adopted, the degree ofthe equation at once indicates

the degree of the curve, while the class cannot be so directly as-

certained ; we proceed now to show that there ai'e other systems

of co-ordinates in which it is the class of the curve which is indi-

cated by the degree of the equation. In the former systems the

B
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position of a point was determined by certain co-ordinates, while

that of a right line was represented by an equation ; in the systems

which we are now about to explain, the position of a right line is

represented by co-ordinates, while that of a point is indicated by

an equation.

2. One such system of co-ordinates we might at once form

from the ordinary Cartesian or trilinear methods. Let the Carte-

sian equation of a right line be Ate + B?/ + C = 0, then if the

quantities A, B, C were known, the position of the right line

would be tnown. We may call these three quantities (which are

only equivalent to two independent variables, since we are only

concerned with the ratios A : B, A : C) the co-ordinates of the

right line.

It was proved (Conies, -p. 64) that if the constants in the equa-

tion of a right line fulfil any linear relation, /A + »iB + «C = 0,

then the right line will pass through a fixed point. We may call

the equation lA + niB + nC = the equation of that point.

Lastly, let the constants A, B, C be connected by a relation

of the n* degree,

aA" + ^A"-! B + &c. = 0.

The line Ax + By + C = 0, moving about subject to this condition,

will envelope a certain curve, of which the above may be re-

garded as the equation. This curve will be of the n* class, or

such that n tangents can be drawn to it from any given point

:

for take any point, ZA + mB + wC = 0, and by the help of this

equation eliminate A from the given equation of the ?i"' degree,

and there plainly results an equation of the n"' degree to deter-

mine B : C, the co-ordinates of the tangents which can be drawn

through the given point.

As an illustration of this method, take the equation

mx + yy - r^ = 0,

this line we know to be the pole of x'y' with regard to the circle

x^ + y^ = 7^
; now suppose that we were given any relation

(x'y) = ; according to one method ofinterpreting this equation,

(jt (x'y) = is the Cartesian equation of a curve on which x'y moves

:

but if, according to the method of the present Article, we look on

x'y merely as coefficients in the equation xx' + yy - r^ = 0, then
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i'
('''y') = is the tangential equation of the curve enveloped by

the latter line : a curve the polar reciprocal of the other curve.

Now if it be required to prove any property of the second

curve, it is not necessary first to deduce from {xy) = 0, consi-

dered as a Cartesian equation, the corresponding property of the

first curve, and then infer, by reciprocal polars, the required pro-

perty of the second ; but we may infer the latter directly from

(a;^) = 0, considered as a tangential equation. We shall return

presently to follow up this remark ; but we shall not dwell further

on the system of tangential co-ordinates explained in this Article,

since it is based on, and requires a previous knowledge of the

Cartesian method. We prefer to pass on to another system of co-

ordinates, by which it will more plainly appear that it is just as

natural to represent a right line by co-ordinates and a point by

an equation, as vice versa; and that the only reason why it should

appear to us otherwise is our early familiarity with the Cartesian

method.

3. In the method of trilinear co-ordinates (Conies, p. 225) the

position of any point is determined by its distances fi-om three

fixed lines. In the system which we are now about to explain,

tlie position of any right line is determined by its distances, a, j3, 7,

from three fixed points. A, B, C ; for it is plain that if the ratios

of these were known, the position of the right line would be com-

pletely determined.

If the perpendiculars from two points, A", B, on any line, be

a, j3, it was proved (Conies, p. 57) that the perpendicular on it

from the point which cuts the line AB in the ratio of m : I will be

-2 Li ; consequently for every line which passes through this
/+ m

point the relation will be fulfilled, la + Jnj3 = 0. We may then

consider this as the equation of a point situated on the line join-

ing the points whose equations are a = 0, /3 = 0, and cutting this

line in the ratio ni : I.

In like manner, if the point la + »i/3 be joined to y, and cut

in the ratio n :l+ m, the perpendicular on any line from the point

so found will be
.la + mB

(^-^"*>Tr^''"^ l<^ + m^ + ny

1+ in + n I + m + n
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And if la + mf3+ ny = 0, the line fulfilling this condition will pass

through the point so found. It follows then that the general equa-

tion of the first degree in ajSy represents a point. The point may be

constructed either by cut- M
ting BC in the ratio n : m,

and AD : : w + m : ^ ; or by li

cutting AC :: I: n and BE,

: : I + n: m; or by cutting

AB : : w : I, and GF::l +

m : n. We are led by this ^ _^
construction to the well- -"^

known theorem that the continued product = 1 of the ratios

BD : DC, CE : AE, and AF : FB.

Since the ratio of the areas of the triangles AOB : AOC is the

same as that of BD : DC, we may write down the equation of the

point O in the form

BOG • a + COA (5 + AOB -7 = 0,

and we see that the above relation will subsist between the per-

pendiculars let fall from the points A, B, C on any line which

passes through O.

Or, substituting for each triangle BOC its value BO • OC sin

BOG, the equation of any point may be written

sinBOC sin COA ^ sin AOB .

-OA7 "
+ -0B~ ^

+ -OC- T'

=
"

•

4. We go on to give some illustrations of the practical appli-

cation of this method of co-ordinates. Let m = 0, v = 0, be the

equations of any two points ; then any equation of the form

u + kv = denotes a point on the line joining the first two. For

if M = ^a + mj3 + ny, v = Iia + TOiJ3 + riij, then

. la + mj3 + ny l^a + OT|/3 + n^yA j 1- JD —
t + m + n Li + m\ + rii

denotes, as we have seen, the point dividing uv in the ratio B : A.

And in general if U = 0, V = 0, be the tangential equations of

any curves, U -I- AV = denotes a curve touching every line

which touches both U and V ; for the co-ordinates of every line

which satisfies U = 0, V = 0, must also satisfy U + kY = 0.

The two equations, u + kv = 0, u-kv = 0, denote points which
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cut the line uv internally and externally in the same ratio ; hence

w, V, M + I'v, u - kv, represent four points of a line cut harmonically.

There is no difficulty in seeing
(
Conies, p. 52) that the anhar-

k
monic ratio of the system u, v, u-\- h\ u +lv, = j ; and of the sys-

7 7 (^ - '») G - »0
tem u + kr, u + ill, u + mv, u + nv, = )-. —^, {.

(« - n) {I - m)

We have seen that o + /3 = denotes the middle point of the

line AB, a - /3 = will then denote the point at infinity on the

same line ; in like manner o = y denotes the point at infinity on

the line AC. And a = j3 = 7 are the co-ordinates of the line at infi-

nity, ns is also evident from the consideration that all finite points

are equidistant from the line at infinity, la + »!j3 + ny = will

denote a point at infinity if Z + ??i + ?i = ; since then the equa-

tion of the point is satisfied by the co-ordinates of the line at

infinity.

It appears from what has been said, that

la - ?»/3 = 0, J?lj3 - «7 = 0, ny - /a = 0,

denote three points which lie in one right line. This equation

gives at once the well-known theorem {Conies, p. 34), that if any

line cut the sides of a triangle in the points L, M, N, then the

continued product of the ratios A]\I : MC, CL : LB, BN :NA ; = 1.

We see hence that the very same equations which in the me-

thod of trilinear co-ordinates prove that three lines meet in a

point, interpreted in the present method, prove that three points

ai-e in one right line. Thus the equations

a + (i=0, |3-7 = 0, 7 + a = 0,

interpreted oneway, express that two external bisectors of the

angles of a triangle meet on the internal bisector of the third

anule : interpreted the other way, express that the line joining

tlie middle points of two sides of a triangle is parallel to the third

side.

5. We give now some examples of the use of these equations

of the first degree.

Ex. 1. The bisectors of the sides of a triangle meet in a point;

viz., in the point a + /3 + 7 = 0.

For this is a point satisfied by a + /3 = 0, 7 = 0,' the co-ordinates
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of the line joining the middle point of AB to C, or by a + 7 = 0,

6=0, or by /3 + 7 = 0, a = 0, which are the co-ordinates of the

other two bisectors ;a + j3 + 7 = 0is then the equation of the cen-

tre of gravity of the triangle.

Ex. 2. The three bisectors of the angles of a triangle meet in a

point.

For since the bisector of the vertical angle cuts the base in

the ratio of the sides, the equation of the point where it meets the

base may be written either aa + h^ = or a sinA + /3 sin B = ;

and the equation a sin A + j3 sin B + 7 sin C = is evidently sa-

tisfied by the co-ordinates of the line joining this point to the

vertex 7. And the symmetry of the equation shows that it is

also satisfied by the other bisectors.

Ex. 3. The three perpendiculars of a triangle meet in a point.

Its equation is readily seen to be

a tan A + j3 tan B + 7 tan C = 0.

Ex. 4. The middle points of the diagonals of a complete quadri-

lateral lie in one right line.

Let the equations of three vertices be a = 0, j3 = 0, 7 = 0, and

of the fourth, la + mj3 + n-y = 0.

The equation of the middle point of one diagonal is a + 7 = 0.

Of the second is

a + iL c 1 = 0, or (l + m + n) R-ir (la + mR + ny) = 0.^
Z + m + n ^ /r-v I //

The equation of the intersection of the opposite sides, AB,

CD, is la + m(5 = ; and of AD, BC, is m(5 + ny = 0.

The equation of the middle point of the line joining these two

points is then

la+mQ mR + ny r,\ ,i s, n s n
TT^ ^ m + n ' °^ ^"'^''^ {la+m^) + {Um) {mfi + ny) = 0,

which may be written

ln{a^ y) + m[{l + m + n)fi + la + mji + ny] =0.

6. In like manner the same method may be applied to conic

sections. The equation a|3 = A . 78 denotes a conic touching the

four sides of the quadrilateral whose vertices are o, j3, 7, 8.

a)3 = ky^ denotes a conic passing through the points a, j3, and
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having the lines joining these points to y for tangents. For as,

in former systems, a tangent was defined as a line which meets

the curve in two consecutive points, so in the present system a

point on the curve is recognised as the intersection of two conse-

cutive tangents; but evidently the two tangents which can be

drawn from a to the curve whose equation has been just written,

both coincide with the line joining a to y. And so in general, if

n^ = y^xp be the equation of a curve, a is a point on it, and the

line joining it to -y the tangent. All the methods of Conies (Art.

271, &c.) are directly applicable also to this method. For in-

stance fia - y, j3 - f.iy, denote any tangent to the conic aj3 = 7^

;

and /jTa - -|Uy + j3 = denotes the point of contact. And gene-

rally if the equation of any point involve an indeterminate in the

second degree, the locus of that point will be a conic, whose

equation is found by forming the condition tliat the equation in

fi should have equal roots. It seems scarcely necessary to add

examples of questions solved by this method, since any of the

examples solved at Civiics, p. 2do, may, without alteration of the

algebraical work, be taken as an example of this method, by

merely altering the iuterpretation of the equations. For instance.

Example 1 is the solution of the question, "A triangle is inscribed

in a conic, and two sides pass through fixed points, to find the

envelope of the third." We therefore add but one more example.

To find the Zocms of the point which cttts in a given ratio the inter-

cept of a variable tangent to a conic icfween tico fixed tangents.

Let y be the intersection of the fixed tangents, and the equa-

tion of ijie conic a/3 = k-y- ; then fxa = hy denotes the point where

any variable tangent meets the tangent joining ay ; ^ = fiky is

the point where the same tangent meets /3y ; and

is the point dividing in the given ratio B : A the line joining

these points. Clearing effractions and arranging, the equation

becomes

{Ala + BXy) /u^ - {Aa + B/3 + (A + B) A^y
j ^ +A% + BX-/3 = 0,

a point whose locus is

4feS. (Aa + By) (Ay + B/3) =
1
Aa + B/3 + (A + B) L^y}^.
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7. In the method of trilinear co-ordinates it is not possible to

tell whether a curve be an ellipse, hyperbola, or parabola, unless

the angles of the triangle a(5y be given. In the present method,

however, a test can readily be found. The curve will be a para-

bola, if the co-ordinates of the line at infinity, a = /3 = y, satisfy

the equation ; and since the equation is homogeneous, this will

be the case if the sum of the coefficients = 0. For instance, a/3 = 7^

represents a parabola, and we see that the product of the perpen-

diculars from two points of the curve on any tangent is equal to

the square of the perpendicular from the pole of the line joining

these points.

To examine whether the curve

Aa3 + 2Baj3 + Cj3-2 + 2Da7 + 2Ej37 + Fy^ =

be an ellipse or hyperbola, we should examine whether the line

at infinity meets the curve in two real points or not. The condi-

tion that the point la + m/3 + ny = should be on the curve is

found by the same process as in the trilinear methods is found

the condition that a given line should touch the curve. It is,

therefore (see Conies, p. 328),

(E^ - CF) ^2 + (D2 - AF) ms + (B2 - AC) n^ + 2(AE - BD) mn
+ 2 (CD - BE) nl + 2 (BF - DE) Im = 0.

Now the general equation of a point at infinity is

la + rnfd = (^ + m) y.

If, therefore, in the previous condition we put n = - (1 + m), and
solve for lim, we should have the equation of the points where
the line at infinity meets the curve. And ifwe form the condition

that this equation in l:m should have real roots, we shall have
the condition that the curve should be an hyperbola. This will

be found to be simply that the sum of the coefficients,

A + 2B + C + 2D + 2E + F,

and the well-known function,

AE2 + CD2 + FB^ - ACF - 2BDE,

should have the same sign. If they have different signs the curve
will be an ellipse. If the latter function = 0, the equation is

plainly resolvable into factors, and represents two points.
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8. The equation of the conic inscribed in a triangle is

/aj3 + m(iy + nya =
;

and the methods by which this equation is treated ( Conies, p. 247)

apply here, the interpretation of the equations being suitably

altered. From our knowledge of the segments made by the in-

scribed circle on tlie sides of a triangle we can readily perceive

that the equation of the inscribed circle is

(s-a) /By + (s - b) ya + (s- c) aj3 = 0,

or, what is the same,

/By cot^A + 7a cot ^B + aj3 cot JC = 0.

The equation, we have seen, will represent a parabola if the sum

oftlie coefficients = 0, so that - + T=r
= is the general equation

a fi y
of a parabola touching the sides of the triangle ajiy-

The equation of the conic circumscribing a triangle is

V{lci)+V(jnfi)+V{ny)-0,

or Pa^ + »?»2/3» + n-y- - 'Ilmafi - 2mii(3y - 2nlya = ;

and I<i — »?i)3 = is the equation of the point where the tangent at

tlie vertex y meets tlie opposite side. Hence, from examining

the segments made by the tangent to the circumscribing circle on

any side, we can see that its equation is

sin A-v^a + sinB-v//3 + sinC-v/y = 0.

The pole of any right line a'fi'y' is as in trilinear co-ordinates

{Conies, p. '2i7),

. rfS o, ffs , <^s „

'^Ta^^^^-^Ty^''-

Thus the equation of the centre, which is the pole of the line at

infinity (a = i3 = 7), is

da. dfi dy

For instance, the conic ay = ^j3S, touching the four sides of the

quadrilateral whose vertices are a, |3, 7, S, will have for its centre

a + 7 = A-(j3 + S),

as will appear by writing for S its value, la + m/3 + »i7, where

I + m + n - 1. The centre then must lie on the line joining the

middle points of the diagonals of the quadrilateral.
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9. In what precedes we have used exclusively homogeneous

equations between a, /3, 7 ; we wish now to show how to interpret

such an equation as ^ (a, /3, 7) = constant. In the case of trilinear

co-ordinates we were able to do this by the help of the relation

which subsists between the three perpendiculars from any point on

the sides of a triangle, viz., a sin A + j3 sin B + 7 sin C = const.

We proceed, therefore, now to inquire what relation exists

between the three perpendiculars from the vertices of any triangle

on any variable right line.

We employ Cartesian co-ordinates: we might simplify our

equations by a particular choice of axes, but, for the sake of sym-

metry, take them in the most general form. Let any line be

xcosO + ysinO + p = 0, then

« cos 6 + y,s\n6 + p = a,

«,cos 6 + «/„sin d + p = (5,

« ^^cos 6 + y^^^
sin 6 + p = 7,

and from these equations we want to eliminate 6 and p. Multiply

the first by y^,
-

«/„,, the second by y,,,
-

«/,, the third by «/,
- t/^^,

and we have

M . cos = a (?/„ - yj + /3 (?/,„ -y) + y {y,
-

y,) ;

where M = x<iy^^ - y,J + ^„(3/,„ - y^ + •»„,(j'/ "" VJ) - double the area

of the triangle. Similarly

- M sin = o («„ - «,,,) + j3 («„ -«) + '/ (•*, ~ ^«)'

6 is eliminated by squaring and adding these equations.

Let (x^ - a;„^) = a cos <p, y^^
-

y^^^
= a sin (j,, where (j) is the angle

which the side a makes with the axis of x ; and let M = ap, where

p^ is the perpendicular on the side a from the opposite angle

;

the result then becomes

^ ^ .2!. _ ^"/^ cos C 2j3j cos A 27a cos B _

P,^ Tpif JP// ¥P„ P„P,„ P,„P,
'

which, for shortness, we shall write O = 1.

If then we are given an equation </> (afiy) = const, we can, by
the help of this equation, bring it to a homogeneous function of

a^y. For we can introduce a factor z, so as to make the equation

homogeneous, and eliminate s by the help of the equation
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Thus the equation of the circle whose centre is la + »n/3 + wy,

and radius is r. is evidently —=—ti 1 = j. which is therefore

reduced to

(Ja + mj3 + nyY = i^(l+m + nf Q.

And, in general, if the equation (a, /3, 7, const.) = be of the

jj"" degree, and involve the constant only in the even powers, the

curve is of the n"* class ; but if any odd powers enter, since we
have to square in order to bring it to a homogeneous function of

a, (3, 7, the curve is of the 2*1"* class.

Thus the equation a|37S = const, denotes a curve of the fourth

class, being equivalent to a(3yd = Q^ ; but ajSy = const, denotes a

curve of the sixth class, being equivalent to a^j3'^7^ = Q'-

10. In trilinear co-ordinates we found that the paradoxical

equation C = denoted the right line at infinity. It is then na-

tural to inquire what is the meaning of the equation

a- R^ 7- 2ai3cosC 287 cos A 27a cos B ^
+ n. +^ c: !_( 1 = 0,

p: p/ f..' p,p, p,,p„, p,..p.

which appears to denote a curve of the second class. And first

it appears from Conies, p. 247, that the equation is resolvable into

factors, and therefore denotes two points. Moreover it is easy to

verify that the sum of the coefficients of the equation vanishes,

and that therefore these points are at infinity. And what the

points are we can readily see from the last Article ; for denoting,

for brevity, the two factors by w, id', we have proved that tlie

equation of any circle whose centre is S is of the form 8- = k-ww.

It follows then from Art. 6 that w, w' represent the two points of

contact of the tangents which can be drawn from 8; that is, they

are the two points at infinity on any circle. What is meant,

then, in this system of co-ordinates, by the equation, constant = 0,

is the two points at infinity on any circle.

In like manner, if a,j3 be the two foci of a conic; expressing

the property that the product of the perpendiculars from these

points on any tangent is constant, we find the equation of the

curve to be of the form a/3 = kwo)', which at once gives the theo-

rem that all confocal conies may be considered as inscribed in

the same quadrilateral.
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11. Enough has been said to show how these three-point co-

ordinates are to be used. We shall now show that this system

includes some other co-ordinate methods at first sight very diffe-

rent. We shall begin by inquiring what the meaning of the

equations will be when one of the points of reference 7 is at infi-

nity. We have proved (Art. 3) that the equation of any point O
is in general

sin BOG sin COA ^ sin AOB
a + (5 +

'

OA " OB
When C goes off to infinity, both y
and OC become infinite, but their

ratio remains finite, and = sin COE,
whereDOEis any line drawn through

the point O. The equation then be-

sinBOC a'

OA 'sinCOE
sinCOA /3

OC
= 0.

comes

OB iCOE
-1- sinAOB =

, ^,. ^. sinBOC sin COA . .^^ . . i.In this equation ^^— ,
—

^^^—, sm AOB, are constants, whenOA
O /3

OB

''S'''^°'sinCOE'sinCOE
are variable ; but since sin COE =

sin ODA, we have AD,
(i

= BE. If then we
sinCOE ' sinCOE

take as co-ordinates AD, BE, the intercepts made by a variable

line on two fixed parallel lines, we see that any linear equation,

A* + B^/ + C = 0,

denotes a point; and that this equation may be considered as the

particular form assumed by the homogeneous equation,

Ax + B^/ + Cz = 0,

when the point z is at infinity.

It follows then that any relation of the n*'' degree between x

and y denotes a curve of the jj* class ; for we obviously get an

equation of the w"* degree to determine the tangents which can be

drawn from any point Ax + By + C to the curve.

12. If, in the equation of any point O, according to this sys-

tem, we substitute the co-ordinates of any line, the quantity
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A.v' + By' + C will be proportional to the intercept made by the

line on a pai-allel to AD drawn through O. For let the co-ordi-

nates of a parallel line through O be x", y", and Ax" + 'By" + C
identically vanishes ; therefore

Aa;' + By' + G = A (a-' - x") + B(y'-y");

but x' - x" and y - y" are each equal to the intercept in question.

We add an example or two to illustrate the use of co-ordinates of

this kind. We know from the theory of conic sections, that the

general equation of the second degree can be reduced to the form

a/3 = i" ; where a, |3 are certain linear functions of the co-ordi-

nates. This is an analytical fact wholly independent of the in-

terpretation we give the equations. It follows then, that the

most general equation of curves of the second class in this system

of co-ordinates can be reduced to the same form, a|3 =^ ; but

this denotes a curve on which the points a, /3 lie ; and which has

for tangents at tliese points the parallel lines joining these points

to the infinitely distant point k ; we have then the well-known

theorem, that " any variable tangent to a conic intercepts on two

fixed parallel tangents portions whose rectangle is constant."

We shall have occasion to prove afterwards that the general

equation of the third degree can always be reduced to the form

afiy = ^S ; in this system this denotes a curve of the third class,

having the points a, (3, y on the curve, having for tangents at

those points the parallel lines joining these points to the infinitely

distant point k ; from each of the points a, j3, y can be drawn a

third tangent to the curve, and these three tangents meet in a

point S. We learn, then, that " any variable tangent to a curve of

the third class intercepts on tliree parallel tangents portions whose

continued product is in a constant ratio to the intercept on a pa-

rallel line drawn through the point S, where the tangents from

a, j3, 7 intersect."

13. We are led again to quite a different system of co-ordi-

nates, if we suppose two of the points of reference at infinity.

The equation

sin BOG sinGOA _ sinAOB ^

-OA-"-" "^06-^-^-0^-^ = ^

becomes, as in Art. 11,
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sinBOG . sinDOA + sinCOA . sinBOD + sinAOB . sinCOB = ;

or since sin BOD _ OA sin COE ^ OA
ii^DOA ~ AD' sinEOA ~ AE'

sinBOO ;^ + sinGOA-rif. + sinAOBOA AD
The point O being supposed fixed,

the only things variable in this

equation are -v-^^, -v^ ; ifthenwe

take as co-ordinates the reciprocals

ofthe intercepts made by any line

on two fixed intersecting lines, any linear relation A + Ba; + G?/ =

between these co-ordinates denotes that the line passes through a

fixed point, and may be considered as the form assumed by the

equation of a point when two of the points of reference are at in-

finity. So in like manner any relation of the «"' degree between

those co-ordinates denotes a curve of the w'* class ; and if the

equation be rendered homogeneous by the introduction of a factor

z, z denotes the intersection of the axes, and ua and y the points at

infinity on these lines.

Thus the equation xy = const., or xy = z^, denotes a curve

passing through the points x, y, and having the lines joining these

points to z for tangents ; that is, an hyperbola whose asymptotes

are the axes, as is otherwise evident.

14. We have commenced by an explanation of these systems

of tangential co-ordinates, because the principle of duality is one

which we wish the reader to bear in mind in his whole perusal of

the following pages. We shall generally use trilinear or Cartesian

equations, but thereadermay, ifhe pleases, suppose the equations

to belong to any of the tangential systems here explained, and

will then derive from them theorems the reciprocals of those

which we shall deduce from them. We might, it is true, have

reminded the reader of the possibility of reciprocating every

theorem (as was shown. Conies, p. 251, &c.), but we prefer the

point ofview here explained, in which the one theorem is not de-

duced from the other, but both are regarded as alike entitled to

be considered the geometric interpretation of the same equations.
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For instance, the system S - a/3 = 0, S - ay = 0, a (j3 - 7) = 0,

may be interpreted either, " that if three conies have two points

common, their remaining common chords meet in a point ;" or if

the same equations belong to any system of tangential co-ordi-

nates, that "if three conies have two tangents common, the three

remaining intersections of common tangents lie in one right

line."

It may, however, be interesting to show how all the results of

the present Chapter may be derived by the metlaod of reciprocal

polars. Any homogeneous equation of the n"* degree between

the perpendiculars let fall from a variable point on three fixed

lines denotes a curve of the n"" degree; take the reciprocal of this

with regard to any point O ; divide the given equation by OP",

PM
P being the variable point; for each ratio -=pp>P''^l'6ing the per-

pendicular on one of the fixed lines, we may substitute (Conies,

pp. 95, 258) — ;
pm being the perpendicular from the fixed

point j> on a variable line. And the denominators being constant,

we see that, for the curve of the n'* class (the reciprocal of the

given curve), there exists a homogeneous relation between the

perpendiculars let fall from three fixed points on any variable

tangent.

15. But if now the point with regard to which the reciprocals

are taken be on one of the three lines of reference a, we should

find as before, for the perpendiculars on the other two lines,

__L. = PHI tut the ratio j=r^ (wherePA is the perpendicular on a)
OP op Or
expresses the sine of tlie angle which the radius vector OP makes

with a fixed line a through the origin, to which corresponds on

the reciprocal figure the cosine of the angle which the variable

line makes with the same line ; there results then a homogeneous

relation of the n"' degree between the cosine of this angle and the

two perpendiculars let fall from two fixed points on the variable

line ; or if the whole equation be divided by cos"0, we get a non-

homogeneous relation of the n'* degree between the two intercepts

made by the vai-iable line on lines drawn tlirough two fixed points

in a certain fixed direction.
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16. Lastly, if the point with regard to which the reciprocals

are taken be the intersection of the fixed lines a, p, there results,

as before, a homogeneous relation between the cosines of the two

angles which the variable line makes with two fixed directions,

and the perpendicular let fall on it from a fixed point ; or, dividing

the whole equation by the n"' power of this perpendicular, we ob-

tain a relation of the n*'' degree between the reciprocals of the

intercepts made by the variable line on lines drawn through the

fixed point in the given directions.*

CHAPTER II.

ON THE GENERAL PROPERTIES OF CURVES OF THE N™ DEGREE.

SECT. I.—ON THE NUMBER OF TERMS IN THE GENERAL EQUATION.

17. The first step towards obtaining a knowledge of the ge-

neral properties of curves of the n"" degree is the ascertaining the

number of terms in the general equation. We should thereby be

enabled, on being given any equation of the n*^ degree, by simply

counting the number of independent constants in the equation, to

know whether or not the given form were one to which all equa-

tions of the w"' degree could be reduced. For example, the

general equation of the second degree contains five independent

constants. If then we were given any other equation of the se-

cond degree, containing five constants, for instance,

(« - ay + (y - ^y = {ax + hy + c)^,

or [{x- af +{y- (5y]i +{(x- a)^ + (y - (3f}i = c,

* The materials for this Chapter are principally taken from Pliicker's System der

Analytischen Geometrie, Abschnitt I. § 2. The co-ordinate system of Art. 3 seems (as

far as I have been able to judge by a hasty glance) to coincide with the method of

Mobius's Barycentric Calculus, published in 1827. A slietch of the co-ordinate system of

Art. 11 is given by M. Chasles in Quetelet's Correspondence for 1830, vol. vi. p. 81.

And the system of Art. 13 is the subject of a tract on Tangential Co-ordinates, published

in this country by Dr. Booth in the year 1840. But to M. Plucker, I believe, belongs

the merit of having, by his general views respecting point and line co-ordinates, put the

principle of duality on its true analytical basis.
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we could expand, and comparing the equation (as at Conies, p. 69)
with the general equation of the second degree, should obtain a

sufficient number of equations to determine a, j3, &c., in terms of

the coefficients of the general equation. We see then that any

equation of the second degree may, in general, be reduced to ei-

ther of the above forms, and we might thus obtain a proof of the

properties of the foci and of the directrix. The equation

{ax + by + c)'- = (ax + I'y + c) {a"x + h"y + c^

contains seven independent constants. The problem, therefore,

to express these in terms of the coefficients in the general equation,

is indeterminate ; as is also geometrically e^'ident, since the equa-

tion may be thrown into this form by taking

a'x + b'y + c, a.v + b"y + c"

to represent any two tangents, and ax + by + c, their chord of

contact. The equations

{ax 4 by)- = ex + dy + e,

{a.v +by + l) {a'x + b'y + 1) = 0,

contain each but four independent constants, and must, therefore,

implicitly involve one otlier condition ; or, in other words, the ge-

neral equation cannot be thrown into either of these forms, unless

one other condition be fulfilled. This is geometrically evident,

since the first equation denotes a parabola, and the second, two

right lines. The general equation of a circle,

(,,_„)2 + (3,_^)3 = ^9,

containing but three expressed constants, must involve two others

implicitly ; or the general equation cannot be thrown into this

form unless two conditions be fulfilled. And so again the equation

S-kS' = 0,

containing but one expressed constant, must imply four other

conditions, as we otherwise know, since the conic expressed by

this equation passes through four fixed points.

18. Some caution must be used in the application of these

principles. Thus the equation

(.r - a)- +{y- /3)- = ax + by + c,

appears to contain five constants, and, tlierefore, to be a form to
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which every equation of the second degree is reducible. But if

we expand, we shall see that the constants do not enter into the

highest terms of the equation, and that there are but three equa-

tions available to determine a, j3, &c. The equation can, there-

fore, not be thrown into this form imless two other conditions be

fulfilled. In like manner the equation

aSi + SSa + cSg + dSi + eSs +/S6 = 0,

where Si, &c., are six conies, is a form to which the equation of

any conic may be reduced ; but suppose three of the equations of

these conies to be connected by the relation S3 = Si + kS2 ; sub-

stituting this value, the equation would be found to contain but

four independent constants, and the general equation could not

be reduced to this form unless some one condition were fulfilled.

19. Having thus endeavoured to give the reader an idea of

the nature of the advantage to be gained by a knowledge of the

number of terms in the general equation of the n"' degree, we
proceed to an investigation of this problem. The general equa-

tion of the n"" degree between two variables may be written,

A
+ Bx + Cy

+ Dx^ + Eicy + F?/2

+

+ P,!!;" + Q*"-'?/ + + R«i/"-i + Sy = 0.

And the number of terms in this equation is plainly the sum of

the series 1 + 2 + 3 + + {n + 1), and is therefore equal to

(n +1) (n + 2)
^—^ , as has been already proved (Conies, p. 70).

We shall sometimes write the general equation in the abbre-

viated form,

Ug+ Ui + U.2+ . . . . + U„ = 0,

where Mq denotes the absolute term, and Ui, Mj, m„, &c., denote the

terms of the first, second, n"', &c., degrees in x and y.

We shall also sometimes employ the equation in trilinear co-

ordinates, which only differs from that just written in havino- a

third variable z introdviced, so as to make the equation homo-

geneous, viz.,
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The number of terms is evidently the same as in the preceding

case {Conies, p. 225).

20. The number of conditions necessary to determine a curve

of the n"" degree is one less than the number of terms in the ge-

ueral equation ; or is equal to —^^—-. l^or the equation re-

presents the same curve if it be multiplied or divided by any

constant ; we may therefore divide by A, and the curve is com-

pletely determined if we can determine the quantities

B C „

A' A'
•^°-

Thus a curve of the Ji."* degree is in general determined when

we are given ^

—

- points on it ; for the co-ordinates of each

point through which the curve passes, substituted in the general

equation, give a linear relation between the co-efficients. We

have, therefore, —^;

—

- equations of the first degree to determine

the same number of unknown quantities, a problem which ad-

mits in general of but one solution. We learn then that a curve

of the third degree can be described through nine points, one of

the fourth degree through fourteen points, and in general through

— points can be described one, and bitt rniey curve of the n'*

degree.

21. When we say that —^5 points determine a curve of

the n** degree, we would not be understood to mean that they

always determine a proper curve of that degree. AU that we have

proved is, that an equation of the n'* degree can be determined

which will be satisfied for the given points ; but this equation

may be the product of two or more others of lower dimensions.

Thus, five points in general determine a conic, but if three of

tliem lie on a right line, no system of the second degree can be

described through the points, except that formed by this right

line and the line joining the other two points. And, in general,

it is evident that, if of the ^
points more than np lie on a
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curve of the p"' degree (p being less than n), a proper curve of the

n* degree cannot be described through the points, for we should

then have the absurdity of two curves of the Ji** and p* degrees

intersecting in more than np points (^Conies, pp. 10, 209). The

only system of the w* degree which can be described through

such a set of points is the curve of the p"" degree, together with a

curve of the n -p"' through the remaining points.

We may even fix a lower limit to the number of points deter-

mining a proper curve of the m"" degree which can lie on a curve

of the p"' degree, and can show that this number cannot be greater

than np - — —^- For if we suppose that one more of

the points (viz., np - — ^-~ ~ + 1) lie on a curve of the

p^ degree, subtracting this number from ~—
^, it will be found

( nfi TiS (iZ 77 "I" O 1

that the number of remaining points is -^

t e) ' ^^^

that therefore a curve of the {n ~
pY'- degree can be described

through them. This with the curve of the ^"^ degree forms a

system of the n* degree through the points ; and it follows from

the last Article that it is in general impossible to describe through

them any other.

22. There is one case, however, in which the solution of

Art. 20 may fail. When we solve m linear equations between m
unknown quantities, the solution in general comes out in the

form of a fraction (see note on Elimination at the end of the vo-

lume). We should have, for instance, a solution of the form

A a; a~a''^''-

Now it might so happen that the given values of the co-ordi-

r ^^ nOn + Z) . . , , ,
nates ot the— points might cause both numerator and de-

nominator of every one of these fractions to vanish. In this case,

then, the given points would plainly be insufficient to determine
the curve, and through them could be described an infinity of
curves of the n"' degree. It is not difficult to explain the geo-

metrical reason why such cases should sometimes occur.
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Let US, for simplicity, commence with the example of curves

of the third degree. Let U = 0, V = 0, be the equations of two

such curves, both passing through eight given points ; then the

-equation of any curve of the third degree passing through these

points must be of the form U - kY = 0. For this equation, from

its form, denotes a curve of the third degree passing through the

eight given points, and it contains an arbitrary constant k which

can be so determined that the curve shall pass through any ninth

point. We should, in fact, have k = ==, where U', V are the re-

sults of substituting the co-ordinates of the ninth point in U and

V. This gives a determinate value for k in every case but one,

viz., when the nintli point lies on both U and V; for since two

curves of the 7?i'* and n'* degrees intersect in mn points, U and V
intersect not only in the eight given points, but also in one other.

For the co-ordinates of this point k takes the value ^ ; and in-

deed the form of the equation sufficiently shows that every curve

represented by the equation U - kV = passes through all the

intersections of U and V. Hence we have the important theo-

rem. All curves of the third degree which pass through eightJixed

points pass also through a ninth. And we can perceive that nine

points are not always sufficient to determine a curve of the third

degree, for that we can describe a curve of the third degree

through the intersections of two such curves, and through any

tenth point.

'2o. The same reasoning applies to curves of any degree. If

there be given a number of points one less than that which will de-

termine the curve
|

" ,^ - 1 |, then U - ^V = (where U

and V are any two particular curves of the system) is the most

general equation of curves of the n'* degree passing thi-ough these

points. For the equation contains one ai-bitrary constant, to

which we can assign such a value that the curve shall pass through

any remaining point, and be therefore completely determined.

But the form of the equation shows that the curve must pass

through all the n* points common to U and V, and therefore not
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only tlirougli the 'l^^ij-^ - 1 given points, but also through as

many more as will make up the entire number to n^. Hence,

All curves of the n"' degree lolnch pass ihrougli ^ *• r^^"'

points pass also through
^^ ~

^ ^ other fixed points.

24. The following is a useful deduction from the preceding

theorem: If of the n^ p>oints of intersection of two curves of the n"'

degree, np lie on a curve of the p* degree (p being less than n), the

remaining n (n -p) will lie on a curve of the n -p"' degree. For de-

. (n-p) (n -p + 3)
scribe a curve of the (n - p)"" degree through

—

— ^

of these remaining points, and this, together with the curve of the

, ^ (n-p) (n-p + 3)
pth (Jegree, form a system passing through ^ + "P

points ; and since this number (being equal to ^ 1 +

(»-l)(»-2)\ . , ^.
n{n + 3) , .. ^ .„

V^ ' c^'^^^* ^^ 1®^^ "^^^^— ~ -*-' ^"'^^ system will

be certain to pass through all the remaining points.

It is to be understood in these theorems concerning the in-

tersections of curves of the m"' degree, that the curves need not be

proper curves of that degree, for the demonstration in Art. 23

holds equally even though U or V be resolvable into factors. As

an illustration of the theorem of this Article, we add the follow-

ing : If a polygon of 2n sides be inscribed in a conic, the n{n - 2)

points where each odd side intersects the non-adjacent even sides will

lie in a curve of the n - 2"'^ degree- For the product of all the odd

sides forms one system of the n"' degree, and the product of all

the even sides another ; these systems intersect in n^ points, viz.,

since each odd side has two adjacent and n -2 non-adjacent even

sides, in the 2n vertices of the polygon, and the n(n- 2) points,

which are the subject of the present theorem. But since, by hy-

pothesis, the 2?i vertices lie on a conic, the remaining n(n- 2)

points, by this Article, lie on a curve of the n-»-2"'' degree.

25. Pascal's theorem is a particular case of the theorem just
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given, but on account of the importance that the learner shouki

clearly understand the principle of the foregoing demonstrations,

we think it advisable to repeat iu other words the proof already

given.

Denote tlie equations of the sides of the hexagon by the first

six letters of the alphabet ; then ACE - Z-BDF = is the equa-

tion ofa system ofcurves of the third degree passing through AB,
BC, CD, DE, EF, FA, and also through AD, BE, CF. If the

firet six points lie on a conic S, then the curve of the system de-

termined by the condition that it shall pass through any seventh

point of the conic S must give ACE - A'BDF s SL. For it can-

not be a proper curve of the third degree, since no such curve can

have more than six points common with S. The right line L
will therefore contain the three points AD, BE, CF.

We may add, tliat it is this proof of Pascal's theorem whicli

leads most readily to Steiner's and Kirkman's theorems
(
Conies,

p. 321). Thus, let

12 • 34 • 56 - 45 61 • 23 = SL,

where 12 denotes the line joining the vertices 1, 2, etc.; and

where L consequently denotes the line through the intersections

of the opposite sides, 12,45; 34, 61; 56. 23;

and let 12 34 • 56 - 36 • 25 • 14 = SM;

then obviously

45 • 61 • 23 - 36 • 25 14 = S • 0^ - L)
;

or the Pascal line indicated by the latter equation passes through

the intersection of the other two.

26. It has been proved that, although two curves of the ;;'*

degree intereect in h^ points, yet n- points, taken arbitrarily, will

T. ^ . (n-l)(M-2)
notbetheintersectionsot two such curves ; but that n- ^

of them being given, the rest will be determined. A simil.ir

theorem holds with regard to the np points of intersection of two

curves of the «'* and p'*- degrees. Thus though a curve of the

third degree intei-sects one of the fourth in tvreh'e points, yet

through twelve points taken arbitrarily on a curve of the third

degree, it will, in general, be impossible to describe a proper curve

of tlie fourth degree. For the system ofthe fourth degree through
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these twelve and any other two points will in general be no other

than the curve of the third degree and the line joining the two

points. And, generally, Every curve of the n'^ degree which is

drawn through np—— ~- points on a curve of the p"' de-

(p-1) (p-2)
gree (p being less than n) meets this curve in — ^-^ other

fixed points. For we had occasion in Art. 24 to see that

(p -1) (p-2) (n- p) (n - p + 3) m (n + 3) _

np
2

+
2

" 2 '

therefore, by Art. 23, every system of the >i"' degree described

xi 1.1 • , -, (n - p) hi - p + 3) ,through the given points, and ^ * — others, passes

, ,
(n - 1) (n - 2) , „ - . _,

through -i other fixed points. But one system of the

n* degree which can be described through the points is the given

curve of the p"' degree and one ofthe [n-pf^ through the additional

, . ^ „, (n - 1) (w - 2)
assumed points. Ihe -^ new points must therefore

lie, some on one, some on the other of these two curves. And it

is evident that these points must be so distributed between them
as to make up the total number of points, in the first case, to np,

in the second to n (n- p). Hence the truth of the theorem enun-

ciated is manifest.

27. A further extension of this theorem has been given by
Mr. Cayley :

" Any curve of the r"^ degree {r being greater than m
or n, but not greater than m + n~ 3), which passes through all but

{m +n ~ r -1) {m + n- r - 2) , ,
^ ^ oj the mn intersections of two curves

of the m"' and w* degree, will pass also through the remaining inter-

sections.^'

The reader will more easily understand the spirit of the gene-

ral proof we are about to give, by applying it first to a particular

example. " Any curve of the fifth degree which passes through

fifteen of the intersections of two curves of the fourth degree will

also pass through the remaining intersection." For take two ar-

bitrary points on each of the curves of the fourth degree. These
four, with the fifteen given points, make nineteen points, through
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^hich, if several curves of the fifth degree pass, they will (by
Art. 23) pass through six other fixed points. But each curve of

the fourth degree, together with the line joining the two aihitrary

points on the other curve, forms a system of the fifth degree

through the nineteen points. Hence all the intersections of the

given curves of the fourth degree lie on every curve of the fifth

degree through the points. Q. E. D.

bo, m general, take -^^ '-^ '- arbitrary points on the

curve of the «" degree, and through them draw a curve of the

{r - »)"• degree ; and take V ~
"/ v>

- n+
) p^jj^^g ^^ ^^ ^^^^

of the »»'* degree, and through them draw a curve of the {r - «)'*

degree ; take as many of the mn points of intersection as with the

arbitrary points make up -^—i - 1 : thensince the curves ofthe

(r - »i)'* and w»'* degree make one system of the r** degree through

the points, and the curves of the (r - n)* and «'* make another,

the intersection of these two systems will be common to evei-y

curve of the r** degree through the points. But

»•(>•+ 3) (r - m) (r - m + 3) (>• -n) (r- n + 3)

(m + n - r-1) (m-k- n-r-2)
= mn - ^ -,

as the reader may verify without difficulty. Hence the truth of

the tlieorem appears. This proof would plainly not apply if 9- be

not at least equal to the greatest of »i or n ; and it would also be

inapplicable if »• - »i were not less than re, since otherwise it would

not be possible to describe, through the assumed points on the

curve of tlie n* degree, a curve of the {r - w»)'* degree, distinct

from the curve of the n'* degree.*

' Euler appears first to ha\-e noticed the paradox, that two curves of the n'* degree

may iuteisect in a greater nomber of points than are sufficient to determine such a cune

(see a memoir in the Berlin Tnmsactions for 174S, " On an apparent Contradiction in the

Theory of Curves"). The 5;une difficulty is pointed out by Cramer, in his " Introduction

A I'Analyse des Lignes conrbes alg€briques," published in the year IToO. It iras only

comp-iratively recently, however, that the important geometrical theorems were observed,

E
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SECT. II. ON THE NATURE OF THE MULTIPLE POINTS AND TANGENTS

OF CURVES.

28. The simplest method of introducing to the reader the

subject of the singular points and lines connected with curves

seems to be, first, to illustrate by particular examples the nature of

these points and lines, and afterwards to lay down rules by which

their existence may be detected in general.

We shall employ the Cartesian equation given in Art. 19. If

we transform this equation to polar co-ordinates, by substituting

p cos d, p sin 6 for x and y (or if the axes be not rectangular, mp,

np, as at Conies, p. 121), we get an equation of the w* degree in p,

whose roots are the distances from the origin of the n points,

where the curve is met by a line drawn through the origin, making

an angle d with the axis of «.

29. If in the general equation the absolute term A = 0, then

the origin is a point on the curve ; for the equation is evidently

satisfied by the values a; = 0, «/ = 0, that is, by the co-ordinates of

the origin.

The same thing appears from the equation expressed in polar

co-ordinates,

(Bcos0 + Csin e)p + (Dcos20+ Ecosfl sin 6 + FsinW)p^ + &c. = ;

for this equation being divisible by p, one of its roots must be

(0 = 0, whatever be the value of 0, and therefore one of the n points,

in which every line drawn through the origin meets the curve,

will in this case coincide with the origin itself

The other (n - 1) points will in general be distinct from the

which are derived from this principle. In the year 1827 M. Gergonne gave the theorem

of Art. 24 (Annales, vol. xvii. p. 220). The general theorem of Art. 23 was given about

the same time by 51. Pliicker (Entwickelungen, vol. i. p. 228 ; and Gergonne's Annales,

vol. xix. pp. 97, 129). It was some years afterwards that the cases were discussed of

the relation which exists between the points of intersection of curves and surfaces of diffe-

rent degrees (as in Art. 26). These cases were discussed in two papers sent at the same

time for publication in Crelle's Journal, one by M. Jacobi (vol. xv. p. 285), the other by

M. Pliicker (vol. xvi. p. 47). Besides the papers just mentioned, the reader may also con-

sult a, memoir by Mr. Cayley (Cambridge Math. Journal, vol. iii. p. 211). The historical

sketch given in the present note is taken from Pliicker's Theorie der Algebraischen Curven,

p. 13.
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origin ; there is, however, one value of 6, for which a second point

will coincide with the origin, viz., if 9 be such that

Bcos0 + Osin6l = O.

The equation then, becoming

(D cos2 + E sin cos + F sin^fl) p' + &c. = 0,

is divisible by p^, and has, therefore, for two of its roots, p = 0.

The line, therefore, answering to this value of d, meets the curve

in two coincident points, or {Conies, p. 75) is the tangent at the

origin.

Since we have a simple equation to determine tan 6, we see

that at a given point on a curve there can, in general, be drawn

but one tangent. Its equation is evidently

|0 (B cos + C sin 0) = 0, or Ba; + Ci/ = 0.

Hence if the equation of a curve be ui + tii + &c. = (the origin being

a point on the curve'), then mi = is the equation of the tangent.

If B = 0, the axis of a; is a tangent; if C = 0, the axis of y.

30. Let us now, however, suppose that A, B, C are all = ;

the coefficients of p will then = 0, whatever be the value of ; in

this case, therefore, every right line drawn through the origin

meets the curve in two points which coincide with the origin.

The origin is then said to be a double point.

We may see now, exactly as in the last Article, that it is in

this case possible to draw through the origin lines which meet the

curve in three coincident points. For let be such as to render

the coefficient of p^ = 0, or D cos^ + E sin cos + F sin^ = 0,

then the equation becomes divisible by p^, and three values of p
are = 0. Since we have a quadratic to determine tan 0, it follows

that there can be drawn through a double point two right lines,

each of which meets the curve in three coincident points ; their

equation is

p8 (D cos^0 + E sin cos + F sinS0) = 0, or D^ + 'E.xy + Fy* = 0.

We learn hence that although every line throiigh a double

point may, in one sense, be said to be a tangent (since every such .

line meets the curve in two coincident points), yet that there are

two of these lines whose contact is closer than that of the rest : so

that it is usual to say that at a double point on a curve there can
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be drawn two tangents. If the equation of the curve (the origin

being a double point) be written uq + us + &c. = 0, then Mj = is

the equation of the pair of tangents at the origin.

31. It is necessary to distinguish three species of double points,

according as the lines represented by wg are real, coincident, or

imaginary.

I. In the first case the tangents are both real; the double

point or node is such as that represented in the second figure

(Art. 32), arising from the intersection of two branches of the

curve, each of which has its own tangent.

A simple illustration of such double points occurs when the

given equation is the product of two equations of lower dimen-

sions, or U = PQ. The equation U = then represents the two

curves denoted by P = and Q = 0. But if these two be consi-

dered as making up a complex curve of the w"' degree, this Ourve

must be said to have pq double points (the points, namely, where

P intersects Q) ; and at each of these points there are evidently

two tangents (viz., the tangents to P and Q).

II. The equation U2 may be a perfect square ; in this case the

tangents at the double point coincide, and the curve takes the

form represented in the fourth figure (Art. 32). Such points are

called cusps. They are also sometimes called stationary points ;

for if we imagine the curve to be generated by the motion of a

point, at every such cusp the motion in one direction is brought

to a stop, and is exchanged for a motion in the opposite direction.

The reader might suppose that we could illustrate these points,

as in the last paragraph, by supposing the curve U to break up
into two, P and Q, which touch ; for every point \^^^
of contact will be a double point, the tangents at ^ \
which coincide. But such a point must be classed

among singularities of a higher order than those

which we are now considering ; for the tangent

at it meets the complex curve in four consecutive points, viz., two
on each of the simple curves, while at the cusps we are considering

we have seen that the tangent generally meets the curve in only

three consecutive points. In order that the tangent at a cusp

should meet the curve in four consecutive points, it is necessary
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not merely that M2 should be a perfect square, but further, that its

square root should be a factor in M3 : that is to say, that the equa-

tion should be of the form

V|2 + V, ^^2 + Mi + &c. = 0.

Such points arise from the union of two double points, as the

reader will readily perceive from the example which we have

already given : for when the curves P and Q touch, the point of

contact takes the place of two points of intersection.

III. The equation Wa = may have both its roots imaginary.

In this case no real point is consecutive to the origin, which is

then called a conjugate point. Its co-ordinates satisfy the equation

of the curve, but it does not appear to lie on the curve, and, in

fact, the existence of such points can only be made manifest geo-

metrically by showing that there are points, no line through

which can meet the curve in more than m - 2 points.

32. As the learner may probably find some difficulty in con-

ceiving the relation of conjugate points to the curve, we shall

illustrate the subject by the following example. Let us take the

curve, f = {x-a){x-b) {x - c),

where a is less, and c greater than b. This curve is evidently

symmetrical on both sides of the axis of .r, since every value of a-

gives equal and opposite values to y. The curve meets the axis

of .« at the three points x = a, x = b, x = c. When x is less than

a, ^ is negative, and therefore y imaginary : y^ becomes positive

for values of x between a and b ; negative again for values be-

tween b and c; and, finally, positive for all values of a- exceeding

c. The curve therefore consists of an oval lying between A and

B, and a branch commencing at C,

and extending indefinitely beyond it.

Let us now suppose b = c, and the \-^ -^^ ^
equation will become

ys^(x-a) {x - b)^

where b is greater than a. The point B has now closed up to C

;

the oval has joined the infinite branch, and the point B has be-

come a double point. (See first figure on next page.)
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But, on the other hand, let b = a.

Then the equation becomes

f = (x - af {a; - b),

where a is less than b; the oval has

shrunk into a point (A), and the curve

is of the annexed form.

This example sufficiently shows the

analogy between conjugate points, and

double points the tangents at which are

real. If we suppose a = b — c, the equation becomes y^ = (ai- ay,

the point A becomes a cusp, as in II. of

last Article, and the tangent at the cusp ^
meets the curve in three coincident points

A,B,C.

33. If in the general equation A, B, C, D, E, F were all = 0,

then the origin would be a triple point, every line through the

origin meeting the curve in three coincident points ; and it is easy

to see, as before, that at a triple point there are three tangents,

which are the three lines represented by the equation Wg = 0.

We may also, as before, distinguish four species of triple points,

according as the three tangents are (1) real and distinct, (2) one

real and two coincident, (3) all three coincident, or (4) one real,

and two imaginary. The last kind of triple point is worth notice,

as to the eye it does not appear to differ from any other point on

the curve.

We may, in like manner, investigate the conditions that the

origin should be a multiple point of any higher degree (k). The
coefficients of all terms of a degree below k will vanish, and the

equation will be of the form

% + M/t+l + &c. = 0.

At the multiple point there can be drawn k tangents, represented

by the equation m* = 0; and the nature of the multiple point va-

ries according as the roots of this equation are all real and unequal,

or two or more of them equal or imaginary.

34. Before quitting the subject of multiple points, we shall

mention some simple considerations which fix a limit to the num-
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ber of such points which a curve of the n"' degree can possess,

when it does not break up into others of lower dimensions.

For example, a curve of the third degree cannot have two
double points ; for if it had, the line joining them must be consi-

dered as meeting the curve in four points ; but more than three

points of a curve of the third degree cannot lie on a right line,

unless the curve consist of this right line and a conic.

Again, a curve of the fourth degree cannot have four double

points; for if it had, the conic determined by these and any fifth

point of the curve must be considered as meeting the curve in

nine* points ; whereas no conic, distinct from the curve, can meet
it in more than 2x4 points. And, in general, a curve of the »"*

degree cannot have more than ^^ ~ double points ; for

if it had one more, through these ^ ^ + 1 and w - 3

other points ofthe curve, we could describe a curve of the degree

n-'i, (Art. 20), which must be considered as meeting the given

curve in 2 1 ^^ '-^—

—

- + 1 1 + n - 3 points, or in n(« - 2) +

1

points, which is impossible if the given curve be a proper curve.

' If a point of intersection of two curves be a donble point on one of them, that inter-

section must be reckoned as two, and the curves can only intersect in n — 2 other points.

If it be a donble point on both, the intersection must be reckoned as four. And in gene-

ral if it be on the one curve a mnltiple point of the degree ^, and on the other of the

degree 7, that intersection must be counted as kl. Thus, for example, a system of ft right

lines meets a system of I right lines in A2 points ; but if all the lines of the first system

pass through a point on a line of the second system, that point clearly coonts as k inter-

sections, and the lines intersect only in ft (Z— 1) other points. And if every line ofboth

systems pass through the same point, that point counts as hi intersections, and the lines

meet nowhere else.

If two curves touch at tlieir point of intersection, the point of contact will, of course,

count as two intersections, since they have two coincident points common. If the point of

intersection be a multiple point on one or both curves, and if one of the tangents at the

multiple point were common to both curves, we should add one to the number of intersec-

tions to which it has been already shown that the multiple point was equivalent ; for,

besides the points just proved to be common, they have a consecutive point common on

one ofthe branches through the mnltiple point.

The reader will have no difficulty in seeing the effect of any combination of tangents

and mnltiple points.
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/ 35. So in like manner we can fix limits to the number of

higher multiple points which can exist on a given curve. Thus,

for instance, if a curve of the n"' degree have a multiple point of

the degree n - 1, it can have no other multiple point; for if it

had, the line joining the two would meet the curve in more than

71 points. If it have a multiple point of the degree n - 2, it can

have no other higher than a double point, and of these it can

be proved, as in the last Article, it can have no more than

-^^ ———^- There is no difficulty in applying the same pria-

ciples to any combination of multiple points of different degrees,

but it is not easy to include the results in a general formula. Of

course the demonstration given only shows that curves cannot

have more than a certain number of multiple points, but does not

make it certain that they can always have so many.*

36. We can show that, when a curve has its maximum numberi

of multiple points, there will be in general certain relations con-

1

neeting them, so that, a certain number of the multiple points i

being given, the position of the rest is determined.

To show this we must inquire to how many conditions being

given a multiple point is equivalent ? If we were given a double

point on a curve we might take it for the origin, and we have

seen (Art. 30) that three terms of the equation will then vanish.

The constants at our disposal are then three less than in the ge-

neral case : the double point is therefore equivalent to three con-

ditions.

• The principles employed in this and the preceding article have been laid down in

Cramer's Introduction k I'Analyse des Courbea. The results thus obtained were some

time ago assailed by a writer (M. Coste) in Liouvllle's Journal (tom. vii. p. 184), who,

without attempting to controvert the arguments used by Cramer, endeavours practically

to confute him by producing examples of curves having more double points than are con-

sistent with the preceding theory. Thus the curve represented by the equation

lexi+y'- 8x2 - 22/2 + 1 = 0,

is produced as an example of a curve of the fourth degree, having four double points, viz.,

the points (y = 0, 4i* = 1), {x = 0, y' = 1) ; and it is stated to consist of two distmct

ovals which intersect in these points. The ovals, however, are no other than the two

ellipses,

'

4x2 + 2 V2 .ry + y2 - 1 = ;

and the theory given above only determines three as the maximum number of double

points on a proper curve of the fourth degree.
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Were we given also the tangents at the double point, this

would be equivalent to two conditions more, for, in addition to

A = 0, B = 0, C = 0, we should be given the quantities ==r, =r-

Being given a triple point is equivalent to six conditions ; for,

making it the origin, the six lowest terms of the equation vanish

:

and so, in general, being given a multiple point of the degree A is

equivalent to —^— conditions.

We can now see that any tliree points taken arbitrarily may

be double points on a curve of the fourth degree ; for the three

ai'e equivalent to but nine conditions. But the tangents at all

these double points cannot also be assumed arbitrarily ; for being

given the three double points and these three pairs of tangents is

equivalent to fifteen conditions, one more than enough to deter-

mine tlie curve. There must then be some relation connecting

these tangents ; and, in fact, we shall prove afterwards that these

six tangents all touch the same conic section, so that, given five,

the sixth is determined.

Twenty conditions determine a curve of the fifth degree. We
may then assume arbitrarily its six double points, and also the

pair of tangents at any one of them ; but the curve is then com-

pletely determined, and therefore also the pairs of tangents at the

other five.

Twenty-seven conditions determine a curve of the sixth de-

gree. If then we wish to describe such a curve having ten

double points, wo cannot even assume so many as nine of tbem

arbitrarily. For tliese nine would completely determine the curve,

which then might not happen to possess any other double point

:

there must then be some relations connecting the ten double

points.

And so in like manner for ciu^ves of higher degrees, when

tiey have their maximum number of double points there must

be a still greater number of relations connecting them. Except

in the case of curves of the fourth degree, we are not aware that

any attempt has been made to express these relations geometri-

cally, but there must remain an extensi\o class of theorems of this

nature still to be discovered.
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37. What has been said is sufEcient to enable the reader to

form a conception of the nature of multiple points on curves. We
shall now proceed to show that a curve may in like manner have

multiple tangents ; or, in other words, that there may be_lines

which touch the curve in Jwp_orjnore^jpoiiits- What are com-

monly called the " singular points" of curves may be reduced to

the two classes, either of multiple points, or of points of contact

of multiple tangents. As we introduced multiple points to the

reader by an examination of the particular case where the origin

was a multiple point, so it will be more simple to commence our

discussion of multiple tangents by examining the condition that

the axis (y = 0) should be a multiple tangent.

We find in general the points where this line meets the curve

by making ^ = in the general equation, whence we get

A + Ba; + Dj;^ + Gx^+ ?.»» = 0,

an equation which can be reduced to the form

P (« - a) (iT - b) (« - c) (« - d) &c. = 0,

where a, b, &c., are the values of cc for the points where the axis

meets the curve.

The axis will be a tangent when two of these points coincide,

that is, when the equation can be reduced to the form

P (^ - af {x - h) &c. = 0.

The axis then touches the curve at the point y = 0, x = a. If

A = 0, B = 0, the axis touches the curve at the origin.

I. But now if the equation have two distinct pairs of equal

roots, that is to say, if it be of the form

V{x- of {x - bf [x - c) &c. = 0,

the axis is a double tangent at the two

real points, x = a, x = b. It is evident _
that such a tangent, meeting the curve

in two pairs of coincident points, cannot occur in any curve of a

degree lower than the fourth.

II. But, secondly, the axis must be considered equally as a
double tangent, even if the two points of contact were imaginary,
that is to say, if the equation were still of the form

P («3 + ;w + qY {x - c) &c. = 0,
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even though ai^ +p.v + q could not bo resolved into two real fac-

torsj (,i' - a), {x - b),

III. Thirdly, the eqiiation may be of the form

P (a- - a)3 (x - c) &c. = 0.

The axis then meets the curve in three consecutive points. In

general, taking tliree consecutive points on a curve, the line join-

ing the first and second of these is one tangent, and the line

joining the second and third is the consecutive tangent. In the

present case, therefore, two consecutive tangents coincide. Hence

too, in such a case, the axis may be called a stationary tangent

;

for if we consider the curve as the envelope of a moveable line, in

this case two consecutive positions of the moveable line coincide.

The point of contact of a stationaay tangent is called a point of

inflexion.

IfA = 0, B = 0, D = 0, the origin is a point

of inflexion, and y = the tangent at it ; since

then the equation is of the form

P.c3 {.V - c) &c. = 0.

38. The reader will have observed the strict correspondence

between our division of double tangents and our division ofdouble

points (Art. 31) ; that, as every double point has two tangents, so

every double tangent has two points of contact ; and that the two

tangents in the first case, and the two points in the second, may
be either real and distinct, real and coincident, or imaginary.

The learner, on finding that the tangent at a point of inflexion is

a double tangent whose points of contact coincide, is likely to

imagine that it must meet the cm-ve in four, not three, coincident

points ; since, if (see figure, p. 34) the points a, b coincide, the

line joining them will still meet the curve in four points. But a

line which meets the curve in fom" coincident points is a triple,

not a dottble tangent; for it is a tangent in virtue of joining the

first of the coincident points to the second, the second to the third,

smd the third to the fourth. Just as a common chord meeting the

curve in two points, a, b, becomes a t-angent when the points a, b

coincide ; so a double tangent touching the curve at a and b would

become a triple tangent when a and b coincide ; and the only way

to obtain a double tangent with coincident points of contact is to
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take a line touching the curve at a, and cutting it at 6, and then

to imagine the points a and b to coincide.

39. We wish next to show that whereas in ordinary cases

the curve lies altogether at the same side of the tangent, at a

point of inflexion the curve crosses the tangent, and lies part on

one side, and part on the other.

This is a particular case of the following more general theorem

:

Two curves which have common an even number of consecutive points

touch loithout cvUing ; those which have common an odd number of

consecutive points cross one another at their point of meeting.

Let the equations of the two curves he y- ^x, y-tpx; let

them intersect at the point x = a; then, by Taylor's theorem, the

values of the ordinates of the two curves, for the point x = a + h,

are

dd, h d^ h^ d^d> /j3 „

2'' = ^-^d^T + ^r:2 + ^rx3 + '^°-

, diLh d^ A3 a^ h^ „

where ^, i//, -^, &c., are the yslnesoi <px,\px, -|^,&c.,whena;=a.

Now, by hypothesis, ^ = i//, since the curves intersect at the point

X = a, therefore

(d^ d4\hjd^ d^\ h^ (d^ d^\ h^

^' ^" \dx dxjl \dx^ dxy\..2 \dx3 dx^ 1.2.3

Now, by the principles of the dilFerentlal calculus, when h is in-

definitely small, the sign of the sum of this series is the same as

the sign of its first term, but the sign of this term is changed when

the sign of h is changed ; therefore if, at the infinitely near point

{x = a + h), the ordinate of the curve ^ be greater than that of the

curve ;//, it will be less at the point (x = a - h). Hence if two

curves have one point common, in general, that which is upper-

most at one side of the point will be undermost at the other.

But now suppose that -p = — , the first term of the series will

, , /d^d, d^\ /i3 , . , , , . , ,
then be I -=-^ - -5-3 I y-^, which does not change sign when h

changes sign. The same curve, therefore, which is uppermost on
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one side of the given point, will be uppermost also on the other.

But when^ - -^,i the curves are manifestly closer to each other

than in the previous case, since the difference of the ordinates no

longer involves the first power of h ; which is equivalent to what

is expressed geometrically, hy saying that the curves have two

consecutive points common. Or the same thing may be shown

thus : x'y, x"y" being tlie co-ordinates to rectangular axes of any

two points on a curve, ^,—^ is plainly the tangent of the angle

which the chord joining them makes with the axis ofx: but if

the points coincide, we learn that the value of -^ for the given point

cxpirsses the tangent of the angle lohich the line joining it to the con-

secutive point (i. e. the tangent^ makes xcith the axis of x ; conse-

quently, if two curves have a point common, and -j- for that point

the same for both curves, it follows that the consecutive point is

also common.

40. When the curves have three consecutive points common,

we shall have t-? = —^ ; the first term of the series for w - V is
di(? ax- "'"

(
—r i

)
which does change its sign with h, and there-

\aa^ dx^ / 1 . z . o

foi-e, as before, the ciurves cross at the given point. And so,

in general, if the expansion of y^ - y^ commence with an even

power of h, it will not change sign with h, and therefore the curves

touch without crossing ; but if it commence with an odd power of

h, the sign will change with h, and therefore the curves cross at

the given point.

The reader has already had an illustration of this, in the case

of the circle which osculates a conic at any point, and which, in

general, having three points common with the curve, touches and

crosses the curve (Conies, p. 205); but at the extremities of the

axes the osculating circle passes through four consecutive points,

and touches without crossing.

The same investigation applies when one of the curves become

a right line. A tangent, therefore, at a point of inflexion, or any
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line meeting the curve in an odd number of consecutive points,

is crossed by the curve : but a tangent which meets the curve in

an even number of consecutive points has the neighbouring part

of the curve all at the same side of it.

41. The axis y = will be a triple tangent when the equation

which determines the points where it Jmeets the curve is of the

form V {so- af {x - by {x - of (x - d) &c. = 0.

It is evident such a tangent cannot occur in a curve of any degree

lower than the sixth. We may, as in Art. 33, distinguish four

species of triple tangents according as the points of contact are

real and distinct, one real and two imaginary, one real and two

coincident, or all three coincident. The last will be the case

when the equation is of the form

F(a;-ay (x-h) &c. = 0;

and the axis meets the curve in four coincident points, and is

therefore a triple tangent, as was shown in Art. 38. The point

of contact of such a tangent is called a point of undulation. In like

manner there may be multiple tangents of still higher orders, or

again, points of undulation of higher orders, arising when a line

meets the curve in more than four coincident points. Cramer

calls those points at which the tangent meets the curve in an odd

number of consecutive points, points of visible inflexion, to distin-

guish them from ihosepoints de serpeniement, or points of undula-

tion, which do not, to the eye, differ from ordinary points on the

curve.

42. We have hitherto only illustrated the case where the

origin is a multiple point, or one of the axes a multiple tangent

;

it is evident, however, that the form of the equation might, in

like manner, betray the existence of multiple points and tangents

situated anywhere.

I. For instance, if the equation be of the form

a<l> + (3ip = 0,

where a, (5 are the equations of any two right lines, and f, \p arc

any functions of the co-ordinates, then aji is one point on the

curve. The equation of the tangent at this point is

a^,' + fi^'
= 0,
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where <jt', \p' are the forms which and \p assume when we intro-

duce the conditions a = 0, /3 = 0. For if we seek the n-1 points,

in which any line through aj3, (a - kfi) meets the curve, we get

an equation of the form

/3 {k{f' + Mj3 + N03 + &c.) + (f + M'|3 + N'/3^ + &c.)) = ;

and in order that a second root of this should be j3 = 0, we must

have ^^' + ;//' = ; whence, substituting for Jc, •;=, we get for the

equation of the tangent,

a0' + (ixP' = 0.

II. In general the curve represented by

a/SyS &c. = a,|3,7,S, &c.

passes through the points

aa, a/3,, ay^ &c., /3/3,, |3y,, &c., -yy,, &c.

III. If the equation be of the form

af + (i^ = 0,

we see (as at Conies, p. 214), that a is the tangent at the point a/3,

for two of the points in which this line meets the curve coincide.

Or again, if the curve be

tit,t3 t„+ p^ = 0,

ti, &c., are the tangents at the n points, where /3 meets the curve.

The form of the equation shows that if the points of contact of

n tangents lie on a right Knefi, the remaining points where these tan-

gerOs meet the curve lie on a airve of then- 2'"' degree ^.

IV. If the equation be of the form

a^<p + ajixp + I3\ = 0.

If we seek the points where any line (a =X'j3) through a/3 meets

the ciu-ve, we find that two of these always coincide with afi, and

therefore that this is a double point. It appears precisely as in I.,

and in Art. 30, that the tangents at this double point are

aV' + «^f + f3\' = 0,

where <p', \p', \ are the values which these functions take for the

co-ordinates of the point a = 0, /3 = 0.

V. So again, if the equation be of the form

a-> + a^pi + aii\ + ^'^ = 0,
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the point oj3 is a triple point; the three tangents being given by

the equation

a^^' + a^(5f + a(5Y + jS^to' = 0.

VI. If the equation be of the form

ai, + (i^y^ = 0,

a is a double tangent at the points aj3, ay-

VII. If the equation be of the form

af + fm = 0,

aj3 is a point of inflexion, and a the tangent at it.

43. We shall first illustrate the last Article, by showing how

the equation enables us to discern the nature of the points of the

curve at an infinite distance. The trilinear equation is (Art. 19)

Itn + lin-l Z + Mn-2 ^^ + &C. = 0.

The directions of the n points at infinity are found (by making

«: = in the equation) from the equation «« = 0, which solved for

y : X, is of the form

(?/ - m\x) {y - m^x) (y - m^x) (&c.) (y - mnx) = 0.

A curve of the n"' degree has, in general, n asymptotes, namely,

the tangents at the n points, where z, the line at infinity, meets

the curve. We can find their equations readily as follows, when

the equation Mk = has been solved for y.x. It appears from III.

of the last Article that if the equation were reduced to the form

ty, &c., would be the n asymptotes. But the given equation

{y - mix) (y - rn^x) &c. + zun-i + z^u^Ji + &c. =

may always be reduced to the form

{y - mi X + Xi) (?/ - »i2 a; + A2) &c. = z"^^
;

for the terms of the n"' degree in x and y are obviously the same

for both equations, and the n arbitraries. A], &c., in the second, can

be so determined as to make the n terms of the n - !«' degree the

same for both equations.

The reader will have no difficulty in understanding this me-

thod, if he tries to apply it to a particular example; for instance,

{x + y) {2x + y) (3.« + !/) + 17,^3 + llxy + 2/ + I2x + lOy + 36 = 0,
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which it is desired to throw into the form

(x + y + Ai) {2x + y + Aa) (Sw + y + X^) + Ax + By + C = 0.

To determine Ai, A3, A3 we should then have the three equations

6A1 + 3As + 2A3 = 17, 5Ai + 4A3 + 3A3 =11, A, + Ao + A3 = 2

;

and the equation may be reduced to the form

(« + 3/ + 4)(2a; + ?/-3) (3a- + !/+ 1) + 43ar+ 21«/ + 48 = 0.

44. If two roots of the equation ?«„ = be equal (mi = 1712), the

general equation takes the form (y - niiicy <j) + z\p = 0; two of the

points where z meets the curve coincide, and the line at infinity

is therefore a tangent to the curve.

Should three roots of this equation be equal, the line at infi-

nity meets the curve in three coincident points, and therefore

touches at a point of inflexion.

If in the general equation the coefficient oiy" = 0, the axis of

y would pass through a point at infinity, and we have evidently

only an equation of the n - 1"' degree to determine the remaining

points where it meets the curve.

Should the coefficient ofy"''- also vanish, the axis of y will be

an asymptote.

If two factors of «„ be equal, and one of them also a factor in

"„_i, then the curve has a double point at infinity; for the equa-

tion is of the form

(y - viixy
i>
+ ~ {y - mix) \p + z- Y = 0.

45. We shall in a future section show how the singular points

of a curve may, in general, be found. But the application of the

general methods being usually a work of some difficulty, the ex-

amples given in works on the differential calculus are, for the

most part, cases where the existence of the singular points more

readily appears from mere inspection of the equations ; a selection,

including all the most difficult of these examples, will therefore

serve to illustmte the preceding Articles. (See Gregorj's Ex-

amples, p. 170, &c.)

(1.) .«* - ay.r^ + 6?/^ = 0. (2.) .v^ - ifl.r'v + -'.r-y- + ay^ + «/* = 0.

In both cases the origin is a triple point. The tangents of the

first tire given by the equation ax^y = f>i/^ ; and ofthe second by the

a
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equation ^ai^y = y^. By Art. 34, neither curve can have any

other multiple point.

. (3.) o/ -x^ ± bx^ = 0.

The origin is a double point, whose tangents are given by the

equation o«/^ + bx^ = 0.

If the sign be given positive, the origin is a conjugate point.

(4.) («8 - a^Y = ay^ {2y + 3a), or {x - a)^ (x + a)« = a/ (2y + 3a).

Here evidently {x - a, y) and (x + a, y) are double points. To

get the tangents at the first, we are to make x =a, y = in the

parts which multiply (x - aY, y^, and we get

4:(x- ay = Zy"'.

In like manner for the tangents at the other double point,

4 (« + of = 32/2.

The curve has a third double point, whose existence can be shown

by throwing the equation into the form

a;2 (a? - 2a8) = a{2y- a) (y + a)^.

Hence (x, y + ai) is a double point, and the tangents at it are

2 {x^) = 3 (2/ + ay.

Having found these three, we know, by Art. 34, that the curve

can have no other multiple point.

(5.) (by - cxy = (x - dy.

The point (by - ex, x - a) is a cusp of such a nature that the

tangent at it meets the curve in five consecutive points.

(6.) x^ (x + b) = a^
The origin is a double point, the tangent at which meets the

curve in four consecutive points. There is a triple point at infi'

nity, to which the line at infinity is the only tangent. The line

x-^b touches the curve where it meets the axis of x, and also at a

point of inflexion at infinity.

(7.)
^' +/ + «* = 0.

This equation cleared of radicals becomes

(a;2+/ + 22)3= 27«2?/V.

and in this form the existence of six cusps is manifest, for each of

the points where x meet y'^ + ^^ is a double point, and x the only

tangent at it. Similarly for (?/, x"^ + 2^) and (z, x"^ + y^).

The curve has also four other double points, viz., (x ± y, x ± z).
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This can be proved by putting y + x=u, z + ai = v; aiid therefore

y = u ±x, z = V ±x.

Substituting these values in the given equation, it is of the form

ti^(jt + uinp + v^)(^.

The tangents at any of the double points will be found to be

given by the equation

u' + uv + «2 = 0,

and therefore the double points in question are conjugate points.

SECT. III. MISCELLANEOUS PROPERTIES COMMON TO ALL ALGEBRAIC

, / „ CURVES.

^ 46. The theorem given {Conies, p. 136) may be generalized

as follows : If through any point O two chords he drawn, meeting a

curve of the «** degree in the points Ri Rj. . . R„, Si Sj. . . S„, then

A ^ j>.i ^ . ORi . OR2 . . . 0R„ .„ ,
the raho of the products j:r^—^=r^ t=-^- toili be constant, what-

ever be the position of tlie point O,provided that the directions of the

lines OR, OS be constant*

And the proof is the same as that already given in the case of

conic sections. From the polar equation of the curve, Art. 28,

we see that the product of all the values of the radius vector on a

line through the origin making an angle with the axis of «, is

A
~ Pcos"0+ Qcos"-'0sin0 + &c.'

and the same product for any other line is »

A
~ P cos"0^ + Q cos"0^ sin 0, + &c.

The ratio is therefore

Pcos"0 + Qcos"-'0sin0+ vtc.

Pcos"0, + Qcos"! 0,sin0,+ &c.

But we have seen (Conies, p. 122) that by a transformation to any

pai-allel axes tlie coefficients of tlie highest powere of the variables,

and therefore this ratio, will be unaltered.

• This theorem was fiist given by Newton, in his Eniimeratio Lmearum Tertii Ordinis.
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We may (as at Conies, p. 136) express the same theorem thus:

If through twofixedpoints, O and o, any two parallel lines be drawn,

then the ratio of theproducts OR, . ORa- OR3 . .^c: ori .or^ . or^, S[c.

will he constant, whatever be the common direction of these lines.

For the value of the second product is ==; „ „— , where^ Pcos''0 + &c.

A' is the absolute term when is made the origin ; and the ratio

of the products is A : A', and independent of 6. We have seen

(^Conies, p. 122) that the new absolute term will be the result of

substituting the co-ordinates of in the given equation. We see,

therefore, that the result of such a substitution is always propor-

tional to the product of the segments intercepted between and

the curve on a line whose direction is given {Conies, p. 217).

47. From the preceding theorem is deduced at once Carnot'a

theorem, of which we have given a particular case {Conies, p. 263).

Let each of the sides ofa polygon A, B, C, &c., meet a curve of the

«"> degree in n real points. We shall denote by (B)' the conti-

nued product of the n segments made on the side BC between B
and the curve : by '(B) the product of the segments made on the

side BA. Then

(A)' (B)' (C)' (D)' &c. = '(A) '(B) '(C) '(D) &c.

For through any point draw radii vectores parallel to the sides of

the polygon, and denote the continued product of the segments

on each of these lines by (a) {b) (c), &c., then

'(B):(B)'::(a):(5)

'(C):(C)'::(6):(c)

'(D):(D)'::(c):(^)

&c.

and compounding all these ratios, the truth of the theorem is

evident.

48. Some ambiguity will be avoided by attention to the

signs +. The reader will remember (see Conies, p. 6) that we
have distinguished the cases where a line is cut internally and

externally in the same ratio, by using the sign + in the first case,

and - in the second. If then we write the formula

'(A) '(B) '(C) &c. = ± (A)' (B)' (C)' &c.,
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and inquire which sign is to be used ; it is easy to see, by taking

the case of a very small polygon, that the formula must be true

when every side of the polygon is cut externally, and, therefore,

when every term in the product (A)' has a sign opposite to that

of the corresponding term in the product '(B). If the curve be

of an even degree the products (A)' and '(B) will have the same

sign ; if it be of an odd degree, they will have opposite signs.

But even if the curve be of an odd degree, still if the number of

sides of the polygon be even, the number of products will be

even, and therefore the two continued products (A)' (B)' (C)' &c.,

'(A) '(B) '(C) Ac, will have the same sign. We learn then that in

the preceding equation the sign + is to be used when either the

degree of the curve or the number of sides of the polygon is even,

but that when both are odd the sign - must be used.

49. We shall give a few examples to illustrate the fertility of

this theorem. (See Pliicker's System der Analytischen Geome-

tric, p. 44.)

(1.) Let a right line meet the sides ofa triangle AB, BC, CA,

in the points c, a, b. Then

Ac . Ba . C6 = - Ah . Be . Ca, {Conies, p. 33),

and tlie sign shows that, if it cut two sides internally, it must cut

the third externally. The equation

Ac .Ba . C6 = + Ab . Be . Ca, {Conies, p. 34),

will be fulfilled if the three lines Aa, B5, Cc , meet in a point

;

and the line AB is cut harmonically in the points c and c.

(2.) Let us now pass to curves of the second degree, and sup-

pose each side of the triangle to touch the curve in the points

a, b, c. Carnot's theorem gives us

Ac-. Ba8. C6« = + AbK Bc^. Ca=

;

and, therefore, Ac.Ba.Cb = ± Ab .Be . Ca.

The lower sign caimot be used, since no line can meet a conic in

three points : we leain then that if a conic be inscribed in a tri-

angle, tlie lines joining each vertex to the opposite point of con-

tact meet in a point.

(o.) Again, let a, b, c be points of inflexion on a cuiwe of the
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third degree, at which BC, CA, AB are tangents ; then, by Car-

not's theorem,

Ac3 . Ba3 . C63 = - A63 . Be' . Ca^,

the only real root of which is

Ac.Ba.C6 = - A6.Bc.Ca.

Hence, if a curve of the third degree have three real points of in-

fleaion, they must lie on one right line. Hence too a curve of the

third degree can have only three real points of inflexion ; for this

Article would show that all the real points of inflexion must lie

on a right line ; and a right line can only meet the curve in three

points.

The same reasoning proves that if any curve of an odd degree

have three real points, at each of which the tangent meets the

curve in n points, these three points must lie on one right line.

(4.) Again, let a curve of the fourth degree have three double

tangents ; we have

Ac2. Ac;. Ba2. Baf. CP. Cb^ = Ab^. Ab^. Bc^. Bc^. Ca^. Ca,2,

whence

Ac . Ac . Ba . Ba .Cb.Cb, = + Ab. A6 . Be . Be . Ca . Ca
;

but on account of the double sign we can only infer that " if a

curve of the fourth degree have three double tangents, the conic

through five of the points of contact will either pass through the

sixth, or through the point which, with the sixth, divides harmo-

nically the side of the triangle on which the sixth lies."

50. There are some particular cases for which Garnet's theo-

rem requires to be modified. First, if one of the angles (A) of

the polygon were at infinity, that is to say, if two adjacent sides

be parallel, then (A)' ultimately = '('^)i ^^^ '^^ ^^^^^ have the

equation (B)' (C)' &c. = '(B) '(C) &c.

Secondly, if one of the angles (A) were on the curve ; then

one of the n terms vanishes in each of the products (A)' and '(A)

;

, ^ . . . „ ^ y AR sinRR'A
but now, smce the ratio ot any two Imes -7^=77 = -—^,^ . , we•^ AR smRRA'
may substitute for the ratio of these two vanishing sides, the

ratio of the sines of the angles which the sides of the polygon at

A make with the tangent at A, and the theorem becomes
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(A)' (B)' (Cy &c. ^ '(A) '(B) '(C) &c.

sin a sin a'
'

where (A)' '(A) have each but n - 1 factors, and where a, a are

the angles which the sides on which (A)', '(A) are measured make
with the tangent at A. In this manner we can deduce that, " if

any polygon be inscribed in a conic, the continued product of the

sines of the angles which each side makes with the tangent at its

right hand extremity is equal to the similar product of the sines

of the angles made with the tangent at the other extremity."

DIAMETERS.

51. If there be n points in a right line, a point on the line

such that the algebraic sum of its distances from these points shall

vanish, is called the centfe of mean distances of the given points.

Let the distance of the centre from any assumed point on the line

be y, let that of the other points be yi, ys, ys, &c., then the dis-

tances of the centre from the given points are y - yi, y - ys, &c.,

and the condition given by the definition is

S(y-yi) = 0, or «y-S(?/i) = 0;

whence we learn that the distance of any assumed point from the

centre is equal to tlie sum of the distances of the assumed point

from the given points, divided by the number of these points ; or

is equal to the mean distance of tlie assumed point from the given

points. Thus if there be only two given points, the centre of

mean distances is the middle point of the line joining them, and

the distance of any point on the line from the middle point is half

the sum of its distances from the two given points.

The well-known properties of the diameters of conies have

been generalized by Newton into the following theorem, true for

all algebraic curves: Jf on each of a system of parallel chords of a

curve oftJie n'* degree there be taken the centre of mean distances of

Ae w points, where the chord meets the curve, the locus of this centre

is a right line, irhich may be called the diameter corresponding to the

given system of pai'oUel chords.

To prove this theorem, we adopt the same method of investi-

gation as in the case of conic sections. (^Conies, p. 129.) The

orioin would be the centre of mean distances for a chord making
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an angle with the axis of «, if, when we transform to polar co-

ordinates by substituting p cos 9, p sinO (or, in case of oblique axes,

mp, np), for x and y, 6 be such as to cause the coefficient of p""' to

vanish. If we seek then the condition that any other point ai'y'

should be the centre of mean distances for a parallel chord, we

must examine what relation should exist between x't/', in order

that when we transform the axes to this point the new coefficient

of p""' should vanish for the same value of d. But when the given

equation U = is transformed to parallel axes by substituting

x+ x, y + y, for x and y, it becomes (Lacroix's Differential Cal-

culus, p. 54)

only the three first terms can contain powers of the variables as

high as the (n - 1)*', and since these involve x'y only in the first

degree, the required locus must be a right line. Its equation is,

in fact, du,, du„ ,

where in w„, m„.i, cos 9 and sin 9 (or, if the axes be oblique, m and

«) have been substituted for x and y.

52. Newton has also remarked that if any chord cut the curve

and its asymptotes, the same point will be the centre of mean dis-

tances for both, and that therefore the algebraic sum of the inter-

cepts between the curve and its asymptotes = 0. This is the

extension of the well-known theorem (^Conies, p. 172). The truth

of it follows at once from the equation of a diameter given in the

last Article, and from what was proved (Art. 43) that the terms

M„, Mn-i. are the same in the equation of the curve and in that of

its n asymptotes.

53. We may in like manner seek the locus of a point such

that the sum of the products in pairs of the intercepts, measured in

a given direction between it and the curve, should vanish. The
origin would be such a point if the coefficient of p^'^ vanished for

the given value of 9, and the locus is found, as in Art. 51, by exa-

mining what relation should exist between x and y that the co-

efficient of jo"'^ in the transformed equation should vanish. But
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since tlie terms of the (n - 2)'"* degree in x and y involve no

powers higher than the second of x and y', the locus Tvill be a

conic section, which we shall call the diametral conic.

Its equation is readily seen to be

,
du„.i du„_i ( ^d^u„ d^u„ „d^u„\

where, in u„.^, &c., cos and sin B have been substituted for x and y.

The distance of any point from either point on the diametral conic

being y, and from the curve t/i, y-z, &c., we have by the definition

S - yi) (y - 2/2) = 0.

The number of terms in this sum is the same as the number of

combinations in pairs of n things, and is therefore = —^^-^

—

-

This, therefore, will be the coefficient of y^ when we multiply

out each of these products, and add them t-ogether. In the same

case the coefficient of ?/ will consist of —^—^ terms, each ofthe

form - (yi + ys), and since it must involve the n quantities 3/1, ^2,

&c., symmetrically, it must be - (n - 1) 2y. Hence

S (y-yi) («/ - »/2) = ^^-^^2=^2^^ - (" - 1)2/S(!/,) + S(yi^,) = 0.

This quadratic gives the distances of any point from the diame-

tral conicwhen we know its distances from the curve. ~ times

the product of these two distances = S(?/i 1/2), or ike product of

the distancesfivm the diametral conic is equal to the mean product in

pairs of the distancesfrom the curve, since there are such

products. The sum of the distances from the diametral conic

2 . .

= - 2v- The mean distance is then the same for both curves, since
n •"

there are two such distances in the one case, and n in the other
;

and the two curves have the same diameter.

.i4. There is no difficulty in seeing that a curve of the «" de-

gree may have other curvilinear diameters of any degree up to the

(u - 1)**. Thus the locus of a point such that the snm of the pro-

duct? in threes of its distances from the curve should vanish, is

H
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found by putting the coefficient of p""^ in the transformed equa-

tion = 0; and since this coefficient involves no higher than the

third powers of the variables, the locus will be of the third degree.

We may see too, in like manner, that

^/ \ , s / \ n(n- 1) («-2)
2(2/ - yi) {y - yz) (y - yz) =

;^ ^ 3
-3/' -

(h-1) (n-2) „ , ^ n-2 , ^ ^/
^ ^ '- y^ S (y) + -^y ^{yiy^) - Myn/m),

and we can readily infer hence that the curve and its cubical dia-

meter will have the same mean distance, mean product in pairs,

and mean product in threes of the distances. So in like manner

for diameters of higher dimensions. More light will be thrown

on the subject of these curvilinear diameters by considerations

which we shall explain presently.

55. To the mention we have made of diameters, we may add

some notice of centres. If all the terms of the degree n - 1 were

wanting in the equation, then the algebraic sum of all the radii

vectores through the origin would vanish, and the origin might

in one sense be called a centre.

The name centre, however, is ordinarily only applied to the

case where every value of the radius vector is accompanied by an

equal and opposite one. In this case, if the equation be trans-

formed to polar co-ordinates, It must be a function of p^ only. If

the curve then be of an even degree, its equation in a; and y, re-

ferred to the centre, can contain none of the odd powers of the va-

riables, and must be of the form

Mo + M3 + Ui + &c. = 0.

If the curve be of an odd degree, its polar equation must be re-

ducible to a function of p^ by dividing by p ; and the « and y
equation can contain none of the even powers of the variables,

but must be of the form

Ml + M3 + M5 + &c. = 0.

It Is plain (from Art. 42) that If a curve of an odd degree have a

centre, that centre must be a point of Inflexion. It is also evident

that It Is only In exceptional cases that a curve of any degree

above the second will have a centre ; since It Is not generally pos-
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sible, by transformation of co-ordinates, to remove so many terms

from the equation as to bring it to either of the forms given above.

POLKS AND POLARS.

56. We pass now to an important theorem, first given by
Cotes in his Harmonia Mensurai-um : If on each radius vector,

tkwuffh ajid'ed point O, there be taken a point R such that

jn ]_ _1_ _1_
OR ORi ^ ORj "^ OR3 "^

'

tlien the locits of R will be a light line.

For, making O the origin, the equation which determines

ORi, &c. is of tlie form

A • - + (B cos 6» + C sin 0) -4t

+ (D cos- + E cos sin + F sin-^ 0) A: + &c. = 0.

Hence n _ (B cos + G sin 0)

or" a '

or, returning to .» and i/ co-ordinates,

B.e + C V + JiA = 0.

This line, being analogous to the polar in the case of conies,

which has been proved to be the locus of hai-monic means of radii

voctores drawn from a given point {Conies, p. 134), we shall ex-

tend the use of the words pole and polar, and call this the polar

line of the oriffin.

57. We may form the equations of polar curves of higher or-

ders just as we formed the equations of diametral curves. Thus

we may form the equation

p pi/ \p Pi/

which (rts rtt Art. Oo) we can see is equivalent to

M {n - 1)

p* p \p/ \plp-ij-' p'

:uid represents a conic such that the harmonic mean of the dis-

tances cl the origin from the conic is equal to the hai'monic mean
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of its distances from the curve ; and the reciprocal of the product

of its distances from the conic is equal to the mean product in

pairs of the reciprocals of its distances from the curve. This conic

we shall call the polar conic of the origin. Its equation, found by

putting in, for S ( -
J, S (

J,
their values from the equation

\PJ \pmJ
of the curve, is

w(n-l) 1 , ,, Bcos0 + CsinSl
-^—'-3 + («-!) A p

which is equivalent to

n{n - V)

Dcos20+ Esin0cos0 + Fsin36l „
+ . = 0,

Mo + (w - 1) Ui + U2 = 0.

58. And so in like manner we can obtain the polar curve of

any higher order, k, by forming the equation

\P pi I \P P'iJ \P PkJ

which is equivalent to

1.2...k [pj l...{k-l) [pj ^p

l...{k-2) \pj pip2

a curve of the k"' degree, which possesses the property (if OR de-

note a radius vector to the curve, and Or to the polar curve)j

1 1_^ 1 J^
n 0R~ k Or

1.2 „ 1 1.2 1

n(w-l) ''ORi.OEa A(A- 1) Or, Or^'

1.2.3 1

n{n-l) (n-2) OR1.Oil3.OR3

1.2.3

k{k -l){k-2) Ori .Or-8 . O^a'

&c.
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The equation of the polar curve is obtained by putting in the

values for S-, &c., and is

P

IV A/lV-VBcosfl + Csinfl

A(/t-l)/lY-8 Dcos20 + Ecos0sin0 + Fsin20 „
+ —, -4 - : : + &C. = ;

W(7l-l)\j0/ A
or k k(k-l) k(k-l)(k-2)

«<0 + -Ml +-7 ^^"2 + -7 ZTTJ J-U3 + &c. = 0.
n n(n-l) n{n-l){n-2)

It is plain, from the manner in which the equations of these

polar curves have been formed, that the polar line of the origin

is the same with regard to all these polar curves, for the harmonic

mean of the radii vectores is the same for all the curves ; that the

polar conic of the origin is the same for all these curves which

are above the second degree, since the mean value of the product

in pairs of the reciprocal of the distances from the origin is the

same for all these curves; and, generally, that any of the polar

curves of the origin is also its polar curve with regard to the

other polar curves of higher degree.

59. Let us trace now the forms which the relations just given

assume when the point O is at an infinite distance. The equa-

tion which determines the polar line,

where E, is the point on the polar, Ri one of the points on the

curve, is equivalent to

VOR.OKi;

but if O be at an infinite distance,

OR = ORi = OR3 = &c.,

and the denominators in all the fractions may be considered as the

same ; the condition then becomes S (RRi) = ; the sum vanishes

of the intercepts between the polar and the curve, on the pai-allel

chords wlilch meet at O ; and we learn that the polar of a point

at an infinite distance is the diameter of the system of parallel chords

which are directed to tJiai infinitely distant point.
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And so for the polar conic. The equation which determines it,

becomes „ / RRi RR2
-U.VOR-ORi OR-OR^y

and when O is infinitely distant, reduces to SRR1.RR3 = 0, or

^(y ~
2/1) (y ""

2/3)
~ ^> ^^^ very equation which determines the

diametral conic. And so, in general, the curvilinear diameter of any

order is identical with the polar curve of the same order, of the infi-

nitely distant point on the system ofparallel chords to which the given

diametral curve corresponds.

60. Mac Laurin has given a theorem, which is the extension

of Newton's theorem (Art. 52) :
" If through any point O a line be

drawn meeting the curve in n points, and at these points tangents be

drawn, and if any other line through O cut the curve in Ri, R2, &c.,

and the system of n tangents in ry, r^, Sfc, then S ^-^ = S ^=j-

It is evident that two points determine the polar line ; that,

therefore, if two lines through O meet two curves in the same

points, ORi, OR2, &c., OSi, OSj, &c., the polar of O, with regard

to both curves, must be the same, since two points of it, R and S,

are the same for both. This will be equally true if the two lines

OR, OS coincide, that is to say :—" If two curves of the n"' degree

touch each other at n points in a right line, then the polar of any

point on that right line will be the same for both curves ; and

therefore if any radius vector through such a point meet both

curves, we must have 2 t^tf: = S 7^—

"

OK (Jr

61. We have hitherto only showed how to form the equations

of the polar curves of the origin ; we proceed now to show how
to form the equations of the polar curves of any given *point. We
might obtain them by transformation of co-ordinates, from those

already given, but we prefer the following method, as more sym-
metrical, and more convenient for future applications. We shall

use trilinear co-ordinates, w, y, z.

We have seen that the equation of the polar line is found by
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forming the equation S f
j
= 0, or putting p = OR, pi = ORi,

and suppressing the factor OR, which occui-s in all the denomina-

/RR \
toi-s, S ( f)n- )

= 0. The equation of the polar conic is found by

forming the equation

l\n 1\ /RRi RR,'

vP pJ\P pi)~ VORi'ORo,

and so for the rest. If then we could form the equation whose

RRl RR.) p . . . . ,.,,,. y-^T\ *

roots are ^ ,

'
, &c., viz., the ratios m which the line OR is

Uxli Urts

cut at the n points where the curve meets it, the coefficient of

the second term of this equation, heing equal to the sum of these

ratios, when put = 0, would give the equation of the polar line

;

the coefficient of the next term, being equal to the sum of the

products in pairs, would give the equation of the polar conic

;

and so on.

But such an equation can readily be formed ; for we have

seen (Conies, p. 5) that if the co-ordinates of O be a.\y^z, of

R, .7"y c (both being for the present supposed known), the co-ordi-

nates of the point R, cutting the line joining them in the ratio

X: ni TTir- = T are-5-^—^—,
!=^—~, ^^—^. Now, by hy-

'^ VORi XJ ix + X n + X n + X ' J J

potliesis, the point Ri is on the curve ; these values of the co-ordi-

nates must then satisfy the equation of the curve. And since

the equation in .vy: is homogeneous, we may suppress the com-

mon denominator fi+X, and we learn that if in the equation of a

curve ^ (-1',;/, ;) = we substitute for ,r, y. z, fix^ + Xx, ny^ + Xy,

;ur + X;, we shall have an equation of the n'* degree in ju : X, the

roots of which give the ratios in which the Hne OR is cut at each

of the n points, where it meets the curve ; and these n values for

1.1 : A, being substituted in the co-ordinates of Ri just given, give

the co-ordinates of the n points where OR meets the curve. But

if now we suppose .r,y,z, the co-ordinates ofR, to be variable, the

coefficients of the equation in ;u : X, put = 0. give the equations

of the several polar curves of the point O.

0:?. The differential calculus enables us simply to write down
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the result of this substitution. If there be any function of three

variables, then, by Taylor's theorem.

+ -. Uh^^,k^^4±U^^4t^2hkfl^2kA-,2lh-
1 .2 \ dx'^ dy'^ dz^ dxdy ' dydz dzdxj

+ &C.

The result then of substituting A,* + [ix^ &c. for x, y, z, is found by

writing ^' for h,^ for k, ^ for I, in the preceding equation. If

the equation of the curve be U = 0, the transformed equation

[U] = 0, we have

^^,^ , ^^ ^ ,
/ ^U dH dlJ

\"-VV c«^'U ,d-'\J ,d^JJ

1.2 \ ' dx^ "' dy^

cZ^U „ #u „ c^2U\
+ 2xy -=—p +2y X -^-^- + 2^ a; , , ,

'^' dxdy "' 'dydz ' 'dzdxj

"^\dxdy),'^ ^^ \dydz),
"*"

^^\dzdx)j

We have added the closing terms of the expansion, which must

evidently be symmetrical with the commencing terms. ( -^
J
&c.

denotes the result of substituting «2/,« {ox xyz in-5— , &c.

This expansion may be written in an abbreviated form by the

use of symbols of operation. Thus if A denote the operation

d d d
' dz ^'dy 'dz

,

then this operation, twice repeated,
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A^ = I X 1- « L - 1 _ ».S JI L „2 J. - 2

V ' iiv
"^ ^' % + -' dz) - -'-' ^3 ^y-df^ -' ^3

In like manner we can form

In order to distinguisli the co-ordinates of the points which
enter into these formulae, we shall use the following notation.

We sliall write

, TT <^U dXi rfU

dx ^' dy ' d:

dJJ\ /dU\ /dlS\
AU, = .r

where the suffix attached to A refers to the co-ordinates which
multiply the differential coefficients ; but the suffix attached to

U denotes that the co-ordinates ,r >/ : are to be substituted in

So Ai Ua would denote '^'i[-^] + ^M "rf" I + 'i { "TT ) ' °^ *^'®

result of substituting tlie co-ordinates .!'e//j-j in A, U. A3 Ui
would denote the result of substituting the same co-ordinates for

.ryz in AUi. The reader will have no difficulty in seeing what
meaning is to be attached to the symbols A^Ui and A-,U, &c.

The result of the substitution may then be written

)lli-S,,S \n-3 ,,3

X" U + X-1 ^(A. U) +^ (A^U) +^-^ (A^i U) +

-^ lU-Ui + /u«-i A(AU,) + x^(-^'
'^^1) +^-^(A''U,) + &c.=0.

This equation, then, if the points O (^mj/z,) and R (.iv/c) be

known, gives us the co-ordinates of the n points, where OR meets

,
. X .r 4 i( .» X y + u V, X c + fi c , .

the curve, viz., —r — , —
:^

, ^r --. where X : u is
A, + jU ^, + A<, '^ + M,

any of the roots of the equation just written.

I
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TDT>

63. Since ^ = tvd^i ^^'^ since the product of all the roots

^ = ff, we have
A Ui

RRi . RR2 . RR3 &c. U
OR, . OR3 . OR3 &c. Ui

'

or "the continued product of the distances measured on a given

line of any point from the curve is proportional to the result of

substituting the co-ordinates of that point in the equation of the

curve." We are thus led again to the theorem proved already

(Art, 46),

Since by the theory of equations S
( y )

= -,-, , and since (as

we showed, Art. 61) the equation of the polar line is found by

RT?
putting S ^=rp- = 0, the equation of the polar line of the point

a; y z is

Similarly the equation of the polar conic of the same point is

+ 2x (~\ +2 z(~\ +2zx(—\ =0

And so in like manner we can write down the equations of the

polar curves of higher dimensions.

Since we have written down the closing terms of the expan-

sion, which must be symmetrical with the commencing terms, it

appears that the equation of the polar curve of the (n - 1)'' degree

may be written at pleasure in either of the forms

A. ITT A A TT d\J ^U dU ^A-U,=0,orA.U = ..^ +^,-+..- = 0.

So the polar curve of the {n - 2)"'' degree may have its equation

written in either of the forms A^'^Ui = 0, or A^iU = 0; and the

polar line itself may have its equation written in the form

A,"-^U = 0.
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The polar curve of tlie (jj - 1)** degree, whose equation is

found by performing once the operation AiU, we shall call the

firet polar; that of the {n - 2)'"* degree, whose equation is found

by twice performing the same operation, we shall call the second

polar ; and so on.

From the manner in which these equations are formed, it is

manifest, as was remarked before, that the polar curve of any de-

gree is also the polar curve of the point O, with regard to all its

polai" cm-ves of a degree higher than its own. This follows at

once from the equation

A*(A/U) = A,**'U.

64. T7ie locits of all the points whose polar lines pass through a

given point is theJirst polar of tluit point.

The equation

Kf).-(f)/<S).=o
expresses a relation between a-t/z, the co-ordinates of any point

on the polar line, and .t'l^ir, those of the pole. If, therefore, the

first point be fixed .i'jj/oC), and the second variable, the locus of

the latter point must be

^?)-(f)--(f)=«-
Hence everi/ right line has (n - 1)'- poles. For, take any two points

on it, tlie poles of the right line must lie on the first polars of

each of these points ; therefore they are the intei-sections of these

curves. Also, tJie first polars of all the points of a riglit line pass

through tlie same (« - ly points ; viz., through the (n - 1)'' poles

of tlie right line.

In like manner the locus of points whose polar conies pass

through a given point is the second polar of the point; and so on.

65. The polar line of any point on the curve is the tangent at

the point.

For we have seen (Art. 56) that the equation ofthe polar line

is in general «i + ««,, = 0, which, when the origin is on the curve,

reduces to Mi = 0, the equation of the tangent (Art. 29.) Hence,

by tlie last Article, tlie points of contact of tangents which pa^s

through a gircn point lie on the nrst polar of thai point. Con-
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versely, too, if the polar of a point pass through the point, that

point is on the curve, since we must have mq = 0.

All the other polars of a point on tlie curve touch the curve at that

point. For, the general formula for a polar curve,

reduces for the origin, whose Xi = 0,3/1 = 0, to -jj- ; but the equa-

tion being m,z""1 + v^z'^''^ + &c. = 0, it is plain that no matter how

we differentiate with respect to z, ui still represents the lowest

terms in x and y.

66. If a curve have a multiple point of the degree h, that point

will be a multiple point of the degree k-1 on every first polar ; ofthe

degree k-2 on every second polar ; and so on.

For if the origin be at the multiple point, the lowest terms in

« and y will be of the degree k; in the first polar,

c^U dJJ dU ^

'''d^^y'iry^''Tr^'

the lowest terms will be of the degree k-1, and therefore the

origin will be a multiple point of that order ; the equation of the

second polar, involving the second differentials of the equation of

the curve, will contain x and y at lowest in the degree {k - 2),

and so on.

If two tangents at the multiple point on the curve coincide,

the coincident tangent will be a tangent to the first polar. For

xik is of the form a^bcd, &c., and therefore both -7— and -r^ con-
dx ay

tain a as a factor ; and therefore the lowest terms in the equation

ofthe polar, Xi-r-^ + y^— contain a as a factor ; z^ j- plainly con-

tains no terms below the degree kin x and y. And, in general,

if I tangents to the multiple point on the curve coincide, Z - 1 of

them will be coincident tangents at the multiple point on the first

polar; 1-2 oX the multiple point on the second polar; and so on.

For if Ma have any factor in the V' degree, that factor will be of

the {I - ly degree in all the first differentials of ma ; it will enter

in the {I - 2)'"' degree into all the second diiTcrentials of m/., &c.
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67. If a curve have a double point it is easy to construct the
tangent at that point to the first polar of any other point. For,
let the equation of the curve be

xy + i«3 + Ui + (tc. = 0.

Then tlie lowest terms in the equation

d'U dU tfU ^
«i -T- + yi -J- + 3l J- =

rf,T ay dz
will be

x\ y + yxx = 0,

Now xi y - yi -v represents the line joining the double point to

the point whose first polar we wish to describe ; the tangent re-

quired will then be the fourth harmonic, to this line and .!; and y
the two tangents at the double point.

When the two tangents coincide, then the tangent to every

first polar coincides witli these tangents.

SECT. IV. GENERAL THEORY OF MULTIPLE POINTS AND TANGENTS.

68. We proceed now to investigate the conditions in general

that a curve should have multiple points or tangents, and to lay

down rules by which to find their position if they exist. We
shall follow exactly the same com-se of investigation as that

already employed in the case of tlie origin. We shall consider a

series of radii vectores drawn through a given point ; we shall

form the equation which determines the co-ordinatos of the n

points where any such radius vector meets the curve, and we
shall examine the conditions that one or more of these points

should coincide with the given point itself. We shall use tri-

linear co-ordinates, and follow tlie same method of investigation

as that employed in Ai-t. 01.

Given then the co-ordinates of two points, •Vtyi~i, a-jj/oij, the

co-ordinates of any point where the line joining them meets the

ciu-ve are proportional to X.i'i + ^u.i's, Ay, + fiy^, Xc, + fUj, where

X : jU is one of the roots of the equation

1.2

12fi'Vi + Xu--' A,Uc ^ X-f^ A-,l\ - &c. = 0.
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In order that one of these points should coincide with x,yiZi, it is

necessary that one of the roots of this equation should he ;u = 0.

But this clearly will not be the case unless Ui = : and it is other-

wise evident that the condition that ^ij'i^^i should be on the curv6

is, that its co-ordinates, when substituted in the equation of the

curve, should satisfy it.

69. Two of the points in which the line meets the curve will

coincide with a;]!/i^i, if the above equation be divisible by ju*;

that is, if not only Ui = 0, but also AjUi = : now it is plain that

if the line joining x.^y^z^ to i2;i?/i«i (a point on the curve) meet the

curve in two points which coincide with x^x^\i then x^y^Zi must

lie on the tangent (or tangents, if possible) which can be drawn

to the curve at x^y^Zi : but we have now proved that in this case

a-2?/2^2 must satisfy the equation

..n. = o.„,.(ffi)_.,(f),..(f), = o.

Hence at a. given point on the curve there is but one tangent,

whose equation is that just written. It appears, too, that the polar

line of a point on the curve is the tangent, as we have seen

already.

70. The same equation would enable us to find the point of

contact of tangents drawn through a given point. Were we given

the point x^y^zz, then the point of contact x^y^Zx must satisfy the

equation

dU dV> (^U ^

Hence the points of contact of tangents which can be drawnfrom a

given point to a curve of the «"" degree lie on a curve of the n - 1«'

degree : viz., on the first polar of x^y^Zi, with regard to the given

curve, as has been proved in Art. 65.

The curve and its first polar must clearly intersect in n (n - 1)

points ; and since at each of these intersections the relations

Ui = 0, As U, = will be satisfied, we see that from a given point

there can be drawn n{n-\) tangents to a curve of the w"* degree.

Or again {Conies, p. 253), the degree of the reciprocal of a curve of
the w'* degree is in general n(n- 1).
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71. If, however, the curve have a double point, it was proved

(Art. 66) that the first polar of any given point must pass through

that double point. The double point, therefore (see note, p. 31),

counts for two among the intersections of the curve with its first

polar. But the line joining the point ai^^-iZi to the double point

is not a tangent in the ordinary sense of the word, though it is

indeed included among the solutions to the problem we have been

discussing (viz., to draw a line through x.yi/iZo, so as to meet the

curve in two coincident points) ; for we have shown that every line

through the double point must be considered as there meeting the

curve in two coincident points. Now the entire number of solu-

tions to this problem being always n (n - 1) (viz., the intersections

ofU and AU), the number of tangents, properly so called, which

can be drawn to the curve is diminished by two for every double

point on the curve ; or the degree of the reciprocal of a curve of the

n"' degree having S double poitits is n (« - 1) - 28.

72. If the curve have a cusp, we have proved (Art. 66) that

the first polar not only passes through the cusp, but also has its

tangent the same with the tangent at the cusp. Hence (see note,

p. 31) this cusp counts as three among the intersections of the

curve with its first polar, and the remaining intersections are con-

sequently diminished by three for every cusp on the curve.

Hence the degree of the reciprocal of a curve having S ordinary

double points and k cusps, is

«(n-l)-28-3(c.»

73. The same principles would show the efiect of any higher

multiple point on the degree of the reciprocal. A multiple point

of the order k would (Art. 66) be a multiple point of the order

• According to M. Ponoelet, Waring ^yas the first who investigateil the problem of the

number of tangents which can^be drawn from a given point to a cmve of the n** degree.

(Miscellanea AuiJytica, p. 100.) This mmiber he fixed as atmost n\ M. Poncelet

showed (Gergonne's Annales, vol. viu. p. 213) that this limit was fiseil too high
;
that

the points of contact lie on a curve of the (n - 1)" degree, and that their number cannot

exceed « (« - I). Finally, M. Plucker pomted out the cases in which the number of

these tangents is less than n (» - 1), and thereby fidly explfuned (as we shall do further

on) why it is that only » tangents cjm be drawn to the reciprocal of a curve of the n'* de-

gree, thovigh that reciprocal is, in general, of the degree » (n - 1).
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(A - 1) on the first polar, and therefore the number of remaining

intersections, and consequently the degree of the reciprocal would

be diminished by k(h- 1).

The same result may be otherwise stated by the help of the

following considerations. A system of k right lines has in general

— double points, viz., the points in which each pair of lines

intersect; but if the lines all pass through the same point, the

double points disappear, and we have instead a multiple point of

the order h. Thus we are led to the conception, a muhvple point

k(k — l)
oftlie order k arisesfrom the union of—^— double points.

And, since each double point diminishes the degree of the re-

ciprocal by two, the result at which we have arrived may be

enunciated:

—

Tlie effect of a multiple point of the order k, on the

degree of the reciprocal, is the same as that of the equivalent number of

double points

.

If I tangents at the multiple point coincide, it was proved

(Art. 66) that I - 1 of them would be coincident tangents to the

first polar ; we should therefore add (Z - 1) to the number by which

the multiple point would otherwise diminish the degree of the

reciprocal.

74. We return now to the discussion of the equation

X"Ui + X"-! M A2U1 + ^^^ A^aU, + &c. = 0.

We have already examined the conditions that a line drawn

through Xjt/iZi should meet the curve in two coincident points.

If, however, ai^yiZi were such as to make

then

^A^^'v¥//'^^y.
would be satisfied, whatever were x^y-zz^. The point oCiyiZi would

then be a double point, and every line drawn through it would

meet the curve in two coincident points.

We see then thai the curve expressed by the general equation
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in Cartesian or trllinear co-ordinates will not have any donble

points unless the coefficients be connected by a certain relation.

For the three curves, ^71 t— » 7:7, will not, in general, have any

point common to all three, and therefore their eq^uations cannot

all be made to vanish together. If between these three equations

we eliminate a'y:, we shall have a relation between the coefficients,

which will be the condition that these three polars should inter-

sect, or that the curve U should have a double point. Thus we
found the condition that the conic,

Aa-8 + 2B.r?/ + Gf + 2D.r,c + 2Ey- + Fz^ = 0,

should have a double point (or should break up into right lines),

by eliminating .ri/: between

A.V + By+D: = 0,

B.V +Cy + Er = 0,

D.r + Ey + Fr = 0,

and we found

AE^ + CDS + Ffis - ACF - 2BDE = 0.

In the general case the resulting condition will be of the degree

3 (»i - 1)- in the coefficients of the given equation, for (see Note

on Elimination at the end of the volume) since the three equations

-r—,
-J-

,
-J— are each of the degree {n - 1), the coefficients of each

enter into the final result in the degree (« - 1)^ ; but the coefficients

JTT

in -y-, &c., are each of the first degree in the coefficients of the

general equation. The final result is therefore of the degree

3 (k - ly.

75. We pass now to the conditions that a line through d-yi/^z,

should meet the curve in three consecutive points. They are

evidently U, = 0, A;U, = 0, A-iU, = 0. It appears, then, that if

.v,)/,Ci be a double point, the equation of the pair of tangents at it is
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As we shall frequently have occasion to speak of the second

differential coefficients which enter into this equation, we shall,

for brevity, write

A-^ J\-— r-— r>-— F-— F=—
dic^' d^y If' dxdz' '

" dydz' ' dz"

so as to write the preceding equation in the form

A«2 + 2'Bxy + C/ + 2D«3 + 2Ey^ + Yz^ = 0.

It is easy to verify that this equation breaks up into two right

lines at a double point, for we have, by Euler's theorem of homo-

geneous functions (Lacroix, Traite Elementaire de Calcul. Diffe-

renticl., p. 411),

A.^, + By, + D^, = (»-1)(^^)^ = 0,

B^, + Cy, + ¥.z, = (n - 1) f^) = 0, (A)

and eliminating X\ytZi between these equations, we have

AW + CD^ + FB» - ACF - 2BDE = 0,

which is precisely the condition that the equation written above

should represent two right lines.

76. The double point will be a cusp, if the equation which

represents the two tangents be a perfect square ; that is, if

AC = B^ AF = D2, CF = E^

These three are only equivalent to one new condition, for if any

one of them be satisfied, and the co-ordinates x^yiZi of the double

point have any finite magnitude, the others must also be satisfied.

For, solving for x^ : z„ yi : z,, successively from each pair of the

equations (A) of the last Article, we have

_ CD -BE _ E^-CF _ BF - DE
*' " B^ - AC "'' " CD - BE ^' ~ AE - BD ^"

_ AE - BD BF - DE _ D^ - AF
^' ~ B^ - AC ^' " CD -BE ^' ~ AE-BD ^''

Hence, if B^ - AC = 0, and neither Zy = 0, nor «j or ?/, infinite,
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we must have both numerator and denominator of every one of

these fractions = 0.

77. The origin will be a triple point, if

A = 0, B = 0, C = 0, D = 0, E = 0, F = 0,

A, B, &c., being the second diiFcr.ential coeflBcients, as in the last

Article. For then A-jUi = whatever .I'^j/jCj, and it follows from

equations (A), Art. 75, that
( t— ) (

77-
) ( TT )

^^^^ "= ^> ^^^

therefore A2U1 = 0. Consequently evei-y line through a;->7/iZi meets

the curve in three coincident points. It is obvious that the three

tangents at the triple point are given by the equation A^Ui = 0.

There is no difBculty in extending the same considerations to

higher multiple points. S!]y\~i is a multiple point of the order k,

if all the differential coefficients of U of the order A - 1 Aanish for

that point, and the tangents at the multiple point are given by

the equation A*TJi = 0.

78. Thus we have shown how, by the help of the equation of

Art. 1)8, to ascertain the existence, and discover the position of

the multiple points of curves. We proceed now to show how,

from the same equation, to discuss the ordinary and multiple tan-

gents of the curve.

Let it be required to find the equation of all the tangents

which can be drawn to a curve from a given point J-'ii/^Zi- The

line joining this point to any point on one of these tangents meets

the curve in two consecutive points ; but the equation which

gives the points where this line meets the curve is (Art. 68)

A"U + X"-i
fi (AiU) + + /i«-i A (AUO + iii»U, = 0,

which we shall, for shortness, write Z = 0. This equation in A : ju

must then have two equal roots. If we find, then, the condition

that this should be the case by eliminating A, ju between the

equations -rr = 0, -7- = 0, the result will be a relation which will
«A a/x

be satisfied for the co-ordinates of every point on any tangent

through «i^ic„ and will therefore be the equation of all these

tangents.
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79. The reader will find the application of this method to

curves of the second degree {Conies, p. 135). We shall add here,

as a further illustration, the application of the same method to

curves of the third degree.

The equation which gives the points where the line meets the

curve which joins ajiyi^i to a variable point xyz is

X^U + XV (^lU) + X^2 (AU,) + ju^U, = 0.

The condition that this equation should have two equal roots is

(see Note on Elimination)

(27UUi2 + 4A3 - 18AA,U,) U = (A^ - 4Ai,Ui) Ai^,

where, for brevity, we have written A instead of (AUi), Aj in-

stead of (AiU).

In the preceding equation U, Aj, A are respectively of the

third, second, and first degrees in xyz ; the preceding equation,

then, being of the sixth degree, shows that six tangents can be

drawn from x^yiZi to the curve, as we know already.

The form of the equation shows that it represents a locus

touching U in the points where U meets A]. The other points,

where U meets the locus, lie on the curve A^ - 4AiUi = 0.

Hence, if from any 'point six tangents be drawn to a curve of the

third degree, their six points of contact lie on a conic (viz., Ai = 0),

and the six remaining points where these tangents meet the curve lie

on another conic (viz., A^-4AiUi = 0), and theform of the equa-

tion shows that these two conies have double contact with each other

(viz., in the points AAj).

If the point ^j^/i^i lie on the curve, Uj = ; and to determine

the two points in which any line through it meets the curve, we
have the equation

X^U + X/iAi + ju^A = 0.

Hence the equation of the tangents through the point is

A,2 = 4UA,

an equation of the fourth degree in xyz. Hence, through a point

on a curve of the third degree can in general be drawn but four tan-

gents. The tangent at the point, in fact, reckons as two.

80. And so in like manner in general. The condition that

the equation
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X''U + X-'VAi + X"-V'A3, + X/i''-i A + ju"Ui =

should have two equal roots, is (see Note on Elimination) of the

form W + {Aifi> = 0,

where ^ = is the condition that the equation deprived of its

first term should have two equal roots. Hence the locus touches

U at its points of intersection with Ai, as it plainly ought to do.

Each of the n (n - 1) tangents meets the curve again in 7i - 2

points, and it appears from the equation that these n(ii - 1) (jn - 2)

points lie on a curve of the degree {n - 1) (n - 2). Moreover,

is itself of the form A'Ai + {A\y\p. Hence, tlie two curves, ^ and

Ai, touch each other at the points where the first and second

polars of .v,«/iSi intersect.

81. There is no difficulty in seeing how these results are to

be modified when a;iyiri is on the curve. The equation of the

tangents is always of the form

XU, + {S? (j>
= 0,

where ^ = is now the condition that the equation wanting its

last term should have two equal roots. If Ui = 0, the equation

reduces to the square of the tangent A at the given point, and to

= 0, an equation of the n* -7i-2 degree, which represents the

other tangents drawn from a:jy,~i to the curve.

If the point .V] Wi-i were a double point, tlie last two terms of

the equation Z would vanish, (p is, in general, of the form

If then A = 0, the equation 0, which was already of the degree

fi^ - n - 2, i-educes to the square of the pair of tangents at the

double point, and that of ir -n-6 other tangents, which can be

drawn from tliis point to the curve.

And so in like manner we can prove, that the number of tan-

gents which can be drawn from a multiple point of the order k, is

n--n-k{k+I).
The theorv already given of the effect of multiple points upon

the number of tangents which can be drawn from any point to a

curve, shows that the condition that the equation Z in - should

have two equal roots, which in general represents the ii (n - 1) tan-
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gents, will include as factors the square of tlie line joining the

given point to every double point there may be on the curve, the

cube of the line joining it to every cusp, the sixth power of the

line to every triple point, &c., &c.

82. We proceed now to multiplejtangents, and we shall com-

mence by showing, that, though the curve expressed by the ge-

neral equation we have been discussing will not in general have

double points, it will ordinarily have double and stationary tan-

gents. The abscissas of the points where the curve is met by any

line y = ax + b, are found by substituting this value for y in the

equation of the curve. Now, since the equation of this line in-

cludes two arbitrary constants, we can determine a and b, so that

the resulting equation shall fulfil any two conditions we please.

With one constant at our disposal we could make the equation

fulfil any one condition : for instance, have a pair of equal roots.

The problem, " given a to determine b, so that the resulting equa-

tion should have a pair of equal roots," is no other than the pro-

blem to draw a tangent parallel to y = ax. With the two constants

at our disposal we can either cause the resulting equation to have

two distinct pairs of equal roots, or three roots, all equal to each

other. The first problem is the problem of double tangents; the

second, that of stationary tangents and points of inflexion. It

would seem, then, that we may speak of double and stationary

tangents as the ordinary singularities of curves, being such as all

curves represented by the general equation will possess, except

for particular values of the coefficients ; and that all higher mul-

tiple tangents and all multiple points might be called the extra-

ordinary singularities, being such as curves will not possess,

except for particular values of the coefficients. But though the

general equation in Cartesian or trilinear co-ordinates thus repre-

sents a curve having no double points, it is plain, in like manner,

that the general equation in tangential co-ordinates represents a

curve which has no points of inflexion or double tangents, but

which, ordinarily, will have double points and cusps. We see,

then, that double and stationary points, double and stationary

tangents, are equally entitled to be ranked among the ordinary

singularities of curves ; being such, that if any curve possess the

one, its reciprocal will possess the other.
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83. Let us now endeavour, by the help of the equation (Z),

to examine the double and stationary tangents of a curve. And
we shall begin with the stationary tangents, whose points of con-

tact are points of inflexion. We have proved already (Art. 75)

that if ti'iyir, be a point of inflexion, and xyz any point on its tan-

gent which meets the curve in three consecutive points, we must

. /d^1]\ . fd'--u\ .

The second of these is the equation of the tangent ; but since the

latter must also be satisfled for every point on the tangent, that

equation of the second degree can be no other than the equation

of the tangent multiplied by some linear factor. It follows, then,

that this equation must be resolvable into two linear factors, and

that, therefore, .Vji/iZi must satisfy the condition

d-\J APU Y t?^U /cfU Y c^^U [ d^U Y
dx^ \di/d;)

"^
dij^ [d.vdzj

"^
dz- \dd-dt/)

_d^ ^ ^ _ .,^ mj_ d^U

djb^ dy'^ dc' ~ dydz dzdx dxdy

Wo shall write this equation for shortness H(U), or sometimes

simply H = 0.* Since every one of the quantities -j-^, &c., in-

volves tlie co-ordinates in the degree n-2, the equation H repre-

sents a curve of the 3(n-'2) degree, which, of coui-se, intersects

tlie given curve in 3n (« - 2) points.

* The general tlieory of tlie number of points of inflexion on a curve was first given

by M. Pliiqker. (See Svstem der ansOytischen Geometrie, p. 264.) The use of the equa-

tion H, in determining the points of inflexion of n curve, was firet pointed out bv 31. Hesse.

He has given the name " functional determinant" to this condition, formed bv eliminating

xy^ from tlie difiet^ntials with regard to .r, y, -, of .i-Ui = 0. And it is obvious that such

a condition can be formed from any homogeneous equation, whatever be the number of

variables. Thus, ifthe equation were a function but of two variables, Hesse's functional

rf;U (PC / fPU V „ , . ,^ , .

determinant would be = I —r If the equation be a function of four va-

riables, and if we write, for brevity,
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We must show that H = is a condition for a point of inflexion

not only necessai^but sufficient; that is to say, that if the polar

conic of any point on a curve break up into two right lines, that

point will in general be a point of inflexion. But it has been

shown (Art. Q&p that the polar conic of a point on the curve

touches the curve at that point ; consequently, if the conic break

up into two right lines, one of these right lines must be the tan-

gent. We have therefore AUi, a factor in A^Ui, and, therefore,

as was proved in the beginning of this Article, the line joining

any point on AUi to x^yiZi, meets the curve in three consecutive

points.

It follows, then, that every one of the points of intersection of

the curves U, H, will be in general a point of inflexion, and that,

therefore, a curve of the n'* degree has in general Sn (n - 2) points

of inflexion.

84. If the curve have multiple points, however, the number

of points of inflexion will be reduced. We have already seen

(Art. 75) that the equation H(U) = is satisfied for double points,

H, in short, represents the locus of all points whose polar conies

break up into two right lines ; but this is true as well for double

points as for points of inflexion, since the polar conic of a double

point is the pair of tangents at that point. But we shall now show

that the double point is also a double point on the curve H, and.
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moreover, that the two curves have at that point the same tan-

gents.

The simplest proof of this is to take the double point for our

origin, and the two tangents at it for our axes ; the equation of the

curve is then of the form

xyz"^-- + u^z'^-^ + &c. = 0.

The lowest powers of x and y in the following will be in

dx' dx' di/^ dy^

— = («-2)(«-3).-^-^ + &c.

f^ = (« - 2) xz^^ + &c.^ = (n - 2) w»-3 + &c. J^ = s«-= + &c.
dydi ^ dzax ^

'"^ dxdy

Every term in H will then contain powers of ic and y above the

second, except

dz'^ \dxdy) dxdy dydz dzdx^

and the only terms below the third degree to which these give

rise will be - (n - 1) (« - 2) xys^"'^. Hence the origin is also a

double point on H, and xy are the tangents at it.

Now, when two curves have a common double point, and the

tangents at it common, this point counta for six in the number of

their intersections (p. 31). Hence, if a curve have S double

points, the number of its points of inflexion will be

3n (« - 2) - 6g.

85. If the curve have a ciisp, this point will be a triple point

on H, two of the tangents at which will coincide with the tan-

gent at the cusp. For, as before, take the origin at the point,

and let a' = be the tangent at the cusp : then the equation of the

curve is of the form

X'z"-- + u^z"-^ + &c. = ;

and we have

dx' dy' dy'

~ = (n- 2) (n

-

3) .r^c'-' + &c.,
dz- ^
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(n - 3) ;t-^;s""^ + &c., -j-r- = 2(n- 2)xz''-^ + &c.,
dydz dy

'

' dxdz

(Z^U (fwa

The only terms then in H, below the fourth degree in sc and y,

will be contained in

d'U/d^JJV' d'U d'JJ (PV

df \dxdz) dx^
' df '

dz"
'

and they will be _ , ,. , „, cPm, „ „ „
•^

2 (n - 1) (n - 2) j^ x^z^^.

Hence, one of the tangents at the triple point is
^

, but the

other two coincide with x. Now when two curves have common
a point, which is a double point on one, and a triple on the other,

this point would count for six intersections (Note, p. 31) : but if,

moreover, the two tangents at the double point be also tangents at

the triple point, the curves have two more consecutive points

common, and therefore this point would count for eight intersec-

tions. Hence, if a curve have S double points, and k cusps, the

number of its points of inflexion will be 3re (n - 2) - 6S - 8k.

86. And so in like manner for a multiple point of any order ^.

The equation of the curve being then of the form m/;^""* + &c. = 0,

the lowest powers of x and y will be of the degrees

m ——- = A - 1 ; m -r-^- = /c - 1 ; in -r-—- = A - 2.
dydz dxdz dxdy

Hence, the origin will be on the curve H a multiple point of the

order 3^ - 4. But, morever, all the h tangents at the multiple

point of U will be also tangents at the same point on H. For,

suppose that x had been a factor in ui„ it would also be a fac-

tor in the lowest term of ^j—r-) of -nr> and of ^—-, and therefore
dydz dy^ dz^

also in the lowest term of H. The multiple point will therefore

count among the points of intersection as
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That is to say, tlie muUiple point has exactly the same effect on the

number of poitds of inflexion as the equivalent number of double

points. (See Art. 73).

87. Mr. Hesse has proved (Crelle's Journal, vol. xxvlii.) that

in the case of curves of the third degree, every point of inflexion

on U is also a point of inflexion on H ; or, in other words, that

if we form the equation of the curve which determines the points

of inflexion, then H(HU) must be of the form AU + B.HU,
passing through all the points of intersection of H and U. We
shall hereafter give a special proof of the theorem for the case of

the third degree, but as geometers have been naturally led to sus-

pect that the theorem is generally true (see Crelle's Journal, vol.

xxxiv. p. 44), we think it well to give here an elementary inves-

tigation, which will show that the theorem is true for curves of

the third degree, but not so in general. We shall take the origin

at the point of inflexion, and the tangent at it for one of the axes

:

the form of the equation of the curve will then be

A.r-^-' + (Ba" + Cxy)s"-^ + (Dx^ + Ex^y + F.vf + Gh/')^"-^

+ {Bx* + Kx^j + LxY + M.rf + N?/^) s"-* &c. = 0.

To see now what will be the lowest powers of x and y in H, we

must examine what the lowest powers are in the second differen-

tial coefficients. Making, for shortness, * = 1, these are in

:i-T = 2B + 6D.« + 2Ew + &c.

^ = 2F.r + 6Gy+ 2L.t«2 + GUxy + 12N/ + &c.

^ = (n - 1) (« - 2) A.V + (n - 2) (« - 3) (B.*^ + Cry) + &c.

J^ =(n-2) Cx + (n - 3) (E.r^ + 'IFxy + 3G/) + &c.

- = (« - 1) A + (n - 2) (2B« + Cy) + vtc.
dVil

= C + 2Kr + 2Fy + &c.
dxdy

The terms, then, of the first degree in x and y, which denote the

tangent to H, will be

(n- 1) A[{2 (n- 1) AF - (n - 2) C-j .v + 6(« - 1) AG;/].
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The terms of the second degree in x and y will be

2(w-2) {Kv+Q,y) [{2(n- 1) AF -(«- 2)C3)ar+ 6(»i-l) AGt/}

+ {n- IfA? (2Kr2 + &Mxy + Umf) + (n - 2) (n - 3) C^ (B*^ + Cxy)

- 2 (n - 1 ) (n - 3) AC (E«" + 2F«j/ + 3G/).

Now these terms are not, in general, divisible by the equation of

the tangent; but if « = 3, all but the first group of terms vanish,

and then the equation of the tangent does enter as a factor into

the terms of the second degree, and therefore the origin is a point

of inflexion on H.

88. We shall briefly indicate the eliminations necessary to be

performed, in order to obtain the equations of the 3w (n - 2) tan-

gents at the points of inflexion. If, in the general equation of a

tangent,

x^yiZ] fulfil not only the condition Uj = 0, but also H = 0, it will

plainly be a tangent at one of the points of intersection of U and

H. If between the three equations we eliminate Ki^/i-i, we shall

have the equation of the system of tangents at all the points of

intersection. Since xyz enter only into the first equation, and

there only in the first degree, and since the other two equations

are of the degrees n and 3 (m - 2) respectively in x^yiZ^, the final

result will be of the degree 3n{n - 2) in xyz, as it plainly ought

to be.*

Or we might have obtained this result without having first

obtained the equation H = 0. We saw (Art. 83) that between a

point of inflexion and any point on its tangent the following re-

lations subsist

:

Ui = 0, AUi = 0, A^U, = 0.

If, then, between these three equations we eliminate x^yiZi, we

shall have the locus of all the points whose first and second polars

intersect on the curve; a locus which the preceding equations

show will include all the tangents at points of inflexion. But

every point on the curve is also a point on this locus, for we have

* For the degree of the result of elimination between several given equations, see Note^

on Elimination at the end of the volume.
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seen (Art. 65) that the polars of every point on the curve touch

the curve at that point. Now, in the result of elimination the

coefScients of AUi enter in the degree m (n - 2), and those of

A-U, in the degree «(«-!); and since the first equation contains

a'yz in the first, and the second contains xyz in the second degree,

the final result will be of the degree n (3w - 4) in xyz, and it

will he the equation of the 3n{n-2) tangents multiplied by the

square of the equation of the curve. ^
89. Although what has been said contains the complete theory

of the points of inflexion, it will be instructive to give also the

way in which Mr. Cayley has solved the same problem. (Orelle's

Journal, vol. xxxiv. p. 30.) The question was reduced (Art. 83)

to finding the condition that the conic,

^
--^n^J/ '^K^^r '-"H^Jr ^'

should have as a factor the right line

-.=KS)-(f).-(S).;o-
^

We obtained tlio condition directly by applying the criterion

that the conic should break up into two right lines. It is plain,

however, tliat such a method would not, in general, be applicable

to solve the problem of finding the conditions that two equa-

tions, U = 0, V = 0, should have a common factor. If, however,

with the two given equations we combine a third, assumed arbi-

trai'ily (for simplicity we take one of the first degree),

ax + /3y + 7- = 0,

•then if U and V have a common factor, since cveri/ line must pass

through a point common to U and V, the result of elimination

between U = 0, V = 0, and ax + /3?/ + y: = 0, must be satisfied,

independently of any particular values of aj3y.

To satisfy tliis independently of njSy, would give rise to more

conditions than one ; for, in general, three conditions will be re-

quired, in order that a conic should contain a given line as a

factor.
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The reason that we now require only one new condition is,

that we have already proved (Art. 65) that when x^t/iZi is on the

curve, AUi and A^Ui touch each other, that is, have two consecu-

tive points common. In order, then, that AUj should be a factor

in A^Ui, it is only necessary that they should have a third point

common. And this consideration enables us readily to write

down the form of the result of elimination. For, in the general

case, if «i3/]3i, x^^^z^, were the points of intersection of A, A^ the

result of elimination between them and ax + /3y + 7« must be (see

Note on Elimination) of the form

H [axx + /32/i + Y«,) {aXi + j3^2 + -^Zi) = ;

H being some factor independent of ajSy. When, therefore,

Xjy^Zi is on the curve, the result must be of the form

H (a«i + /3?/i + yz^y = 0.

Or otherwise ; we can see that an arbitrary right line, ax+^y + yz,

will pass through the intersection of AUi and A^Ui, either if it be

taken so as to pass through the point x^yiz-i (aXi + |3«/i + yZi = 0),

or if Xj^iZi be a point of inflexion (H = 0). The degree of H is

what we are now concerned with.

Now, the result of elimination between the conic A^U and the

two right lines AUi and ax + f3i/ + yz, contains a(3y in the second

degree, and x^yiZi in the 3n - 4"' degree ; since «i^i«i enter in the

(n - 1)" degree into AUi, and in the (n - 2)"'* degree into A^Ui-

It follows, then, that the factor H contains only Xiy^Zj, and that in

the degree 3(m - 2), as was otherwise proved in Art. 83.

90. It will be useful for some future applications to give the

actual formation of the function H by this method. In this and

the succeeding Articles we shall use the following abbreviations

:

ax dy dz

We shall denote the second differential coefficients by A, B, C,

D, E, F, as at Art. 75 ; and we shall write

CF - E2 = a, DE - BF = », AF - D2 = g,
BE - CD = 2), BD - AE = (£, AC - B^ = %

The co-ordinates then of an arbitrary point on the tangent, found
from the equations
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Lx + M?/ + Nc = 0, aa) + (5i/ + yz = 0,

are x = yM - /3N, y = aN - 7L, ^ = /3L - aM

;

and if we substitute these co-ordinates in

A^U = Aa-3 + 2'B.iy + Cif + 2'Dxz + 2Eyz + Fz\

we shall have the result of elimination between this equation and

the two just written ; which we have seen in the last Article must,

by the help of the equation of the curve, be reducible to the form

H(a.t-i + /3yx + -yr0«.

Now, for simplicity, we shall make a = 0, j3 = 0, y = 1, in the

above equations, and shall prove that the result of substituting in

A^Uj (x = M, ?/ = - L, z = 0) is, by the help of the equation of

the curve, reducible to the form rj'H. The geometrical meaning

of this simplification is, that instead of examining whether an ai'-

bitrary point on the tangent be also on A-U, we examine whether

the particular point in which the tangent meets the line z be on

A^U; and the result will show that this will be the case eitlier if

the point of contact of the tangent be on z, or if a•,l/^:^ satisfy the

condition H = 0. By the substitution in question, then, A^U be-

comes A = AM» - 2BLM + CL2. ,

But, by the theory of homogeneous functions,

(n - 1) L = A.r + B^ + Bz,

{n - 1) M = Ba- + C^ + Er,

(n- l)N = D.r + Ey+Fr.

Hence (,i - 1) (AM - BL) = S^ - GLc,

{n - 1) (CL - BM) = 5.V - re.

Therefore

(n - 1) {M(AM - BL) + L(CL - BM)}
= %(Lx + My + Nr) - r (t-L + SM + gN).

Now, ifwe put for L, M, N their values just given, it will be

seen that the coefficients of x and 1/ in T'L + ®M + gN vanish

identically, and that the coefficient of r gives

(n - 1) {^L + gM + gN)

= -z (AE2 + CDS + FB^ - ACF - 2BDE) = - He.

Hence ^^^^, _ ^^jj^ ^ ^.^a) = « ju + ^^-^rr^ Kz-.
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When, therefore, x^iZi satisfy the equation U = 0, this reduces

91. We proceed now to apply the same method to the inves-

tigation of multiple tangents of higher orders. We may first,

however, remark, that when a curve has a point of undulation (at

which the tangent meets the curve in four consecutive points),

then the curve H touches the curve U at that point. For, take

the origin at the point, then, as in Art. 87, the equation of the

curve U will be of the form

Aa-z''-^ + (Ba-2 + Gail/) z^-^ - (Dx^ + Eai'^y + Fxf) 2"-» + &c. =
;

and the equation of the tangent to H, found by making G = in that

given in Art. 87, is simply « = 0. Since then H and U intersect

thus in two coincident points, we learn that a point of undulation

arises from the union of two points of inflexion. The same thing

appears from the fact, that a line meeting the curve in four con-

secutive points, dorfbly meets it in three consecutive points, viz.,

in 123 and in 234.

The general condition for a point of undulation is, as is

•readily seen from the method pursued in Art. 83, that AUi, the

equation of the tangent, should be a factor not only in A^Ui, but

also in A^Ui. If the tangent meet the curve in five consecutive

points AUi must also be a factor in A*Ui, and so on. Now, to ob-

tain the conditions in general that the tangent should be a factor

in A*U, we must, as in the preceding Articles, join to the equation

of the tangent (hw + My + Na) that of an arbitrary right line

{ax + (it/ + yz), eliminate between these two and A*U, and find

the condition that the result should be satisfied independently of

ajSy. Or, what is the same thing, we should substitute in A''Ui

a; = yM - /3N, 3/ = aN - yL, 2: = /3L - aM.

The result of elimination must, in general, be of the form

(axi + j3yi + yzi) (ax.2 + ^y^ + yz.^ {ax^ + ^y^ + yz^) (&c.) = 0,

where XyyiZi &c. are the co-ordinates of the points of intersection

of AUi and A''Ui = 0. But when xiyiZi is on the curve, since

every polar curve is touched by the tangent, two of these points

coincide with x\y\Z\, and the result must reduce to the form
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Now j\lr. Ilosse has shown directly (Crelle's Journal, vol. xxxvi.

p. 143) that the result of this substitution is always

A* = PaU + Qt(a.r, + jSy, + j:y,

wliich reduces when .r^_:^ is on the curve to Qjt(a« + j3?/, + 7^)^.

His method of proof is to show, that if this be true for two conse-

cutive A*~S A*', it must be also true for A^'^ ; and he has given a

rule for forming tlie result of substitution in A**^ in terms of ^*

and A^"^ Wc refer to Mr. Hesse's paper any reader desirous of

seeing how the general case is to be treated; but since, in all the

applications which we shall have to make, it is sufficient to take

= 0, /3 = 0, 7 = 1, we shall simplify Mr. Hesse's analysis, and

content ourselves with examining the res\ilt of substituting in

A*U, ,!r = M,y = -L, c = 0.

02. By tliis substitution, then, it is easy to see that

A*-' =^ M^-' - [k. - 1) -^^ W'-n.

1.2 (f.r*-(fv

A* - '™M* I:
^'^^ M^-'l

/'^^-^^ ^'^
M'-L- £c

'

a-="£¥m--(..1)£|m^l

.i^^-^M-Le-&c.
1.2 rfa-*-'rf/

C(/A*~l
rrfA*"!

r^'i

dy.

L^^ I
we mean the differential, on the supposition thatL and^M

d.v J

are constant. But tlie complete differential is found by adding

to the differential on this supposition,

,/A^ dL <7A* m
dh dx d^l d.v

or

II^J'!^ rfL dxM' IdyJ dy rfL dM"
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Hence,
'

Again, it is obvious that

dM " ' Ld^J ' dL~~ ^ L~^J '

and

\- dw J~ dx dL dM.
'

dA''-^ ^ (^A*-' „ dA''-^
— a —TTF

— — o -

rdA/^n

dy J dy dL dM
Substituting these values, we have

dx dy J ^ da

dy "V <^L dM

or since A*"' is. a homogeneous function of L and M of the degree

k-1,

.A- = fM^'-L^V'^(CL-BM)^^"
dx dy J dx

+ k (AM - BL)^ -k(k-l) gA*-'.

This equation may be thrown into a somewhat different form by

putting in for (CL - BM) and (AM - BL) their values given in

Art. 90, when we get

,, /,,fZA* r (i^''\ /<= r^f dA'^-' dA"-' dA'"'

dx dy J n-1 \ dx ^ dy dz

n - 1 Y dx dy dz

But since A''"' is a homogeneous function of xyz of the degree

nk - 2ft + 2, and since z— -(«-!)= —, we have
n - 1 n - 1

,, i^^dA'' T <^A'\ k{n-k+l)^.,

A2 [^d^^^d^^^dA'^-'
n-\\ dx dy dz
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From this equation we can readily prove that if

A*-" = Pa..,U + 2^Qa.., and A* = P^U + ^^Q^,

then A**' will also be of the form Pa+iU + z^Q,k*i- In fact, substi-

tuting these values for A*', A*, and observing that

da; dx dx

^_^ = ^U.P.,M.-^'.
dy dy dy

dz dz dz

and remembering that we had occasion in Art. 90 to see that

(n - 1) (2)L + ©M + gN) = - Hr,

we find

\ dx dy J n-1
'' /s^^' + e^Ug'^^*-

n - 1 \ dx dy dz

n-l\ dx dy dy j (n-\y

93. From these formulae we can form a- table of the values of

p., Q3, Pi, Qj, &c. For it is obvious that Pi = 0, Qi = ; and we

proved in Art. 90 that P3 = ^^ g, and Qj = ——
^H. Hence

Again,

^ 1^. dQs J dQi\ ^ 3(n-4)

But
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And from the values of BM - CL, AM - BL, already used, we

have

(n-l){(BM-CL)f -(AM-BL)^}

Hence

^
(jTT)^

^^~ {n- 1)3 i^®'^ "^ ®"^ "^ '^^/

And so in like manner we can form the rest.

94. It has been proved that the result of elimination between

L,* + M?/ + Nz, ax + [3y + yz, and A^Ui, is, in general, of the form

(a«i + /3yi + yZiY {axs + fiy-i + yz-^).

Now by taking o = 0, j3 = 0, we have just proved that z^ must be

proportional to Q-. = M -^— - L —;— ; and we can in like rrfanner
dx dy

see the values of i»3, yz\ so that the result of elimination must be,

in general,

dYi _f/H\ ^U ^H_^^
dx

I

dYL ^ dW\

(«,.fe,.,.-,)'{«(N^-Mf).^(Lf-N^^

\ dx dy j i

a value first obtained by Mr. Cayley (Crelle's Journal, vol. xxxiv.

p. 43).

When the curve is of the third degree, A^Uj is no other than

the equation of the curve itself, and the result just given leads (as

Mr. Hesse has pointed out) to the following consequence :
" If

any line, ax + j3j/ + yz, meet a curve of the third degree, and

from each of the points where it meets it four tangents (Art. 79)

be drawn to the curve, the twelve points of contact lie on the

curve of the fourth degree,

afN^-Mf^V/3fL^-N^)^7fM^-L^V0."
\ dy dz I ' \ dz dx j ' \ dx dy I

For this condition must, as we have seen, be fulfilled by any
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point of the curve, such that the point where its tangent meets

ax + j3j/ + y.: lies on the curve.

If wc seek the co-ordinates of the point where any tangent to

a curve of the third degree meets the curve again, we see that

these must be proportional to

N-t--Mt-, L — -N— , M-3--L—

.

dt/ dz dz dx dx dy

Or these co-ordinates may be put into a form which will show

that where the point of contact satisfies the condition H = 0, the

third point of contact will coincide with a;i?/i-i, for we have

„_T- dH rfH rfH T --r T.T noH = ,)', -r- + Vi -r- + ~ 1 -?- ; La;, + My, + Ns, = 0.
dx ^ di/ d: ' '

-J'

Hence,

y,«3 - Xii/3 = 3NH ; Zti/3 - »/i^3 = 3LH ; XiC^ - z^x^ = 3MH

;

equations which the supposition H = reduces to

'•| yi z\

95. We shall now proceed to the problem of finding the dou-

ble tangents whose pqints__of contact do not coincide . Let the

line joining the points .('lyi^i, xyz touch the curve at the former

point. Then the equation Z which determines the other points

where this line meets the curve, becomes

X"-- A-U, +^ A^U, + &c. + ju"--U = 0.

If then this line touch the curve again, this equation must have

equal roots. Lot the condition that this should be the case (ob-

tained by eliminating between the differentials of this equation

with respect to X, fi) be expressed as ^ = ; then since this equa-

tion must be. satisfied for every point on the tangent, it must

contain AU, as a lactor. In order, then, to determine when a

double tangent is possible, we have only to investigate the condi-

tions that AU, shovild be a factor in ^.

Or the same thing may appear thus. We showed (Art. 80)

that two of the tangents which can be di-awn to a curve from a

point on it coincide with the tangent at that point, and that the

equation of the rest is of the form

AAU, + (A-U,)3^ = 0.
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But if the tangent at the point be a double tangent, a third tan-

gent will coincide with the tangent at the point, and therefore the

preceding equation must be divisible by AUj. This will happen

either when AUi is a factor in A^Ui or in (p. The first is the case

of a point of inflexion, the second of a double tangent.

96. In order to ascertain whether <p contains AUj as a factor,

we follow the method of Art. 89 ; we combine with both the

equation of an arbitrary line, and eliminate xi/z. Now (see.^ote

on Elimination) the condition that any equation Aa;" + . . . + Z
should have equal roots, is of the degree 2(n- 1) in the co-

efRcients of that equation, and one of the terms is (AZ)""i.

Hence one of the terms in ^ will be (U. A^Ui)"'^; cj) is therefore

of the degree (n + 2) (n - 3) in xi/g, of the degree (71 - 2) (w - 3)

in XiT/iZi, and of the degree 2(n - 3) in the coefficients of the

original equation.

The result of elimination, ihen, between (p, AUi, and ax +

f3y + yz will be of the degree (n + 2) (n- 3) in a/3y ; of the de-

gree (n^ + 2n - 4) (n - 3) in Xii/iZi, and of the degree {n + 4)

{n - 3) in the coefficients of the original equation.

Now, as before, the result of elimination must be of the form

n(ag, + /3m + 7SO (ags + fim + yh) (&c.) = 0,

where I, rj, Z are the co-ordinates of the intersections of AU,, (j>.

But we shall now show that all these coincide with XiyiZy For

the system of n^ - « - 2 tangents through «ii/i«i, whose equation

is Z'AU, + (A'Ui)^^ = 0, can be met by AUi iii no point but x^yiz^ ;

make, then, AUi = in the above equation, and it is plain that it

can meet neither A^U, nor ^ in any other point than a^yiZi. The

result of elimination written above must then, when x^i/iZj is on

the curve, reduce to

n {axi + jS^/i + 721)'""^' "'"^' = 0,

n then will not contain a(5y, will be of the degree (n + 3) (n- 2)

{n - 3) in «i2/i«i, and of the degree (n + 4) (w - 3) in the co-

efficients of the original equation. If, therefore, x^yxZ^ fulfil the

condition n = 0, any arbitrary line meets AU and ^ in the same

point ; AU must therefore be a factor in ^, and therefore a double

tangent to the curve. There will be w (w + 3) (11 - 2) (n - 3)

points of intersection of n and U ; and since two of these lie on
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each double tangent, there will be half this number of double

tangents.

97. Nothing more is necessary if it be only required to ascer-

tain tlie number of double tangents wliich a curve of the n"^ de-

gree can possess, and to perceive the degree of the curve 11 whicli

passes through tlieir points of contact. If it be required, however,

actually to obtain the equation of this curve, we must form the

condition that the following equation should have equal roots,

(A-^U,)X'-s' + (A^U.)^ +(A^UO^ + &c. = 0,

and then substitute

.r = -yM-)3N, 2/ = aN-7L, c = j3L-nM,

when the result will be found divisible by

and will give the required function D. It will be, however, more

simple to make this substitution before forming the condition that

the equation Z should have equal roots. For we have seen (Art.

91) that every term of the equation will then contain the factor

(a.r, + jji/i + 7-i)- ; and since the condition that the equation should

have equal roots contains these terms in the degree 2(i} - 3), we

have tlie equation at once divisible by (a.v, + j3yi + 7-1)^ ""^-, and

it remains to show that it is still further divisible by

(a.r, + ,3//, + 7m)'"--'
'"-'^

In practice it will suffice to tate q = 0, jS = 0, -y = 1, and accord-

ingly to substitute x = M ; v = - L ; - = 0. The equation Z then

becomes

QaX"-^ + Q3^ + Q,'^ + .to. = 0,
o 0.4

where Qj. Q3, &:c., have the values found in Arts. 9'2, 93. The

condition that this equation should have equal roots will be ofthe

degree (« + !) (n-2) (n-3) in .r.y, z, since Q3, Q3, vfcc, are of

the degrees 3(n - 2), 4(n ~ 2) . . .. (n + 1) (« - 2). And in this

condition the terms above the degree {n + 3) (» - 2) (n - 3) in .r

and y will vanish identically, tlie equation will become divisible

bv - ""-" '"^', and will give the equation 11. This has not }et been

verified in general, nor has any rule been given for writing down
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the equation n ; but Mr. Hesse lias very lately* given the for-

mation of the equation n in the case where n = 4, and the exten-

sion of his method to curves of higher orders seems a work rather

of labour than of difficulty.

98. In the case, then, when m = 4, the equation Z becomes

o 0.4

The condition that this equation should have equal roots is

Q3^ = 3Q,Q4,

an equation of the 16th degree in a; and y, which is to be reduced

to the 14th by the help of the equation of the curve. By Art. 93

we have seen

9Q, = H; 9Q3 = M^-L!|5;
ax ay

o \ Uyiii iiy uic

Now, if we square the equation 3M = B« + C?/ + P3?, and subtract

C (Aa;3 + 2Ba;^ + C/ + 2Ba:z + 2Y.yz + Fs^),

which by the equation of the curve is identically = 0, we have

2W = - g«2 + ^T^xz - 2k-.

Similarly,

9L2 = - %? + 2^yz - e^^

9LM =-%xy- f&xz - SD3/0 + ^z^.

Hence,

9(^M — -L —Y = 2^(^ — ^Ws)*^ (s'^—
^
\ dx dy J \ dx dy j \ dx dy

^( dH fZHy J^JW ^^dRdYi ^dW\
-\''d^^yd^)-'\^dJ^^^d^d^^^W}

But since H is a homogeneous function of the sixth degree,

dll dH ,„ dH
X -^Jr y -—= 6H - z -^—

dx " dy dz

* In fact Mr. Hesse's paper, containing the solution of this problem (Crelle, vol. xli.

p. 285) has only reached me while this Chapter is going through the Press.
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Substituting this value, we find

*
V dx^ d.v dy ^ df dx dz dy dz^ dz'

In a precisely similar manner it is proved that

\ dx dy)\ dx dyj

(4
dm ^^dm ^d?Yi.\

and since / d d rfV

we have

da
d2

^ \ dx^ dxdy dy^ dxdz dydz dz' /

Substituting these values for Qj, Q3, Qi, in the equation

it becomes divisible by c^, and is

\ rf,i;8 dvdy dy- dxdz dydz dz-

d«* dA'dy dy^ djcdz dydz dz-

This is the equation of a curve of the 14th degree, which

passes through the fifty-six points of contact of double tangents

to a curve ofthe fourth degree. It would be interesting to examine

whether, perhaps, it might not be obtained more easily by geo-

N
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metrical considerations. The left hand side, for instance, is the

condition that the polar line of a point with reg'ard to H should

touch the polar conic of the same point with regard to U.*

99. It is easy to see that the number of double tangents will

be reduced if the curve have double points. We have shown

(Art. 30) that every line through a double point must be consi-

dered as a tangent ; consequently, every such line which touches

the curve elsewhere must be considered as a double tangent, and

will give rise to points on the locus 11 which do not belong to

double tangents, properly so called. For instance, if the curve

have one double point, there can be drawn through it (Art. 81)

v? - n - & tangents, each one of which will count for two double

tangents. If it had more double points than one, the lines joining

each pair of double points would count among the double tan-

gents. So, in like manner, if the curve had cusps or higher mul-

tiple points. We do not dwell on this direct method of obtaining

the effect of multiple points on the number of multiple tangents,

because the same results can be derived more simply from the

theory of reciprocal curves.

SECT. V. RECIPROCAL CURVES.

100. We have seen already (p. 1) that the degree of the reci-

procal curve is always the same as the class of the given curve,

and vice versa. It is evident, also, that to a double point on either

curve will correspond a double tangent on the other ; that to a

stationary point on one curve corresponds a stationary tangent on

the other: and, in general, that to a multiple point of the /i"' or-

der corresponds a multiple tangent of the same order; that the

k points of contact of the multiple tangent correspond to the

k tangents at the multiple point ; and that if two or more of these

* The number of double tangents to a curve of the n"' degree was first indirectly ob-

tained by M. PUiclcev, by the help of the theory of reciprocal curves ; Mr. Cayley first

showed (Crelle, vol. xxxiv. p. 30) how the question was capable of being solved directly.

A paper on the same subject, by Mr. Jacobi (Crelle, vol. xl. p. 237), appears to me not

to have advanced the sulyect beyond the point where it had been left by Mr. Cayley.

Finally, Mr. Hesse, in two papers (Crelle, vol. xxxvi. p. 143, and vol. xli. p. 285), by

actually performing the operations indicated by Mr. Cayley, completely proved the prac-

ticaljilitv of his method.
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last coincide with each other, so will the corresponding points of

contact.

Let us now denote the degree of a curve by m,

„ „ its class by n.

The number of its double points by 8,

,> ,, double tangents by r,

), „ stationary points by k,

„ „ stationary tangents by t,

and the corresponding numbers for the reciprocal curve aae found

by interchanging m and n, S and r, i and k.

We have already (see p. 63) obtained the formula

(1) n = m^ - m - 2S - Sk.

Heuce from the reciprocal curve we must have also

(2) m = 71- - n ~ 2t - ci.

Again, we have obtained the formula (p. 74)

(3) I = 3ma - 6m - 68 - 8k.

Hence, by the reciprocal curve, we must have also

(4) K = 37i^ - 6„ _ 6r - St.

These, however, are only equivalent to three independent equa-

tions, for, multiply the first equation by 3, and subtract from it the

tliird, and we have

(5) K - I = 3(ot - n),

an equation which may be obtained in like manner from (2) and

By these equations we are able, being given any three of the

numbers m, n, i, k, S, t, to determine the rest. If, for example,

as we have expressed i, ii, in terms of m, S, k, it were aIso required

to express -, we have, by solving for 2t in (2), and putting in the

values of n and t,

(6) 2r = m{m - 2) (;«« - 0) - 2{2S + 3*.-) {m^ - «> - 6) + 48(S - 1)

+ 9k(k - 1) + GSk,

a result coinciding with what might have been obtained by the

method of Art. 9S.

A formula more convenient in practice is found by taking the

diffei-ence of (1) and (2), viz.,

(7) 2(?--) = (/n -«)('» + "-9)-
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Thus, for example, given

TO = 6, S = 4, K = 6;

by formula (1), n ^4 .-. m-n = 2.

Hence (5), k - t = 6 .-. t = 0.

wi + w - 9 = 1 .-. 8 - T = 1 .-. T = 3.

101. We shall subject to another test the consistence of the

theory of reciprocal curves just obtained. Since when a curve is

given its reciprocal is determined, it is evident that the same

number of conditions must suffice to determine each. Now, to be

given that a curve has 8 double points, is equivalent to 8 con-

ditions. Thus, for example, a curve of the second degree is de-

termined by five conditions, but a curve of the second degree

having one double point (that is, a system of two right lines) is

determined by four conditions ; by two points, for instance, on

each of the right lines. So again, to be given that a curve has a

cusp is equivalent to two conditions. Hence (and Art. 20) a curve

of the m"' degree, with 8 double points and k cusps, is deter-

mined by —^—

^

8 - 2k conditions, and its reciprocal by

^
T - 2i conditions. And by the help of the values ob-

tained in the last Article for 8 - r, t - k, it is easy to see that these

two numbers are equal.

We shall give in the next section the general method of ob-

taining the equation of the reciprocal curve.

SECT. VI.—ENVELOPES.

"^ 102. We have already shown (Conies, p. 239) how to find the

curve touched by a moveable line whose equation involves a va-

riable parameter in the second degree ; we proceed now to give

an account of the manner in which the problem of envelopes is •

generally to be treated. It is plain, from Chapter I., that this I

section may also be considered as giving an account of the man-

1

ner in which the problem of loci is to be treated in systems of

'

tangential co-ordinates.

Let the equation of the moveable line T = contain any va-
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liable parameter t ; the point of contact of the lino with its enve-
lope is plainly the point where the line intersects the consecutive

line of the system : but, by Taylor's theorem, any line of the sys-

tem, corresponding to t + h, may be written

When, then, h is infinitely small, this equation may be considered

as reducing itself to its two first t^rms; and the intersection ofany

line of the system with the consecutive one is determined by the

two equations, ^T
T = 0, ^ = 0.

at

These two equations give the co-ordinates of the point of contact

of the line answering to any particular value of t ; but if between

them we eliminate t, and obtain a result U = 0, this will be the

locus of all the points of contact, that is to say, the curve touched

by the moveable line.

103. If we seek the condition that three consecutive lines of

the system should intersect in a point, we may see, precisely as

in the last Article, that this will take place when it is possible to

satisfy simultaneously the tliree equations

•^ "' dt "'
di'

"

If we eliminate t between any two pair of these equations, we

shall obtain two equations in .r and y, which are sufficient to give

tlie co-ordinates of a determinate number of points, each of which

is tlie intersection of three consecutive lines of the system.

Since a cusp is a point at which three consecutive tangents in-

tei'sect, we see that the curve U will, in general, have a determi-

nate number of cusps. The cusps may otherwise be determined

by eliminating x and y between tlie three equations

T-0 ^ = f^-0
^ "' dt

"' d^
"'

there remains then an equation in t only, which we may solve for

t, and substituting any of the roots in the equation T = 0, we shall
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have the equation of one of the cuspidal tangents. The two

dT
equations T = 0, -j- = 0, for the same value of t, give the co-or-

dinates of the cusp.

It is, in general, not possible to find any point through which

four consecutive lines of the system pass, since the four equations

T-0 ^-0 ^-0 ^-0^ "' dt
"'

dt^
"'

dfi
"'

are more than sufficient to determine th€ three variables t, x, y.

If we eliminate these three quantities between the four equations

we shall have an equation between constants only, which will be

the condition for the existence of such points. Such points, if

they exist, would be triple points on the curve U, all the tangents

at which would coincide.

104. To illustrate the preceding theory, we take the example

where T is a rational function of the parameter t; for instance,

, , n{n - 1) „ „ r.

at" + nbt"-^ > \ -cr^ + &c. ^ 0,
J. I ^

a, b, c, &c. being linear functions of the co-ordinates. On substi-

tuting in the equation the co-ordinates of any point, and solving

for t, we get the values corresponding to the tangents which can

be drawn from that point ; and since, in the present instance, the

resulting equation is of the n"' degree in t, it is plain that the curve

U is of the n"^ class. For any point whose co-ordinates satisfy

dT
the equations T = 0, -=- = 0, the equation T has two equal roots,

or two of the tangents which can be drawn from it to the curve

U coincide. Such a point is then on the curve U ; for every two

consecutive tangents intersect on the curve. To determine the

point of contact of any tangent, it is convenient to join to the

dT . dT
equation -5- = 0, the equation wT - t-j- = 0, which is only of the

u - 1*' degree. The degree of U is (see Note on Elimination)

2(m - 1). The equation T is then not capable of expressing the

most general curves of the n"" class, their degree being n{n - 1)

;

or, in other words, the curve U must possess multiple points.

A cusp being a point at which three consecutive tangents in-
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tersect, for such a point the equation T has three roots equal.

The conditions that tliis shall be the case are

T = — = — -

which may be reduced to

««"-3 + (n - 2) bt"^ +^^^—^P^—^cf>-i + &c. = 0.
J. . ^

bf-^ + (n - 2)^"^ + ^" ~ ~^ ^" ~ ^^
df-i + &c. = 0.

1.2
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are considering has in general no points of inflexion, since two

conditions must be fulfilled, in order that two equations ^

Air + Bj/ + C = 0, A'iB + By + C = 0,

/A R C"\
should represent the same right line

( t"' ^ R'
^

f^ )' ^^^ '^^ ^ ^^

determined so as to satisfy one of these, it will, in general, not

satisfy the other.

Double tangents occur when the equation T = represents

the same right line for different values of t Take, for example,

the case of the third degree : it is required to determine ti ^2, so

that the same right line shall be represented by

ati^ + 3bii^ + 3cti + d=0, and ati^ + Ut^' + M^ + d = 0.

Now d can be expressed in terms of a, 5, c ; d = aA + bB + cC.

We have then the equations

ti^ + A __ 3i!,8 + B _ 3i!i + C
<2^ + A "^

3i!2^ + B ~
3i;3 + C'

Equate the second and third of these, divide by tj - t^, denote

ti + ti hyp, tikhy q; and we have

3^ + Cp - B = 0.

Similarly, from the first and third,

3pq+Gip''-q)-3A = 0;

whence Bp - Cq - 3A = 0.

Since then p and q are determined by equations of the first de-

gree, the curve has but one double tangent.

The number of double tangents, in general, as determined by

Pliicker's theory, from the consideration that this curve of the 71"'

class is reduced by double tangents alone to the 2(n- ly degree,

.Jn-l){n-2)
''

2

106. The following examples ofenvelopes, which often occur

in practice, may serve to illustrate the preceding theory.

(1.) To find the envelope of Aju" + BfiP + C = 0, we have the

two equations
nAji^-P +pB = 0,

{n -p)nPB + nC = 0;
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wlience eliminating ju, we have

»i''ApC"-'' ±pv{n -py-P B" = 0,

where tlie sign + is to be used when n is odd, and - when it is even.

(2.) To find the envelope of Acos^fl + Bsin"'0 = C, where 6

is variable, A, B, C any functions of the co-ordinates.

dT
35- = - A cos'"-' sin -I- B sin"-' cosO = 0,

or J- Jl _L
. o A"'-3 „ B'"-- . „ A"-*
tan0 =—-; cos0 =—-— —

; sin0 = -

B" (a™-* -I- B"'-'/ vA™-^ -I- B'"-*''

Substituting these values,we get, after reductions, for the envelope,

^ s a ^

Conversely, any tangent to the curve a" -i- j/" = a" may be ex-

pressed by
sm-u 31,11-11

.!• cos " 6 + ysin » = a.

(3.) As an instance of the application of (2), we give. To find

die envelope of a line of constant length moving between two rectan-

gular lines. '<^-

Let the given length be c ; then the intercepts on the sides

being ceosfl, csinfl, the equation of the line is

CCOS0 csinfl

of the form discussed in the last paragraph, and whose equation is

therefore a^ + yi = cr.

(4.) (2) is itself a particular case of the problem given, Co-

nies, p. 241, To find the envelope of

the vatiables .», y being also connected by the relation

{axf + (by)" + <f = 0.

We have
A" ,!•'"-' di! + B^y^-'dy = 0, a'x'-^dx + b''y"-^dy = 0.

Hence A'"6"a:»'-" = B"'a''y'-";

o
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and, therefore,

mn inn inn inn

(Ab)^' (Ax)'" = (Brt)^^(B!/)"' and (A6)^ (ax)" = (Ba)'^-(by)''.

H ence / ^ \'^ _[ a mn
,m-n

A"'.r'" = , , ^ / ,
— and a".?;" = / ^„„ /f,\m,,

AhnBr (Arnsr
Raising the first of these equations to the n"\ the second to the

m"" power, and dividing one by the other, we have

or /a\=. /bVia f c\^ ^
I \m-n j_ I . ]m-n 4. f

im-n — 1)W VB/ ^Icj -^-

107. We add, as a further example, the method of finding the

equation of the curve reciprocal to a given one ; or, as we may
otherwise express it, the method of transforming an equation from

point to line co-ordinates, and vice versa. For symmetry we take

the reciprocal with regard to the curve x^ + y^ + z^ = 0. This

will be made to coincide with ordinary circular polars, by taking

z^ = ~ P The polar, then, of any point on the curve is

xx' + yy + zz = 0,

and the problem is reduced to finding the envelope of this line

when x'y'z satisfy the equation of the curve. Now, precisely as

at Conies, p. 267, we eliminate z' by multiplying the whole equa-

tion by «", the equation then becomes a homogeneous function of

x'y, and the condition that this equation in x' : y should have equal

roots is the equation of the reciprocal curve. The only theoreti-

cal inconvenience of this method is, that the result is the equation

of the reciprocal curve multiplied by the irrelevant factor ^"("-1'.

This, however, will not be found in practice to cause any diffi-

culty.

108. To illustrate this method, we give the process of finding

the reciprocal of a curve of the third degree given by its general

equation, which we write

:
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+ SciZ^x + ScnZ-t/ = 0.*

The reciprocal is now the condition that the following equation

should have equal roots

:

(ih~> - 3a3C=A' + SciSic^ - C3«») «J + {b^z^ - ZbizHj + Zc^zy- - Cj?/') rj\

+ 3(a3c^ - 2(fc^f - a^z'^y + icyzxy + Coga;^ - c^x^y^xlyi

+ 3(6ic^ - 2dz'y - h^z^x + 2c-iZxy + Cizy^ - CaWy-) x^yl = 0.

The condition that this should have equal roots is (see Note on

Elimination)

(ttiz^ - Sa^z^x + St-icvf- - dx^y (Jjc' - Bb^z'^y + SciZy"" - Csy^- + 4(aiC^

- Sa^z-x + Scizx^ - CaX^) {biZ^ - 2dz-y - b^z'x + 2cixyz + dy-z

- c^vy^y + 4(6238 _ 3^322^ + 3f„^y3 _ c^y^^ (a.z^ - 2ds-x - a^z-y

+ 2cixyz + c^x-z - c^x'^yy - Z{biZ^ - 2dz'y - b^z^v + 2ciixyz

+ c-^'^z - CiXy^y (a-iZ^ - 2dz^x - a^z'H/ + 2ciXyz + c.x-z - CaX'^y)-

- 6(ai^ - Sa^z^x + Sc^zx^ - c^a?) [b^z^ - Sb^z^y + dc^y^ - c^y')

(a^z^ -' 2dz^x - flac'T/ + 2cizxy + c^'z - ddr'y) {b^z^ - 2dz"-y- b^z-x

+ 2c^vyz + dy'^z - Csxy^) = 0.

From these it is not very difficult to pick out the coefficient of

any power of the variables ; rememhering that the result is to be

divided by c" in order to give the equation ofthe reciprocal curve.

Thus tlie coefficient of 2^ will be

a\bl + 4aiJJ + 45.01 - 3J?a| - Gaiajbib^.

* Tho above is the form in ivliicli I sliall generally write the equation of the third

degree. The coefScients are introduced on account of the symmetry which they give to

the difierentials with regard to xi/z. With regard to the letters, when vre form any func-

tion into which xyx enter symmetrically (such as HU, or the equation of the reciprocal

curve, &c), the coefficient of any power of x may be deduced fix)m that of the corres-

ponding power of y or z, by a suitable interchange of letters. It is desirable, therefore,

to use such a notation as will plainly indicate of what powei' each letter is the multiplier,

and thus readily show how the required interchange is to be made. Some modern

writers use for the coefficient ot x'^tf^zy the notation "ofl,, or simply (a,/3,y,). Thus

the equation eonld be written (3,0,0) s3 4. 3^2,1,0) .r*y+&c Othei-s write the va-

riables .vi, «a, I's, and then WTite the equation (1,1,1) 3;i.rjXi + 3(1,1,2) xij:ij.'; + &c.

This notation, however, is so cumbrous, that in practice it must, I think, be found very

inconvenient. In the notation which I adopt, the letters a, b, c. and the numbers 1, 2, 3,

belong to .r.i/.: rcspecti\-ely, ;md any coefficient is the multiplier of the square of the

variable indicated by the letter, into the variable indicated In- the suffix ; thus oj multi-

plies .v'y, &c.
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The coefficient then of x^ can be written down from symmetry,

as explained in the previous note,

bid + 4C363 + ibicl - Sblcl - GbJ/iCiCs

;

that of 2/* will be

a?c| + iald + itticl - 3al<fj - Qaia^CiCs.

We add all the coefficients whose form is really distinct.

The other coefficients may be obtained from those we give, by

interchange of letters.

Qz^x^albib^ + aia^b^b^ + 2aibibid + ia^bld + ^a^asbibi - a^ajbl - 2b\a3

- 2aJ)\b^ - 4:alb.id).

Zz'x'{'3albl + U\c, + 2,a,G,b% + Ua.b^b^ + iaAbl + 4:b^c^al + IQaAd'
- albl -Schbibsd- ib^d^ -2<hCibl - 2aibibiC2-Qa2aibib3- Gaj&i&jCi

- \2ajb-})i,d - Aaib^bsd).

&z^xy{baia3bj)i + Auiblc^ + ialb^Ci + 2aibib3d + ^a^afi^d + Via^\d

+ 10a2&3(^ - Wa^a^ib-p^i - ^a^xb'fii- 2aiaJ}iCt- 2a\biCi- 2ajb\ci

- iiajbid'^ - iajbid'' - Sa^bib^ - Saittibl).

2z^x^ {Qaib-fis&i + Sa^bibiCi + Qaib^b^Ci + ia-fi^b^c^ + 'da-ib-fi^c^ + l^a^bib^d

+ ISbib^Cid + Gttibld + (^bldd + 12bibid'' - UiC^bl - 2&1C3 - 2aibl

- 90301^2 - ISttsbibl - ISblcib^ - 2^afiiCid - ISSjcZ').

^z^x'^y{2a-J)\d + 2a,<xJ)iC2 + ia^bid^ + lOarfl^bl + a^c^bl + Ida^bib^^Ci

+ 12a2C2bid + %bid^ + QcsbibiCi + a-fi^hiC^ + GaibiCid - 603^263

- Aaib^bsCi - baibibiCi - %b\cid - lla^blc^ - 2asbibid - 4a2J3C2

- IGa^bsd'' - 2a2&2C3 - lOaib^Cid).

GzVy^ { Ad^a^Ci + biCi + aj)^) - 8# - %d{aib3Ci + b2,c-^as + Cib^a^)

+ (fli^jCiCa + UiC^b^bs + biCaa^Ui)- 4:aibiCid+ 18c?(a2^3Ci+ 03^102)

+ i{al4 + blCi + albl) - l^{aJ)jbiCi + biC^a^d + aiC,,aJ)^)

+ bialb^Ci + alb^G^ + bla^c^ + bla^Ci + cia^bi + claibi)).*

* The problem of flnding the equation of the reciprocal of a given curve may be either

solved as an envelope or as a locus, for ive may either find the envelope of the lines reci-

procal to all the points of the given curve, or the locus of the points reciprocal to all its

tangents. The former method appears to me much the easiest in practice ; the latter,

however, is that which has found most favour with geometers. Mr. Cayley, who, I be-

lieve, first published the solution of this problem in the case of the third degree, has, by

this method, reduced it to elimination between seven linear equations. (Cambridge and

Dublin Mathematical Journal, vol. i. p. 97
;
published in 1846.) Mr. Hesse, I believe

independently, afterwards obtained the same solution of the problem (Crelle's Journal,

vol. xxxvi. p. 172
;
published in 1848). Mr. Hesse, however, did not attempt to put his
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109. If we write the equation of the fourth degree

ttix* + bi^ + Cs-^ + ia-rX^T/ + ia^x^z + ib^y^x + U^fz + i^c^z^x + ic^^y

+ edy^z^ + 6ec-a;2 + 6/1!^ + Ulx-yz + Uina-y-z + Unxyz^ = 0,

then the equation of its reciprocal will, in like manner, be found

to be S^= 27 T-, where

S = (isCs - 463C.3+ Sd')x* + (cafli - dosCi + 3e=y + {aA - Sa.A + Sf-)z^

+ 4(63^1 - 61C3 - ^nd + Smc^)x^y + i{biC., - b^Ci - 3md + 3nba)!)^z

+ 4(c3a3 - aac'a - oen + 3lci)y^x + i^a^sCi - aiCj - Sle + 3nch)fz

+ 4(6303 - b^a^ - 3m/ + 3lbi)z\v + 4(0361 - Ojis - 3lf+ omcu)2?y

+ 6(ai<f - 2a,in - 2a.n + il- + ef)y''s- + 6(636 - 2b^n - 263^

+ 2»i- +fd)z-x'' + 6(cj^/' - 2cJ, - I'ciHi + 2;i- + de)xY + '^^(biC,

+ 2dl- ebi -/ca - mn)x'-yz + 12(c'.;rtj + 2em -fci - da^ - nl)y-zx

+ 12(0363 + 2fii - da-, - ebi - lin)z''xy.

To save room I only give tlie terms of T whose form is distinct.

The others may be added by symmetrical interchange of letters.

method into practice as Mr. Cayley has done, who has by this means actually worked out

the equation of the reciprocal curw. The reader who may refer to his memoir will supply

a figure of 2 omitted in the coeffidents of 5i/, ij?, s? in the values of 2F, 2G, 2H, given

p. 98, and correct the final result accordingly. Mr. Hesse has since published a simpli-

fied solution of the same question, still treating it as a locus (Crelle's Journal, vol. xli.

p. 285), which for the third degree requires elimination only betn'een four linear equations.

But, as even this simplified method requires elimination between twelve linear equations

in the case of the fi)urth degree, and is therefore nearly inapplicable to that case in prac-

tice, I have given the equation of the reciprocal of the fourth degree, in order more fully

to show the superior facilities afibrded by the method which I consider preferable.

I may be excused for adding, that I had worked out the equation of the reciprocal of

the third degree, ten or twelve years ago. Xot being then acquainted with M. Pliicker's

researches, I undertook the calculation with the ^"iew of observing in what cases the

equation would lose dimensions, and it was thus, in fact, that I obtained my first know-

ledije of the effect of double points and cusps on the degree of reciprocal curves.

Mr. Cayley has remarked to me, that the equation of the reciprocal of

(a fi)rm to which every equation of the third degree is reducible), can be eaaly made to

cjshibit the nine cusps. The t;uigent at any will be of the form

y - fc = 0,

(where is one of the culw roots of unity) and the co-ordiuates of that cusp will be

.1 ; y : a = rf93 : 9 : 1.
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T = {faj}^ + 2faA - aj)\ - hal -fy + 2{?,fm + ^laj}., + 2aJ)\

+ ttibibs - maibi - 2maibi - fajb-^ - 'ifajb^ - Zflb^z^x + {Qfeb^

+ 8?7ia3&2 + daj)i + 2daJ>i + ^majb^ + 6/ft&i + ^flb^ + 12lmbi

- <onaA - aj)l - 8a,bA - 9bJ' - 6ebl - dfd - 12fm')zV

+ 2(QfaA + Ib^th - lOlb^a^ + majj^ - IQmaJji + 2naibi + i.naj)i

+ ifebi + ?>fda^ - ?)flm - 3eaA - Sda^bi + GbJ' + Gaifn^ -&np)z^xy

+ 2{aJ)^C2 + 2cib\ + 2ajbl + &ebj>3 + 9hln + 4m' + 6dfm - daj)^

- 2db2as - fbiCi - 2/62C1 - Gembi - 3dbJ - ifnbs - &mnbi

- &mlb^z^m^ + 2{Zelbi + daj)^ + lldbia^ + Sna^ - hnb^a^

+ Ibfmn + 121% + Sf'Ci + 12embi + SUibiCi - 2aJ)iCi - \2lnbi

- 9dma2 - Qlm'' - 6lnbi - 3dfl - dfbiCi - &ma»bi - Ibefb^

- a^c^z^x'^y + {aJjiC^ - 2QaJ}3Ci - 20036102 + 20^)^0^ + 2bia3Ci

+ 2c2.aJ)i + 2AlbiCi + 2ima2C2 + iinaj)^ - 6^/63 - GenSi - ^dma^

- Sdna^ - 6flc2 - Qfrnci - Said'' - db^e^ - Scsf - SOem" - dOdl"

- 30/n2 + 4:8def+ ASlmn)zVy'' + &c.

From the form of this equation it appears that the reciprocal

curve has twenty-four cusps, which lie on a curve of the fourth

order, and consequently that the twenty-four tangents at points of

inflexion on the given curve all touch a curve of the fourth class.

110. The equations of the reciprocals of curves of higher or-

ders have only been obtained in a few particular cases. Thus, by

Art. 106 (4), or by considering the intercepts made on the axes,

by the tangent to the curve

«™ «/™ _
a" 6™ ~

'

it is easy to see that the equation of the reciprocal is of the form

m m
Aa;^ + By^ = 1.

Another class of curves,

pW, = ^m cosmo),

may serve to illustrate the use of polar co-ordinates, of which we

have hitherto given but few examples.

If on any radius vector OP there be taken a portion OP' equal

to the consecutive radius vector OQ, then obviously PP' = dp

;

P'Q = pdw ; and tan OPQ =~.
dp
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In the present oxaniple, taking the logarithmic differential,

dp pdw— = - tannioKc/n) ;
^--— = - cotwiw

;

P dp

luid if be the acute angle made by the radius vector with the

tangent, = 90° - mw, and the perpendicular on the tangent

= p sin0 = p cosjno).

The angle between this perpendicular and the radius vector = mw,
and between the perpendicular and the line from which to is

measured = {in + l)w. But the radius vector of the reciprocal

curve is the reciprocal ofthe perpendicular on the tangent; henfte

it is easy to see that the equation of the reciprocal curve is also of

the form p"' = a'-'cosmw,

the new m being equal to -
m + 1

This family of curves includes several important species ; for

instance, the circle {m = 1), the right line (m = - 1), the common
lemniscata (m = 2), the equilateral hyperbola (m = - 2), the car-

dioide (»r» = ^), the focal parabola (m = - i), &c.

111. The problem to find the condition that the line ae + by + cz

should touch a given curve, is solved by exactly the same process

by which the equation of the reciprocal curve is found ; we elimi-

nate r, and apply the condition that the resulting equation in x

and y should have equal roots. Comparing this with the process

of Art. 107, we see that the condition that this line should touch

the curve is foimd by substituting in the equation of the reciprocal

curve a, b, c, for*, y, :. (See Conies, p. 3:? 8.) This condition is

then of the n (n - 1)** degree in abc. The same thing appears

from considering that this condition may be considered as a tan-

gential equation ofthe curve (Art. 2). It is readily seen that this

condition (and also the equation of the reciprocal curve) involve

the coefficients of the original equation in the degree 2(n - 1).

If we had this condition we should at once have the equation

of the system of tangents drawn from a fixed point to the curve;

for the equation of the line joining the points a/3-y, KvZ is

x{fiK - yv) + y(75 - aO + K"-* - /3?) = O.
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If then the point ajSy be fixed, and K, t), Z the running co-ordi-

nates of any point on a tangent through a(5y, and if we form the

condition that the line just written should touch the curve, we

shall have the equation of all the tangents through a(5y-

We see, then, that when we have the equation of the recipro-

cal curve we can obtain the equation of the system of tangents

which can be drawn through afdy, by substituting in the equation

of the reciprocal, for xyz, the quantities (5z - yy, yx - az, ay - ^x.

The equation of the system of tangents through 0/87 must then be

a homogeneous function of these quantities.

The form thus found for the equation of the system of tangents

is sometimes more convenient than that found by the method of

Art. 78. Thus the equation of the pair of tangents drawn from

ajSy to the conic

Ajx" + B!/2 -H Cz^ = 0,

is obtained by this method in the form

(/3g - yyY ^ {yz - axY {ay - fixf _ABC"'
which is readily seen to be equivalent to that obtained by the

method of Art. 78, viz.,

(Aa« + B/3?/ + Cyzf = (A«2 + B?/2 + Cz") (Ao^ + BjS^ + Cy^).

EVOLUTES.

112. One of the most important, and the earliest investigated

class of envelopes, is that of the evolutes of curves. We have de-

fined the evolute of a curve {Conies, p. 329) as the locus of the

centres of curvature of the curve ; but the evolute may also be

defined as the envelope of all the normals of the curve. For the

circle of curvature is that which passes through three consecutive

points of the curve, and its centre is the intersection of perpen-

diculars at the middle points of the sides of the triangle formed

by the points. But the lines joining the first and second, and

the second and third points, are two consecutive tangents to the

curve ; and the perpendiculars to them just mentioned are two
consecutive normals : the centre of curvature is therefore the in-

tersection of two consecutive normals : and the locus of all the

centres of curvature must be the same as the envelope of all the
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normals. Wo add the investigation of the evolutes of the conic

sections from this point of view.

(1.) To find the evolute of — + ^ = 1.

The normal is (Conies, p. 161),
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Therefore, the envelope in the present case is

^p'i^' - -xhfy + iff (1/ - i^y) (^ - Ip'^y - mf) = 0.

(5.) As a further example, we give, to find the evolute of the

curve xi + y^ = a*.

This curve belongs to the class «'" + t/™ = a", and therefore

(Art. 106 (2)) at any point of it we may write x' = a cos^<j>,

y = asin^^, and the tangent at the point will be

cos^ sin0

The perpendicular to this line at the point xy will be

a;cos^ - ?/sin^ = acos2^,
or

(ar + y) (cos - sin ^) + (« - i/) (cos ^ + sin 0) = 2a (cos^^ - sin^^),

iK + 2/ 3' - y
sin (0 + 45°)

"^
cos(0 + 45°) = ^'^•

The envelope is therefore (Art. 106),

{x + 2/)* +{x- y)^ = 2a*.*

113. We can readily obtain a general expression for the co-

ordinates of the centre of curvature and for the radius of curvature.

We use Cartesian co-ordinates in this and the next Articles. If

a/3 be the co-ordinates of any point on the tangent, x and y those

of its point of contact, the equation of the tangent is

{a-'x)dy= (P-y)dx;

where — is to be found from the equation of the curve ; for the

tangent passes through the point xy, and makes an angle with the

axis of X, whose tangent = -^ (Art. 39). The normal, then, being

a perpendicular to this at the point xy has for its equation

(a - x)dx + i(i -y)dy = 0.

• A geometrical proof, and an extension of this theorem, will be given in a future Chap-

ter. I perceive, however, that this evolute has been already given (Gregory's Examples

by Walton, p. 195).
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The point of contact of this line with its envelope is found by

combining with this equation that obtained by differentiation, viz.,

(a - «) d^x + {fi-y)<Py = diB» + dy^.

Hence

_ dy{dx^ + df) _-dx{d^_+jdf)
" "~

d:'xdy-d?ydx '
P~y- cP^dy - d'ydx

'

and the radius of curvature is given by the equation

(dv'' + dy^)i
R=^/((«-.^•)H(/3-y)«}=

d^xdy - (Pydx

These values, which have been obtained for the intersection of

two consecutive normals, might have been foimd for the same

point, considered as the centre of curvature. The equation of

any circle is

(a-.vy+(fi-yy^W,

where a/3 are the co-ordinates of the centre, x and y those of the

point common to the curve and the circle ; but since the circle

touches the curve, -/ is the g^me for both, and, therefore, diffe-
ax

rentiating, we have

(a - x)dv + (fi-y)dy = 0,

where we may give to -^^ the value obtained from the equation

of the curve. Again, since tlie circle osculates the curve, we may
differentiate a second time, and shall have

(a - x) (Px +{fi-y)<Py = d.v'- + df ;

but these are the same two equations which we have obtained

already from other considerations.

114. The same investigation may with advantage be con-

ducted in a different form.

Let us, for abbreviation, put, as at Art. 90,

Then hdv + M.dy = 0, and the equation of the normal is

M(a-«) = L(/3-y).
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Differentiating, we have

(o - JK) (Bdx + Gdy) - M.dx = {^ - y) {Adx + Bdy) - Ldy,

or (a-a;) (BM - CL) - (/3 - 2/) (AM - BL) - P - M^ = 0.

L.(Lg + M') M.(L8+M8)
" '^~ AM'' - 2BLM + CL*' '^ ^ ~ AM^ - 2BLM + CL^'

^^^ (L« + M2)f

AM2 - 2BLM + CL2

This expression can be made to assume a more symmetrical form

by introducing the linear unit z, so as to give the equation the

trilinear form. Then, as we have proved (Art. 90),

H22AM8 - 2BLM + CL^ =
(71 -ir

and ^ (n - 1)« (L^ + M^)

zm
For any point whose co-ordinates satisfy the equation H = 0, the

radius of curvature becomes infinite, and the centre of curvature

at an infinite distance. This will take place when three conse-

cutive points of the curVe are on a right line, for then the circle

through them becomes a right line, and its centre becomes at an

infinite distance. We might then, from this value of the radius

of curvature, arrive, Independently of Art. 83, at the conclusion

that the intersections of U and H are points of inflexion.

The double sign in the value of the radius of curvature is

analogous to that in the value of the perpendicular on a right

line (Conies, p. 20) ; and, of course, if we agree to use the sign +

when the radius of curvature, and therefore the concavity of the

curve, is turned in one direction, we must use the sign - when it

is turned in the opposite direction. Since every algebraic func-

tion changes sign in passing through zero, we see that at a point

of inflexion the radius of curvature changes sign, and that as we
pass such a point the concavity of the curve changes to convexity,

and vice versd (see fig. p. 35). At a double point the radius of

curvature assumes the form jr, and its value must be determined

by the ordinary rules in such cases. In fact, each branch of the
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curve has its own curvature at the point. At a cusp it will be

found that the radius of curvature vanishes.

115. The length of any arc of the eoolvteia equal to the difference

of the radii of curvature at its extremities.

For, draw any three consecutive nor-

imals to the original curve : let C be the

point of intersection of the first and se-

cond, C of the second and third ; then

since, ultimately, CR = CS, C'S = C'T;

CC, which is the increment of the arc of

the evolute, is also the increment of the

radius of curvature.

Hence, if a flexible thread be supposed rolled round the evo-

lute, and wound off, any point of it will describe an involute ofthe

curve CC; that is, a curve of which CC is the evolute. It was

trota this point of view that Huyghens, the inventor of evolutes,

first considered them, and it was hence that the name eoolute was

given. We shall in a future Chapter show how the problem is to

be treated, " Given the equation of the evolute to find that ofany

of its involutes."

116. We add some other considerations respecting the evolutes

of curves. Let it be required to find the class of the evolute of a

curve of the wi** degree. This is evidently the same as the num-

ber of normals which can be drawn to the curve from any given

point. Now, if in the equation of the normal M(a-a") =L(j3-y),

we suppose a, /3 given, x, y variable, we shall have the equation

of a curve of the m'* degree, whose intersection with the given

curve determines m? points, the normals at any one of which will

pass through a/3. Or, the same thing may appear geometrically,

thus : the number of normals is, by the law of continuity, the

same, whatever be the point through which they pass ; we may,

therefore, content ourselves with examining the case where the

point is at infinity. But the number of normals which can be

drawn pai-allel to a given line is equal to the number of tangents

which can be drawn parallel to a given line, that is, to the degree

of the reciprocal of the curve (iij? - m). This is not the whole

niimber of normals which can be drawn through a point at infi-
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nity ; for the reader will readily perceive that when a point in

the curve is at infinity, the normal at it will lie altogether at in-

finity, and therefore the m normals corresponding to the m points

of the curve at infinity will also pass through the given point

;

we must then add this number to that already obtained, and we

find that the number of normals which can he drawn to the curve

from a given point is equal to the sum of the degrees of the curve and

its reciprocal, and therefore = m^, if the curve have no double

points.

If the line at infinity were a tangent to the curve, then the

number of finite tangents which can be drawn through a point at

infinity is plainly one less than in the general case, and therefore

the number of normals is one less than in the general case. • Thus

four normals can be drawn from a given point to an ellipse or

hyperbola, but only three to a parabola.

117. The line y = mx being perpendicular to the line ?/ = x,

when m= \/{-V), the line and its perpendicular coincide. In

fact, it will be seen that when the tangent of an angle is v'(- 1)»

its sine and cosine are infinite, and when a line makes an infinite

angle with the axis of x, its perpendicular can do no more.

When, therefore, the curve passes through the two imaginary

circular points at infinity, the normals at these points will coin-

cide with the tangents at them, and not, in this case, with the

line at infinity ; the normals at these points will then, in gene-

ral, not pass through any other point at infinity ; and it appears

from the proof of the last Article that the class of the evolute is

diminished by two. If these two imaginary points be double

points on the curve, it is not difficult to trace the efiect on the

class of the evolute. ^

118. Since, in projection, the line answering to the normal of

a curve is not normal to its projection, it may be of use to mention

what is the more general relation in which that of normal is in-

cluded. Since the tangent and normal cut harmonically the line

joining the two circular points at infinity {Conies, p. 312), we see

that if we take a fourth harmonic to the tangent, and the lines

joining its point of contact to two fixed points, we shall have a
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line, which may be called the quasi-normal, and its envelope will

be a quasi-evolute. Take, for example, the curve discussed (Art.

104), the tangent to which is

T = aX" + ?nJX'»-V + &c. = 0,

then the quasi-normal will be the fourth harmonic to the tangent

and to the two lines

.dT dT -

\dfi)Xd\) [dXjXdix}'^'

[diljXdXj'KdXjXdi^J^^'

where i-fr) (
;jr

J

mean the result of substituting the co-ordi-

jryi

nates ofthe two fixed points in -^. This foiu-th harmonic will be

seen to be (^Conies, Art. 55)

Since this equation involves X : /u in the Sm - 2 degree, this will

be the class of the curve, as otherwise appears from the theory of

Art 116, since the curve enveloped by T is of the order 2m - 2,

and class tn.

119. We proceed next to examine the degree of the evolute;

and by the law of continuity it suffices to examine the number of

points in which the line at infinity can meet the evolute. Now,

if two consecutive normals to the original curve be parallel, the

corresponding tangents will coincide ; the points at infinity, there-

fore, on the evolute arise, in general, from the points of inflexion

on the given curve. But to these must be added those arising

from points of infinity on the given curve, for it has been shown

(Art. 116) that these also give rise to points at infinity on the

evolute. But we say, moreover, that these will be cusps on the

evolute, at which the line at infinity is the tangent. This will
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appear more readily by consideriag the pregeetion of the figure.

Let 00' be the projection of

the line at infinity, M one of

the points in which the curve N
meets 00', LN the two adjacent points, M' the fourth harmonic

t6 OMO' ; then the line answering to the normal at M will, as we

have seen, be 00' ; those answering to the normals at LN will be

LM', NM' ; hence M' is a point through which three consecutive

tangents to the evolute pass, and is therefore a cusp at which 00'

is the tangent. Since then the tangent at a cusp meets the curve

in three consecutive points, the m points at infinity of the given

curve give rise to the same number of cusps on the evolute which

are met by the line at infinity in 3m points. If we add these

to those already obtained, we find the degree of the evolute

= t + Sm = iin(m - 1) when the curve has no multiple points.

If the curve pass through the two circular points at infinity,

we have seen that these give rise to no points at infinity on the

evolute, and therefore its degree will be less by six.

If the line at infinity touch the curve, the point N on the

last figure will lie on the line at infinity ; two tangents to the

evolute will then coincide with this line, and we shall have a

point of inflexion on the evolute at infinity. As this takes the

place of two cusps, which we have when the line at infinity meets

the curve in distinct points, the degree of the evolute is reduced

by three.

120. There will in general be no points of inflexion on the

evolute. For if there be such a point, two consecutive tangents

to the evolute (normals to the curve) must coincide ; but it is

plain, on considering the figure, that two consecutive normals

cannot coincide unless the corresponding tangents coincide with

their normals and with each other. There cannot then be a finite

point of inflexion on the evolute, save in the exceptional case,

when the original curve has a point of inflexion whose tangent

passes through one of the circular points at infinity (Art. 117).

Having then the degree, the class of the evolute, and the

number of its points of inflexion, we have (by Art. 100) sufficient

to determine its other singularities ; we shall, however, give an
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independent investigation of the numter of cusps on the evolute,

which will serve to verify our other conclusions.

j( A cusp on the evolute will in general take place when three

consecutive tangents to the evolute (normals to the curve) inter-

sect in a point. To find the condition that this should happen,

we must join to the equations of Art. 114, viz.,

M(a-a-) = L03-2/),

(a - io) (BM - CL)-M3 = (j3 - y) (AM - BL) + L*.

that obtained by differentiating again ; or writing

(a - ar) {osMs - 25,LM + hL^ + (B^ - AC) M)
- (/3 - y) {aiM9 - 2a.,LM + JjL* + (B" - AC)L}
= 2L(AM - BL) + 2M(BM - CL).

Substituting in this equation the values of a - «, |3 - y, found

from the first two, as in Art. 114, we obtain for the condition that

three consecutive normals should intersect in a point (or that four

consecutive points of the cui-ve should lie on a circle),

(L3 + M8) {5sL3 - 35iL2M+ SogLM^ - OiMsj

+ 2(AM='-2BLM + CL'') {(A- C)LM +B(M^- L^)} =0.

This takes a simpler form by introducing the linear unit z, giving

the equation the trilinear form, and employing the values found

for JsLs - 3*1LSM + SoshW - a^M^ AM* - 2BLM + CL», in

Arts. 90, 94, when we have

(L* + M*)/m^-L^V2H((A-C)LM + B(M*-L8)j=0.

Remembering that H is of the degree 3 (in - 2), A, B, C of the

degree m - 2, and L,M ofthe degree m - 1, we see that this equa-

tion represents a curve of the degree 6«j - 10, whose intersection

with the given curve determines m(6m - 10) points, each ofwhich

gives rise to a cusp on the evolute. Add to these the m cusps,

which we have seen exist at infinity ; and the total number of

cusps is found to be «; (6»» - 9).

We have given (Art. 100) the general formula connecting the

degree, class, cusps, and inflexions ofa curve, Ariz.,

3(/u - v) = K- i;

Q
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but this is verified when

fi.= 3m{'m - 1), v = m^, K = m{6m-9), j = 0.

Hence the theory of Sect. V. enables us to determine the number

of double points and double tangents to the evolute, or to see in

how many cases the same line can be doubly normal to the curve.

It appears from the values given that the degree and class

are in general the same of the evolute of a curve and of its re-

ciprocal.

It will readily appear that the locus of the extremity of the

polar mhtangent (see Conies, Art. 196) of any curve is the reci-

procal of the evolute of the reciprocal curve. Thus this locus is

a right line for the focal conies, since the evolute of the reciprocal

then reduces to a point.

121. We conclude this part of the subject with an account of

the manner in which radii of curvature and evolutes are to be

found by polar co-ordinates. It is generally convenient to sub-

stitute an equation of the form p =
<p (p) for the ordinary polar

equation p = ^(w) ; where p is the perpendicular from the pole

on the tangent, and is given by the equations

p = psiaO; t&nO = p~^- (Art. 110.)
dp

Let the distance from the pole to the centre of curvature be

pi, and the radius of curvature R, then (Euclid, II. 13)

p,2 = p2 + R2 _ 2Rp.

If we pass to the consecutive point of the given curve, pi and R
remain constant, and we have

pdp - Kdp.

Example.—Let the curve be

pM _ (jjjit cosmoj.

Then (Art. 110) ^ = ^ cosmw,

and jo™*^ = a^'p

;

whence, difierentiating, we can easily see that p'^ = (m+ l)pR.

In the general case, when we have expressed R in terms of

p, p, if we eliminate p, p, between the equations

p = <j>p, pi^ = p'+W- 2Rp,
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and the equation, which is obviously true,

^i" = p" - y,
we shall have the relation which subsists between the p^ and pi

of the evolute (Gregory's Examples, p. 197). We shall give ex-

amples of the application of this method when we come to treat

of transcendental curves. It is not, however, always practicable

to pass from the equation of the form p = ^{jp) to the equation

p = ^(w).

In the curve given in the last example, though the evolute

cannot easily be expressed in general, its reciprocal can readily be

found. For j9i = p sinmw, and the radius vector of the reciprocal

curve is —, and (Art. 110) the angle made by px with a line at

right angles to the line whence w is measured, is (m + 1) w ; hence

the equation of the reciprocal of the evolute is of the form

m . m
p™ cos (i> sm" 7 (u = o"'.
"^

??» + 1 m + 1

CAUSTICS.

122. As a furtlier illustration ofenvelopes, we add some men-

tion of caustics, the Investigation of which, though suggested ta

mathematicians by the science of optics, belongs purely to the

theory of curves. The subject has some historical interest, caus-

tics being among the earliest questions, involving the problem of

envelopes, actually discussed.*

If light be incident from any point on a curve, the reflected

ray is found by drawing a line, making with the normal the same

angle which is made with it by the incident ray : the envelope of

all these reflected rays is the caustic by reflexion.

It is easy to form the general equation of the reflected ray.

Let the equations of the tangent and normal at the point of inci-

dence be T = 0, N = : then the equation of the incident ray is

T'N - TN' = 0, where TN' are the results of substituting the co-

ordinates of the radiant point in T and N : the reflected ray, then.

• The subject of caostics was introduced by Tscbirnhaasen, Acta Ernditomm, 1682,

referred to by Gregory, Esiamples, p. 224.
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which is the fourth harmonic to these three lines, will have for its

equation • T'N + TN' = 0,

and the envelope can then be found by the preceding rules.

Example.— To find the caustic by reflexion of a circle.

The reflected ray is, by the preceding (aj3 being the co-ordi-

nates of the radiant point, and the tangent and normal being

A'cosO + ysmd - r, and aisinfl - ?/cos0),

(acos0 + (5 sin0 - r) («sin0 - ycosO)

+ (ivcosd + ysinO- r) (asinfl - (5cos6) = 0,

or

(ay + 13«) cos 2 + (jSy - a«) sin 20 + ?• (« + a) sin - r (?/ + j3) cos = 0.

Now equations of this form,

Acos20 + Bsin20 + Ccosfl + DsinS = 0,

may, by putting 6 = ^ + a, and determining a suitably, be reduced

to the form

Aisin2^ + B,sin^ + Cicos0 = 0,

whose solution has been given already (Art. 106). This is the

principle of Lagrange's solution of this problem (see Cambridge

and Dublin Mathematical Journal, vol. ii. p. 236). Or the same

equation, by putting e*''"' = z can be put into the form

(A-Bv'-l)«' + (C-Dv^-l)«3 + (C + DV-l)2 + A + 6^-1 = 0,

whose envelope is (see Note on Elimination)

{4(A2 + B2) - (C^ + D2))3 = 27(AC^ - AD^ + 2BCDf.

Putting in the above values for A, B, C, D, we have

[4(a^ + /32) (ar^ + f) - r''l{x+ af + (ij + 13)^}^

=
27(i3«

- ayy («2 + y2_^2_ ^y*

123. Instead of finding directly the envelope of the reflected

ray, M. Quetelet has given a method, which is more convenient

in practice, of reducing the problem to that of evolutes; since

the caustic would be sufficiently determined if we knew the curve

of which it was the evolute.

" If with each point successively of the reflecting curve as

• See Gergonne's Annales, xvii. p. 128 ; Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Jour-

nal, ii. p. 128.
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centre, and its distance from the radiant point as radius, we de-

scribe a series of circles, the envelope of all these circles will be a

curve, the evolute of which will be the caustic required." The
following is a more convenient form of stating the same theorem

:

If we letfaU from the radiant point O the perpendicular OP ow the

tangent, and produce it, so tfiat PR = OP, then the caustic is the evo-

lute of the locus of R.

For RT is evidently the di-

rection of the reflected ray, and

if we draw the consecutive ray,

tlien, since OT, TV; OT, TV,
make equal angles with TT*,

OT + TV = or + TV {Co7iics,

p. 290) ; thereforeVR = VR', and o"^

therefore VR is normal to the locus of R.

The locus of R is plainly a curve similar to the locus of P,

and its equation can always be written down when the equation

of the reciprocal of the given curve, with regai-d to O, is known

;

2
by substituting - for p in the polar equation of that reciprocal.

* P
Thus the caustic by reflexion, of a circle, is the evolute of a curve

whose equation (the radiant point being pole) is of the form

jo =p(l + ecosoi),

which, reduced to x and y co-ordinates, is of the fourth degree.

124. If light be incident from any point on a curve, the re-

fracted ray is found by drawing a line, making with the normal

an angle whose sine is in a constant ratio to that of the angle made

with the normal by the incident ray, and the envelope of all these

rays is the caustic by refraction.

M. Quetelet has reduced in like manner these caustics to evo-

lutes by the following theorem, the truth of which it is easy to

see. " If with each point successively of the refracting curve as

centre, and a length tn a constant ratio to its distance from the ra-

diant point as radius, we describe a series of circles, the envelope

of all these circles will be a curve whose evolute is the caustic by

refraction." In fact, the method of infinitesimals readily shows

that, in consequence of the law of refraction, the increments of
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the incident and refracted rays are connected by the relation

indp + dp = 0, it follows, then, that if on the refracted ray pro-

duced, TR be taken = mOT, T'R' = mOT, then VR = VR', and

therefore the refracted ray is normal to the locus of R. i^ '
'ir^

We add geometrical investigations of the two most interesting

cases of caustics by refraction.

(1.) To find the caustic by refraction of a plane refracting sur-

face.

Let fall a perpendicular on the plane,

and produce it so that AP = PB ; and let

a circle be described through A, B, and the

point of incidence R; let LR be the re-

fracted ray ; then obviously the angleALB
is bisected, and AL + LB : AB : : AL : AO
: : sinAOL : sinALO ; but AOL is the an-

gle which the refracted ray makes with the

perpendicular to the surface, and ALO = BLO = BAR is the an-

gle which the incident ray makes with the perpendicular: the

ratio ofAL + LB to AB is therefore given ; the locus of L is an

ellipse, of which A and B are the foci, to which LR is normal,

and of which, therefore, the caustic is the evolute.

(2.) To find the caustic by refraction of a circle.

Let a circle be described through A, the

radiant point, and R, the point of incidence,

to touch OR; then the point B is given,

since OA . OB = OR^. The ratio RA : RB
is by similar triangles equal to the given ra-

tio OA : OR. The ratio RA : RM is equal to

sinRBA : sinREM ; but RBA = PRA, the

angle which the incident ray makes with the

normal to the surface, and RBM = PRM, the

angle wKich the refracted ray makes with the same normal;

hence the ratio RA :RM is also given. Now since

AM.RB + MB.AR = RM.AB,
if we denote the distances ofM from A and B by p, p, these dis-

tances are connected by the relation

RB RA , ^„
RM^+RM''=^^-
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Now, a Cartesian oval is defined as the locus of a point whose

distances from two given foci are connected by the relation

mp + np = c; and it is proved precisely as at Conies, p. 290, that

thfe nortnal to such a curve divides the angle between the focal

radii into parts whose sines are in the ratio m : n. Hence the locus

ofM is a Cartesian oval, of which A and B are foci, and it is ob-

vious that MR is normal to the locus, and therefore the caustic is

the evolute of this curve.*

SECT. Vn.—FOCI.

125. We have, in our section on Singular Points, showed the

reader how to recognise all the points on curves which are specially

distinguished from the rest: the example, however, of cqnic sec-

tions shows that there may be points not on the curve which play

an important part in the theory of curves. All such points are

included in the definition of a focus, given Conies, p. 237. We
there defined a focus to be a point, such that the lines joining it

to the two imaginary points on a circle at infinity shall both touch

the curve. We extend this definition to curves in general ; and

we believe that it will be found that every point which has any

special relation to any curve will be found either to be a singular

point of the curve, or a focus of it.

The number of foci which a curve may have depends on the

class of the curve. If n tangents can be drawn to the curve from

one of the two imaginary points above-mentioned, the w^ points

of intersection of these with the tangents from the other imagi-

nary point, will be the foci of the curve.

It is important to remark that n, and only n, of these foci, will

be real ; for if A + B v'
- 1 = be the imaginary tangent from

one of these points, A-Bv/-1 = will be a tangent from the

other point, and will intersect the other in the real point AB

:

and plainly there can be but one real point on an imaginary line,

since the line joining two real points is real.

There is no theoretical difficulty in analytically determining

the foci when the equation of the curve is given. Determine the

• This theoi«m is M. Qnetdet's. The proof here given was communicated to me by

Dr. Atkins.
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condition that the line x + yy/- 1 = c should touch the curve

;

determine c so as to fulfil this condition, and if any of the values

found for che a + b^-1, then a = a, y = b, are the co-ordinates

of one of the foci. Or, it appears from Art. 109, that if we sub-

stitute in the equation of the reciprocal curve, 1 for «, V- 1 fo^ ^i

and solve for z, the value of z will be ofthe form - [{x -^ y y/ {- V))

,

where x'y are the co-ordinates of one of the foci.

126. The number of finite foci is diminished if the line at in-

finity touch the curve, for then only n-1 finite tangents can be

drawn from each of the two imaginary pointS) and therefore there

are only n-1 real finite foci. The n*^ has gone off" to an infinite

distance, being, in fact, the point of contact of the line at infinity

with the curve.

Thus we see why a parabola has but one focus.

So again, if the curve pass through the two imaginary points

in question, since, of the tangents which can be drawn to a curve

from a point on it, two coincide with the tangent at the point, we

see that two of the foci of the curve will coincide. Thus, for a

circle, the two foci coincide with the centre.

127. The manner in which M. Pliicker has solved the pro-

blem of finding the foci does not substantially differ from the so-

lution given in Art. 125 ; it may be well, however, to add it here

in the form in which M. Pliicker has given it.

Let y-y =p(x - x") be the equation of any line, then the

condition that this should touch a curve of the w*'' class (or the

tangential equation of the curve) may be written

Ap" + Bp"-i + Op"-2 + 'Dp"-^ + &c. = 0,

where ABCD are functions oi x'y. Now if p = V- 1, substitu-

ting this value, and equating to zero the real and imaginary parts

of the equation, we have

A-C + E-&c. = 0, B-D + F-&c. = 0;

the equations of two curves of the w"" degree, whose intersections

will determine the n^ foci. It is not difficult to see the geometric

meaning of these curves. If a;'?/' be given, by the theory of equa-

tions, - -T- denotes the sum of the tangents of the angles which
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the tangents to the curve through x'y make with the axis of x ;

-^ denotes the sum of the products in pairs of those tangents, &c.

And from the well-known formula for the tangent of the sum of

several angles, the equation

B-D-4-F-&C. =

expresses that the sum of the angles =0, or = some multiple of

JT, which tlie tangents to the curve through x'y make with the

axis of a-. And
A-C + E-&C. =

expresses that the sum of these angles is equal to some odd mul-

tiple of -^- , Hence the locus of a point, such that the sum of the

angles made with a fixed line by the tangents through it to a

curve of the «'* class shaU be given, is a curve of the n"" degree.

For if the sum of the angles, made with the axis of x, = 0, the
a

sum of the angles made with a line inclined at an angle - to that

axis is B. Whatever be the fixed line or the angle, the locus will

pass through the foci of the curve. This may appear paradoxical,

since it follows hence that tlie sum of the angles made by the tan-

gents from a focus, with any line, may be equal to any given quan-

tity. The reason of this is, that two of these angles are those

whose tangents are ± / - 1 ; these angles then ai-e + infinity

(Art. 117) ; but the diflFerence of two infinities may be any finite

quantity. A line making any finite angle with a line through one

of the circular points at infinity must be considered as coincidingi

with it (Art. 117); hence it follows that every focus of a curve 1

is also a focus of its involute and evolute.

128. The tangential equation of the curve gives at once an

imporkuit property of the perpendiculars let fall from the foci on

any tangent. For let ajiyS, &c. be the n foci, then the tangen-

tial equation must be of the form

ajSyS . • &c. = w(i/<^tt-3>

where ^ns is a function of the degree >i - 2 in the tangential co-

ordinates (for aoi, aio' are to be tangents to the curve, itc).

Now for curves of tire second class this at once gives the pro-

R
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perty that the product of the perpendiculars from the two foci on

any tangent is constant, since it was proved (Art. 10) that for

wti) we might substitute a constant.

For curves of the tliird class the equation is

where we replace ww' by a constant, and where ^ is the point in

which, as the equation shows, the three focal tangents intersect,

which do not pass through w, w'. We learn then that the product

of the three focal perpendiculars on any tangent to a curve of the

third class, is in a constant ratio to the perpendicular on the same

tangent from the point ^.

For curves of the fourth class the equation is

a(3jS = k^,

where ^ is the conic section, which, as the equation shows, is

touched by the eight focal tangents, which do not pass through

w, w. But ifthe foci of this conic be £^, the equation may be put

into the form „|3^§ = ^,^ + i^

the geometrical interpretation of which is obvious.

And so in general, the tangential equation may be interpreted,

so as to give a relation of the first degree between the product of

the n focal perpendiculars on any tangent, the product of Ji - 2

other perpendiculars, of m - 4 other, &c., and so on until we come

cither to a single perpendicular or to a constant term.

^ 129. We shall in the next Chapter give an account of some

of the focal properties of curves of the third degree, but little

attention having hitherto been paid by geometers to the foci of

curves of higher orders, we think it advisable to illustrate here,

by a few examples, the use which may be made of them. The
most interesting cases are those when two or more nf the foci co-

incide, that is, when the curve passes through the circular points

at infinity.

Ex. 1. Mention has already been made (Art. 124) of the Car-

tesian oval, or the locus of a point whose distances from two fixed

points are connected by the ] elation mp + tip = d. This evidently

becomes an ellipse or hyperbola when m = ± n, and a circle when
d vanishes.
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Let A = 0, B = be the equations of the infiDitely small cir-

cles whose centres are the two given fixed points ; and the equa-

tion of the locus is

l^A + my/B = d,

or (Conies, Art. 282)

di - 2d^(I^A + m^B) + (PA - m^f = 0. (1)

This equation may he written in the form

which we may, for shortness, write S^ = 6^L, where S represents

a circle, and L a right line. This form of the equation shows at

once that the line L is a double tangent (namely pt the two points

wheve io meets the circle S), and also that the two points are

cusps, where the line at infinity meets the same ciicle. The
curve, then, having two cusps, is only of the sixth class. More-

ovev, since the tangent at a cusp counts for three among the tan-

gents which can he drawn to the curve from that point, it is easy

t« see that three of the foci of this curve mast coincide. The
triple focus is in fact the centre of the circle S, for the imaginary

asymptotes to that circle are also asymptotes to the curve. Beside

tliis, then, there are three other foci ; two of them are the fixed

points A and B ; for the equation may be written in the form

Z^AC^^A - 2mm - 2d^) + (dT- - m^y = 0,

showing that the two imaginaary lines represented by A are tan-

gents to the curve. Similarly for B. Now it is natural to suppose

that the third focus (C) is not different in character from the

other two, and that the equation of the curve may also be written

in the form m'y/A + u'y/C ^ d,

or (eliminating the constant by the help of the fii-st form of tlie

equation) in the form

I-^/A + m VB + nVC = 0.

This is, in fact, what M. Chasles has proved, though apparently

he was not led to anticipate his result by considerations such as

are here suggested.

Let three points, a,b,c, be on a right line, and take any other

point P; expressing tlie cosines of the supplemental angles at i,
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in terms of the sides of the triangles to which they respectively

belong, we have

ab be

or fl6.6c.ca + ac.6P2=6c.aP2 + a6.cP2. (3)

Thus we see that if A, B, C represent the infinitely small circles

whose centres are three points on a right line, these are connected

by an equation of the form

XA + juB + vC = d\

Now M. Chasles's theorem will be proved if we can show that

A, fi, V can be so determined that, on substituting this value of (P,

the equation (1) will be transformed into one of the form

(l,^A - mimy - 2n,2C(;,2A + mi^B) + w/C^ =

But the result of the substitution in equation (1) is

v«C2 - 2vC
I
{F - A)A + (m2 - ;u)B ) + {l^ - XfA"^ + (m^ - ^y B^

- 2{Pm^ + Pfi + m'X - A/x)AB = 0.

This will be of the required form if

(P - X) (m8 - ju) = Pm^ + Ffx + m^X - Xju,

or l^ n^

X jU

If we attend to the actual values of X, ju, as inferred from equa-

tion (3), we can deduce that the curve

Z^/A + mv/B = d

has a third focus C on the same line with the other two, whose

position is determined by the equation

ah{p.aG^m^.bc) = d^.

Every curve of the fourth degree, having the two circularpoirds at

infinity for cusps, is a Cartesian oval. For, to be given that a point

is a cusp is equivalent to four conditions ; hence curves of this

class are determined by six new conditions. To be given that a

point is a focus is equivalent to two conditions, since we are given

two tangents drawn through that point. The equation, therefore,

ly/A. + m\/^ = d, containing two expressed constants and four

implied conditions, is the most general equation of its class.
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Ex. 2. Let us next take the class of curves of which we have

just seen that the Cartesian oval is a particular case,

or ^A2 + m*B2 + n^C^ - 2l^m^AB - 2Pn^AC - 2mVBC = 0,

a curve of the fourth degree, of which the three given points are

obviously foci, since the equation can be thrown into the form

Z^ACZ^A - 2m^B - 2n2C) + (m^B - n^Cf = 0.

On substituting for A, B, C their values in a; and y co-ordinates,

the equation will assume the form

(ai^ + yy + Mi(«2 + 2/2) + tea = ;

showing that the two circular points at infinity are double points

on the curve. The curve is therefore of the eighth class, and has

two double foci, since at each of these circular points there are

two tangents, the intersection of either of which with the corres-

ponding tangent gives rise to a double focus. There are conse-

quently four other foci, and therefore one in addition to the three

given points.

The curve is only of the third degree i£ I ±m ±n = (or

rather the locus breaks up into a curve of the thii-d degree, to-

gether with the line at infinity), for the coefficient of {x^ + y'^f is

/* + m* + n* - 2Pm^ - 2mV - 2r?P

= - (l+m-vn) (l + m-n) (l-m + n) (m + n-l).

In this case, however, there are still four foci ; for the two points

at infinity are then only ordinary points on the curve, which is of

the sixth class, and has one double and four single foci.

In either case it is natural to conjecture, and we now proceed

to prove, that the fourth focus possesses the same property as the

others ; or that the equation of the curve may be also thrown in-

to the form Z^A + rnVB + nVD = 0.

First. Let the three given points lie on a right line. It is

proved, as in the last example, that the distances of any assumed

point P from four points, a, b, c, d, in a right line, are connected

by the relation

A ^ B ^ C ^ D ^
Q^

ab.ac.ad ba.bc.bd ca.cb.cd da.db.dc
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where the line ba, for example, is equal in length, but opposite in

sign to the line ah.

But it is proved precisely as in the last example that if in the

equation l^K + m^s/B + n^ G

we substitute ^sq = XA + juB + vD,

it will be transformed into the form

l^ A. + mVB + wVD,

provided we have ^2 jy^
3- + — = 1;

and, attending to the values given for Ajuv, we see that the curve

will have a fourth focus D situated on the same line as the other

three, and whose position is determined by the equation

P.ab.ac.ad + m^.ba.hc.M + n^.ca.cb.cd = 0.

The fourth focus goes off to infinity, and the equation repre-

sents a Cartesian oval when the algebraic sum vanishes of the

products of the square of each coefficient by the rectangle under

the distances from the corresponding focus to the other two.

Ex. 3. Or generally, let the three given points be situated in

any manner. The foregoing proof will still apply if we can find

a fourth point d, such that the distances of any assumed point P
from the four points shall be connected by a relation of the form

•M>D = XA + juB + vC, But (Conies, p. 102) this will be the case

if d be taken on the circumference of the circle through the three

given points, since then

bed.A + cda.B + dab.C + abcD = 0,

where abc, &c. is the area of the triangle formed by these points,

and where the signs to be given to the triangles are alternately

positive and negative as we proceed in order K) round the circle.

The condition p ^
- + — = 1
X fi

gives us the following equation to determine the fourth point d

when a, b, c, and when I, m, n are given,

P m^ n^

bed acd bad
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Let the distances of d from be, ca, ab, be a, j3, y, and this equa-

tion " Pfiy m\a ri'ali „
-p- + —^ + -^ = 0,
DC ca ab

the equation of a conic through the given points, whose fourth

point of intersection with the circle through the given points

gives the point d required. This conic coincides with the circle

itselfwhen l:m:n = bc: ca: ab; but in this case the locus reduces

to the square of that circle, as is evident by Ptolem3''s theorem.

Hence all cu'rves of the third degree whose highest terms are divisible

by x^ + if ; and aU curves of the fourth degree xchose equations are

ofiliefonn
{x^ + y^)^ + Ui(.'B* + 2^) + "2 = 0,

have four foci lying on a circle, any three ofwhich have the property,

in the first case, lr+nis={l+m)t; in the second case, lr+ms + nt=0,

where r, s, t are the distances of any point on the curve from the three

foci.

We shall enter into more detail on this subject in the next

Chapter.

Ex. 4> Equations of the form just mentioned include many

well-known curves of the fourth degree. For example, the ovals

of Cassini are the locus of the vertex of a triangle of which the

base and rectangle under sides are given.

Taking the middle point of the base '2a for origin, the given

rectangle being ab, tlie equation is

(x^ +y- + a^- 2ax) (.t^ + y^ + a^ + 2a.v) = a^b%

or (^ + ff + 2a%v- + f) - 4rtV + a* - a^P = 0,

an equation of the class in question. To find its foci, apply the

condition that .» + ?/V - 1 =
i'

should touch the curve, which is the

condition that the following equation should have equal roots

:

p-«(,,. _y^ -1)3+2«y(«-+/) -AaY'^-+ («* - «'6^) (^ + y^/ -1)'= 0-

This condition is

(pi - 2aY+ a* - aW) (-p^ + 2aY - a* + a^^) + (p* - a* + a^-'f = 0,

which reduces to

(j>^ - o^) (pS - a» + 6") = 0.

The curve, then, has not only the extremities of the base of the

triansle for foci, but also the feet of the perpendiculars let fall
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from the vertices of the two right-angled triangles which belong

to the locus.

130. In these examples attention has only been paid to the

properties of the single foci of the curves discussed ; those of the

multiple foci would probably also repay examination.

Thus the Cartesian ovals have a triple focus, through which

if any chord be drawn, the sum of the segments on one side is

equal to that of the segments on the other. And the form (2) of

the equation shows that the fourth power of the tangent drawn

from any point of the curve to the circle having this point as

centre, and passing through the points of contact of the double

tangent, is in a constant ratio to the distance of the same point

on the curve, from the double tangent.

The equation Ir + ms + nf = admits of being thrown into

the form SS' = k^h, where S, S' are circles, of which the double

foci are the centres, and where L represents a right line. The
geometrical interpretation of this equation is obvious.

In the ovals of Gassini, the circles S, S' reduce to points, and

the line L goes off to infinity. They are the form which the ge-

neral curve assumes when the two double foci coincide with two

of the single foci, and when the two circular points at infinity are

double points, whose tangents meet the curve in four consecutive

points.*

SECT. VIII.—TRACING OF CURVES.

131. It may be proper to give some examples of the method

of tracing the figure of a curve from its equation. If we give any

' M. Pliicker, in an early volume of Crelle's Journal, has given the definition of foci

of higher curves which I have employed in this section. He has not, however, as far as

I am aware, investigated the properties of these points. The advantage of considering

these foci had occurred to me, in ignorance of M. Pliicker's suggestion, and I proposed to

Dr. Hart to join me in an examination of their properties, for cm-ves of the third and

fourth orders. Almost all the results of our investigation are due to Dr. Hai't. In par-

ticular, I am indebted to him for the extension of M. Chasles' theorem with regard to

Cartesian ovals, contained in Art. 129, Ex. 3 ; and nearly all the materials for the sec-

tion in the next Chapter, on the focal properties of curves of the third order, have been

contributed by him. No doubt many important properties of the foci of higher curves

remain still to be discovered.
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value (a) to either of the vai-iables .r, the resulting numerical

equation can be solved (at least approximately) for y, and will de-

termine the points in which the line x= a meets the curve. By
repeating this process for diflferent values of a;, as at Conies, p. 12,

we can obtain a number of points on the curve ; and by drawing

a line freely through them, can obtain a good idea of its figure.

By taking notice what values of x render any of the values of y
imaginary, we can perceive the existence of ovals, or can observe

whether the curve is limited in any direction ; and we have al-

ready shown (Art. 43) how to find whether the curve has infinite

branches, and how to determine its asymptotes. We have also

shown how to find its multiple points and points of inflexion.

The value of -^ at any point gives the direction of tire tangent

at that point (Art. 39); and if we examine for what points

-J-
= 0, or = 00, we sLaU have the points at which the course of

the curve is parallel or perpendicular to the axis of x.

In practice we must, of cotu"se, take advantage of any simplifi-

cations which the equation of the ciirve suggests. Thus, if we

considei- a series of lines parallel to one of the asymptotes (or a

series of lines passing through a point on the curve), the equation

which determines the other points in which any of them meets

the curve, is of a degree one lower than the degree of the curve.

If the equation shows that the curve has a double or other mul-

tiple point, it is advantageous to consider a series of lines drawn

throucfh tliis point, since then the equafion in question will lose

two or more dimensions.

It seems unnecessary to add more than one or two examples to

those which incidentally occur in the course of these pages. We
refer the reader who may wish for further illustration to Gregory's

Examples, chap. xi. ; or, if still unsatisfied, to the source \Yhence

all later writers on the subject have drawn largely, Cramer's In-

troduction to tlie Anal)-sis of Curves.

Ex. 1. X* - a.v-y + hf^ - (see p. 41).

Here, the origin being a triple point, it is advantageous to consider

a series of lines drawn tlirough it. Substituting y = mx, we find

s
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X = m(a - brriF), a function which increases from 0, when m = 0,

to a maximum value when a - Sbm' =
;

decreases then, andvanisheswhena-Sm^=

and has an indefinitely increasing negative

value as m increases further. The curve is

manifestly symmetrical on both sides of the

axis of y. Hence the figure is that here

represented.

Ex. 2. («2 - aPy = af(3a + 2y), (see p. 42).

Hence x"^ = a^+V lay^{Ba + 2y)). The curve is plainly symme-

trical on both sides of the axis of y. It has on each side two

branches, corresponding to the two signs we may give the radical.

The two branches intersect when 2/ = 0, and accordingly we have

seen that there are on the axis of a; two double points at the dis-

tance x = ±a. As !/ increases positively, the radical increases in-

definitely ; hence the value of x, corresponding to the one branch,

increases indefinitely ; that corresponding to the other decreases,

until we come to the value of ?/, corresponding to the single posi-

tive root of the equation 2ay^ + Sa^y^ = a*, {2y = a), beyond which

this branch can extend no higher.

For negative values of y, the radical

increases to a maximum value when

y + a= ; the one pair of branches

then intersect in a double point on the

axis of y, and the other pair is at its

furthest distance from that axis. Evi-

dentlyneitherbranch can proceedlower

than the .value da + 2y = 0. Hence the shape of the curve is that

represented in the figure.
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CHAPTER III.

CURVES OF THE THIRD DEGREE.

SECT. I.—PRINCIPAL FORMS OF THE EQUATION OF THE THIRD DEGREE.

132. The most important division of ciu'ves of the third de-

gree is made with reference to the class of the curve. We have

seen (Art. 70) that if the curve have no multiple point, it will be

of the sixth class, and (Art. 34) tliat the curve may have one

double point, but not more. Cubics* may then be subdivided

into (A) curves of tlie sixth class ;
(B) curves of the fourth class,

(a) having a node, {b) having a conjugate point ; and (0) curves

having a cusp, which must be of the third class.

This classification is based on fundamental properties of the

curve, and not merely on accidental varieties of shape, and is ac-

cordingly adopted in the following pages. We might, however,

have classified curves of the third, like those of the second degree,

with reference to the number of their infinite branches ; a dis-

tinction, however, which, being lost in projection, cannot be con-

sidered as founded on essential differences of the curves. The

line at infinity meets every cubic in three points, which may
either be (1) all real and distinct, (2) one real and two imaginary,

(3) one real and two coincident, (4) all three coincident. In the

first case the curve will have three, in the second case one, real

asymptote, and to each asymptote will (as in the conic sections)

correspond a pair of infinite branches ; in the Aird case, it wiU

have a pair of infinite branches touching a real asymptote, and,

besides, a pair of branches not approaching to contact with any

finite asymptote, but touched by the line at infinity. Infinite

* To escape the irksome repetition of the periphrasis, " carve of the third degree," I

have taken the liberty to extend the use of the term " cuhlc," applied in algebra to equa-

tions of tlie third decree.
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brandies of tlie latter kind we shall call parabolic, those of the

former, hyperbolic. In the fourth case, the line at infinity is a

tangent at a point of inflexion, and the curve has one pair of pa-

rabolic infinite branches. Such curves, having no finite asymp-

tote, may be called parabolse of the third degree.

There may be curves of each of these species belonging to

each of our three primary divisions: but besides, there are others

which can only contain curves of the third or fourth class, for (5)

- the line at infinity might pass through a double point and an or-

dinary point ; this only differs from species (1) in that two of the

asymptotes are parallel, being the tangents at the infinitely distant

double point; (6) it might pass through a conjugate point and

an ordinary point; (7) through a cusp and an ordinary point; in

this case the two parallel asymptotes of species (5) unite
; (8) it

might touch at a double point ; in which case the curve has one

parabolic pair of infinite branches, and also a pair touching an

asymptote parallel to the direction of the point at infinity on those

branches. (9) Lastly, it may touch at a cusp, when we have a

single parabolic pair of infinite branches.

These constitute the principal varieties of shape arising from

the nature of the points at infinity on the curve. A more minute

discussion of the different possible varieties of shape will be better

understood after we have first explained some of the principal

properties of curves of the third degree.*

133. Although we commenced our discussion of curves of the

second degree by an examination of the general equation,* yet, as

in the present case such an examination has some difliculty, and

not much interest, for beginners, we purpose to reserve it for the

last, and shall commence by noting (as at Conies, Ghap. VII.)

some of the principal forms which the general equation may as-

* The first attempt to enumerate the different species of curves of the third order was

made by Newton, " Enumeratlo linearum tertii ordinis." A few species, overlooked by

Newton, were pointed out by his commentator, Stirling. The moat recent classification

has been made by Plucker, who has investigated this subject with great minuteness, and

in his "System der Analytisclien Geometric" has counted no fewer than 219 different

species of curves of the third degree. As many of the species treated by Plucker as dis-

tinct do not appear to me to differ essentially, either in form or in properties, I shall con-

tent myself with a much smaller number of species.
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sume ; by which means we shall have an opportunity of intro-

ducing to the reader several important properties. We commence

witli binomial equations of the form S + kS' = 0. We have

already (Art. 22) made the reader acquainted with the theorem

that the nine points of intersection of S and S' are such that, eight

of them being given, the ninth can be found ; and that if three of

tliem lie on a right line, the remaining six will lie on a conic, and

vice versa.

(1.) ACE - ^BDF = 0.

This equation contains thirteen constants (two being implicitly

contained in the equation of every right line), therefore every

equation of the third degree may be reduced to this form in an

infinity of ways. The same thing appears geometrically, for if

we draw any two lines A, C, and draw B, D, F, to join in pairs

the points where these lines meet the curve, we see, by the theo-

rem just cited, that the three points where B, D, F meet the curve

again, lie on a right line E.

We may also infer from this equation, that if a conic be de-

sdiied iltroriffh four pohifs on a curve of the third deai'ee, the line

joimna the two points where the conic meets ike curve again, ityHl

pass thi'ough a fibred point on the curve, which we shall call the

point opposite to the four fixed points. For let the equation of

the conic be AC = ABD ; introducing this into the equation

ACE = BDF, we have AE = F, a right line passing through the

fixed point EF. The point opposite to four given points is sim-

ply constructed as follows : " Let the line joining one pair of

points meet the curve in e, and the line joining the other pair in

/, then ef meets the curve again in tlie point reqidred."

The form of the equation ACE = BDF, gives us at once the

locus of a point such that the product of its distances firom three

fixed lines may be in a constant ratio to the product of its dis-

tances from three other fixed lines.

134. (2) If the lines B, D coincide, the equation becomes

ACE - B-F = 0,

containing implicitly eleven constants, and therefore one to which

every equation of the third degree may be reduced in many dif-

ferent ways. B may be taken for any lino meeting the curve in
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three real points, then we have seen (Art. 42) that A, 0, E are

the tangents at these points, and it appears now that if at three

points of the curve which are in a right line, tangents be drawn, the

three points where the tangents meet the curve again, lie in a right

line F.

The preceding equation may be written in a form which will

include the case where B meets the curve in imaginary points,

A(C^ + E^)-B2F = 0.

The theorem just given may be otherwise stated thus :
'' Let

A, B, C be three points of the curve on a right line ; we know

that from each of these, four tangents can be drawn to the curve

(Art. 79), let their points of contact be a^, a^, a^, Oi, &c., then the

line joining a, h will pass through c, one of the points of contact

of tangents from C." For the tangent at the point where a, b

meets the curve must, by this theorem, pass through C.

Let us now suppose that the line AB is the tangent to [the

curve at A, the points A, B will coincide, and we see that the line

aiCi must pass through one of the other points ofcontact oftangents

from A, suppose a^. In like manner, a^Ci must pass through a^.

We have then the theorem due to Mac Laurin : If we complete the

quadrilateral formed by aia^^a^tti, the points of contact of tangents

from any point on the curve A, then the intersection of diagonals, and

the intersections ofopposite sides, C1C2C3 will be also points on the curve,

and the tangents at these points and the tangent at A mil all meet the

curve in the same point C. '

135. An extension of this theorem is, that if A1A2A3A4,

B1B2B3B4, be the two sets of tangents from two points on the

curve A, B, then the lines joining A1B2, AjBi, intersect on the

curve.

The line joining the points of contact of A,Bi passes through

the point of contact of Ci, one of the tangents from the point C,

where AB meets the curve again ; and let us suppose that they

have been so numbered that the line joining the contacts of A3B2
passes through the same point of contact.

Then the equation of the curve is of the form

A,B,Ci = D^F,
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where D is the chord of contact, and F the line ABC. It must
also be of the form

A.BaCi = Di^F.

Hence we must have identically

Ci(AA-A33) = F.(D2-D,^).

The right-hand side of the equation denotes three right lines,

therefore the left-hand side must denote the same right lines;

hence one of the factors ofAiBi - A2B2 is F, and the other, which
joins AiBa, AaBi, must be D ± D„ Ci being D + Di. We see then

that the latter two lines and the two chords D, Dj form a harmonic
pencil, whose vertex is the point of contact of Ci.

. In the case where the points A, B coincide, the line joining

A to tire point of contact of Cj, Ci itself, and the two chords D, D'
' form a harmonic pencil.

136. Hence can be deduced another theorem of Mac Laurin's.

'Any line drawn through a pointA on a cubic is cut harmonically

in the two points |3, y, where it meets the cubic again, and the

two points S, ^, where it meets a pair of chords joining the points

of contact of tangents from A. Let the line meet the tangent C,

in the point e, then, si"nce it meets Ai and Bi at A, by Art. 60,

or

1
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lie in a right line F, and tJie product of the distances ofany point of

the curve from the three asymptotes is in a constant ratio to its dis-

tancefrom the line F.

In equation (2) let BDF coincide, and the equation becomes

(4) ACE - B^ = 0,

an equation also containing nine constants. A, C, E are (Art. 42)

tangents at points of inflexion, wliich lie on a right line B, and

we have the theorem proved already, Art. 49, the line joining two

points of inflexion must pass through a third. And again, the cube

of the distance of anypoint of the curve from this line is in a constant

ratio to the product of its distances from the three tangents at the

points of inflexion.

We give here another form, on account of its connexion with

points of inflexion.

(5.) aA? + 6B' + cC« - ScZABC = 0,

an equation involving nine constants, three expressed, and six

implied, and therefore one to which every cubic equation can be

reduced. By including a multiplier in the equations of each of

the lines ABC we can reduce the number of expressed constants,

and write the equation '

A=* + B' + C - MABG = 0.

Each of the lines A, B, C passes through three points of inflexion,

for let Q be one of the imaginary cube roots of unity, and we may
write the equation

(dA + B + C) (^A + eB + e^C) {dK + 0'B + 0C) = {d' - 1)A^

;

therefore A passes through three points of inflexion. Similarly

for B and C
If in equation (4) B pass through the intersection of A and C,

the equation takes the form

(6.) ACE = (A + key,

a form containing but eight constants, and therefore one to which

every cubic cannot be reduced. In fact the curve has AC for a

double point, at which A and C are tangents : E is a tangent at a

point of inflexion which lies on the line A + kC
Let A, C coincide, and the equation becomes

(7.) A^E = BS

containing seven constants only, and therefore one to which the
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general equation cannot be reduced unless two conditions be ful-

filled. And tlie same appears from Art. 101, since the equation

denotes a curve having a cusp at which A is a tangent. E is a

tangent at a point of inflexion lying on the line B.

138. The most general trinomial equation of the third degree

is S + kS, + IS„ = 0.

It may be taken as the most general equation of such a curve

passing through seven given points, if S, S^ S^, be any particular

curves of the system. For the equation contains explicitly two

constants, which can be determined so that the curve shall pass

tlirough any other two given points, since we have two linear

equations to determine k and I, if we substitute in the equation

the co-ordinates of the two new given points.

139. In like manner, the most general equation of a cubic

through six given points, must consist of four terms ; and we may

take for each of these the product of three right lines, each pass-

ing through two of them. Thus, the six points being a, b, c, d, e,f,

and ab denoting the equation of the line joining a, b, one form

of the equation of the required cubic is

ab.cd.ef + Xac.be.df+ (lad.bf.ce + vae.bd.cf = 0.

Since this equation contains three indeterminates, every other cubic

through the six points (for example, af. bc.d^) must be capable of

being expressed in the above form, and the preceding equation

would gain no generality ifwe were to add to it a term w. af.bc.de,

since this itself must be the sum of the preceding four terms mul-

tiplied each by some factor.

In precisely the same manner as (Conies, p. 218) we derived

the anharmonie property of the points of a conic from the equa-

tion ab.cd=k.ac.bd, we can derive from the equation just written

the following', which is the extension of the anharmonie theorem

to curves of the third degree : "If six given points on such a curve

be joined to any seventh, and if any transvei-sal meet tliis pencil

in points a, b, c, d, e, f. then the relation holds

ab.cd.ef+Xac. be.df+ fiod.bf.ce + vae.bd.cf = 0,

where A, |u, v are constants, whose value is tlie same for each par-

ticular curve through the six points." The reader can easily con-

T
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ceive the number of particular theorems which may be derived

from this (as in Conies, Art. 315), by examining the cases where

some of the points are at an infinite distance.

140. We saw (Art. 36) that to be given a double point was

equivalent to three conditions. If then we have a double point

and five other points, one more condition will determine the

curve, which may, therefore, be expressed by an equation of the

form S - AS' = 0, where S, S' are two particular curves of the sys-

tem. We may write it in the form

{oabcd)oe - \{oabce)od = 0,

where (oahcd) denotes the conic through the double point o and

the four points abed.

In like manner we may write the equation of the cubic

through the double point and four other points

oa.ob.cd + \.ob.oc.ad + ix-oc.oa.bd = 0;

and, as in the last Article, the same relation holds between the

intercepts on any transversal by the line joining these points to

any point of the curve.

141. By the help of the same method {Conies, p. 218) of ex-

pressing the anharmonic ratio of a pencil in terms of the perpen-

diculars let fall from its vertex on the sides of any quadrilateral

whose vertices lie each on a leg of the pencil, we can find the lo-

cus of the common vertex of two pencils, whose anharmonic ratio

is the same, and whose legs pass through fixed points, two of the

fixed points being common to both pencils. For if ab denote the

equation of the line joining the points ab, we get an equation of

the form ao.bp _co.dp

ab .po cd . op'

or ao.bp. cd = ab.co.dp,

an equation of the class discussed in Art. 133.

When op are the two circular points at infinity, this gives us

{Conies, p. 315) the locus of the common vertex of two triangles

whose bases are given and vertical angles are equal, and we see

that it is a curve of the third degree passing through those circular

points.

If the difference of the vertical angles were given, this would
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be equivalent ( Conies, p. 315) to tlie ratio of two anharinonic

functions, and we should be led to an equation of the form

ao.bp
J
CO. dp

ap.bo cp.do'

which represents a curve of the fourth degree, having the two

circular points for double points.

SECT. II. ^POINTS OF INFLEXION.

142. We add next some important theorems relating to the

points of inflexion of curves of the third degree. We commence

witli the following problem :

" JRadii vectoi'es throitgh a point O on the curve meet the curve

again in A, B : to find the loots of the hairnionic ruiians of OA, OB."

Take the point O for origin, and let the equation of the curve be

A.r^ + Kj^y + C.n/- + D^ + Ea^ + F.v}/ + Gy^ + 'H.x + Ky = 0.

Transforming to polar co-ordinates, we find for the harmonic

mean,
1 13 Ecos^e + Fcosg sinfl + Gsin'fl

p p" p HcosS + KsinO
'

and therefore the equation of the locus required is

E.r- +Fjfi/+Gf+-2 (H.r + %) = 0,

but this is the polar conic of the point O (Art. 57). Hence every

chord through O is cut harmonically by the curve and the polar conic

ofO.
Now we have seen (Art. Si) that there are just two cases in

which the polar conic of a point on the curve breaks up into two

right Unes. Fii-st, if O be a double point, H and K = 0, and the

polar conic reduces to the two tangents at O. But this case does

not apply to the present problem, since a line through a double

point would only meet the curve in one other point. But se-

condly, it will also break up into two right lines if O be a point of

inflexion. Taking, for simplicity, the tangent for the axis of .!•,

we shall have H and E = 0, and the equation of the locus becomes

»/(F«+Gy + 2K) = 0;

and since the tangent y, passing "through O, is plainly irrelevant

to the question, we leain that, if radii vedores be drawn through a
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point of inflexion, the locus of harmonic means will be a right line.

And, conversely, if the locus of harmonic means be a right line, the

point is a point of inflexion. We shall call this line the harmo-

nic polar of the point O, to distinguish it from the ordinary polar,

which is the tangent at the point. The theorem just given is due

to Mac Laurin (De Linearum Geometricarum Proprietatitus Ge-

neralibus, sect. iii. prop. 9).

143. The point O possesses, with regard to the harmonic po-

lar, properties precisely analogous to those of poles and polars in

the conic sections. Thus if two lines be drawn through O, and

their extremities be joined directly and transversely, the joining

lines must intersect on the harmonic polar. This is an immediate

consequence of the harmonic properties of a quadrilateral.

Hence again, as a particular case of the last, tangents at the

extremities of any radius vector through O must meet on the har-

monic polar.

The harmonic polar must pass through the points of contact

of tangents which can be drawn through O, for, since OR'RR" is

cut harmonically, if R' coincide with R", it must coincide with R.

Hence through a point of inflexion but three tangents can be

drawn, and their points of contact lie on a right line.

If the curve have a double point, it is proved, in precisely the

same way, that it must lie on the harmonic polar.

The first theorem of this Article may be otherwise stated

thus: if three points A'B'G' lie on a right line, and the lines join-

ing O to them meet the curve again in A"B"C", these will also lie

on a right line, and the two lines will meet the harmonic polar in

the same point. If now we suppose A, B, to coincide, we arrive

again at the theorem that the line joining two points of inflexion

must pass through a third, and that the tangents at any two meet

on the harmonic polar of the remaining one.

144. We have seen that every curve of the third degree has,

at least, one point of inflexion; if, therefore, the tangent at this

point be projected to infinity, the curve will be projected into one

of the species (4), Art. 132. And since the point O is at infinity,

every chord through it must be bisected by its harmonic polar.

We see, then, that every parabola of the third degree has a diameter
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which bisects all chords parallel to a certain line. Taking this dia-

meter for axis of x, since the values ofthe ordinate must be equal

and opposite for each value of a, the equation of the curve must

be of the form
«/= = Aic^ + B«2 + C« + D,

which we have discussed already (Art. 32). Every curve of the

third degree can therefore he projected into one of the five paraholoe

included in equations of thisform (see Art. 149).

145. Instead of projecting the point of inflexion to infinity,

we might so project it-s harmonic polar : we see then (as at Conies,

p. 270) that the point of inflexion would become a centre, every

chord through which would be bisected. The equation of the

curve referred to the centre as origin is of the form (Art. 55),

Ax^ + Bw-y + Cay^ + D?/' + y = 0.

The species of central curves are distinguished by the nature

of tlie points of the curve at infinity, according as the curve

has (1) three real asymptotes, (2) one real asymptote, and two

imaginary, (3) or has a node, (4) or conjugate point, (5) or a cusp

at infinity. For we have proved that if the curve have a double

point, it must be on the harmonic polar. Every curve then of Hie

third degree is capable of being projected into one of these five central

curves*

146. If through any point of inflexion O, ihe7-e be drawn three

rigid lines ineeting Hie curve in Ai, Aa, Bi, Ba, Ci, C3, then every

cwve of the third degree through the seven points OAiAaBiBadCa

will have Ofor a point of infi<\vion. For let the three lines meet

tlie harmonic polar in A, B, C, then these points ai-e also common

to tlie loci of harmonic means of tlie point O, with regard to all

curves through the seven points. This locus, then, which would

in general be a conic, must, since these three points of it are in a

right line, be for all these curves this same right line ; and there-

fore (Art. 142) the point O must be a point of inflexion.

147. We have seen (p. 71) that the points of inflexion of a

* The theorem of the last Article is Newton's. The proof here given, and the exten-

sion of this Aitide, are due to M. Chasles.
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curve of the third degree are the intersections of the curve U with

the curve H, which is also a curve of the third degree. Every

curve of the third degree has therefore, in general, nine points of in-

flexion, only three of which, however, are real (see Art. 49).

Since, also, we have proved that the line joining two points of

inflexion must pass through a third, through each point of in-

flexion can be drawn four lines, which will contain the other

eight points. It follows then, as a particular case of the last Ar-

ticle, that any curve of the third degree, described through the nine

points of inflexion, will have these points for points of inflexion*

148. Of the lines which each contain three points of inflexion,

since four pass through each point of inflexion, there must be in

all 1^ = 12.

If we attempt to form a scheme of these lines, it will be found

that it can only difier in notation from the following:

123, 468, 579.

145, 269, 378.

167, 285, 349.

189, 365, 247.

Hence it will follow that any cubic passing through any seven of

the points of inflexion will have one of these for a point of in-

flexion; for, take any seven (say the first seven), and it will ap-

pear from the above table that they lie on three right lines

(123, 145, 167), intersecting irLacpmmon point on the curve, and

therefore, by the last Article, that common point (1) is a point of

inflexion on them all.

From the manner in which these lines have been written, it

appears that they may be divided into four sets of three lines,

each set passing through all the nine points ; or that, if we form

the equation U + XH, there are four values of \, for which the

equation reduces itself to a system of three right lines. For a di-

rect proof of this, see the last section of this Chapter. The exis-

* This theorem is due to M. Hesse (see p. 75). The method of proof here adopted is

Ur. Hart's.
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tence of at least one set of three lines passing through the nine

points of inflexion appears from Art. 137 (5).

SECT. III.—ON THE FIGURES OF CURVES OF THE THIRD DEGREE.

149. We shall take advantage of the theorem of Art. 144, to

make a classification of the difierent possible varieties of shape

which can occur in curves of the third degree. It is plain that

we have only to consider (as in Art. 32) the diSerent varieties of

shape which cubics can possess when the line at infinity touches

at a point of inflexion, and tlien to examine the efiect produced

on the figure by projection, according to the different possible

positions of tlie line projected to infinity. The equation

y^ = Ax^ + Bx- + Cx + D
includes two species of the sixth class ; one with a real oval,

when the right-hand side can be decomposed into three real and

unequal factors (discussed in Art. 32) ; and the other when two of

these factors (and consequently the oval) are imaginary, and when

the curve consists only of a pair of infinite branches. The equa-

tion includes two species of the fourth class ; one with a node,

and one with a conjugate point; and one species of the third cliiss.

We reckon, therefore, in all, five parabolas of the third degree.

The figures given (p. 30) suflB.ciently illustrate the last three spe-

cies. We give a new figure for the first two species, since the

figure at p. 29, having been drawn merely with the view of exhi-

biting the existence of an oval, does not correctly represent the

form of the infinite branch. In fact, the form of the equation

shows that the point of contact of the line at infinity with the

curve is on the line x, xxnlike the common parabola y =px, which

is touched at infinity by the line y ; the infinite branches, there-

fore, of the cubic ultimately tend to become

pai-allel to the axis of y, and not to the

axis of X ; and there must be a finite point

of inflexion on each side of the diameter,

where the curve changes from being con-

cave to being convex towai'ds the axis of .v.

The oval and the inner infinite branch re-

present tlie first species ; the second species will have a form
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either resembling the infinite branch of the first species, or else

such as is given in the outer curve, according as the equation

dy ^ .— = gives imaginary or real values for x. The same equation

will show that the highest point of the oval is on the side remote

from the infinite branch, and that the oval approaches more

nearly to the form of an ellipse the greater its distance from the

infinite part.

It is, of course, to be understood that the ordinates are not

necessarily perpendicular to the diameter.

In this and the following figures I have dotted the oval and

its projections, which we have only to suppose removed in order

to obtain an idea of the second species and its projections. By
supposing the oval to shrink into a point, the same figure may

serve to represent the species which have a conjugate point.

150. It is plain, in general, that every line must meet any

closed figure in an even number of real points, and in the case

when a cubic has an oval, that every line which meets the oval

part of the curve once must meet it once again, and not oftener

;

since, when a line crosses to the inside of the oval, it must cross it

again to come out, and cannot meet the oval in four points.

Every line, therefore, must meet the infinite part of the curve

once. It follows that no tangent to the curve can meet the oval

again, and, therefore, that none of the points of inflexion can lie

on the oval.

It may be seen, as at Conies, p. 303, that if, in projecting the

figure, the line which is sent off to infinity dotnot meet the oval,

the projection of the oval will still be a closed figure ; if the line

should touch the oval, the projection will be a pair of parabolic

infinite branches; if the line cut the oval, the projection will be

two pairs of hyperbolic branches, the asymptotes to which are the

projections of the tangents at the points where the line cuts the

oval.

151. Let us now, in the first place, suppose that the line pro-

jected to infinity meets the infinite branch once, and does not

meet the curve again, the oval will still remain a closed figure

;

but the branches of the infinite part, instead of spreading out in-
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definitely, will approach to contact with a finite asymptote, and

will assume one or other of the forms repre-

sented in the figure. The left-hand side re-

presents the ordinary figure of the infinite

branch. It obviously must liave three points

of inflexion ; for the curve being convex

towards the asymptote at positive infinity

(since every curve is convex towards its tan-

gent on both sides of the point of contact)
;

it must change this convexity into concavity,

in order to cut the asymptote once again ; having cut it, it must

bend again, else it would continually recede from the asymptote,

and it must bend once more in order to become convex towards

the asymptote at negative infinity.

The right-hand figure represents the case when the curve has

a point of inflexion at infinity. An ordinary asymptote to a

curve (as the reader has seen in the case of the common hyper-

bola) has a positive and negative infinite branch at opposite sides

of it; if, however, the asymptote touch at a point of inflexion,

the two infinite branches lie on the same side of the line. It is

obvious from the figure, that the curve has in this case but two

finite points of inflexion. In the other cases I shall not think it

necessary to give a separate figure for the case where there is one

or more points of inflexion at infinity, but the reader may, if he

pleases, substitute in any of the figures for an infinite branch cut

by its asymptote, one lying altogether at the same side of its

asymptote. I mav add, that if the reader, in proving any theorem

with regard to cubics, should wish to assist his imagination by

drawing a figure, he will generall}' find the figure

of this Article the most simple and convenient.

152. Next, let the line projected to infinity touch

the curve. Two cases are to be distinguished ac-

cording as this line touches the oval or tlie infinite

part of the curve. In the first case, the infinite

branch assumes one of the figures described in the

last Article, while the oval takes a parabolic form.

In the second case, the oval remaining as in the last Article, it is

u
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the infinite partwhich spreads

into the parabolic form.

153. Lastly, let the line

projected to infinity cut the

curve in three real points.

Here again there are two

principal divisions of the fi-

gures to which this may give

rise, according as two ofthese

points are on the oval or not.

If two of the points be on

the oval, the infinite branch

remains as before, and the

oval assumes a form some-

what resembling the com-

mon hyperbola.

If the line do not meet

the oval, in the projection

there will be still an oval (if

there had been one in the ori-

ginal figure) situated within -

the triangle formed by the

asymptotes. Variations may

exist in this figure ; for ex-

ample, the three asymptotes

might intersect in a point,

or two of the asymptotes

might intersect on the curve
;

but for all practical purposes

the division here made seems

sufficient.

154. The preceding figures serve sufiiciently to give an idea

of the different forms which cubics of the sixth class, or cubics

having a conjugate point, may possess. We shall next examine

the different possible projections of the first figure, p. 30, which

represents a cubic having a double point with real tangents.

First, if the line projected to infinity meet the curve in only one
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point, the only important change made in the figure

is, that the branches, instead of spreading out indefi-

nitely, approach to contact with a finite asymptote.

The same figure may serve to represent the pro-

jection of a cubic having a cusp, when the line pro-

jected to infinity meets the curve in only one point

;

if the reader imagine the loop removed, and the dou-

ble point replaced by a cusp.

Secondly, If the line projected to infinity touch

the curve. Two cases arise according as the line touches the

looped part or tlie spreading part of the curve.

I-

If in the right-hand figure the loop be supposed removed, and

the double point replaced by a cusp, we have the case when a

cusped cubic is projected into a parabolic form.

Thirdly, ifthe line projected to infinity cut the curve in three

real and distinct points, we have again two distinct figures, ac-

cording as the line cuts the looped part or not.

And, as before, the right-hand figure may serve to represent

the hyperbolic projection ofa cusped cubic.
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Fourthly, if tKe double point be projected to infinity, the two

tangents at the double point become parallel asymptotes.

And again, we have two figures, according as the projected

line meets the curve again in the loop or in the spreading part.

In the latter case the point of inflexion is between ; in the former,

outside the two parallel asymptotes.

The left-hand figure may also represent the case when a cusp

is projected to infinity, if the reader imagine the two parallel

asymptotes to be united, and consequently the branch between

them suppressed. The asymptote touch-

ing at a cusp has two infinite branches

on opposite sides, but at the same end of

it.

Fifthly, if not only the double point,

but also the tangent at it, be projected to

infinity, we obtain a curve called the tri-

dent, whose figure is here given.

If the tangent at a cusp be projected to in-

finity, we obtain the cubical parabola, a curve

of the form here represented. In all the

figures of this Article the reader will observe'

there is but one real point of inflexion.

SECT. IV.—POLES AND POLARS.

155. It is easy to apply to curves of the third degree the

theorems about poles and polars which have been proved already

(p. 51, &c.). Every point has a polar line with respect to the

curve ; and the locus of the poles of all the right lines which can

be drawn through a given point, is the polar conic of the given
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point. Every right line has four poles. If, however, the curve

be of the fourth class, it will have hut three, since all polar conies

must pass tlirough the double point : if of the third class, every

right line has but two poles. We shall first illustrate these poles

and polars by the case where the curve of the third degree re-

duces itself to three right lines, ajSy = 0.

The polar line of any point a'jS'y', with regard to this equation,

is (p. 58)

(3'ya + y'aji + a'B'y = 0, or -, + |, + 5L = 0.
" P 7

It will be seen that this is

equivalent to the following

geometrical construction :

Join the point O to the

vertices ofthe triangle, and

then the polar is the line

LMN on the figure. For

AD, BE, CF aie

and EF, FD, DE are

^ 7 a

P 7 «

LMN is therefore

1.

7

r+l_& and- + ^
< + — - o,) ana , + „,yap « P

1
y

l + ^+H
« P 7

The equation ofthe polar conic is

^'
+ 1 + ^ = 0,

« P 7

a conic passing through the vertices of the given triangle. The

tangent at any vertex is {Conies, p. 247) -, + ^' =0, and is there-

fore constructed by joining the vertex aj3 to tlie point where the

polai- line meets the opposite side y.

15R. Knowing how to construct tlie polar of a point with re-

jjard to a triangle, we can readily construct it with regard to any
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curve of the third degree. For since two points determine the

polar line, if through the given point O we draw a pair of lines

cutting the curve in ABC, A'B'C, the polar of is the same with

regard to all cubics which pass through these six points (Art. 60),

and is therefore the same as with regard to the triangle formed by

A A', BE', CC. Thus we can, by the ruler alone, construct the

polar of a given point with regard to a given cubic. As a par-

ticular case, it appears that the polar of a given point is the same

as with regard to the triangle formed by the tangents at the points

where any line through O meets the curve.

157. The problem to draw the tangents from a given point to

a given cubic, reduces itself to constructing the polar conic of the

given point with regard to the cubic.

Now, if through O we draw three right lines meeting the

curve in AiBiCj, A2B2C2, A3B3C3, the polar conic of O is the

same with regard to all cubics passing through these nine points,

since we are given the two points where the polar conic meets

each of the three radii.

If, therefore, we draw any transversal L cutting the curve in

AjAjAs, and draw a conic S through the other six points, the

problem is reduced to finding the polar conic of O with regard to

the system made up of the conic S and the right line L. But

d(SL) = LdS + SL'.

Hence the required polar conic passes through the intersections

of L and S, and also through the points where S is met by the

polar ofO with regard to S. This suffices to determine the conic,

since by the last Article we can construct the polar line, which is

also the polar of O with regard to the required conic (Art. 58).

158. If from two consecutive points of the curve we draw the

two sets of tangents, OA, OB, OC, OD ; PA, PB, PC, PD ; any
tangent, OA, intersects the consecutive tangent PA in its point of

contact A ; but it has been proved (Art. 70) that the four points

of contact, ABCD, lie on the polar conic of O, which also touches

4^" curve at the point O (Art. 65) ; hence the six points,

OPABCD, lie on the same conic, and therefore the anharmonic

ratio of the pencil (O.ABCD) is the same as that of the pencil
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{P.ABCDj. Since, then, tliis ratio remains the same when we
pass from one point of the curve to the consecutive one, we learn

that the anharmonic ratio is constant of the pencilformed by the four

tangents ichich may be drawn from any point of the curve*

The ratio of this pencil may serve as a distinguishing nume-

rical characteristic of the curve ; and since the value of an anhar-

monic function is unaltered by projection, no two cubics can be

projected into each other unless their characteristics be the same.

It follows also from this theorem, that if O, P be any two

points of the curve, through these points can be drawn a conic

passing through the four points, where each of the tangents from

the first point meets the corresponding tangent from the second.

The anharmonic ratio of four points, abed, is unaltered by

writing them in the order bade or cdab or dcba ; hence, by taking

the legs of the second pencil successively in each of these four or-

ders, we see that the sixteen points of intersection of the first set

of tangents with the second, lie on four conies passing through

the points OP.

159. As the polar conic of a point, with regard to a cubic,

has been defined as the locus of the poles of all right lines passing

through that point, so we may speak of the polar conic of a right

line, meaning thereby the envelope of the polars of all the points on

that right line.

Let the equation of the right line be ax + by + cz = 0, and

denoting the second difi^erential coefficients by ABCDEF, the

equation of the polar line of any point, w'y'z, is

A.r"^ + 2B.r (/' + Cy' + I'D.rV + 2Ey'z' + Fc- = 0, or Y = 0;

and the envelope of this, subject to the condition ax'+ by +cz' =0,

is (Conies, p. 328)

(E'^ - CF) a- + (D= - AF) b' + (B-^ - AC) <r

+ 2 (BF - DE) a6 + 2 (CD - BE) ac+ 2(AE-BD) 6c =0.

This equation may be used to find the condition that the line

a.v + by + c:: should touch the given cubic. For since the polar of

• Tliis theorem wns snggosti'd to me bv Dr. Hart's theorem, that the four foci of a

circvilar cubic lie on a circle. The proof here given, which is obvious enough, presented

itself to both of us at the same lime.
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any point on the curve is the tangent at that point, if ax + hy+ cz

touch the cubic, it must also touch its polar conic. If, then, by

substituting for the second differential coefficients their values in

xyz, we give to the equation just written the form

aa;'' + 2hxy + cz/^ + 2Axz + 2Qyz + fe^ = 0,

the condition required will be {Conies, p. 328)

(e^ - cf) a^ + (d^ - af) &2 + (b^ - ac) c^ + 2 (bf - de) ab

+ 2 (cd - be) ac + 2 (ae - bd) bc = 0.

This is the geometrical translation of Hesse's method of finding

the reciprocal of a curve of the third order, alluded to, note,

p. 101.

160. It is worth remarking, that the polar conic of a line is

also the locus of the pole of that line with regard to the polar co-

nies of its several points. For the latter problem is solved by

eliminating x'y'z between the equations

dV dV dV
dx _ dy _ dz

a c

and it will be seen that it is the very same system of equations by

the help of which the proposed envelope would be found.

The most interesting application of this is where it is required

to find the polar conic of the line at infinity ; or in other words,

the envelope of all the diameters. Making a = 0, 6 = 0, in the

preceding, we get for its equation

\dxdyj \dx^ ) \ dy

It follows also from the remark just made, that the envelope of all

the diameters of a curve of the third degree is also the locus of the

centres of all the diametral conies.

161. Since the polar line of any point on a given line is the

same as if taken with regard to the three tangents at the points

where that line meets the curve, it appears that the polar conic of

a line is the same as if taken with regard to these three tangents.

Moreover, since these three tangents are the polar lines of their

points of contact which lie on the given line, it appears that the

sought envelope must touch these three lines.
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The same thing will appear by investigating directly the polar

conic of a line with regard to the triangle aj3y.

But this is to find the envelope of

"-I + ^ = 0,
/3' i

subject to the condition

La' + M/3' + N-y' = 0,

and this (Conies, p. 241) is

(La)i + (Mj3)*+(Ny)* = 0.

It follows, then, that if the

given line be PQR, the

conic is that touching the

sides of Ihe triangle at tlie

points DEF, where each

side is cut harmonically

in the points CDBP, &c.

162. It follows, as a

particular case of the last, ^
that the polar conic of the Une at infinity is the conic touching

tlie asymptotes, at the three middle points of the sides of the tri-

angle formed by them.

Now it follows at once, from the definitions, that the two tan-

gents which can be drawn from any point to the polar conic of a

right line are tlie polars of the two points where the polar conic

of the point meets the right line. Hence the two tangents wiU

be real when the polar conic meets the right line in real points.

Applying this to the case when tlie right line is at infinity, we

learn that the polar conic of antf point is an ellipse when that point

is !fituated tcithin the eUipse touching the triangle formed hy the

asgmptotiS at the middle points of its sides ; the polar conic of any

point outside that ellipse is a hyperbola, and of any point on that

ellipse is a parabola.

The polar conic ofa double point is the pair of tangents at the

double point ; hence, as a particular case of the last, we have M.
Plucker's theorem, If a cubic have a node it must lie outside ; if a

conjugate point, inside ; if a cusp, on ilie eUipse, touching at their

middle points tlie sides of the tnanglefoi-med hy the asymptotes.

X
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Hence, also, when a cubic has a cusp, the polar conic of every

line must pass through the cusp.

163. We have seen that the curve H is the locus of points

whose polar conies break up into two right lines, and tangents

from which have their points of contact lying on systems of two

right lines.

If the 'polar conic of any point, E, he two right lines passing

through F, then the polar conic of F is two right lines passing

through E.

For if aj'yV be the co-ordinates of E, the equation of its polar

conic may be written in either of the equivalent forms,

.. , ^^ ,dl! ,d\] ,dV „
(1.) V = ^^+y^+.^=0,

/ox ,/<^'U\ Jd'V\ Jd'\]

^2J^\ +2v4'^^\^2zJ'^^\ -0-
^[dxdi/Ji ^ \dydzji \dxdzji '

and if this break up into two right lines, the co-ordinates of F

must fulfil the relation -t— = 0, -;— = 0, -v- = ; but by per-
dx dy dz •' '^

forming these differentiations on the equation, first in the shape

(1), and secondly in the shape (2), we see that the relation be-

tween the points is reciprocal, for that we get equations of pre-

cisely the same form to determine xyz from x'y'z, as vice versd.

In general, the system of equations

Kx + B't/ + J)'z = 0, B'« + Gy + E« = 0, Ti'x + E'jr + F'^ = 0,

(where A'B', &c. are the second differential coefficients) express

either the relations which exist when the polar conic of x'y'z'

break up into two right lines, or when the first polar of xyz has a

double point. Eliminate xyz, and we get H = 0, which is either

the locus of all possible double points on first polars, or else of

points whose polar conies have a double point. Eliminate x'y'z',

and we should get the locus of points whose first polars have dou-

ble points, or of all possible double points on polar conies. Now
it is only in the case of curves of the third degree that these two

results of elimination are the same.
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164. In curves of the third degree, the tangent at any point E
ofiJie cune H is the polar of the corresponding point F, witli regard

to t/ie given curve U.

For, take two consecutive positions of the point E, and the

poles of the line joining them are the intersections of the two cor-

responding polar conies ; but it is plain that two of these inter-

sections coincide with F. (Hence H may also be defined as the

envelope of the polar lines of all points whose polar conies break

up into two right lines.) The other two intersections are the

points where each of the lines which make up the polar conic of

E is met by the consecutive line, so that if we formed the enve-

lope of these lines, each point of the envelope would be the pole

of a tangent to H.

The tico tangents to^at corresponding points, E, P, meet on the

curve H.

Let the polar conic ofE be FC, FA, and let the polar conic of

F be EA, EB; then ABCD are the

four poles of the line EF, and the

polar conic of every point of the line

EF passes through these four points.

If, therefore, this polar conic break

up into two right lines, the two right

lines must be AD, EC ; and we see

that O is a point on the curve H, and

corresponds to the point in which EF meets that curve again.

But the tangent to H at E is the polar of F with regard to the

curve U, which must be also its polar (Art. 58) with regard to

the polar conic of F (EA, EB) ; therefore, by the harmonic pro-

perties of a quadrilateral this tangent is the line EO ; similarly

the tangent at F is the line FO. Q. E. D.

165. It wiU be proved in the last section of this Chapter that

the problem admits of three solutions, " Given the curve H to

find the curve U, of which H is the Hessian determinant." And
if at any point E ofH we draw the tangent EO to meet H again

in O, and from O draw the three other tangents to H, it appears

from the last Article that the points of contact are the points cor-

responding to E, according as H is supposed to be the Hessian of
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one or other of these three curves. When we have once selected

which point of contact we shall take as corresponding to any

point E of the curve, the theorem of Art. 158 removes all ambi-

guity in the case of any other point G of the curve ; for by that

theorem, if from two points of the curve O, P there be drawn sets

of four tangents, and if one of the first set EO be taken as corres-

ponding to one of the other set GP, the order in which the other

tangents correspond to each other is quite determinate.

166. When several cuhics pass through the same nine points, the

polars of any point, with regard to all the curves of the system, pass

through a fixed point.

For the polar of any point ai'y'z, with regard to S + kS' = 0, is

I \di>;J, ^\dyj \dz j,i

-{KS),-(f)"(f),}-'
involving a variable quantity only in the first degree.

In like manner, all the polar conies of a fixed point, with re-

gard to cubics of the system, pass through four fixed points.

It is obviously true in general that the polar curves of a fixed

point, with regard to curves of any degree, included in a system

S + ^S' = 0, pass through certain fixed points.

167. The tangent at any point of a cubic meets the curve again,

where it meets the polar of the given point, with regard to its Hessian

determinant.

We saw (Art. 1 64) that the tangent to H, at a point E, meets

H again, where it meets the polar of E with regard to U ; and

we see, from the last Article, that through the same point will

pass the polar ofE with regard to any curve of the system U + AH.

But (Art. 165) H may be taken for any curve of the third degree,

and (Art. 87) its Hessian H (HU) is of the form U + kll.

This leads us again to the theorem obtained already (Art. 94),

that the co-ordinates of the point where the tangent meets the

cubic again, are found by combining the equations

dx ^ dy dz ' dx ^ dy dz
~

'
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SECT. V.—DOUBLE POINTS.

168. We have proved (Art. 74) that the condition that the

equation of the third degree should represent a cubic having a

double point, is obtained by eliminating the variables between

-7— = 0,
-J-

=0, — = 0, and is of the twelfth degree in the co-

efficients. In the last section of this Chapter we shall speak of

the actual formation of this condition, but there are some consi-

derations respecting double points, which we shall here mention.

From the mere degree of the condition it follows, that through

eight given points can be described twelve cubics having double

points. For, ifwe apply this condition to the equation S + ^S'= 0,

we get an equation of the twelfth degree to determine k (see Co-

fiic^, p. :216). The same thing may be otherwise seen thus: the

three following conditions must be fulfilled for a double point,

a.e ax ay dy dz a:

The double point must then lie on each of tlie curves found by

eliminating k between any two of these equations, viz.

:

d.r dy dy d.v ' dy d: d: dy^dzdx dx dz

These are curves of the fourth degree, any pair of which will in-

tersect in sixteen points ; but the first pair have common the four

points -;-, -T-, which do not lie on the third. Hence there are^
<i!/ dy

but twelve points common to all three.*

169. To jind the points whose polars are the same tcUh regard to

all cttbics passing ihi-ough eight given points.

ABC
• In genera], whan from three eqoahons t ~ »• ~ ?» '' ^ inferred that the three

enr^'es AB" — JlB = 0, BC — CB' = 0, CA — AC = 0, haTB common points, it must be

observed that all their pcdats of inters«tion are not common ; for any values ivhich made

both nnmerator and denominator of any of these fractions to -^-auish, irill satisfy tiro of

the resulting equations, but not the third.
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It follows from Art. 166, that such points are determined by

the conditions

dS dS dS

dx _dy _ dz

d^ ~ ^' ~ ^'

'

dx dy dz

for then the two equations

/^S\ (d^\ fdS\ „ fdS'\ fdS'\ fdS'\ .

<^h <5^hH^h ^' <^hK^hH^h

«

will represent the same right line.

But these conditions are the very same which we found in the

last Article to determine the twelve points capable of being dou-

ble points on cubics belonging to the system S + kS' = 0. The,

same demonstration proves, for curves of any degree, that the polar

of any point capable of being a double point on one of the curves

of the system S + kS', will be the same with regard to all curves

of the system. The reader is already familiar with this theorem

in the case of conic sections.

170. We add another investigation, which will lead to the

same result as Art. 168. To find the locus of the double points of

all cubics which pass through seven fixed points.

Let A, B, C be three cubics passing through the seven points,

then any other will be
A + ^B + ZC = 0,

and the double point must satisfy

— k— 7— -0 — ;!;— Z— -0
dx dx dx ' dy dy dy '

d_A dB j^_Q.
dz dz dz '

whence eliminating k, I, we have the equation of the locus

dA.(<md£_dQd^ dA. (dBd£ _ dBdG
dx \dy dz dz dy j dy \dz dx dx dz

dK/^dQ_dEdG\_
dz \dx dy dy dx )~ '

an equation of the sixth degree. It is plain that each of the

seven given points is on the locus, since a cubic can be described
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(Art. 36), having one of them for a double point, and passing

through the six others. But, moreover, these seven points are

also double points on the locus ; for if the equations A, B, C be

written at full length ; and if the coefficients of x and y be H, K,

the coefficient of x in the new equation will be

H (H'K" - Wli!) + H'(H"K - HK") + H"(HK' - H'K),

which vanishes identically ; and so likewise does the coefficient of

y. It will readily be seen that the tangents to the locus at the

double point are the same as the tangents to the cubic which has

tliat point for a double point.

Now, then, let it be required to find the number of cubics

having double points, which can be drawn through eight given

points. First, suppose the locus constructed of double points on

cubics passing through all but the eiglith, then through all but

the seventh; these two loci being of the sixth degree, must inter-

sect in thirty-six points; but they have common six points, which

being double points on both, count for twenty-four (Note, p. 31)

;

there remain, therefore, but twelve other points common to both

curves.

171. Of these twelve points, the position of some may in par-

ticular cases be at once perceived. Thus in the case

ABC + X:DEF = 0,

since one cubic of the system is ABC, having the three double

points AB, BC, CA, and another cubic of the system is DEF,
having three double points in like manner, there are but six other

double points.

We shall give a more particular examination to the equation

ABC + AD^F = 0,

in which case we shall presently show that there are but three

other double points. And as to their position, it is plain, in the

first place, since, by Art. 169, the polar of any of the required dou-

ble points is the same with regard to ABC and to D-F, and since

the polar line of any point with regard to D^F passes through the

point DF, that the required points must all lie on the polar conic

of the point DF, with regard to the triangle ABC.
We can determine other loci, on which the requiied double
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points must lie, if we construct the locus of the points of contact

oftangents to curves of the system drawn from each of the points

AF, BF, CF. For when a curve has a double point, every line

through that point must be considered as there touching the curve

(Art. 30). These three loci, therefore, the method of finding

which we give in the next Article, must all pass through the points

required.

172. If through the point CF we draw any line C = AF, this

must meet the cubic ABC = AD^F, where it meets the conic

XAB = kD'. Hence, given any point, m, on the cubic, we can

construct an infinity of others. For if we suppose a conic drawn

through tn, and touching the lines A, B, where they meet D, we

can, by linear constructions (Conies, p. 284), find the point where

the line joining m to CF meets this conic again. And it appears

from what we have said that this must be also a point on the

cubic. So in like manner we can construct the points where the

lines joining m to AF and to BF meet the cubic again. And by

repeating the construction with these new points, we can find an

infinity of others. We see also that if the line C = AF touch the

cubic, it must also touch the conic AAB = kD'' ; and the problem

of the last Article is reduced to " finding the locus of the point of

contact of tangents from a fixed point, CF, to a system of conies

touching the lines A, B at the points AD, BD." The nature of

this locus is at once seen geometrically by projecting the system

of conies into concentric circles, or else, algebraically, as follows

:

The tangent to a conic AB = A'D' is {Conies, p. 228),

fi'A - 2fim + B = 0,

and at tlie point of contact we have fi' = -^, fxk <= jr- Now if we

substitute in the equation of the tangent, the co-ordinates of the

fixed point, and put in these values of /x', /xk, which are satisfied

for the point of contact, we obtain for the locus of this point

and we see that the required locus is a conic circumscribing the

triangle ABD, and passing also through the fixed point.
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The locus of points of contact of tangents from BF is, in like

manner, a" -q" q"

A ~ ^D ^ "C
" "'

and has common with the preceding locus, the point AD. But

this is not a point on tlie locus of points of contact of tangents

fromAF, b' „D' C ^

B-%+C=^-
In fact, AD is on the cubic ABO = AD^F, a point which has

always A for its tangent, and only comes in as a point on the locus,

because it is a double point for the case of A = oo ; but we are at

present seeking the double points wliich tlie system may possess

independently of the cases k = 0,1:= oo- The three loci, then, can

have only three points of intersection common to them all, and

there are, consequently, but three double points on the system.

173. The reader may wish to see it verified algebraically that

the three loci have common points of intersection.

Let D = /A + TOB + nC, F = ?A + m'B + n'C.

Then the co-ordinates of AF may be taken

A' = 0, B' = n, C = - m, D' = mn - nm.

Substituting these values, the equation
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the equation referred to the asymptotes and the line joining the

points where they meet the curve again (ABO = A*F), and to

trace the different forms which the curve assumes as we give all

possible values to the constant h. By repeating this process with

every variety of position which the line F can have with regard

to the triangle ABC, he obtains all possible forms of cubics having

three real asymptotes. The cases of coincident or imaginary

asymptotes are discussed in like manner. The reader can then

readily understand the importance of attending to the values of k

which give a double point on the curve, since these are cases of

transition from one form of the curve to another. To make this

more obvious, I have copied one of M. Pliicker's figures. In the

figure, S, S', S" are the points where the asymptotes meet the curve,

which are given. O, O', O " are the possible double points. Fig. I

represents a curve with an oval, such as is represented in the se-

cond figure of Art. 153. As the constant k is altered, the oval

shrinks into the conjugate point O. As the constant is fur-

ther altered, the figure (3) remains much the same, but there is

no oval, and the branches recede further from their asymptotes.

In figure 4 the branches cross to the other asymptotes, intersect-

ing at the double point 0'. In figure 5 there is one continuous
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infinite branch touching the asymptote QQ, accompanied by the

hyperbolic projection of an oval, as in the first figure, Art. 153.

Figure 6 is of the same nature, only that PP is the asymptote

touched by the continuous infinite branch. In figure 7 O" be-

comes a double point, and figure 8 is of the same species as

figure 3, only that the points of inflexion belong to branches

which touch different asymptotes. These are the first eight of

M. Pliicker's 219 species, and the reader will see, on referring to

Sect. III. of this Chapter, that we regard 3 and 8, 4 and 7, 5 and

6, as not essentially distinct from each other. We do not think it

necessary to discuss his other species in like manner, although we
have thought that the reader might be interested by a single il-

lustration of the manner in which the figure of a curve is changed

by the alteration of a constant in its equation.

175. " If any ofthe points O, O', O" be joined to any of the

points AF, BF, CF, the point O will be the middle point of the

chord intercepted between the two points where this line meets

again any cubic of the system." This readily appears from ap-

plying the method of Art. 172 to the case where U is at infinity,

and Irom tlie property that the intercepts on any chord of a hy-

perbola between the curve and the asymptotes are equal. M.

Pliicker has hence named the points O, O', O" middle points of any

of the cubies having A, B, C for asymptotes, and passing through

AF, BF, CF.

176. M. Pliicker has also shown that any of the points O, O', O"
/,« the poh of the line joining the oAer tico, with regard to ike polar

conic of the line D tcith regard to the ti-iangle ABC. And it may
be observed that this polar conic is the same with regard to any

cubic of the system. As I have not been able to perceive the

geometrical reason for jhe truth of ^I. Pliicker's theorem, the fol-

lowing algebraical proof must suffice. Let us suppose one of the

points given A = B = C (constants being supposed implicitlv con-

tained in the equations of the lines), and it is required to find

the other two. Since this point is to be a point of contact given

(Art. 172) by equations of the form ;u' = -^, fil- = =-, we must
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have (if D = iA + mB + nC) u.= 1, k = -, , and the corres-
^ ^ 1+ m +n

ponding tangent (ju^A - 2juAD + B) becomes

(/ + m + w) (A + B) = 2 (ZA + mB + nC).

The co-ordinates of the point CF, where this line meets C, must

be proportional to the following,

C"'=0, B"'=- (m + n-1), A" = l+n-m, D'" = {l-m) (l +m + n),

and the locus of points of contact of tangents through CF is

(Art. 172)

I + n -m m + n - I (I - m) {I + m + n)

A B " lA + mB + nG '

which may be also written

{{m+n-l)A-il+n-m)B} {lA-{l + n)B +nC}
+ (l+m + n) [l + n-m) (A-B)B = 0.

In like manner the locus of points of contact of tangents through

AFIs
{{I + m - n)C - {l + n-m)B} [IK- {l+n)B + nQ)

- + {I + m + n) {I + n - m) (C -B)B = 0.

Multiply the first equation by I, and the second by n, and add

;

the sum becomes divisible by ZA - (Z + w) B + wC, and we have

for the line joining the other two possible double points,

(m + n -1)IK + (n + I - m) niB + (I + m - n)nG = ;

but this is the polar of the point A = B = C, with regard to the

polar conic of ZA + mB + nC, whose equation is (Art. 161)

(ZA)* + (mB)i + (hC)4 = 0,

or Z»A^ + wi=B» + n^G^ - 2Z»wAB - 2mnBG - 2nlAG = 0.

Two of the double points coincide when either is on the polar

conic, and in this case we have seen (Art. 162) that the double

point will be a cusp.

SECT. VI.—CUBICS OF THE THIED CLASS.

177. Cubics which have a cusp admit of some simple methods

of treatment, analogous to those applied to conic sections (Conies,
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p. 227), and therefore may conveniently receive a separate dis-

cussion. Their equation can always be reduced to the form

L=M = R%

where L is the tangent at the cusp, and M that at the point of

inflexion. Any point on tlie curve is the intersection^ of the two

lines juL = E., ju^R = M, where ju is a variable parameter.

[We may remark that these equations, considered as belonging

to tangential co-ordinates, give the theorem: "Any tangent,AB,

cuts tlie sides of the triangle ICT, formed by the tangents at the

lA' TB
cusp and at the point of inflexion, so that . „ = ^ =57^ ; andwhen

the line at infinity is a tangent (Art. 7) ^ = 1 ;" a theorem somewhat

resembling the well-known property of the parabola {Conies,

p. 274)].

The line joining any two points of the ciirve will have for its

equation

ftfi(ji + m) ^ - (ji" + fi/Ji' + (^") R + M = 0.

Let the points fifi coincide, and we see that the equation of the

tangent at any point is

2;u»L - 3;u^R + M = 0.

178. We can now easily express the relation between three

points of the curve which are on a right line. It is simply

(X + fi + fi' = 0. For let the equation ofthe right line beM = ^L + rR,

substituting this in the equation of the curve, we get, to deter-

mine the ju's of the points where the line meets the curve,

i + jyj = ju% an equation in fi wanting its second term, and which,

therefore, has the sum of its roots = 0. Hence, in this notation,

the point where the tangent at fi meets the curve again is - 2ft,

and the point of contact of the tangent from ju is - J/i.

This theorem maybe generalized, and the relation which exists

between the 3/? points, where a curve of the p* degree meets the

cubic, is S/t = 0. For if we substitute in the equation of the

R* R . .

curve of the p'* degree, for M, ^-^y aiid then put 1- = M' i* ^i^l ^^

found that the equation in fi will want the second term. The

highest power in /.i will arise from the term Mp, and will be /h^p ;

the next highest will ai-ise from the term Mp'R, and will be ju'J'-
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We see thus (as we found already, Art. 26) that the 3p points,

where the curve of the p"' degree meets the cubic, are such,

that all but one being given, that one may be found.

179. The facility which this mode of expressing points on a

cubic of the third class, gives to the management of questions

concerning them, renders them nearly as easy to be treated as

conic sections. Many theorems, too, are thus suggested, which,

though only thus proved for curves of the third class, if they do

not involve any mention of the cusp or of the number of tangents

which can be drawn to the curve from any point, we may see

will be true for all curves of the third degree.

Ex. 1. A chord is drawn through a point on a cubic, and fan-

gents where it meets the curve ; find the locus of their intersection.

The tangents will be

2a^L - 3a^R + M = 0,

2/3=L - 3/3»R + M = 0,

\Yhere « + /3 + y = 0, and y is known.

We eliminate a, j3 thus : first, subtract the equations, and we

get 2(-y2-ai3)L + 37R = 0.

Multiply the first by j3^, the second by aS and subtract ; and we

have 2a'j3^L + yM = 0,

whence eliminating aj3, we find

y(27L + 3R)» + 2LM = 0,

the equation of a conic.

Ex. 2. If a polygon of an even number of sides be inscribed in

a cubic, and all the sides but one pass through fixed points on the

curve, the last side will also pass through a fixedpoint on the curve.

Let us denote the^u's of the vertices by aia^aa, &c., and of the

fixed points by bib^, &c. We take the case of the quadrilateral

for simplicity, but the proof is just the same in general. We
have then the equations

tti + bi + a^ = 0, (1)

aj + 63 + as = 0, (2)

«3 + bs + tti = 0, (3)

(1) - (2) + (3) = «, + (b, -^b, - b,) + «, = 0;
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or the last side passes through a fixed point, 5j, such that bi + b^

= is + bi, or such that the lines joining 61, 63 and 6.>, Jj meet on

the curve. It is not difficult to give an independent proof of this

theorem for all cur\es of tlie third degree.

Ex. 3. To inscribe in a cubic a polygon of an odd number of

sides ichose sidespass each through fixed points on the aiire.

Take, for simplicity, the case of the triangle, and we have

fli + bi + tia = 0,

a i + b^ + 03 = 0,

^3 + ^3 + «! = 0,

(1) + (3) - (2) = -la, + (b, + 63 - J,) = 0,

whence we have the following construction : a, is the point of

contact of a tangent from (ii + ^3 - b^), which is constructed by

joining b^b^ and joining the point where this line meets the curve

again to b^ ; the point where this latter line rneets the curve again

will be {bi+ ba- hi). Or we might, by siipposing two of the vertices

of the polygon to coincide, have inferred from the last example

that, if the sides of a polygon of an odd number of sides pass

through fixed points on the curve, the tangent at any vertex

passes through a fixed point on the curve. The problem, there-

fore, of this example admits, in the most general case, of four

solutions.

Ex. 4. We have seen that the following relation subsists be-

tween the six points of intersection of a conic and a cubic

:

{a+b-f-c + d) + e+f=0.

Hence if four of them be given, the chord joining the remaining

two passes through the fixed point {a + b + c + d), which we have

cAlied (Art. 132) the opposite of the four given points. It is ob-

viously constructed by joining ab, cd, and then joining the two

points where these lines meet the curve again.

Ex. 0. Given e^hipoinis on a cubic, to construct the nitith point

tchere ant/ o^er cubic through the poitvts meets the curve again.

We have
(^a + b + c + d) + {e +f+ g + h) +i = 0,

whence it is plain we have only to construct the opposites of two

sets of four, and produce the line joining these last to meet the

curve airain.
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The relation (a + 6 + c) + (£^ + e+/+^ + A + =

shows at once that if three of the points be on a right line, the

other six will be on a conic section, and vice versa.

The reader will have no difficulty in seeing how, in like man-

ner, given 3p -1 points on a curve of the third degree, to find by

the ruler alone the point where a curve of the p"^ degree through

these points would meet the curve again.

180. The solution of the last Article only enables us, " given

eight of the points of intersection of two cubics, to find the ninth,"

when we have one cubic drawn through the eight points. For

the solution of the general case I am indebted to Dr. Hart. It

must be noticed, in the first place, that the equation

{a + b + c + d) + e+/+g + h + i =

expresses that the opposite of four of the points lies on the conic

passing through the other five. Now let the equation of the cubic

be AS = BT, where S goes through abcde, T through ahcdf; A
is an indeterminate line through f, and B an indeterminate line

through e ; and the form of the equation shows that AB will be

the point a + b + c + d. Then substituting in the equation suc-

cessively the co-ordinates of^, h, and denoting the result of the

substitution by Si, Sa, &c., we have

SiTj _ BiAj

S2T1 A1B2

the left-hand side of the equation is known, and therefore also the

other. But the right-hand side of the equation expresses the an-

harmonic ratio of the segments of the line gh made by the lines

AB. We are therefore given the anharmonic ratio of the pencil

joining efgh to a -^^ b + c + d, and therefore are given the conic

through these points and i. The intersection of this conic with

another similarly determined gives the point i. For the manner

in which Dr. Hart performs this construction by the ruler alone,

see Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, vol. vi. p. 181.

181. From the equation of the tangent 2ju'L - Sju'R + M =

it appears that if there be three points on the curve, such that the

tangents at them meet in a point, we must have - + -, + -7, = ;

H H fi
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for ifwe substitute in the equation of the tangent the co-ordinates

of any point, the cubic equation we get for ju wants the coefficient

of yU.

Again, we can prove that if there be 3p points whose tan-

gents touch a curve of the /)" class, we must have the relation

S - = 0. For (Art. 2) a curve of the m'* class is represented by

an equation of the m'* degree in the coefficients of the equation of

the tangent (2yu', 3ju^, and 1), and it is evident that such an equa-

tion must want the term fi.

182. It remains to mention a few of the more remarkable ex-

amples of cubics of the third class. We have already noticed the

semicubical parabola, which is the evolute of the parabola of the

second degree. In its equation, py'- = x^, the cusp is at the origin,

and the point of inflexion at infinity. In the cubical parabola, on

the other hand, p'^y = x^, the point of inflexion is at the origin,

and the cusp at infinity. In the cubical parabola the origin is a

centre, and all the diameters of the curve coincide with the axis

of y; for ifwe draw any line y = mx + n, the sum of the values of

X is = 0.

The semicubical parabola has but one focus which coincides

with that of the parabola of which it is the evolute (see Art. 127)

;

the cubical parabola has two foci, whose co-ordinates are

27«'3 = 27^2 = 2p\

To the cusped class also belongs the cissoid of Diodes, a curve

imagined by that geometer for the solution of the problem of

finding two mean proportionals. It may be de-

fined as the locus of a point M', where the radiiis

vector to the circle AM is cut by an ordinate,

.

^_^,^
such that AF = BP. We must have

AM' = EM, and therefore p = AR - AM,

or p = 2j'sec w - 2rcos&j = Sz-tanw sin w,

or, in rectangular co-ordinates,

X (a^ + y^y = 2ry'', or (2r - x)y^ = a;'.

The origin is therefore a cusp, and 2r - x an asymptote meeting

the curve at an infinitely distant point of inflexion.

z
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Newton has given the following elegant construction for the

description of this curve by continuous

motion : A right angle has the side GF
offixed length, while the side GH passes

through the fixed point E ; a pencil at

the middle point of GF will describe the

cissoid. The proofwe leave to the reader.

(Lardner's Algebraic Geometry, pp. 196,

472.)

The cissoid is also the locus which we should find if we take

on each of the radii vectores from the vertex of a parabola a por-

tion equal to the reciprocal of its length. It is consequently also

the locus of the foot of a perpendicular let fall from the vertex of

a parabola on the tangent ; or, in other words, if a parabola roll

on an equal one, the locus of the vertex of the moving parabola

will be the cissoid.

In all curves of the third class we have shown that there are

three foci such that the product of the three perpendiculars on the

tangent is in a given ratio to the perpendicular from the intersec-

tion of the focal tangents. In the cissoid, since the two imagi-

nary points at infinity are on the curve, two of these foci coincide

at the point y = 0,x = -r; the other focus is y = 0, x = ^r; and

the square of the perpendicular from the first, multiplied by that

from the second, is in a constant ratio to that from the cusp.

Other focal properties of curves of the third class will be men-

tioned in Sect. VIII.

SECT. VII.—CUBICS OF THE FOURTH CLASS.

183. Methods such as have been applied in the last section to

cubics of the third class may also, though with less facility, be

applied to those of the fourth class. The general equation of

such curves may always be written in the form

(A^ ± B') C = A',

where C is the tangent at the one real point of inflexion which

the curve must have, and A'' + B^ are the tangents at the double

point AB, the upper sign belonging to the case of a conjugate
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poiut, and the lower to that of a node. Any point on the curve

may be determined by the two equations B = //A, (1 ±fi-)G = A.
Let it be required to find the relation between the fis of three

points which are in a right line. If we suppose the curve inter-

sected by the line C = aA + SB, we have

aA' + bBA^ ± oAB'i + JB» = A^
This equation solved for B : A gives the /is of die points where the

line meets the curve, which are plainly connected by the relation

jUju' + ju'/i" + fl'fl = + 1.

If the line touch at a point of inflexion, ^ = /x' = fi", and tlierefore

//* = + ^. Hence, A cubic tcith a conjugate point has three real

points of injl<\vion, a cubic tcUh a node has one real and tiro imagi-

nary. This agrees witli what we have seen in Sect. III.

The equation of the line joining two points will be found to

be

(m + m') B ± (1 ± /i^) (1 ± ju'-) C - Qji' + fin' + ,i'^ ± 1) A = 0,

and therefore the equation of a tangent is

2;uB ± (1 + ;u=)^C - (3;u= ± 1) A = 0,

or Cm' ± (2C - 3A) ;u^ + 2Bm + C - A = 0;

whence can be readily inferred the relations between the ju's of

four points whose tangents meet in a point. There is no difficulty

in applying these equations to examples, but the subject does not

seem of sufficient interest to be entitled to further space.

184. Given the three points of inflexion and the tangents at them,

the conjugate point imtst be the pole ofthe line joining the threepoints

of inflexion, icith regard to the triangle formed bg the three tangents.

Let the equation of the curve be

ABC = l:D\ where D = A + B + C.

Then, since the double point must satisfy the equations

^ =0 — -0 — =
,fA "' dB - "' dC "'

we must have
3iD' = AB = BC = CA.

The only point common to these is A = B = C, which (Art. 155)

pi-oves the theorem enunciated. We must then have k = ^Vj and
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the equation of a curve having a conjugate point and three real

points of inflexion must be of the form

(A + B + C)^ = 27ABC,

or, what is the same thing,

A* + B* + Ci = 0,

where A, B, C are the tangents at the points of inflexion.

185. As an example to illustrate cubics of the fourth class, we

give the caustic hy reflexion of the parabola, the rays being perpen-

dicular to the axis ; or what is the same thing, the envelope of a

line drawn through any point on a parabola perpendicular to the

focal radius vector. Let the parameter of the parabola be 4»j,

and by the equation of the parabola the problem becomes, " to

find the curve such that the perpendicular on the tangent ex-

pressed in terms of the angle which it makes with the axis shall

be » =——.—
COS^ 5(0

But by Art. 110 it at once appears that the equation of such

a curve must be

p^ cos ^oj = mi, or p cos' ^w = m.

We transform to x and y co-ordinates, by putting 4cos' Ja) = cos(ii

+ Scos^tt), and then cubing, and we get

27 («^ + «/2)ot = {im - xy,

or 21y'^m = (m-x) (x + 8m)^,

a curve which manifestly has a double point, and has a real point

of inflexion at infinity on the axis of y, while the two circular

points at infinity are imaginary points of inflexion.

_ SECT. VIII.—FOCAL PROPERTIES OF CIRCULAR CUBICS.

186. The focal properties of cubics in general have never been

investigated. In this section I shall give an account of the case

where two foci coincide, which will happen when the curve

passes through the two circular imaginary points at infinity.

Curves of this kind bear the same relation to cubics in general

that circles bear to conies ; for if the line joining two intersections

of a conic and a cubic be projected to infinity, and the conic pro-
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jected into a circle (Conies, p. 306), the cubic will be projected

into a curve of this nature. I have abeady stated (p. 128) that

the materials for this section have been contributed by Dr. Hart.

If (D and w' be the two imaginary points at infinity, the intersec-

tion ofthe imaginary tangents cU these points gives rise to a double

focus, and the intersection of the two sets of tangents which can

be drawn from these points gives rise to sixteen foci, four ofwhich

are real. It appears from Art. 158 that tliese sixteen foci lie on

four circles. We shall principally occupy ourselves with the

case when the four reed foci lie on the same circle. In fact, at

fii-st we did not perceive that the four real foci were not necessa-

rily on a circle, and we have, consequently, given but little inves-

tigation to the less interesting case when the real foci belong to

different circles. When the four real foci are on a circle, the

curve will be of the nature of those discussed (Art. 129), and the

distances of any point of the curve from three of the foci will be

connected by the relation Ir + ms = (1+ m)t.

187. Given the four foci, ABCD, tlie values ofthe coefficients

/, m, can be found. We shall denote the distances of any point

from these four points by ajSyS, and the distances of the point O
(see figure on next page) from these points by abed; then we

have seen (p. 126) that if {la + my) = {1+ w)|3, we must have

l^ m? _(l + my
BCD ^ ABi5 ~ ACD '

or P m^ _G+ "0^

c(b + d) a(b + d) {a+e)d

This gives us, when the four points are known, a quadratic to de-

termine I : m. Hence two cicbics may be described having thefour

given pointsfor foci.

Clearing of firactions the equation just written, and remember-

ing that ac = bd, it becomes

t' (b^ - a^) + 2lm (b" + ac) + ?«' (J' - c-) = 0,

which breaks up into the factors

l{b -a) + m{b + c) = 0, I (b + a) + m{b - c) = 0.

The two curves, then, which have the given points for foci, have

respectively the properties
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(OB + OC)a + (OA - OB) 7 = ± AC.jS, (1)

(00-OB)a±(OA + OB)7 = ±AC./3. (2)

When a relation of the

form la + my = wj3 is

cleared of radicals it on-

ly involves the squares

of Imn, therefore each

of the coefficients must

be understood as ca-

pable of a double sign.

The different signs cor-

respond to different

branches of the same

curve. The upper signs

belong to a branch ex-

tending to infinity, for

then the equation is sa-

tisfied by the values

a = /3 = 7, which must

be true for an infinitely distant point. The lower signs belong to

an oval, since then the equation is not satisfied by the values

a = /3 = 7. Since these values are also true for the centre of the

circle, it appears that both curves intersect at the centre, and that

the centre lies on the serpentine branches of both curves.

In like manner we must have the relations

(00-0D)a + (0A + 0D)7 = + AC.g, (1)

(00 + OD) a ± (OA - OD) 7 = ± AC. 8. (2)

If we subtract either the two equations (1), or the two equations

(2), using in both cases the upper sign, we get

a - 7 j3 - 8.

AC""^D"'
or the locus of the intersections of two similar hyperholos, whose fod
are A and C, B and D, consists of the serpentine branches of both

curves.

If we subtract, using the lower signs, we get

g + 7 _ j3 + 8

AC" ""BIT'
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or, the locus of the intersections of two similar ellipses having A and

0, B and D,for foci, consists of the oval parts of both curves. And
in fact, it is plain, from the nature of the case, that this latter locus

must he a finite curve; for when the axes major of both ellipses

become infinite they cannot intersect unless the axes be equal to

each other, while AC, BD, the distance between the foci, are not

in general equal to each other.

It will be seen that both the equations (1), (2), using the

lower signs, are satisfied for the point O, where the lines AC, BD
intersect ; hence the ovals of both curves intersect in this point.

The same thing would appear from observing that this point sa-

tisfies both the conditions

g + ^ _ y+ 8 g+g _ j3 + y
AB "CD' AD ~~BC

It can be proved in like manner that the points AD, BC ; AB, CD
are also points on both curves, and it will be found that these are

points where the oval of one curve intersects the serpentine of the

other.

188. We can at once perceive the direction of the tangents at

any of the points O, P, Q. If, for instance, we consider the si-

milar ellipses which intei-sect at O, and which have A, B ; C, D
for their foci, it is plain that they have a common tangent,

namely, one of the bisectors of the angle at O ; and obviously

this common tangent must also be a tangent to the locus. Simi-

larly for the points P, Q. Hence the two curves cut each other

at right angles at tlie points O, P, Q, and the tangents are the

bisectors of the angles at these points. These bisectors are parallel

to each other (^Conies, note, p. 245).

We shall now prove that any of these bisectors is parallel to

the real asymptote of the curve to which it is a tangent. For, by

tlie last Article, the direction of the point at infinity on the curve

must be the same as that on two similar hyperbolte, which have

A, C ; B, D for foci, and which have a common point at infinity

;

but since the hyperbolie are similar, the common direction of the

asymptotes must make equal angles with each axis major, it must

therefore be parallel to tlie bisector of the angle at O.

Projecting this figure, we arrive at the theorem of Ait. 135,
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that ifABCD be the four points in which the tangents from any

point (It meet those from another point of the curve &»', then these

six points lie on the same conic ; and OPQ, the intersections of

diagonals and of opposite sides of the quadrilateral ABCD, are

points on the curve, the tangents to which all pass through the

point where woj' meets the curve again.

189. We have seen that the centre of the circle is also a point

on the locus, and we shall now prove that both curves intersect

each other at right angles at that point, the directions of the tan-

gents being parallel to those at the points OPQ. In general, it

may be observed, that if we have a relation connecting the dis-

tances between any point on the curve and several fixed points,

of the form la + mj3 + ny + &o. = 0;

since, in passing to the consecutive point, we must have

Ida + mdfi + ndj + &c. =
;

and since each element of a focal radius vector is equal to the ele-

ment of the arc multiplied by the cosine of the angle between that

radius vector and the tangent, we must have

ZcosAPT + mcosBPT + ncosCPT + &c. = 0.

Hence, if the centre be R, the relation

a-y_ |3-g
AC BD

gives us

cosART-cosCRT cosBRT - cosDRT
AC

~
BJJ '

and if we draw RE, RF, bisecting the angles ARC, BRD, this

equation becomes

sinERT sin \ARC sinFRTsinjBRD
AC BD '

or simply ERT = FRT. The tangent then bisects the angle be-

tween the two lines RE, RF ; but these are perpendicular to the

lines AC, BD ; the tangent is therefore parallel to one of the bi-

sectors of the angle between the latter lines.

When the figure is projected, we learn from this theorem that

the pole of the line ww', with regard to the conic through ww'
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ABCD, is also a point on the curve, tlie tangent at which passes

through the point where tuw' meets the curve again.

190. Since OPQR are four points of contact of tangents from

the same point of the curve, it follows, by Art. 133, that the point

where OP meets QR (or the foot of the perpendicular from O on

QR) is a point on the curve. Similarly for the point where OQ
meets PR, and where OR meets PQ. It may, without much diffi-

culty, be verified that these points satisfy the condition

a + 7 _ /3 + S

AC'~"BD~'

and it can be proved that at these points also the ciu-ves cut at

right angles. In fact, for one curve, S fulfils the condition

a + j3 _ 7+ S

and therefore, if ST be the tsmgent at that point,

cosAST+cosBST _ cosCST + cosDST
AB CD

Now the angles ASB, CSD may easily be seen to be equal, there-

fore, if SL, SM be the bisectors of these angles, this equation gives

cosLST _ cosMST
AB ~ CD

But S also lies on the curve

a - /3 _ S - 7
'AB~~"CD"'

which gives, in like manner, for the tangent to the other curve,

sinLST' sinMSr
AB ~ CD

Hence, cosLST = sinLST, and the two tangents are at right

angles to each other. Hence, given the four foci, two cubics can

be constructed, both passing through the points wb>', and cutting

each other at right angles at seven other points OPQRSUV, all of

which can easily be constructed.

It can be proved that the rectangle under the segments made

by the cubic on any line through one of the points, OPQR, is

equal to the rectangle under the segments made by the circle on

2 A
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the same line ; and hence that the tangents drawn from any of

these points to the cubic are equal ; and also, that tangents at the

four points where the cubic meets the circle are diameters of the

circle.

191. If two of the foci, C and D, coincide, then the intersec-

tions of AC, BD ; AD, BC coincide with them, and form a double

point on the curve. Its equation will then be

BCa ± AC/3 = + (BC ± AO)y,

which is reducible to

BC(a + 7) = + AC(i3±7);

and the curve may, as before, be considered as the locus of the

intersection of two similar conies with given foci, only that now
one focus is common to both conies.

This mode of generation for a circular cubic of the fourth class

leads without much difficulty to another. Equating the values

of the radius vector of the two similar conies which have C for a

common focus, we get, if P be any point of the curve, and if AC
be put = a, BC = b,

1 - e cosPCA _ 1 - g cosPCB
a b

If we draw a line CF, and put

PCB = BCF - PCF,

PCA = ACF - PCF,

this will become

a - b

e =
a cosPCB - 6 cosPCA

e =
(a cos BCF - 6 cosACF) cos PCF'

provided we have 6 sinACF = a sinBCF, that is, provided CF be

drawn to touch the circle which circumscribes the triangle ABC.

Nov
PC±PA=-

e

a acosBCF- ficosACF
acosPCF.

If, therefore, we describe a circle whose diameter is

acosBCF - icosACFCF
a - b

then the right-hand side of the preceding equation will represent
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CE, and we have PA = PE. A similar equation may be had for

PB, taking CF' = - CF. Hence, a circular cubic of thefourth class

may be considered as the locus of a point ivhose distancefrom a fueed

point is eqttal to its distance from a fixed circle, the latter distance

being measured on the radius vector to a fixed point ofthe circle.

This mode of generation is quite analogous to the manner in

which the common parabola is generated by focus and directrix.

192. It is manifest that in this mode of generation the two

tangents at the double point are the two chords ofthe circle which

are equal to AC. If, therefore, AC be less than CF, these chords

will be real; if it be greater, these chords will be imaginary, and

C will be a conjugate point. IfAC = CF, the two chords coin-

cide, and the double point will be a cusp. A third focus, B, will

coincide with C and D at the cusp ; and this mode ofgeneration is

more important, since the equation Ifi + my = (I + m) S becomes

illusory when the points BCD coincide. The direction of the

asymptote of the curve will be parallel to the bisector of the angle

ACF. In each case the direction of the asymptote is evidently

perpendicular to FA.

193. It was proved (Art. 128) that in curves of the third class

if a/By be the perpendiculars from the three foci on any tangent,

the tangents from these foci meet in a point S, and

It follows, as we pass to the consecutive point, that

da dQ dy dS .

a p y o

But ifAP be the perpendicular on the tangent at any point R of

the curve, and dO the angle between two consecutive tangents, we

have da = RPdO, and -jp = cotARP; hence the relation is im-

mediately inferred,

cotART + cotBRT + cotCRT = cotDRT;

or, the Sinn of the cotangents of the angles made with the tangent by

the 1-adii rectaresfrom the three foci, is equal to the cotangent of the
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angle made by the radius vector from the point where the focal tan-

gents intersect.

In circular cubics two of the foci coincide, the equation be-

comes ay^ = k^, and the point 8 is the point of contact of the tan-

gent from the double focus y.

194. In investigating the properties of circular cubics, it is

often convenient to use the equation

p^A = k'B,

where p expresses the distance from, the double focus, A is the

real asymptote, and B is a line passing through the finite point,

where the asymptote meets the curve, and also through the ima-

ginary points, where the two imaginary asymptotes meet the

curve again. Since any line drawn through the point AB ob-

viously meets the curve in two points equidistant from the double

focus, it follows that the point of contact of any tangent from AB
must be the foot of the perpendicular from the double focus, and

also, that if the curve have a double point, the lines joining it to

AB and to the double focus are at right angles.

Dr. Hart finds the condition that the curve should have a

double point or a cusp, by forming the equation of the tangents

from the point AB, and applying the condition that two of them,

or that all three should coincide. He finds thus : if the line join-

ing AB to the double focus make angles a, j3 with A, B, and an

angle with the line joining AB to the cusp,

j3 = 30, tanS = 3 tan a.

In this case the cuspidal tangent bisects the angle between the

asymptote and the line joining AB to the cusp, and touches the

circle passing through the cusp, double focus, and AB.

195. In all that precedes we have gone on the supposition

that the> four real foci lie on a circle. Since, however, it was

proved (Art. 188) that the point O in this method of generation

always belongs to a real oval, and since we saw (Art. 149) that

there are some cubics which have no real ovals, it is plain that

this mode of generation does not apply to all cubics, and therefore

that the theorem of p. 127 has been too unguardedly stated. The
argument I there relied on was, that the equation lr + ms = {l+ m)t,
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containing seven constants, expressed or implied, was the most

general equation of a circular cubic ; but the argument fails, be-

cause though only a determinate number ofcubics can be described

having six tangents and three points given, there still may be

more than one : and though we can describe a circular cubic ful-

filling the conditions Ir + ms = {I + m)t, and having three foci

and one point common with any given circular cubic, it does not

necessarily follow that the two curves must coincide.

Let us now examine what becomes of the equation

a± j3 _y±S

when the points CD are the imaginary points in which a given

line meets a certain circle through the points AB. When the

imaginary foci of a conic are given, its real foci are also given,

and lie on a line perpendicular to the line joining the imaginary

foci, and at a distance from each other, equal to CDV-1- If>

therefore, M be the foot of the perpendicular on CD from the

centre of the circle, and if we take EjM = FM = MT, where T is

the point of contact of the tangent from M, then the given cubic

may be considered as the locus ofintersections of a conic having

AB for foci, with a certain other conic having given points EF
for real foci. But the sum of the distances y + 8 from the imagi-

nary foci is twice the axis minor, or conjugate axis, of the second

conic ; if then e, (j> denote the distances from E, F, the real foci, we

have

AB= EF=

This is the mode ofgeneration to which we are led for cubics

of this nature ; it does not appear so fertile of consequences as

that for the other species of circular cubics, but, as I have already

mentioned, this class of curves escaped our notice at fii-st, and has

not received much attention.

SECT. IX. GENERAL EQUATION OF THE THIRD DEGREE.

196. We have left for this section all discussions which re-

quire the use of the general equation of the curve, and shall

commence with the formation of the function H(U). (p. 71).
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The general equation being written as at page 99, we have, sup-

pressing the factor 6 common to all the coefficients

:

d'U , , , d'JJ^ = 5,0,- + % + 53^; ^-^^^a,x+dy + c,z;

d'^JJ d^TJ— = c,x + c,y + c,z; -r^^ = a^x + b,y + dz.

The coefficients in H are then as follows

:

ai = ttidP' + bia\ + c^al - ai^iCi - ida^a^.

ba = bid^ + Cibl + ajbl - OibiC^ - idb^b^.

C3 = c^d^ + a^cl + b^c\ - 036363 - 2dciC2,

Saa = c^al + a^Cibi - iaiaj)^ - a^d^ + la-Jb^d + Sjal - axC-J}^ - aibiC^.

3bi = Cib\ + biCiOi - 2bib3as - b^d'^ + 2asbid + Uibl - UibiCi - a^b^Ci.

3a3 = b^al + a^biCi - 203^202 - a^d'' + 2aiCid + Caul - UibiCs - OaCiba.

3ci = 61C? + Cia^bi - 2cia2Ci - Cid' + 2a2Cid + a^c\ - a-Jb^Cz - a^cjbx-

Sba = ajb\ + bia^e^ - 2b-})iC-^ - b^d^ + 2b2Cid + C3b\ - br^c^a^ - biC^fh.

3c2 = (hcl + CtaJ)^ - 2cJ)iCi - c^d^ + 2bxCzd + bi<?-^ - b^c^as ~ c^b^a.^.

6d = 2c?(5iCi + 02^2 + aa&a) - 2d^ + {ajj^c^ + b\Cias + Csa^b^ - aib^Cs

- 3(a253Ci + a^bid).

197. By the help of this equation we can readily find the con-

ditions which must be fulfilled in order that the general equation

should represent three right lines. For, when the equation re-

presents three right lines, since the line joining any two conse-

cutive points of the system passes also through the next consecu-

tive point, the condition H must be satisfied for every point of the

system ; and therefore the equation H = must represent the

same three lines denoted by U. We have therefore the conditions

ai a2 3.3 _ bi ba _ ba _ Ci C2 C3 d

tti tti a^ bi bi 63 Ci Ci C3 cZ'

a system of forty-five equations, which at first sight appear to be

equivalent to nine, but which can only be equivalent to three in-

dependent equations. For {Conies, p. 70) only three conditions

are necessary in order that the equation of the third degree,

containing nine constants, should reduce to a system of three

right lines, which involves six constants. The reader may ve-
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rify that the preceding equations actually do reduce to three,

by the help of the following equations, which are identically true,

and of the other equations of similar form, which may he obtained

by interchange of letters

:

(&ibi - baai) = 3 (siibi - biOa).

2(as(i - ajd) + (as^i - bitta) + {h^ai - 8163) = 0.

(biC, - C161) + (c^a-i - aaCa) + (as^a - h^as) = 0.

198. It has been proved (pp. 75, 142) that ifwe form the Hes-

sian of an equation of the form ^H + mU, then H(ZH + rnU) must

also be of the form XH + juU. We proceed to form the actual

values of the new coefficients, and commence, for simplicity, with

the equation to which we have seen (p. 136) that every equation

of tlie third degree is reducible,

TJ = ttiX^ + b^y^ + c^:^ + 6d.vyz,

and we find

HU = <i=(ai.i-» + %' + C32«) - (aAc, + 2d^)xi/::

We have suppressed in H the factor 216, arising from the six in

each differential coefficient. We have then

nj + niH = {l+ >ncf) (ai.r' + b^^ + c^z^) + {6ld- maAcs - 2md?)xyz
;

and if we form in like manner H (ZU + niH), we shall find it to be

3 (Z + m<P) {%ld - maAcs - 2m(py (a^x^ + b,y + c^:')

- 108Q+m<py aAc^ryz - {6ld - maAci - 2md')\vi/z.

To reduce this to the form XU + /uH Ave get the equations

X + fid' = 3(1+ HM?') {6ld - maA<h - 2md^y.

6\d - ii(aAc^ + 2(^0 = - 10S(l+m^-y aA,c^- (6W - tnaAc3-2md'y.

Solving these equations it will be found, if we write

S = d* - daAcs ; T = albl(i - 20aAc3d^ - 8d\

X = 36SPm + oTlm^ + 48^' . ^ = loSZ^ _ 3GS/;;i- - Tm\

Now it is plain from the nature of the case, that if the reduced

equation which we have used were made by transformation ofco-

ordinates to assume the general form, the form of the values of

X, n must remain the same, only that S and T would now be what

the functions we have given become on transformation of co-

ordinates.
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Since, as a particular case of the foregoing, the second Hessian,

H (HU) = 4S^U - TH,

it follows that the equation T = will in general express the

condition that the Hessian should be the Original curve. If S = 0,

the Hessian of the Hessian is the Hessian itself, and therefore that

Hessian, by Art 197, breaks up into three right lines; if then we

set aside the case when the curve U is a system of three right

lines, S = expresses the condition that the given equation should

be reducible to a sum of three cubes, as readily appears from an

examination of the value of S in the particular case hitherto dis-

cussed.

199. We proceed then to find the values of S and T in gene-

ral. It is plain that the coefficients of any of the terms of

H (ZU + mH) (for example Ai) are found by substituting in the

value given for aj (Art. 196) aj = lai + ma,i, bi = Ibi + mbi, &c.

And if we have so formed any pair of terms, since

Ai = Xffli + juai, B2 = Xbi + fibz,

we have Ajba - B^ai Ajfia - B^ai

ttiba - Jaai
'

aibz - h^Oi

Now it is obvious that the coefficient of l^ in the value of Ai is ai,

and the coefficient of l^ in the value of B^ is bs. Hence the co-

efficient oil^ in the value of X is = 0, and in that of /u is = 1. We
go on then to examine the coefficient of I'm in Ai. Making the

above substitution in the value given for ai (Art. 196), we obtain

for the part multiplied by I'^m,

Ui (2dd - biCi - biCi) + ai (d" - biCi) + hial + Cia^

+ 2bia3a3 + 2ciaiar, - ia^dsiz - ^a^d^i - Bctjaad.

By the help of the identical equations of Art. 197, this becomes

ai{2dd - 61C1 - biCi + a^h^ + a^c^ + ai(d* - biCi - c^a^ - ajb^

+ SSiflsas + 3a2Cia2 — 6«2a3d.

And substituting then the actual values of ai,a2 &c., it reduces to

\a-^, where

S = (^^ - 2d^(5iCi + C2«2 + «3^3) + 3t?(a2&3Ci + ajb-fi^ - da-Jb^c^

+ dia-Jb^Ci + aj^iCj + ajj^c^ - {b^c^Qia-i + a^c-p-J)^ + ajy-fixc^

+ (6?c; + (Sfl\ ^s^M) - (aibiCiCi + hc^a^a^ + 03016361)

+ {hcsul + biCiUl + a^Oibl + aicfil + ajb^ci + ai6ic|).
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In like manner the coefficient of l^m in Bsis ^ijS ; we have then

the coefficient of I'm in A, = ^ S, while the coefficient of I'm in fi

vanishes. These vahies agree with those obtained in Art. 198,

only that we ai'e to suppose the whole equation divided by 108.

It would have been, perhaps, more convenient in calcuLiting S
to use the coefficient D, for though it consists of- several more

terms than A, or Bj, yet its symmetry enables us to proceed more

rapidly. For brevity I shall write (6iCi + . .) for biCi + CiO^ + fls&s

;

and in like manner in other cases, where one of a set of terms being

given, the rest can be written down from symmetry. We have

then the coefficient of fm in 6D =

2d {biCi + . .) + id {biCi + \>iCi + . .) - 6i=d + (ai^aCa + . .)
- (aAca + .

.)

+ (sLibyCs + . .) - 3 (aaftjCi + .
.)

which, by the help of the identical equations of Art. 197, becomes

6D = 6d(6iei + . .) - QdcP + 3(ai63Ca + . ) - (ai^aCj + . .)-3(a353Ci + . .),

and putting in the values for ai itc, the right-hand side becomes

'2Sd, where S has the same value as that found already.

200. In precisely tlie same manner we may proceed to find

the quantity multiplied by Im^ in any of the coefficients. In D,

for example, we have only to interchange Romans and Italics in

the value given in the last Article, and we have

6D = 6d(biC, + . .) -6rfd-+3(a,b3C+ . .)-(aib;C3 + ..) - SCojbsCj + ..)

It would, no doubt, be extremely difficult to reduce this to the

form \d + /id, only that we have been led by Art. 198 to foresee

that the result must be of the form ^Td - 2Sd, where the value

of S is that given in the last Article. If, therefore, we add 2Sd

to the right-hand side of the equation, we can verify that it be-

comes divisible by d, and, performing this division, can obtain the

value of T.

I give so much of the work as is necessary for the actual cal-

culation of T

:

36(b,c, + . .) = 4(i,fi + . .)ei* - IGd^aAcz +) + iid-iaAciCh + •)

- Sd\by, + ..) + Sd\b,c,a^c^ + . .) + 16(c^b,c,al +..)d + 4(6?f? + .
.)

- 32 {oibib^CiCi + . .)d - 160,^263(6101 + . .)(/ - 12(6ic-;t7,i'; + . .)

+ 60asa36i63c,Ca + 12(rti6iC?A§ + .) - 12(rtiftia363<^ + . .)

+ 4(n?6|c| + . .) - 4(«iJ2<'ifarts^i + • .) + J2aJt.ii\,{biCiat + bico,)

- i{a\bicl + . .) + iaib^;i{aiC^bs + . )•

•2 B
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- 36d^ = - id' + S{b,ci + . .)d' - iaAc^d' + M^aAcz + . )
- 12d^(a^b,c, + . .) - 4:d\by^ + • •) - S{b,c,a,,c, + . .)^

+ Aaib^CsibiCi + . .)d + 12(026301 + .
.) (biCi +..)d- 9(alblc'i + . .)

- 4(ai&i63CiC2 + . .)d- 4{c3albiC.i)d - IBaia^bibidCs - {alblcl + .
.)

+ 6(0103616362 + . .) - 2(016301000363 + . ) ~ 6016203(026301 + . .)

+ 2016203(016302 + . .)
- ttiblcl-

18(oib3C2 + ..)
^ 2cis(ai6302 + . .) - 80^^(01620102 + . .) - 4(030^6102) ci

ft

+ 4(0161630102)^ + 12016203(6101 + . .)d - 12016303(020163 + . .)

- 4(ai62Ci02c| + . .) + 8(016201020363 + . .) - 8016203(016302 + . .)

+ 4(01620? +..) + ..

- 18(a2b3Ci + ) ^ _ 60^^(026301 + .) + 8(63C3ai + ..)^'+4(c3oi6i02+ ..)<^

Cti

- 4(0161630102 + . .)d - 12(6203010! + . .)d + 4(oi6iC?6^ + . .)

- 8(01610202+..) + 4(010361630^+..) - 8(alblcl+..)

+ 8(0,6201020363 + . .) + 12016203(020163 + . .) + 4(oi6!c?) + . .

-6(oib2C3 + ..) ^ _ i8^^5^g^^3 + 24(oi620iC2 +..)d'- 12{b,c,e,al + .

.)

+ 12016203(6101 + . .)d- 24(0161630102 + . .) + 12(016103630! + .

.)

+ 12(oi6i6!c? + . .) - 12(016202010! +..) + ..

^^P^=
- 4:d<' + 12(6iOi + . .)d' + 2aAc3d' - 2d\aAcz + . .)

- l%d\aAci + • ) - 12(^'(6?c? + . .) - 12o^2(6iOia2C2 + . .)

+ 4^^(63030! + . .)
- 4c?*(oi62Ci02 + . .) + 2id{ajb3Ci + .

.) (6iCi + .
.)

+ 4(6?c? + . .) - 18(a!6|c? + . .) - 48020361630102 - 4(oi6iO?6i + .

.)

- 4(ai6iO20^ + . .) - 4(010361630^ + . .) + 2(oJ6!c! + . .)

+ 4(016261020? + . .) + 8(016201020363 + . .) - 40162O3 (0163O2 + . .)

+ 2o?6!c^ + . .

Assembling the terms, and writing at full length, we find

T = - 8c?' + 24(i^(6iCi + 0202 + 0363) - 20oi62C3«?3 - 36^^(026301 + O361C2)

- 12^^(016302 + 620103 + 030261) - 12of^(6iCiC2a2+ C2a2a363 + aJ)J)iC^

- 24rf^(6?c? + vla\ + a!63) + 36rf''(ai62CiC2 + biC^a^Oi + 03016361)

+ 120(2(63030! + 62020! + O3O36? + «iCi6! + 02620? + ai6ic!)

+ dQdia^Ci + a^biCz) (6iCi + 0202 + 0363)

+ 12^(0102630! + 0103^26! + 626301a! + 6261O3C? + CsCiUibl + 0302610!)

- 60o^(ai6i63CiC2 + b^c-^da^a^ + c^aifiib-J)^

- 240/(0162030! + 0162630? + biCj^al + 6203010! + C3O1C26? + Citt^aM)
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+ 12daibiCa{biCi + c^Oi + aab^) + 8(i?cJ + clal + albs)

- 27{alblc'i + alb'cl) - GbiCiCia^aab^

- 12(6fc?Caas + blcla^ba + clala^bs + clalbiCi + alblbiCi + alblCiOi)

+ 2A(aibiblc\ + OiCiclb' + ijCocJal + bia^alcl + CiOaolbl + Csb^b^al)

- \i(a-iaj}^c\ + aiOaCiis + 63Z13C3O3 + bja^a^cX + c^c-^aJiX + CaCafiaa^)

- 3(o;6|c| + b\c\a\ + Caflli?)

+ 18(016303630103 + 630361010303 + 030103036361) - 12(0163020103

+ 016361030? + 630303030! + 6303630303 + 030101636? + 030103616!)

+ 4(aJ63c| + a?0365 + 6^0301 + 6jaiO? + O3O16? + o|620j)

+ 6016303(036301 + O361C3) - 6016303(016303 + 630103 + 030061) + oJ6|o!.

In like manner can be calculated the quantity multiplied by ni?

in any of the coefficients. I have thought it needless to take the

trouble of verifying that the coefficient of ivi? in D, for example, is

IS^f-^Td.
¥! IDS

201. By the help of the preceding Articles we can obtain the

equation of any of the systems of three right lines which pass

tlirough the nine points of inflexion. This problem is equivalent

to determining X : ju so that XU + /uH shall represent three right

lines. But when this is the case the same system must also be

represented by the Hessian of XU + /uH, or by

(36SX> + 3TXju» + 4S>^) U + (108X^ - 36SXju= - V)H.
X : /li is then determined by the equation

X 36SX7< + ZTXpc' + 4SV
;u

""
108X=' - 36SX)u^ -V '

or 27X' - 18SXV - TX/x' - Sy = 0.

Now this equation, treated by the ordinary methods (seeLacroix,

Complement, § 20), gives

2-= V' ± V^ ± V - .

where -', c , c
' are the roots of the equation

729,r' - 972S-^ + 432S--- - T' = 0,

or (9:-4S>' = r^-64S=.

To each of the four values of X : ju thus obtained corresponds one
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of the four systems of right lines, which we have seen (Art. 147)

may be drawn through the nine points of inflexion.

202. We proceed now to calculate the equation R = 0, which

expresses the condition that the general equation of the third de-

gree should represent a cubic with a double point. This is to

eliminate the variables between the three equations

»'f^
0,

dJJ
0.

dx "' dy "' dz

M. Hesse has given the following method of performing this

elimination, which may also be extended so as to solve the pro-

blem of eliminating the variables between any three equations of

the second degree.

We have seen (Art. 84) that any double point on the curve U
is also a double point on the curve H ; it must, therefore, also

satisfy the equations

dH^^ dR^^ m^^
dx ' dy ' dz

Now between these six homogeneous equations, which are satis-

fied for the double points, we can eliminate the six quantities

x', y', s^ xy, yz, zx, as if they were independent variables, and the

equations linear functions of them. The required result is there-

fore the following determinant:

R = «!, &i, Ci, tti, as, d,

Ui, 62, Ci, bi, a, 03,

^3) 03, C3, a, Ci, Cj,

ai, bi, Ci, aj, as, d,

au, 02, C2, bi, d, Da,

^3) ^3, C3, a, Ci, C2.

The actual calculation, however, of this determinant in terms of

the coefficients of the original equation is a work of no small la-

bour ; and I have found it more convenient in practice to use the

old-fashioned method of elimination. We substitute in -r— suc-
dz

cessively the co-ordinates of each of the intersections of — —

:

dx dy

multiply the four results together, and then express the sym-
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metric functions of the co-ordinates in terms of the coefficients of

-5—, -T-- By this method I had made considerable progress in

working out the result, when M. Aronhold's publication of the form

of R suggested to me a shorter process.

203. If we were to form the equation of the four tangents

drawn from any point of a cubic to the curve, it is easy to see that

the only case when this equation can have two equal factors is

when the curve has a double point, since a cubic has no double

tangents. Let us now suppose, in the first place, that the origin

is on the curve, and 03= 0. The equation of .the curve is

(fliA-^ + SchX^y + obixy^ + b^^) + 8(0301' + 2dxy + b^'^)z

+ Z{ciX + Ciy)i- = 0.

And the tangents drawn from the origin are represented (Art. 79)

by the equation

8(03^3 + 9(f.„/ + 5^2)3 = ^CiX + c^) (oia;' + dchX^y + hb^xy^ + b^),

or, {oal - 4aiCi).'ir' + Q{aJ)^ + '2d- - 25,Ci - •2a.c-^.v'-y- +

4(3a3<i-3asCi-c.,a0-«^+4(3M- SS.Ca - b^c^)xy + (36| - icJb.,)f=0.

Now the condition that this equation,

A.I-* + ^Bxhj + QCxHf + ^Tixf + E3/* = 0,

should have equal roots, being

(AE - 4BD + oC^Y = 27(ACE + 2BCD - AD^ - EB= - G^y ;

if we substitute for AB, Ac. their values, we shall have a function

of the twelfth degree in the coefficients, which is the result of

making C3 = in R, and which, therefore, gives us all the terms

of R which do not contain Cj. To obtain the other terms, we

shall suppose that the equation has been given in the general

form, and that the absolute term has been made to vanish by

transformation of co-ordinates, then, xy being a point on the

curve, the new coefficients, expressed in terms of the old, are

fls = as -(- aiX + a^', ds = ^s + ^i«' + ^^J/'j
d= d + a-^x + h^' ;

Ci = Ci + fli.r''- - -ct-yxy + b^y- + '2a^v + 2dy' ;

f,, = <•.; + «>!•• + 2b\x'y' + h-^'- + 2dx' + 2%';
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and we can foresee that ifwe make these substitutions in the par-

tial value of R we shall be able to ged rid of soy by the equation

a-ja^ + ^a^x'^y' + ?>bix'y'' + b^'^ + ia^x"^ + Mx'y + ?)b^"^

+ 3ci«' + ^c,,y' = - C3,

and shall thus obtain the complete .value of R.

Now when we calculate the quantity AE - 4BD + 3C*, we

find it to be

12\d^ - 2d%biCi + CiOi + (hbs) + 3J(aj.SaCi + CaiiCi) + d{a-J}3Ci + SzCi^s)

+ aib.i,Ci(h - {a^cj)l + aj)ic\ + biC^al + bia^cl)

- (a^biCiCi + biC^a^a^ + a^a-fij}^ + (b\c\ + cla\ + a^ftf)].

But the reader will perceive that the quantity within the brackets

is precisely what S becomes when in it c^ is made = 0.

If we calculate in like manner the value of

ACE + 2BCD - AD^ - EB^ - C^

we shall find it to be precisely what T becomes when in it c^ is

made = 0. The condition, therefore, that the cubic should have

a double point becomes, when the origin is on the curve,

64^3 = f

,

where s and t are what S and T become when in them c^ is made

= 0.

204. We have shown in the last Article by what substitutions

the complete value of R can be obtained from this partial value,

but we may evade this trouble by the following consideration

:

We have seen in Art. 198 that either of the conditions S = 0,

T = expresses an absolute peculiarity of the curve, in no way

dependent on the axes to which it is referred ; and that if S =

for any one set of axes, the new S must consequently = how-

ever the axes be transformed. It is plain, then, that however the

axes be transformed, the new S and T must be equal to the old S

and T multiplied by some numerical factor. And in the case

where the transformation is made to parallel axes, since the co-

efficients ai,ar.,bi,bi do not change at all, the new S and T must be

absolutely equal to the old S and T. It follows, therefore, that

the condition that a cubic should have equal roots is in general

64S^ = T^

I have verified this by the help of the teritts of R, which I had
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previously obtained by the direct process of elimination, and in-

deed it was in this manner that I first found the value of T.

205. It has been proved (Art. 158) that the anharmonic ratio

is constant of the pencil of four tangents, whose equation is given

in Art. 203 ; and it is desirable to express this ratio in terms of

the coefficients of tlie general equation. Let a, j3, y, S be the

four roots of a biquadratic equation, then the anharmonic func-

tion of the roots is one of the three quantities,

(g - ^) (y - g) (g - y) O - S) (a - S) ((3 - y)

(« - 7) O - S)' (« - S) (/3 - 7)' (g -(i){y- S)

It is easy to see that in order to express these we must first form

the equation whose roots are gj3 + yS, ay + /3S, aS + jSy. Now if

the given equation be

Ax* + 4BA-S + 6Cx- + 4D« + E = 0,

this equation will be (see Lacroix, Complement, § 20)

A»;^- 6A=C;HA(16BD-4AE)---(16AD= + 16EB»- 24ACE) = 0.

We must next form the equation whose roots are the differences

of the roots of this latter equation, this will give the equation

whose roots are (g-j3) (y-S), (a-y) (j3 - S), (g-S) (^ - y),

and it will be found to be

= Ay - 12A (AE - 4BD + 30^ j/

+ 16V((AE-4BD+3C=)«-27(ACE + 2BCD-AD--EB--C0=!,

or putting, as before,

AE - 4BD + 3C= = 12 S, 64S= - T^ = R,

Ay - lUASy ± 16 V (27R) = 0.

Now the anharmonic functions in question are the ratios of the

roots of this equation, and these will not alter if we increase all

the roots in the same proportion, by substituting, for example,

At/ = 2ty/ {3S) ; the equation then becomes

^-12r±2'/(|) = 0.

We see, then, that the anharmonic ratio in question depends

solely on the quantity ^,. or, what is the same thing, on the quan-
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•pa

tity •^. This quantity, then, may be taken as what I have else-

where called the numerical characteristic of the curve.

When S = the second term of the equation vanishes, and it

takes the form t^ = const. ; the r6ots are therefore of the form

t = c, t = dc, t = O'^c, where 9 is one of the imaginary cube roots

of unity, and the ratio in question is expressed by 0.

When T = 0, R = 64S^ and the preceding equation becomes

t^ - Ut + 16 = 0,

and has two equal roots. One, therefore, of the ratios in question

becomes unity ; the anharmonic becomes an ordinary harmonic

ratio, and we learn that when the second Hessian of a cubic is the

cubic itself, thefour tangentsfrom any point of the curveform a har-

manic pencil.

206. We have already alluded (Art. 165) to the problem to

find the curve whose Hessian shall be the given cubic, and we see

from Art. 198 that the solution is found by putting fi = 0, or

108Z' - 36S/m2 - Tm^ = 0,

and that there are accordingly three cubics fulfilling the proposed

conditions.

We may arrive at the same conclusion by calculating the S
and T of the Hessian. This may be done as follows. We have

proved

H(m + wiH) = (SeSl'm + 3T/m^ + iS'm^) U
+ {1081' - 36Slm' - Tm') H.

But ifwe write H = Ui, B, = HU, = 4S^U - TU„ we may, by the

help of this equation, eliminate U, and we have

H (ZU + mH) = (432S^? + 36STl'm + (ST^ - U4:S')lm'} U,

+ (SeSl'm + 3T^m» + 4S^m')H,.

But ZU + mH represents the same curve as (ZT + 4S'm) Uj + /H,

;

if therefore we write l=mi, iS'm = k- m^T, we find

B.(IJ], + m,Hi) = {3(T^ - 4:8S')P,m,

+ 6T(72S« - T')hml + 3 (T» - 48S')=m?}Ui

+ {Z? - 3 (T^ - 48S')Zim? - 2T(72S' - TOm?)H,.

Identifying this with the equation
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+ (108/f - BQSAm\ - Tim?) Hi,
"we liave

Si = 9 (T^ - 48S0, Ti = 216T(72S^ - T»).

PA Cs
Now if we write the characteristic of the first curve, -=^ = a

that of the second curve will he

64S; ^ 27a^(l - g)

T\ (8 - Qa)-^
'

which gives a cuhic equation to determine a when the character-

istic of the second curve is known.

It may be proved in Uke manner that

S(m + 6mH) = SI' + TPm + 2iS'r-m- + ASTlm' + (T^ - 48S0»iS

T(ZU + 6«iH) = TZ" + QQS-l'm + 60ST^;i= + 20THh7i^

+ 2iOTS-/-m' + 48(ST3 + d6S')Im'+ 8(7-2S'T - T^-

Hence through the nine points of intei-section of U and H can be

drawn four systems of right lines, four cubics fulfilling the condi-

tion S = 0, and six hai-monie cubics, as from the property of Art.

205 I call tlie cubics which fulfil the condition T = 0.

If we form R {ITJ + QniH) by calculating lUS' - T-, the result

will be found
R(/* - 24Sf»i= - STIm' - i8S'-m%

as we might have foreseen, since, if the curve U have not a double

point, the only cubics with double points which can be drawn

through the points of inflexion are the foiu* systems of right lines.

207. When a cubichas a cuspthree of the tangentswhich can be

drawn from any point ofit coincide with the line joining that point

to the cusp ; hence the conditions for a cusp are, that the biquadratic

in Art. 203 should have three roots equal ; and these conditions

are S = 0, T = 0. If we wish to know how many cubics of the

third class can be drawn through seven given points, the equation of

a system ofcubics through seven given points is lA + mB + nC = 0,

and we must determine l:m, lin, so that the coefficients shall sa-

tisfy the equations S = 0, T = 0. But since one of these equations

is of die fourth, and the other of the sixth degree, in the co-

efficients, it appears that the problem admits of twenty-four so-

lutions.

2 c
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208. It seems desirable to add something as to the method of

obtaining the two conditions which must be fulfilled in order that

an equation of the third degree should be resolvable into the pro-

duct of one of the first degree by one of the second. Mr. Cayley

has remarked (Cambridge and Dublin Journal, i. 103), that if

U = PV ; then H(U) is of the form P(pV + o-P^). If we have

F = la; + my + nz,

V = A«2 + 2Bxy + Cf + 2T>xz + 2'Eyz + F^^

then p = (CF - E«) P + (AF - D^)m» + (AC - B') w^

+ 2(BD - AE)win + 2(BE - CY))nl+ 2(DE -BF);m;

<7 - 4(AE2 + CD^ + FB^ - ACF - 2BDE)

;

or jO = is the condition that the right line should touch the conic,

and (T = the condition that the conic should break up into two

right lines. It will be found also that in this case S (U) = L^,

T (U) = 8L^ so that 11 + 11^/(8) will be a perfect cube. It fol-

lows also from the equation

H = pU + ^P',

dx
^1^^^''^^''

-r-= p^^ + omaV^,
dy ^ dy

and hence

dYL .dR dU , c^U ..

m -^r- - i -J
inp -j^ + Ip -1— = U

;

dx dx dy

Oi, 0,2, 6i, 6(3, d, Ci,

0,2, Oil "2, O'l O3, Cj,

aj, au, bi, as, a, Ci,

82, Di, Da, u, D3, C2, = 0,

where the equation denotes the result of putting = all the fifteen

determinants formed by taking any four vertical columns. So,

in like manner, we may obtain two other sets of determinants by

substituting
-J-, -J— tor
QiZ 0jZ

resting to verify that these are all equivalent only to two indepen-

dent conditions, but I am unable to do this, having, until the oc-

casion of writing this, omitted to consider the case where a cubic

d\S dYL ^ , , , .

-^-. T— , or -y-. -=- it would be lute-
al dx dy dy
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breaks \ip into a right line and a conic. And for the same reason

I cannot be positive that these conditions, which are of the eighth

degree in the coefficients, are the simplest which maybe obtained.

I had supposed that it would be possible to obtain conditions of

the sixth degree in the coefficients by the method of Art. 203,

that is, by forming the conditions that the biquadratic there given

should have two distinct pairs of equal roots; but unfortunately

this is not necessarily the case when the equation breaks up into

factors ; it will be true when the origin is a point on the conic,

but not so, if the origin be anywhere on the right line.

I may add, that if c^, c,, Ca be all = 0, the origin is a double

point, and the condition that the cubic should have a second

double point is of the fifth degree in the coefficients, and enters as

a factor into the coefficients in R of the lowest powers of Ci, c~, c,.*

CHAPTER IV.

CURVES OF THE FOURTH DEGREE.

200. There is no difficulty in seeing how curves of the fourth

degree are to be classified. If they have no multiple point" they

will be of the twelfth class ; but they may have a triple point, in

which case they will be of the sixth, fifth, or fourth class, accord-

ing as the tangents at the triple point are either all distinct, or two

coincident, or all three coincident; or else tlie curve may have

one, two, or three double points, any or all of which may be

cusps ; and the class of the curve will accordingly vary from the

tliird to the tenth inclusive. Two of the double points may unite

* This section is deriveil from a memoir of M. AronhoM's, pnblished in Crelle's Jour-

nal, Tol. xxxix. p. liO. M. Aronhold's paper being prdiminarr to a promised linger one,

contains chieflj- theorems without proof; .nnd I must confess that the proofs and de-

\-elopments which I have accordingly been obliged to supply, savour rather of brnte force

than of science. In everything relating to ihe maaipulation of determinants, mathema-

tics are mfUung rapid progress, and no doubt there irill soon be published easier methods

of arriving at the results here givea.
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into such a point as that noticed, p. 29, the tangent at which

meets the curve in four consecutive points.

Or, if we choose to classify these curves according to the num-

ber of their infinite branches, we can see that the line at infinity

meets the curve either in four real points, four imaginary, or in

two real and two imaginary ; the line at infinity may be a tangent

or a double tangent, or may touch at a point of inflexion or oscu-

lation. Or again, there might be one or two multiple points at

infinity. There would be no difficulty in making a table of all

the varieties which might thus arise, but it is useless to take up

space with it here, as we are not in a position to give an analysis

of the figures of all possible curves of the fourth degree.

Comparatively little attention having been given by geometers

to curves of the fourth order, we shall give in this Chapter the

few general properties which have been obtained, and shall add

some notices of those particular curves which have received dis-

tinctive names.

210. We have already given (p. 71) the method of finding the

curve (H) of the sixth degree, which determines the twenty-four

points of inflexion of a curve of the fourth degree, and have given

(p. 89) the equation of the curve which passes through the points

of contact of its twenty-eight double tangents ; we have given

(p. 101) the general equation of its reciprocal, which there led us

to the property that the tangents at the twenty-four points of in-

flexion touch a curve of the fourth class. We proceed now to

give some theorems relative to the double tangents of the curve.

211. Let «, y be any two of the double tangents, then the

equation of the curve must be of the form

.cyU = v^
where U and V are functions of the second degree ; but this may
also be written in the form

«y(U + 2AV + \^xy) = (V + \xy)\

Now we can determine X so that U + 2XV + \^xy shall represent

two right lines, and it will be seen that this will give an equa-

tion of the fifth degree for A ; hence in five different ways the

given equation can be brought to the form

wxyz = V^

;
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and we see that through the four points of contact of any two double

tangents can he described fine conic sections, each of which also passes

through thefour points of contact of tico other double tangents.

28 .27.
"We can take —-— different pairs of double tangents ; each

of these pairs gives rise to five conic sections, but each conic sec-

tion may ai-ise from any one of six different pairs of double tan-

gents : hence there may be described 315 conies, each passing through

eight of the points of contact of double tangents to a cwve of thefourth

degree.*

213. We shall form a scheme of these 315 conies: we denote

the first twenty-six double tangents by the letters of the alphabet,

adding the symbols 0, \p for the twenty-seventh and twenty-eighth

;

and we denote by abed the conic passing through the eight points

of contact of the double tangents a, b, c, d. We must first prove

that i£ abed, abef, be two of the conies, then c</e/" will be another.

For, by the last Article we shall have

ef=cd + 2XV + X^ab;

and, substituting the value of V derived from this equation, the

efjuation of the curve becomes

X*a'b' + c=d' + e-f - ^X'abcd - 'Icdef- '2\-efah = 0,

or 4:cdef= (cd + ef- X-flJ)-. Q. E. D.

Again, it abed, abef he two of the conies, aeeg cannot be ano-

ther unless the curve have a double point. For we have seen that

the conic through the points of contact of abed is Xab + r- (cd- ef)

;

A

but if aceff be another conic, then the conic through abed must

likewise be /lae + - (bd - eg) ; hence

\ab + TT- {cd - ef) = fiac + - (bd - eg),
A n

* M. Pliicker first noticed the possibility ofbringing an equation of the fourth degree

to the form texyz = T* ; but he hastily inferred that the sis points of contact of any

three double tangents lie on a conic, and thence dre-sr an erroneous conclusion as to the

total number of conies passing through eight points of contact of double tangents. (See

Theorie der Algebnuschen Curven, p. 246).
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e, therefore, is passes either through ad or be, and it is plain then

that one or other of these points must be a double point on the

curve ^yabcd = {X^ab + cd - ef)\

It is in like manner proved that if ahef, acmn be two conies, the

diagonals of the quadrilateral efmn pass, one through ad, and the

other through be.

213. Attending to these two remarks, we form the following

scheme, which has nothing arbitrary in it but the notation

:

abed, ahef, abgh, abij, abhl, acmn, acop, acqr, acst, aduv,

adwx, adyz, ad(j>ip, aemu, aeow, aeqy, aes(p, afnv, afpx, afrz,

a/tip, agmx, agov, agr<p, agty, ahnw, ahpu, ahq\p, ahsz, aimz,

aiqv, aip^, aitw, ajny, ajru, ajo\p, ajsx, akrmp, aksv, ahpy,

akriv, aln^, altu, aloz, alqx, bcuv, bcwx, bcyz, bc(j>\p, bdmn,

bdop, bdqr, bdst, benv, bepx, berz, betxp, bfmu, bfow, bfqy,

bfs(p, bgnw, bgpu, bgq\p, bgsz, bhnx, bhov, bhr(j>, bhty, liny,

biru, biotp, bisx, bjmz, bjqv, bjpcj), bjtw, bkn(p, bktu, bkoz,

bhqx, blmip, blsv, blpy, blrw, edef, cdgli, edij, cdkl, cenu,

cepio, eery, eet(p, cfmv, cfox, cfqz, cfs\p, cgnx, cgpv, cgqcp,

egsy, elimw, cJiou, ckrip, chtz, cinz, cioip, cirv, cisw, cjmy,

ejpip, cjqu, ejtx, cknip, ckoy, ekqw, cktv, clm^, elsu, elpz,

elrx, demv, deox, deqz, desip, dfnu, dfpw, dfry, dft^, dgmw,

dgou, dgrtp, dgtz, dhnx, dhpv, dkq(j>, dJisy, dimy, dipip, diqu,

ditx, djnz, djocp, djrv, djsiv, dkm(p, dksu, dkpz, dkrx, dlnip,

dloy, dlqw, dltv, efgh, efij, efkl, egqt, egrs, egux, egvw,

ehmp, ehno, ehytp, ehz(p, eiot,
,

eips, eiuz, eivy, ejmr, ejnq,

ejx(j), ejwip, ekor, ekpq, ekuxp, ekv(f,, elmt, elns, ehvz, elxy,

fgmp' fd'f^o^ fyy4'' fff^1>> fH^' f^"^^^ f^'^^^ //*«»> /'w^i finq,

fix(j,, fiw^, fjot, fjps, fjuz, fjvy, fkmt, fkns, fkwz, fkxy,

flor, flpq, Jluip, Jlv(j>, ghij, glikl, gioq, gipr, gixz, giwy,

gjms, gjnt, gju(j,, gjvip, gkos, gkpt, gkwcj,, ghx^, glmq, glnr,

gluy, glvz, hims, hint, hiu^, hivip, hjoq, hjpr, hjxz, hjwy,

likmq, hknr, hkuy, hkvz, hlos, hlpt, 7diV(j), hlx\p, ijkl, ikqs,

ikrt, iky<l>, ikz\p, ilmo, ilnp, iluw, ilvx, jhmo, jknp, jkuw,

jkvx, jlqs, jlrt, jly<j>, jlzip, mnop, mnqr, rnnst, mouw, movx,

mp<pz,mpy\p,mqvz, mquy, mrx(p, mrw\p,msu<p, msv\p, mtwz, mtxy,
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noytp, nosip, npitw, npvx, nqioxp, nqx<j>, nniy, nrvz, nswz, iisxy,

niu(j), ntvxp, opqr, opst, oqwy, oqaz, ontip, orvip, osw(j,, osxxp,

ottLC, otvy, pqu^, pqv(l>, prwy, pr.vz, psuz, psvy, ptw(p, ptxxp,

qrst, qsz\p, qsyf, qtiu; qtmo, rsiu; rsmo, 9tyi>, rtz\p, uvwx,

uvyz, uv(j)\p, wxy:, %cx<p\p,yz(p^.

These conies may be divided in more ways than I have had

patience to count, into sets of seven passing through all the points

of contact. For example, aScd, efgh, ijhl, mnop, qrst, uvwx, yz<p-ip.

And for the pair efgh, ijhl we might substitute efij, ghkl, or for

the pair efgh, mnop we might substitute ehmp,fgno, &c.*

214. M. Pliicker has given the following example (Theorie,

p. 247) to show that the twenty-eight double tangents may be all

real. He takes an equation of a curve having three double points,

for example

:

Q. = if - A-=) {X - 1) {x -^)-2[f + X {x - 2)}^ = 0,

which is represented by the dark curve

in the figure. Now the equation

Q + ^- =

denotes a curve not meeting Q in any

finite point, which deviates the less

from the form of the curve Q the less

we suppose k; and which, according

to the sign we give h, is either altoge-

ther within or altogetlier without the

curve Q. In the case when it is alto-

gether within Q, it is easy to see that

the curve consists of four meniscus-

shaped ovals, each of which has its own double tangent, and be-

sides, any of the six pairs of ovals has four common tangents.

• My attention -n-as directed to this question br the following note of M. Hesse's

(Crelle, vol. -10, p. 260). He says that he was led to foresee the possibility of forming

an equation of the fourteenth degree, satisfied for the fifty-six points of contact, from his

knowledge of the fact that these points lie on a system of seven conies. " Ich kaon 7

Kegelsclmitte angeben, wdche durch sammtliche Beriihrungspuncte hindnrchgehen, nicht

anf die '^eise, wie der nnrichtige PJucAersche Satz iiber die Kegelschitte, welche die

Curve in den Beriihrungspuncten schneiden soUen, vermnthen liesse, sondem anf eine
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This example is also instructive, as suggesting how curves of

the fourth degree and twelfth class are to be subdivided. We saw

(Chap. III. Sect, iii.) that curves of the third degree were either

altogether continuous, or bipartite, that is to say, consisting of a

continuous infinite part, together with an oval or the projection

of an oval. Here we see that curves of the fourth degree may
have four (and I suppose any smaller number of) separate parts,

and they may be subdivided accordingly.

215. From the consideration that any curve which meets an

oval once must meet it again, we can obtain a limit to the num-

ber of ovals which a curve of any degree can possess
; just as

(p. 31) we obtained a limit to the number of its double points. A
curve of the third degree cannot have two ovals, for then the line

joining a point on one to a point on the other would meet the

curve in four points. A curve of the fourth degree, if it have four

ovals, can have no other point ; for then the conic through this

point and one on each of the four ovals would meet the curve in

nine points. So in like manner a curve of the fifth degree cannot

have more than six ovals, though it may have an infinite branch

besides. And when a curve of the fifth degree has so many ovals,

each must be altogether external to all the rest. For if there be

any point within both the first and second, the line joining this

to a point within the third would meet the curve in six points.

Every pair of ovals must then have four common tangents, and

we can thus account for 60 of the 120 double tangents of a curve

of the fifth degree.

216. We have nothing to add as to the general properties of

curves of the fourth degree and twelfth class. Of curves with a

double point, the most interesting case is when that point is a

point of inflexion on both the branches which pass through it

;

that is to say, when both its tangents meet the curve in four con-

secutive points. If, in general, we look for the locus of harmonic

means on radii drawn through a double point on the curve

ganz andere Art, die ich wegen ihrer Weitlaiiftigkeit hier nicht angeben kann." I do not

know whether M. Hesse's coaics are the same as mine, for, as he speaks of his conies as

quite different from M. Pliicker's, perhaps in M. Hesse's method the eight points which lie

on a conic may belong to eight different double tangents.
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Ut + «3 + M., = 0, we find, as at p. 139, Mj + 2i(.. = 0; when, there-

fore, !/, is a factor in M3, the locus becomes a right line, and the

double point enjoys properties such as those possessed by the

points of inflexion of cubics. The points of contact of tangents

from it lie in a right line, and the curve may be projected so as

that this point should become a centre, or else so that all chords

parallel to a given line should be bisected by a fixed diameter.

In the latter case tlie form of the equation is, in general,

yH-J"-") (« - 6) = + A(,c - c) [x-d) (.r-e) {x -/),

and tliere is no difficulty in discussing, as in Sect. ill. of the last

Chapter, the different possible forms of curves included in this

equation, and the different possible forms of their projections.

Curves of tlie fourth degree with two double points may all

be projected, by a real or imaginary transformation, to the class

discussed, p. l:?o. where the double points are the two imaginary

circular points at infinity. From each of the double points may

be drawn a pencil of four tangents to the curve, and it follows

firom the property proved, p. 126, that the anharmonic functions

of the two pencils are equal.

217. Curves of the fourth degree with three real double points

are all included in the equation

.ry + fz^ + .j-*^ + 2.ri/; {Ax + B1/+ C:) = 0;

the pairs of tangents at the double points being (Art. 42)

y' + c' + 2Av- = 0, c= + x' + iBzx = 0, x' + f + 2Gry = ;

and the form of these equations shows {Conies, p. 244) that these

six tangents all touch the same conic. When the curve has three

double points it has, by the general theory (see p. 01), six points

of inflection, and four double tangents ; and if the double tangents

be represented by t, u, r, ic, the equation of the curve may be

written in the form
<1 + M + f* + tr* = 0.

For, throwing the equation into the form

{P + ft' + v- + w^ - '2tu - 2uv - 2rtr - 2wt - 2tv - 2uw)~ = 64^ctf,

it appears that t, u, n,tc are double tangents to the curve, and it

can immediately be verified that {t - u, v - «r), {t - r, m - tc),

2d
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(J,
- w,u- v), are double points, and the equation containing im-

plicitly eleven (= 14 - 3) constants is sufficiently general to repre-

sent all curves of the fourth degree with three double points.

The equation shows, then, that the eight points of contact of dou-

ble tangents lie on the same conic.

On the subject of the pairs of tangents which can be drawn

from the double points to the curve, see a paper by Mr. Cayley

(Cambridge and Dublin Journal, v. 148); when the points of

contact of these lie three by three on two right lines, the equation

can be reduced to the form

\au {v+ w- u)]'^+ [bv{w + u-v)]^ + {cw(m + v - w))* = 0.

When the curve has three cusps, then, in the first equation of

this Article, A = B = C = -1, and the eqiiation becomes

ari + y"« + «:* = 0,

the reciprocal of the class discussed. Art. 184. The equation

shows that the three tangents at the cusps meet in a point, as we
can at once perceive by reciprocation. When the curve has two

cusps and a node, the line joining the two points of inflexion, the

line joining the two cusps, and the double tangent, all pass through

the same point.

Of curves with a triple point the most interesting case is when

the three tangents coincide, and the equation takes the form

x^y = z^; the curve has then, beside the triple point, no other

singular point, save a point of undulation, and its reciprocal is a

curve of similar nature.

The properties of this curve may be discussed as in Sect. vi.

of the last Chapter.

218. It remains to mention some of the most remarkable spe-

cies of curves of the fourth degree.

We have already mentioned (p. 122) some of the properties

of the ovals of Des Cartes. These are, in general, curves of the

sixth class, having the two imaginary circular points for cusps.

They consist of a pair of conjugate ovals, the two ovals answering

to the double sign in the equation p ± mp = c. It can easily be

seen geometrically that a Cartesian oval may be considered as the

locus of the vertex of a triangle whose base angles move on two
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given circles, while the two sides pass through the centres of the

circles, and the base passes through a fixed point on the line join-

ing them. If the axis meet the curve in the four points A, B, C, D,

the three foci will be the points where the axis is cut, so that

AF.FB = CF.PD, or so that AF.FC = BF.FD, or so that

AF.FD = BF.FC*

If any line meet a Cartesian oval in four points, the smn of their

four distancesfrom any focus is constant : for the polar equation of

the curve is of the form

p^ - 2(a + bcoso)) p + <^ = 0;

and if we eliminate w between this and the equation of an arbi-

trary right line, we get a biquadratic for p, of which - 4a is the

second term.

When in the preceding equation c = 0, the equation becomes

p = a + 6 costi;, the origin is a double point, and the curve is of

the fourth class, and is the " lima^on de Pascal." It may evi-

dently be generated by taking a constant length on the radii vec-

tores to a circle from a point on it.

When A= a, the equation becomes of the form |0* = a*cos^«<);

the origin is a cusp, and the curve is the cardioide, a curve gene-

rated by adding or subtracting a portion equal to the diameter on

the radii vectores to a circle from a point on it. We shall men-

tion some other properties of this curve in the next Chapter.

219. We have also mentioned already (p. 127) some of the

properties of the ovals of Casdni, or the locus of the vertex of a

triangle, when the base and rectangle under sides is given. The
origin being the middle point of the base, the polar equation is

p* - 2c^p»cos2o> + c* = m*.

The circular points at infinity are double points of the nature of

those discussed, Art. 216, and the curve is of the eighth class.

• On the subject of Cartesian oirals, see Chasles, Aperjn Historiqne, p. 350 ; Qaete-

\eU NouTeaus M£moires de Bruxelles, torn. t. M. Chasles only noticed that the dr-

cttlar pouits were doable points, and accordingly speaks of these corves as of the eighth

class, and, strangely enough, no correction of this oversight appears to have been pub-

lished until Mr. Cayley"s paper, Liouville, voL xv. p. So-l.
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If c^ = «iS the equation becomes p^ = 2c' cos 2w, the origin

is a double point, and the curve is

the lemniscata of Bernouilli, consist-

ing of two ovals joined into a kind

of figure of 8. This is represented

by the dark curve on the figure

;

when m is less than c, Cassinl's ovals

consist of two conjugate ovals with-

in the parts of this figure ; when m is greater than c, of one conti-

nuous oval outside It.

This lemniscata Is the locus of the foot of the perpendicular

from the centre on the tangent to an equilateral hyperbola. The
locus, in general, of the foot of the perpendicular from the centre

of any conic on the tangent is obviously

p^ = a* cos'oi + b'^ sin'ii),

a curve having the origin for a double point, and the two circular

points at Infinity for ordinary double points.

As a generalization of the ovals of Cassini, we might seek the

locus of a point, the product of whose distances from m given

points sliall be constant; and when the m points are the vertices

of a regular polygon, the polar equation referred to the centre of

the polygon is easily seen to be

p'"'- 2ap^. cosmic + a™ = i""*,

becoming, when a = b, p" = 2a™ cosmw.

220. Another remarkable curve of the fourth degree is the

conchoid of Nicomedes, invented by that geometer for the solution

of the problem of finding two mean proportionals. It is gene-

rated by taking on the radius vector from a fixed point O to a

fixed line MN, a portion RP of given length on either side of the

right line. The curve admits of an obvious mechanical descrip-

tion, since we have only to Imagine OR to be a grooved rule

capable of turning round O, while the point R is made to slide

along another grooved rule MN ; then a pencil placed at any fixed

point P of the rule OR will describe the conchoid. The polar

equation of the curve is immediately found, and is, if OA = p,

RP = m,
^p + ^ (joso, =p^
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or, in rectangular co-ordinates,

The form of the equation shows that the line MN (p - *•) touches

at a double point at infinity, and tliere meets the curve in four

consecutive points ; and since at this point MN is the only tan-

gent, it is a point resulting from the union of two double points.

The point O is also a double point, the tangents at which are

given by the equation

^y + (p^ - 'w') a;' = 0.

M-

P'(

rN

vO

It will therefore be a node, conjugate point, or cusp, according as

m is greater, less than, or equal to p. The dark figure represents

the case when the curve has a node ; the dotted figure denotes the

case when p is greater than m. The curve is of the fifth class

when p = «j, otherwise of the sixth.

CHAPTER V

TRAKSCKNDKNTAL CURVES.

221. We have hitherto exclusively discussed equations re-

ducible to a finite number of terms involving positive integer

powers of .v and y ; it remains to mention something of the pro-

perties of curves represented by transcendental equations. Since

these involve functions only expressible by an infinite series of

ftlgebraical terms, all transcendental curves may be considered as

curves of infinite degree ; they -may be cut by any right line in

an infinity of points, and must have an infinity of multiple points
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and multiple tangents. There is then no room for a general

theory of the singularities of these curves, and it is only necessary

to mention the names and principal properties of some of the

most remarkable of them. We may notice, in passing, a class of

equations, called by Leibnitz interscendental, or which involve the

variables with exponents not commensurable with any rational

number ; for example, y = jT". Here, as we successively substitute

for V 2 the series of rational fractions which approximately ex-

press the value of the radical, we shall find a series of algebraic

curves of constantly increasing degree, more and more nearly re-

sembling the figure of the required curve, but not accurately ex-

pressing it as long as the degree of the curve is finite. We pass

on to the cycloid, which holds the first place among transcenden-

tal curves, both for historical interest and for the variety of its

physical applications. This curve is generated by the motion of

a point on the circumference of a circle which rolls along a right

line. Let A be the point where the motion commences ; then, in

any position of the generating circle, ifp be the generating point,

we must have the arc pm = Am, and denoting the angle pcm by

d>, and cm, the radius of the circle, by a, we shall have

y - a(\- cos
<f),

« = a (0 - sin ^) ;

whence, eliminating, we shall have the equation of the curve,

a-y = acos i
^ ^ "—^ j

ir

M

It is, however, generally more convenient to retain (ji, and to con-

sider the curve as represented by the two equations given above.

It is easily seen that the form of the curve is that represented in

the figure ; and since the circle may roll on indefinitely in either

direction, that the curve consists of an infinity of similar portions,
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and that there is a cusp at the point of union of any two such

portions.

Let mpn be the position of the generating circle correspond-

ing to the highest point of the cycloid, then since Km = a.YC pm,
AM = MPN,we have Mw* = ^P = arc PN ; or the curve is gene-

rated by producing the ordinates of a circle until the produced

part be equal to the corresponding arc, measured from the extre-

mity of the diameter. Denoting the angle PCN by 0, the curve

referred to the axes AM, MN is represented by the equations

ll
y = a (1 + cos 0)^3! = a (0 + sin 0).

232. We can readily see how to draw a tangent to the curve,

for at any instant of the motion of the generating circle, m (its

lowest point) is at rest, and the motion of every point of the cir-

cle is for the moment the same as if it described a circle about m
;

hence the normal to the locus ofjo must pass through m, and its

tangent m\ist always be parallel to NP. The same thing appears

analytically for -j- = z:
— = cot J^ ; the tangent therefore

makes with the axis of .v an angle the complement of CNP,
which is I <p.

It is so easy to give geometrical proofs of some of the principal

properties of the cycloid that we add them here. The area of the

curve is three times the area of the generating circle. For the ele-

ment of the external area {pp'rr' = pp'tt' = PPQQ') is equal to the

element of the area of the circle ; the whole external area, there-

fore, AENFB, is equal to the area of the circle ; and therefore

the internal area, ANB, is three times the area of the circle.

7%e aj*c Np of the cycloid is double NP the chord of the circle.

For it is easy to see that the triangle PP'L is isosceles, and

tlierefore that if a perpendicular, MK, be let fall on the base,

PL the increment of the arc of the cycloid, is double PK the in-

crement of the chord of the circle.

Hence if s denote the arc of the cycloid, b the diameter of the

genei'ating circle, x the abscissa NQ from the vertex ; then the

equation of the curve is s' = 4:bx, a form useful in Mechanics.

The ixtdtus of c^^roature is double the normal.

For tJie ti'iangle. formed by two consecutive normals has its
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sides parallel to those of the triangle MPP', but the base of the

first triangle is equal to PL, and, as we have just proved, is dou-

ble PK, the base of the second ; hence the radius of curvature is

double MP.
The evolute of the cycloid is an equal cycloid.

For if we suppose a circle touching the base at m, and passing

through R, the centre of curvature, it is equal to the generating

circle, and the arc, nR, is equal to NP = nD ; hence the locus of

R is the cycloid described by the circle mRn rolling on the base

EF.*

• The following sketch of the history of the cycloid is abridged from Montucla's His-

tory of Mathematics. The first notion of the cycloid occurs in the writings of the Cardinal

De Cusa, who, in his attempts to obtain the quadrature of the circle, was led to imagine

a circle rolling along a right line until it had traversed on that line a portion equal to its

circumference. The properties, however, of the curve generated by a point on the rolling

circle do not appear to have formed a subject of his inquiries. More than a century after-

wards it occurred to Mero-inne, a French friai- of the order of Minims, to consider the na-

ture of the path described by a point on the rim of a wheel, and he obtained the more ob-

vious properties of the curve, such as that the length of the base is equal to the circumfe-

rence of the generating circle, and that the curve is generated by producing the ordinates

of a circle until the produced part be equal to the arc. Mersenne also attempted to obtain

the quadrature of the curve, and, failing himself, proposed the problem to several other

mathematicians. Meanwhile, on the other side of the Alps, the properties of the cycloid

had engaged the attention of Galileo, who, in a letter to Torricelli in 1639, in which he

speaks of the curve as a graceful form for the arches of a bridge, claims an acquaintance

with the curve of forty years' standing. Galileo also endeavoured to compare the area of

the cycloid with that of its generating circle, and, having exhausted his geometry on the
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We might also seek the locus of any point in the plane of the

generating circle carried round with it; when the point is inside

the circle the locus is called the prolate cycloid ; when it is out-

side it is called the curtate cycloid : these loci are by some called

trochoids. There is no difficulty in calculating their equation or

in ascertaining their figures, but it does not seem worth while to

problem in vain, had recourse to the expedient of weighing the one against the other.

Finding, on repeated experiment*, their ratio to be nearly, but not exactly, 3 to I,

he concluded that it could not be expressed by rational numbers. Mr. J. S. Mill (in a

passage ia his Logic, on which I cannot lay my hand) erroneously represents Galileo's ex-

periments to have been successful, and, if I remember right, looks on the proceeding ivith

more complacency than I can regard it. Though it he true that all geometry ultimately

reposes on facts made known by the senses, still they are facts which form a necessary

part of every one's observation, so tliat the reader of a mathematical demonstration feels

that he is not called on to receive anything on the evidence of the testimony of another,

but that he is himself able to bear independent testimony to the truth of what he reads;

bat were the Galilean method of quadratures to become general, a mathematical treatise

would be a list of isolated experiments, the truth of which must be taken on trust by

any reader not disposed to verify them all for himself. And even were he to do so, all

that he could be sure of (in tbe present instance^ for example) would be, that the area

of the cycloid diflered from three times that of the circle by an amoimt less than a certain

quantity depending on tlie possible errors of the experiment And when the cycloid and

the three circles bad been found to balance each other in one pair of scales, it would still

be wholly impossible to predict whether they would continue to do so, if tried by a more

delicate instrument. Galileo's experiment has been defended by Groning^ns, from the

example of Archimedes, who gave a quadrature of the parabola on mechanical principles

;

but in this demonstration Archimedes only made use of those abstract principles of Sta-

tics, the truth of which must be recognised by all. He did not obtain by experiment a

new physical fact, but derived by reasoning a new consequence from facts known to every

one already.

To return to the history of the cycloid : Mersenne proposed the problem of its quadra-

ture to Eoberval in the ycir 162S. The latter was at that time unequal to the task of

its solution, but having devoted himself to the study of the geometry of the Greeks, and

of Archimedes in particular, he resumed the problem with success in 1634. He appears

himself to have regarded his achievement with no small triumph, though his six years'

gestation did not escape the sneers of his contemporaries. When Des Cartes was informed

by Mersenne ofRoberval's discovery, he wrote back in rather a contemptuous tone, speak-

ing of the theorem as a very pretty one, which he had not noticed before, but still which

could cause no difficulty to any moderately skilful geometer, and enclosing at the same

time a solaljoa of the problem. Koberval, however, not being convinced that Des Cartes

would have found the question so easy, had he not had the advantage of being informed

beforehand what its sdnUon was, Des Cartes challenged him to find the method of draw-

ing a tangent to the curve, he having himself, in the mean time, discovered the verj' sim-

2 E
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devote any space to them here. The method of drawing tangents

given for the cycloid, applies equally to these curves. These

curves may (as the reader can easily see) be generated by a point

on the circumference of a circle rolling so that the arc pm shall

be in a constant ratio to the line A.m.

223. When the properties of the cycloid had been investi-

gated, it was a natural extension to discuss the curve traced by a

pie solution which we have adopted in the text. The problem baffled Eoberval, but was

solved by the celebrated mathematician Fermat, who was also included in Des Cartes'

challenge. The same problems were afterwards independently solved by the Italian geo-

meters ; that of quadrature by Torricelli, and of tangents by Viviani. Some other pro-

perties of the cycloid were discovered in the following years, but it was in 1658 that the

curve again engrossed the attention of the mathematical world. The wonderful genius of

Pascal had been early lost to geometry. In his twenty-fourth year, when he had already

given proof of abilities sufficient to place him in the first rank of mathematicians, he

abandoned these unprofitable speculations, believing that preparation for eternity ought

to engross all the thoughts of an immortal being. For twelve years he maintained his

stern resolution, until attacked by the malady which ultimately proved fatal to him.

This disease commenced with a violent toothache, which totally deprived him of sleep.

One night, as he was tossing in agonies of pain, his thoughts reverted to the subject of

his early studies. A few sleepless nights sufficed to put him in possession of a number of

curious properties of the cycloid, the quadrature and centre of gravity of any segment, the

volume and surface of the solids formed by its revolution round either the base or the

axis. Pascal was disposed to consign his discoveries to oblivion, but he yielded to the

remonstrances of his friends, who represented to him how much he might advance the cause

of rehgion were he to exhibit in his own person the union of the most sincere faith with

the highest powers for mathematical investigations. Accordingly, under the assumed

name of Dettcmville, he published a challenge to the mathematicians of Europe, offering

two prizes for the solution of his problems. There were but two candidates for these

prizes (Lalonfire and Wallis), but several distinguished geometers (Sluse, Ricci, Huyghens,

Wren, Fermat), without competing for the prize, took the opportunity of communicating

their discoveries, the most remarkable being Wren's discovery of the rectification of the

curve. Lalou^re's solutions were found erroneous, and Pascal was spared the mortifica-

tion of seeing his prize adjudged to a Jesuit. Wallis not being more successful,' Pascal

shortly afterwards published his " Historj' of the Cycloid" in French and Latin, together

with his own solutions, also extending Wren's theorem, by reducing the rectification of the

curtate and prolate cycloids to elliptic arcs. Laloujre and Wallis both replied with trea-

tises on the curve. Want of space compels me to omit other remarkable properties of the

curve, and I shall bring this long note to a close by mentioning Huyghens' discovery of

the isochronism of oscillation in a cycloid, whence, in seeking the method of constraining

a body to oscillate in a cycloid, he was led to the general theory of evolutes, and to the

determination of the evolute of the cycloid.
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point connected with a circle rolling on the circumference of

another. When the point is on the circumference of the rolling

circle, the curve generated is called an epicycloid or hypocycloid,

according as the circle rolls on the exterior or interior of the fixed

circle ; if the generating point be not on the circumference, the

curve is called an epitrochoid, or hypotrochoid.

Let us take for the axis of x that position of the common dia-

meter of the two circles which passes through the generating

point ; let CO be any other position of it, Q the generating point ;

let CN = a, ON = b, NCB = ^, PON = ^p, 00, = d; then since

BN = NP, we have a^ = b\P;

OQM = lSO-(f + xf); and the

co-ordinates of Q are

y = (a + b) sm<j> - dsin(^ +'^)>

.«= (a + b) COS0 - dcos(f + \f) ;

or if a + i = 7nb, -^\

y = mb sin^ - d sinwi^,

X = mb CQS(j> - d cosmif).

Eliminating <p from these equations we obtain the equation of

the curve, which is not necessarily transcendental. In fact, when

the circumferences of the circles are commensurable, after a cer-

tain number of revolutions, the generating point returns to a for-

mer position, the curve is closed, and offinite algebraic dimensions

;

but if they be not commensurable, the generating point will not

in any finite number of revolutions return to the same position,

and the curve will be transcendental.

To obtain the equations of the epicycloid we have only to

make d = ±b, and we have

y = b (msin^ + sinm^),

.•B = i (>ncos^ + cosm^)

;

the lower sign answers to the case when the axis of .v passes

through the generating point when it is on the fixed circle ; the

upper sign, when it is at its greatest distance from it.

224. The co-ordinates for the case of the hypotrochoid and

hypocycloid are found, as the reader can easily verify, by chang-
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ing the sign of b in the equations given above. These will be

included in the equations which we shall use, by giving negative

values to m, or by supposing m = - n, where n = —7— •

The equations given above, if we alter b into mb, and m into

— , become
Ttl

z/1 • 1 ^
y = mo — sin (A + sin — d> ],^ \m ^ m ^

}

X = mh
I

— cos A + cos— )

;

and making ^ = tm^i, we see that these equations belong to the

same locus as the preceding. We can thus prove that the same

hypocycloid is generated whether we take b = —=— . (Euler de
it

dupllci genesi Epicycloidum, Acta. Petrop. 1784, referred to by

Peacock, Examples, p. 194.) The hypocycloid, when the ra-

dius of the moving circle is greater than that of the fixed circle,

may also be generated as an epicycloid, for then »i (
= 7

—

is positive.

225. Tangents can easily be drawn to these curves, for by the

same reasoning as that used in Art. 222 the line NQ is normal to

the curve. We can thus see also that when a curve is generated

by a point on the circumference of one figure rolling on another,

there must be a cusp at every point where the generating point

meets the fixed curve. For by this construction at such a point

the generating point approaches the fixed curve in the direction

of its normal, and recedes from it in the same direction ; hence it

is a stationary point (Art. 31). An epicycloid then consists of a

number of similar portions, each united to the next by a cusp

;

and the extreme radii, from the centre of the fixed circle to any

such portion, are inclined at an angle =
. The equations of

the tangents to the epi- or hypocycloids admit of being written

in a very simple form. For

dy _ coa<j) ± cosm<jt _ cos^(m+l)0 sm^(m + l)^

dx -(sin</>+sinwi0) sin-^(m+l)0' cos^(9n + l)0
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And attending to the condition that the tangent must pass through

the point whose co-ordinates have been given in Art. 223, the

equation of the tangent becomes

A- cos^ (m + 1) + y sin ^ (m + 1) ^ = (m + 1) 6 cos i (to - 1) 0,

when the axis passes through the generating point at its greatest

distance from the centre of the fixed circle ; and

a: sin s (to + 1) ^ - y cos ^ (m + 1) ^ = (m + 1) 6 sin |(to - 1) 0,

when the axis of a* passes through the generating point at its least

distance from the centre of the fixed circle.

The equation of the normal in the latter case is in the same

manner seen to be

.« cos^ (to + l)(p + y sin ^ (»?» + 1) = (to - 1) 6 cos i (»» - 1) 0.

Comparing this with the first form of the equation of the tan-

gent, it follows that the evolute of an epicycloid is a similar epi-

,7/1 — 1
cycloid, the radii of the circles being altered in the ratio ——r,

and the generating point of the evolute being at its greatest dis-

tance from the centre of the fixed circle when on the same dia-

meter on which the generating point of the original curve is at

its least distance.
*

The same remarks, of course, apply to the hypocycloid.

226. We give the equations of some of the simplest of these

curves. First, if the two circles be equal, to = 2, and the problem

of determining the epicycloid becomes, to find the envelope ofan

equation of the form

X cos 30 + y sin 30 = 3b cos
;

but this is equivalent to

y tan* + 3 (& + «) tan''0 - 3y tan (j, + 3b - x = 0,

whose envelope is

Uy = [/; + (.r + by] {f + (« + by - 46 (x + b)],

a curve having a cnsp at the point (t/, x + b), to which y is a tan-

gent.

Writing the equation in the form

(.«= + y' - 3b^y = 46» {2x + 3b),

we see that the curve is a Cartesian oval, of which the origin is a
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triple focus (p. 123), and since it has a cusp it is a cardioide (Art.

218). Hence the evolute of a cardioide is a cardioide.

If the rolling circle have a radius half the other, the equation

of the tangent to the epicycloid is of the form

x cos 26 + y sin_20 = ib cos 9,

belonging to the class whose envelope is given, p. 116 ; the epi-

cycloid therefore is

(x'-t-f - 46^)3 = lOSbV.

The equation of the tangent to an epitrochoid is in like manner

{b cos (p - dcosm^) x + {bsinip -d sin m^) y
= {}nb^ + d'' - (m + l)bdcos {m-l)<p)}.

Let the circles be equal, and therefore m = 2 ; and this equation

becomes one of the class whose envelope is given, p. 116. But it

is easier in this case to eliminate between the equations

X = 26cos^ + rfcos20, y = 2bsm^ + dsm2(j>,

whence x^+ y^= 46" + d'^ + Abd cos (j>

;

and solving for cos^, and substituting in the first equation, we

have (^2 + y2_ 2&2 - d^y = 45" {2dx + 2d^ + ¥),

the equation of a Cartesian oval having, as may readily be seen,

(y, x + d) for a double point. Hence every Umagon may be ge-

nerated as an epitrochoid.

We add some examples of hypotrochoids and hypocycloids.

When the radius of the fixed circle is double that of the rolling

circle, wi = -l, and the co-ordinates of any point on the hypo-

trochoid are

x= bcosrp+dcosij), y - bsinf - dsintp;

the hypotrochoid is therefore the ellipse
'*"

A'" y'^

{b + df
"^

(6 - dy "

When b = d, the hypocycloid is the diameter {y = 0) of the fixed

circle. When a = 36, we have m = -2, and the equation of the

tangent to the hypocycloid is of the form

xcos<j> - ysin^ = 6 cos 3^,

whose envelope, solved by the same method as in the first ex-

ample, is

{x^ + y'^Y + 86a-' - 2ibxy~ + 186" {x"- + y"") = 276*,
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a curve of the fourth degree having three cusps, the tangents at

which meet at the centre. When a = 46, we have m = - 3, and

the tangent has an equation of the form

xsm<l> + y cos^ = 2bsm2(j),

an equation already discussed, p. 97, and whose envelope is the

well-known curve

a^ + yi = a*.

227. The equation ofthe reciprocal of an epicycloid is readily

obtained, for the tangent being

X cos^(m + 1) ^ + y sin |- (m + 1) = (m + 1) icos^(OT - 1) 0,

it is plain that the perpendicular on the tangent makes an angle

J (m + 1) with the axis of a;, and that its lengtli is (m + 1) 5

cos^(m-l)0; the locus, therefore, of the foot of this perpen-

dicular is /ffi _\ \

p = (pi + 1) b cos [—-J-w i

and the reciprocal curve is

ncosf :r-to ]
- (m + V) b.

'^ \m + 1 J ^

In the original curve

p' = ,t>2 + y- = b- {m^ + 1 + 27n cos (ni - 1) f},

or p^ = b^ (m - 1)^ + imb' cos^ (»» - 1)
<l>,

4m
"^

(rn + ly

By the formula R = ^-r^ we have the radius of curvature' ap

_ \ 4ot
^

~ (m + 1)-
P'

228. Another general expression for the radius of curvature

in roulettes (or curves generated by a point on a rolling curve)

may be found as follows : Let P, P be two consecvitive points of

* The invention of epicycloids is attribnted to the Danish astronomer, Roemer, who, in

the year 1674, was led to consider these ciirres in ejsomining the best form for the teeth

of wheels. The rectification of these curves was given by Xewton, Principia, Book 1.

Prop. 49.
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the curve, M the point of contact of the rolling with the fixed

curve, and R the centre of curvature ; then PP', the element of

the arc of the roulette, is = MP . PMP' ; but by considering the

curves as polygons of an infinite number of sides, we can see that

PMP', the angle through which PM turns, is equal to the sum

(or difierence) of the angles between two consecutive tangents to

the fixed and to the rolling curve. Hence, if da be the element

of the arc of the roulette, ds the common element of the arcs of

the fixed and generating curves, p and p the radius of curvature

of each, we have

1. r-r. fds ds\
d<T = MP - + - ;

\P P J

but this element, da, is also equal to PR, the radius of curvature,

multiplied by the angle between two consecutive normals ; and

if we call ^ the angle OMP, bet a een the normals to the roulette

and to the fixed curve, then tic angle between two consecutive

normals to the roulette is qq^ ^^g

Hence
MR

MP+MR 1 /I 1
+

MP. MR cos^Vp p

and T,,r>,/1 1MP* -+ -,

PR ^^^
MP( - + - ) - cosri)

\P P)

(See Liouville, vol. x. p. 150.)

'

229. A large class of transcendental curves is obtained by

taking the ordinate some trigonometrical function of the abscissa.

There is no difficulty in deriving the shape of such curves from

their equation. For example, y = smx has positive and constantly

increasing ordinates until !e = -^; the ordinates then decrease in

like manner, until « = tt, when the curve crosses the axis at an

angle of 45°, and has a similar portion on the negative side ofthe

axis between « = tt and x = 2tt. The curve, therefore, consists of

an infinity of similar portions on alternate sides of the axis.

So again, ?/ = tan« represents a curve, of which the ordinates
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increase regulaily from a- = to ss = -, when y is Infinite, and the

line .K = ;r an asymptote. For greater values of x, y alters from

negative infinity to 0, when a; = tt. The curve then consists of

an infinity of infinite branches, having an infinity of asymptotes,

TT StT
X = -T, X = -^, &c., and, as may be readily seen, points ofinflexion

at .1' = 0, X = TT, « = ^TT, &c.

In like manner the reader may discuss the figure of y = sec a-,

which also consists of a number of infinite branches, only that

each branch, instead of crossing the axis, as in the last case, lies

altogether at the same side of it. The branches lie alternately on

the positive and negative sides of the axis of x. To the same

family belongs a curve called the companion to the cycloid. It is

generated by producing the ordinates of a circle, not as in the

case of the C3-cloid, until the produced part be equal to the arc, but

until the entire be equal to the arc. If then the centre be the

origin, the curve is represented by the equations

X = a cos 0, y = ad, x = a cos - ;

a curve of the same famil}- as the curve of sines.

230. Next after curves depending on trigonometi-ical, we may

mention those depending on exponential functions. The loga-

ritftmic ciave is characterized by the property that the abscissa is

proportional to the logarithm of the ordinate; and its equation

therefore is

X = m logy, or y = a*.

The curve then has the axis of x for an asymptote, since, if

X = — Qo, y = ; it cuts the axis of y at a distance equal to the

unit of length, and then increases to positive infinity. The sub-

tangent of the logarithmic curve is constant ; for its value, being

in general =^t—, becomes for this curve = m.

Some contxoversj- has arisen as to the proper interpretation of

tlie equation of this curve, y = «' Attention was at first only paid

to the branch of tlie curve on the positive side of the axis of .r,
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arising from taking the single real positive value of e^ which cor-

responds to every value oi x. Euler, in his Analysis Infinitorum,

II. p. 290, pointed out the necessity ofattending to the multiplicity

of values which the function admits of; and the same subject has

been more fully developed by M. Vincent. (Gergonne's Annales,

vol. XV. p. 1.) Thus, if ,» be any fraction with an even denomi-

nator, e^ has a real negative as well as a positive value, and there-

fore there must be a point corresponding to this value of x on the

negative side of the axis, but there is no continuous branch on

that side ofthe axis, since, when « is a fraction with an odd deno-

minator, e^ can have only a real positive value. The general

expression, including all values of the ordinate, is found by mul-

tiplying the numerical expression for e^, by the imaginary roots

of unity, whose general expression is cos imxtr + •/ - 1 sin imxir,

where m must be made to receive in succession every integer va-

lue. This is equivalent to saying that the equation y = e^' must be

considered as representing not only one real branch, but also an

infinity of imaginary branches included in the formula y = e^"«f^''-i.

Any one of these imaginary branches contains a number of real

points, where it meets the branch y = e-^m^^-ij and which must be

considered as conjugate points on the curve. There are an infi-

nity of such points, all lying either on the real branch of the

curve, or on the similar branch on the negative side of the axis

of X. The latter branch is curious, since, though every point of

it may be considered as belonging to the logarithmic curve, no

two points of it are consecutive to each other, for two consecu-

tive points will belong to different branches. There is thus

formed what M. Vincent calls a " courbe pointillee." In one

point, however, M. Vincent appears to me to have fallen into

a grave error. He says that the points of this branch are to be

carefully distinguished from conjugate points; for that at a con-

jugate point the differential coefficients have imaginary values,

but that at one of these points, on the negative side of the axis,

the differential coefficients, being all equal to e^', are all real, and

only differ in sign from those of the corresponding points on the

positive side of the axis. It is truly astonishing that M. Vincent

should have failed to observe, that if the differential coefficients

were all real. It would follow from Taylor's theorem that the next

consecutive point must be a real point on the curve, and so that
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the negative branch would be an ordinary branch of the curve.

But in fact, any one of these negative points must be considered

as belonging to a bi-anch whose equation is of the form ^ = 6™"^"',

and the corresponding differential coefficient will be 2mw\/ - 1 y.

These points, then, arising from the intersection of two imaginary

branches, answer in every respect to the description of conjugate

points.*

231. It appears natural to take the catenary next in order,

whose equation resembles that ofthe logarithmic in form ; although

the discussion of it will obhge us to anticipate some topics which

we had intended reserving for the last Chapter. This curve is

the- form assinned by an inelastic chain of uniform density when

left at rest. Very simple mechanical considerations lead to the

property, which we shall take as the mathematical definition of

the curve, viz., that the arc, measured from the lowest point, is

proportional to the tangent of the angle made with the horizontal

tangent, by the tangent at the upper extremity. If tlien the axes

be a vertical through the lowest point, and a horizontal line, we

have s =^h^. Now to rectangular axes the element of the arc is

the base of a right-angled triangle, of which d.v and dt/ are the

sides, 01 di^ = dx^ + di/-. By the equation of the curve we shall

have, therefore,

, (fi?^ , hds
s= + /j3 = ft- -r-, d.v

» Some objeotioas to M. Tincent's Tieire, which are worth beuig considered, will be

found in .1 paper bv Mr. Gregory, Cambridge MatIiematic!alJonr.,ToLi. pp.231, 264. Bnt

I do not think that the pnnctnated curve, as presented here, offers any insormoimtable

difficol^. In all our dealings with infinity we must e:spect anomalies. We have seen,

in the first Article of this Chapter, that a transcendental curve, in posses^g an infinity

of conjugate points, only escreises an undoubted privilege, nor have vre any just ground

ofcomplaint, though these conjugate points be placed indefinitely near to one another, and

be ranged on a certain locus. Thus (Art 22o) every point of the base of a transcendental

epioycloiJ is a cusp on the curve, though no two points of it arc consecutive to each

other. In like manner a transcendental epitrochoid has an infinity of non-consecutive

double ptunts ranged on a circle ; and these are conjugate points when the generatiug

point is within the moving circle. This illustration I owe to Dr. Hart.
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the constant being taken so that s and x shall vanish together.

Hence . _^ ^^is'^+h') f -f 2s

k a

But in like manner the equation of the curve gives

s= + A= _ ds^ • , _ sds

Hence y^ = s- + h^, provided we suppose the axes so taken that

when s or a; = 0, y shall be = h. This value of?/ gives at once the

equation of the curve, viz.

:

232, We get from this equation

dy

d. = ^^''-
s V(f-h')
h h

Hence we are led to the follow-

ing construction. From the foot

of the ordinate M draw the tan-

gent MT to the circle described

with the centre C and radius A;

then MC = y, CT = h, MT =

y/ (y^-h') ; tanMCT = tanMTL

= —^^^-7
; hence the tangent

PS is parallel to MT. The same

values prove also that PS = MT = the arc from P to the lowest

point. The locus of the point S is therefore the involute of the

catenary, and SN is its tangent, since PS must be normal to the

locus of S, being tangent to its evolute. The involute of the ca-

tenary is therefore a curve such that the intercept SN, on its tan-

gent between the point of contact and a fixed right line, is con-

stant.* Such a curve is called the tractrix.
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233. The equation of the tractrix can be obtained without

much difficulty. For the length between the foot of the ordinate

from S and the point N is V (^^ - y'} ; it also is, by. making «/ =

in the equation of the tangent, - ~— Hence the differential eqiia-
ay

tion of the curve is

which at once is made rational by putting z" = h^ - y-, and gives

d-x = "i
^ - dz.

A=- z^

We have then

Mog(^A±^--i^)-V(/.-y^).

It will be readily seen tliat the curve consists of four similar por-

tions, as in the dotted curve on the figiire ; and the construction

of the last Article shows at once geometrically how to draw a

tangent to the curve.

The syntraciri.v is the locus of a point Q on the tangent to the

tractrix, which divides into portions of given length the constant

Une SN. Let the co-ordinates of the point on the tractrix be x'y,

of those on the required locus ay ; let the length QN = k, then we

shall have ky = Jiy ; and

and since, by the equation of the tractrix,

.•W(A-y'0 = Alog{^±-^^^)},

tiiat of the syntractrix will be

.W(A--yO = Hog{ ^'^^y-^) }.

234:. The tractrix is a particular case of the general problem

of equl-tangential curves, where it is required to find a curve such

that the intercept on the tangent between the curve and a fixed

tained by James Bemonilli in 1691. Gi^orr (in his Examples, p. 134) refers to what

would seem to be an interesting memoir by Professor Wallace on this curre (Edinbnigh

Transactions, vol siv. p. 625).
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directrix shall be constant. We may next mention the problem

of " curves of pursuit," which we cannot better lay before the

reader than by copying the passage where the question seems to

have been first proposed.

" M. Dubois-Ayme se promenait sur le bord de la mer; il

aper9ut a quelque distance, quelqu'un de sa connaissance, et se

mit a courlr pour I'atteindre ; son chien, qui s'etait ecarte, courut

vers lui en decrivant une courbe dont I'empreinte resta sur le

sable. M. Dubois, revenant sur ses pas, fut frappe de la regularite

de cette courbe, et il en chercha lequation, en supposant, 1°, que

le chien se dirigeait constamment vers lendroit oij il voyait son

maitre ; 2°, que le maitre parcourait une ligne droite ; 3°, que les

vitesses du maitre et du chien etaient uniformes."*

The correct solution of the problem appears to have been first

given by M. de St. Laurent, Gergonne's Annales, vol. xiii. p. 145.

civ
The intercept made by the tangent on the axis of ?/ is y - x -—-,

and by hypothesis the increment of this is to be proportional to

the increment of the arc, or putting -4- = Pi

- xdp = h'\/ (1 + p'^) dx,

log «'' + log {p+ }/(l + p'^) + log A = 0,

2p = A"^ «"'' - Aw\

2w = C - -,
—- «'« - -—- «-''»!.

^ h+1 h-1

This curve will then be algebraic, except in the case when /j= 1,

when we have to substitute log x for y—- •

235. The involute of the circle is another transcendental curve

whose equation can be obtained without much difficulty. This

is equivalent to the following problem :
" If on the tangent at

any point P of a circle there be taken a portion, PQ, such that it

shall be equal to the arc AP measured from any fixed point A ; to

find the locus of Q." Let the radius of the circle = a, the centre

* Correspondance sur I'^cole polytechniquc, ii. 275.
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being 0, and the radius vector CQ = p ; let

PCA = ^, QCA = 0. Then PQ = V (p' - a^)
;

and it also = a^ by hypothesis ; but

= + cos"^ —
P

Hence the polar equation of the locus is

^^-^^ = d + cos-' —
a p

The involute of the circle is the locus of the intersection of tan-

gents drawn at the points where any ordinate meets a circle and

the corresponding cycloid.

236. We shall conclude this Chapter with some account of

spirals. In these curves referred to polar co-ordinates, the radius

vector is not a periodic function of the angle, but one which gives

an infinity of different values when we substitute w = 0, lo-'iir + Q,

toi = 47r + 0, Ac. The same right line then meets the curve in an

infinity of points, and the curve is transcendental. Let us first

take the spiral of Archimedes, which is the path described by a

point receding uniformly from the origin, while the radius vector

on which it travels moves also uniformly round the origin. The
polar equation of the curve is then

p = ati).

This spiral is the locus of the foot of the perpendicular on the

tangent to the involute discussed in the last Article. For, from

the nature of evolutes, the tangent to the locus of Q is perpen-

dicular to PQ ; and the length of the perpendicular on that tan-

gent from C will = PQ = a^, and <j> is proportional to the angle

this perpendicular makes with a fixed line. Hence, too, the reci-

procal of the involute is the hyperbolic spiral po) = a, which we

shall discuss in the next Article. The spiral of Archimedes is

one of a family included in the general equation p = aw", in all

which the tangent approaches more nearly to being perpendicular

to the radius vector the further the point recedes from the origin.

For ^-j— = — ; therefore (p. 10.) the tangent of the angle made
up I)

""

by the radius vector with tlie tangent increases as tu increases, but

does not actually become infinite imtll w is infinite.
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237. We have just mentioned the equation of the hyperbolic

spiral pw = a. This spiral has an asymptote parallel to the line

from which oj is measured ; for the perpendicular from any point

of the spiral on this line is p sin w =
, which, when w va-

nishes, and p becomes infinite, has the finite value a. Or again,

we might calculate the length of the perpendicular from the ori-

gin on the tangent. The tangent of the angle made by the radius

vector with the tangent is ^r- = - «"
I
hence the perpendicular is

, which, when p becomes infinite, Is = a. The form of
dp

the curve is then as here given.

The polar subtangent of the hy-

perbolic spiral is constant. The

arc AB of the circle described

with the radius OA to any point

of the curve is obviously con-

stant.

Another spiral worth mentioning is the lituus p'w = a" ; this

also has an asymptote, viz., the line from which w is measured;

for the distance of any point of it from this line, p slno) = ,

poj

decreases indefinitely as p increases, and lo consequently dimi-

nishes.

238. We shall mention in the last place the logarithmic spiral,

p = a". In this curve p increases indefinitely with w ; when to is

it = 1, and diminishes further for negative values of w, but it

does not vanish until w becomes negative infinity; hence the

curve has an Infinity of convolutions before reaching the pole.

One of the fundamental properties of this curve is, that it cuts all

the radii vectores at a constant angle, for C--— becomes the modu-
clp

lus of the system of logarithms which has a for its base ; the

angle, therefore, made by the radius vector with the tangent

always has this modulus for its tangent. From this property we
at once obtain the rectification of the curve ; for if we consider
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tlie elemeutaiy triangle wliicli has tlie element of the arc for its

bypothenuse, and the increment of the radius vector for one side,

we see that the element of the are is equal to the increment of

the radins vector multiplied hy the secant of this constant angle,

and hence that any arc is equal to the difference of the extreme

radii vectores multiplied by the secant of the same angle. The
entire length, measured from any point P to tlie pole being

psecO, is constructed by erecting at the pole OQ perpendicular

to OP ; PQ will then be the required length. The locus of Q will

evidentlj^ be an involute of the curve, but the angles of tlie tri-

angle OPQ being constant, OQ is proportional to OP; and it

makes with OP a right angle, the locus of Q is therefore also a

logarithmic spiral, constructed by turning round the radii vec-

tores of the given curve through a right angle, and altering them

iu a fixed ratio. Converselj^ the evolute of a logarithmic spiral

is a logarithmic spiral. The loci:s of the foot of the perpendicu-

lar on the tangent is likewise a logarithmic spiral, for it also bears

a fixed ratio to the radius vector, and makes with it a constivnt

a3ii>le. The caustics hv reflexion" and refraction, the light being

incident from the pole, ai'e likewise logarithmic spirals.*

* The logarithmic spiral was imairiueA bv Dos CirttB, and some of its properties dis-

covered by him. The properties of its reproducing itself in varioos ways, as stated above,

Tvere discoveje^i by James Bemonilli, and excited his "vvann admiration. The eonclusioa

of his paper on this curve (in the Acta Eruditorum, An. ICO'2. p. 21il) h:is been cited by

Dean Ttacock in his Exiimples, and copied by more than one other wiiter, but I cannot

bring myself to omit so fine a specimen of maiheiuatic enthusiasm.

*• Cum autem ob proptietatem tarn singtUarem taiuque admirabilem mire mihi placeat

spira hav mirabilis. sic ut ejus contempLitione satiari vix qneam ; cogita\-i, illam ad

vari;»s res sj-mbolice reprsesentandiis non iuconcinne adhiberi posse. Quoniam enim sem-

per sibi similem et eandem spiram giguit, utcimque volvatnr, evolvaiur, radiet; hinc pote-

nt esse vel sobolis {^arentibus per omnia similis emblema : su»illima Jilia matri : vel (si

rem ivtemse veritatis Fidei mysieriisaccommodare non est prohibitimi) ipsias ."eternae ^e-

neratioDis i'ilii, qui Patris -v-elati imago, et ab illo ut lumen a lumine emanans, eidem

I iiooiW«ot" existit, qnaliscimque adumbratio. Aut, si mavis, quia curva nostra mirabilis

in ipsa mutatione scn\per sibi constantissirae manet similis et numero eadem, potent esse

vel (brtitudinis et eonstantia? in adversitaiil us : vel etiam camis nostrte post varias alte-

rationes et tandem ipsam quoque mortem, ejusdem numero resurrecturse symbolum ; adeo

quidem ut si Archimedem imitaudi hodieuum consnciudo obticeret, libenter spinun h.nnc

tnmulo meo jnl>erem incidi cum Epigraphe : Eadcm nnmrro mxlala rtstis-cet.'
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CHAPTER VI.

GENERAL METHODS.

TRANSFORMATION OF CURVES.

239. We purpose to devote this Chapter to an account of

some general methods, by which the properties of one curve may

be derived from those of another. Of this kind are the methods

of projections and of reciprocal polars, explained in the former

part of this treatise, but we now mean to resume the subject from

a general analytical point of view. If in the equations of any

number of curves we substitute ^, ij, ^, for x, y, s respectively,

^r\Z, being any functions of the co-ordinates, we shall obtain anew
system of curves corresponding each to one of the first system.

We shall first confine our attention to the case of colUnear trans-

formation, when ^i}2 represent right lines, when, consequently,

(?r)Q always represents a curve of the same degree as ^ (««/«) ;

when, therefore, every right line of the first system has a right

line corresponding in the second, and every point of the first sys-

tem has one, and but one, point corresponding to it in the second.

Since ^i]^, expressed in terms oi xyz, contain each three constants,

there are nine constants employed in the entire transformation

;

but since the new curve will be the same if its equation be di-

vided by any constant, the method of collinear transformation can

only be considered as involving eight arbitrary constants.

240. To a pencil offour right lines meeting in a point corres-

ponds a pencil lohose anharmonia ratio is the same.

For we have seen {Conies, p. 52) that the anharmonic ratio

of the pencil L - aM, L - ^-M, L - cM, L - dM, is
C'^"^-') («-^)

{a-c) (b-d)

a quantity not depending on the functions L, M; but by the
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transformation in question these four lines become X - Oju, X - bix,

X - c)x, X - dfi, where X, fi are what L, M become when 5j)2^ are

substituted for d-yz ; these represent four lines meeting in a point

whose anharmonic function is the same as that of the first pencil.

It follows then, also, that to four points on a right line correspond

four other points on a right line whose anharmonic function is

the same.

241. These results hold whether or not the lines mjz, 5j)S be

in the same plane. If they be in the same plane, it is to be re-

marked that to every line will in general correspond a different

one, according as the first line is considered as belonging to the

first or the second system. Thus to the line ^ of the second sys-

tem corresponds the line x of the first ; but if £ were considered

as belonging to the first system, its equation must admit of being

expressed in the form as + Jy + « = 0, and then to it would cor-

respond, in the second system, the line a? + br\ + cZ, a line which

will in general be different from the line x.

We can give a geometrical construction for the process of

finding the line corresponding to a given one. First, let the line

pass through one of tlie points xy. Then to any line Ax + By

corresponds A? + Bij, which must intersect the former on the

conic .ri/ = ^. This conic is given ; hence to find the line cor-

responding to one which passes through the point xy we have

only to join the point where the given line meets this given conic

to the point S?j. Similarly the line corresponding to one through

.i-c, or through j/r, is found by joining the point where this line

cuts .rS = S- , or yZ = :^h to ^, or t)^.

To find now the point corresponding to any given one, wp
have only to join tlie given point Xo.ry and to xz, and to construct

the two corresponding lines, whose intersection will give the cor-

responding point required. To construct the line corresponding

to any given one, we have only to construct the points corres-

ponding to any two points of it (which may, for simplicity, be

taken on x, y, or r), and the line joining those wiU be the re-

quired line.

^42. It appears fiom this construction that iltere are three
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points which are the same for both systems ; for tliese are three

points common to the three conies (p. 157),

X y s

and from the foregoing construction it appears that to the line

joining one of these points to xy answers the line joining it to ^jj,

and to the line joining it to xz answers the line joining it to ^^;

the point of intersection, therefore, is the same for both systems.

The lines joining the three points are of course also the same

for both systems.

243. Let a, b, c be any three lines in one system, a, j3, y the

corresponding lines in the other system ; then to any line, Ka +

BS + Cc, of the one system will correspond Aa + B]3 + C-y of the

other. For let

a = L« + M?/ + N^;, a = L? + Mrj + N?,

S = Lj« + M,y + N^s, /3 = La? + M^,, + N^^,

c = Ls* + Isl^y + Na^, 7 = Lj? + Marj + Ns^,

then it is evident that the equations which express x, y, z in

terms of a, 5, c, and ?> i?, Z, in terms of a, ]3, 7, will have the same

coefficients, and, therefore, that if the equation of any curve be

transformed from a function of xyz to a function of aha, the cor-

responding curve, when transformed from a function of ^rj? to a

function of ajSy, will still have the same coefficients as the other.

Hence, then, if a, ]3, -y be the three lines whose position is the

same for both systems, the transformation of this method must

simply be to alter the equation of any curve of the first system,

^ (a, /3, 7) = 0, into ^ (/a, ?7(j3, W7) = 0, when we shall have the cor-

responding curve of the other system.

244. The method of projections is, as we have already re-

marked, a case of this collinear transformation. In this method

the line joining any two corresponding points passes through a

fixed point, viz., the vertex of the projecting cone; and any two

corresponding lines intersect on a certain fixed line, viz., the in-

tersection of the two planes of section. If one of the planes were

turned about this line so as to be brought to coincide with the

other, the figures would still have the property that the line join-
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ing two corresponding points would pass through a fixed point;

for consider the triangles formed by three pair of corresponding

lines ; and since the corresponding sides intersect in a right line,

the lines joining corresponding vertices meet in a point. It is

easy to form the most general equation of such a system. Let

a.v + by + i\: = be the equation of the line on which the corres-

ponding lines intei-sect, tlien it is evident that tlie equations of

?Q^ (the lines corresponding to .vt/z) will be of the form

? = rt'.« + by + c: = 0,

I) = a.f + b'y + fc = 0,

Z = a,v + by + c''~ = 0,

a s\ stem involving three constants less than in the general case,

and therefore only five in all.

We sliall call the point at which the lines joining correspond-

ing points meet, the pole of the system, and the line on which
corresponding lines intersect, the aa^u of the system. By sub-

tiaoting successively each pair of the equations just written, it

will be seen that the pole of the sj'stem whose equations we have

written is given by tlie equations

{a - a) .V = (b - b')y = {c ~ c) :.

The simplest forms of the equations of projective transformation

;ue derived as follows : Any line passing through the pole is the

same for the new figure ; for any two points of it have correspond-

ing to tliem two points on the same line. Hence if the pole be

taken at the point xy, the two lines .« and y are unaltered by

transformation ; and any other line, A.c + B_i/ + Cc = 0, has cor-

responding to it, A.r + B_(/ + CX = 0. the two lines intei-secting on

the fixed axis, c - ^ = 0. Any line A.f + Bv = passing through

the pole evidently remains unchanged.

245. Converselv, if two eoUinear figures in the same plane

have tlie property that any corresponding lines intersect on a

fixed axis, one of the figures maybe considered as a projection of

the other. For let the plane of one of the figures be turned round

this axis, and consider any three paii-s of corresponding points,

ABC, abc. the cori-esponding sides of these triangles intersect-

insr ill I-. ^I. N. Then when the plane is turned round, \a, B^
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must still intersect (since the lines AB, ab intersect in N, and are

therefore in the same plane) ; and by the theory of transversals

B5 cuts Aa when produced in the same ratio as before the

figures were turned round. But in like manner Cc, and the line

joining any other pair of corresponding points, meets Aa in the

very same point.

246. The general coUinear method of transformation, contain-

ing three constants more than the projective method, appears at

first sight a more powerful instrument of research, and we should

expect to arrive, by its means, at extensions of known theorems

more general than those with which the method of projections

had furnished us. It is obvious, however, that if a figure were

transferred bodily to some other position, we should have a colli-

near transformation, in which to every line of the first figure

would correspond a line of the second figure, but yet which would

give us no new geometrical information. Now we owe to M.

Magnus the remark, that the most general collinear transformation

may be reduced to a projective transformation by turning the

figure round a given angle, and then moving it for a given length

along a given direction; these three latter constants being just

the number by which the collinear transformation appears to be

more general than the projective.

To see this, we must first observe, that if a figure be moved in

any direction without twisting, since all lines remain parallel to

their first position, the position of every point at infinity remains

unaffected by the operation.

Next, let the whole figure be made to turn round any fixed

point, and any systems of parallel lines will still remain a system

of parallel lines, although no longer parallel to its former direc-

tion ; hence any point at infinity will still remain at infinity, and

therefore the line at infinity is the same for the figure in both its

functions. Moreover, since any circle will remain a circle, how-
ever it be moved, we see that the two circular points at infinity

will not be disturbed, no matter how the figure be moved.

If then it be required to move a figure so as to have a projec-

tive position with a given collinear figure, let the two circular

points be w, w, the two corresponding points of the second figure
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0, o', since no motion of tlie first figure can alter the position of

w and h)', the only possible position of the required pole of the

two figures is the point X, where the lines oo>, oV intersect. Let

then the first figure be moved so as to bring the point I, which

corresponds to A, to coincide with it. Moreover, let the first

figure be turned about I so as to bring m, /n (any other pair of

corresponding points) into a line with I; then we say that the two

figures will have a projective position, and the line joining any

other two corresponding points, n, v, must also pass through I. For

the anharmonic ratio of [l.wio'nv] = [l.oo'mn] (Art. 240), and

since three lines of the system are the same for both, the fourth

must also be the same for both. M. Magnus's theorem has then

been proved.

247. There is no difficulty in expressing analytically the

geometrical theory of the last Article. Thus if it be reqiiired to

find the co-ordinates of the point I in the case of the general trans-

formation, we are, first, by the theory just laid down, to find the

line om joining tlie point {x + i/y/ —l,z) to

this will be

(fta-flsV'-l) {(a.v + bt/ + c;) + (oyX + b^y + Ciz) ^Z - 1}

- {oi + 6 + (6i - a) V"- 1} (fl3« + b^y + c^z) = 0,

or (aSa - a^b) .v + {(hbi - Oih) y + [ (cba - <hb) + (CjOa - CaOi) } :

+ y/ -1 {(aibi-bia3).v+{abi-aj>)y + (cib3 -biC^) ~ + (ae^-ca^)~] = 0.

The line joining wV will only differ from this in the sign of the

quantity multiplying i/-l. The point required is therefore the

intersection of the two lines found by putting the real and imagi-

nary part of the equation separately = 0.

It is not necessary to dwell on particular species of coUinear

transformation, such, for example, as similarity. We may only

mention one kind of collinear relation, in which the area of any

space on the one figure is equal to that of the corresponding space

on the other figure. It is easy to see that such a transformation

is possible. For let the triangle formed bv a-i/: be equal to that

formed by ?t|2^, then, if we take any point O on the first figure, it
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will be easy to determine a corresponding point o on the second,

such that Oxy = o^r\ and Oxz = oE,Z ',
and therefore that Oi/z = or\^;

and the triangle formed by any three points OPQ will be equal

to that formed by opq, the corresponding points so determined.

This species of collinear relation differs from orthogonal pro-

jection just as the general collinear relation differs from projection

in general.

248. Next, let the equation ^ {xyz) = be transformed into

^ (Si?^) = 0, where xyz are trilinear co-ordinates, and £r)2 tan-

gential co-ordinates; then to every point of one system answers a

line of the other; and to the line joining two points of one system

the intersection of the corresponding lines of the other.

If we wish to employ trilinear co-ordinates only, and to express

the general equation of the line corresponding to any given point

xyz; since the perpendiculars on this line from the points xy^

yz, zx are to be proportional to the perpendiculars from the cor-

responding point on three fixed lines, the equation of that line

must be of the form

{aiX + hiy + Ciz") x + {a^x + h„y + c..^') y + (fl^iX + 1^1) + c^) z = 0.

This is an equation involving eight constants, and would coincide

with the equation of the polar of a point with regard to a conic

section, only if bi = a^, Cj = 0^, b^ = c^; the latter equation involv-

ing but five constants.

The anharmonic ratio of any pencil on the one system is equal

to that of the corresponding four points of the other system ; for

L -aM, L - &M, L - cM, L - ^M, have (« " ^) i^zA for their
(a - c) (6 - a)

anharmonic ratio, whether L, M mean equations in line or point

co-ordinates.

249. In the general case every point has a different line cor-

responding to it when the point is considered as belonging to the

first and to the second system. Thus the equation just written

expresses the relation between any point x'y'z of the first system

and any point xyz on a corresponding line of the second system.

If now the latter point be fixed, and the first variable, we have,
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for the equation of the line of the first system corresponding to

any point of the second,

{aix + a^y + ffar')* + (^i''-'' + hy + isz')y + (ci«' + c^' + c^z') z=0.

In the case of reciprocals, with regard to a conic, the same

line corresponds to a point, whether that point be considered as

belonging to the first or second system ; but this is not true in

general.

250. In order to give a geometric construction for the line

corresponding to any point, we shall first inquire the locus of the

points which lie on their polars. This is obviously

a^x^ + (aa + ^>i) xy + h^y'^ + {b, + c,) yz + (^3 + d) .rs + c^z' = U = 0,

and is the same conic whether the point be considered as belong-

ing to the first or to the second system. We shall call this the

pole conic.

Next let us seek the envelope of lines which pass through

their poles. Now the line ux + vy + wz (where xyz is a point

on the conic just written) touches (see Conies, p. 328)

(bl + o| + 2 ?)j('2 - -ibx^) ifi+ (iuibi+4:aiC2-2a.,a3-2a.Xi- 26ia3 - 2biCi) icv

+ {al+c\+2aiCi-4aiC3)v'+(ibia3+4b-iCi-2aib3-2a..c2-2bib3-2biCi)uw

+ (al + bl+2aJh-iaib3)w''+(4:aiC3+4:biC3-2ciC.,-2a3b3~2cib3-2c.,a3)uv

= 0.

The envelope is therefore a conic, which we shall call the polar

conic, and which is also the same whether the lines in question

belong to the first or ^o the second system.

Hence, then, we have at once the polar of any point on the

pole conic. For fi-om that point draw two tangents to the polar

conic, and one of these is the polar when the given point is consi-

dered to belong to the first system ; and the other, when it is con-

sidered to belong to the second system.

Or conversely, to find the pole of any tangent to the polar

conic. We have only to take the two points where this line meets

the pole conic, and one of these points is its pole in the first, and

the other in the second system. For by the definition the pole

must be on the given line, and must therefore be a point on the

pole conic.

2h
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Let it be required now to find the polar of any point O. Draw

from it two tangents, OTi, OT2, to tlie polar conic. Let OTi
meet the pole conic in the points A1A2, and let OT^ meet it in

the points B1B2. Then if Ai be the point in the first system

which corresponds to OTi, and Bi that which corresponds to OT2,

plainly AjBi is the line which corresponds to O. Similarly, A2B2

is the other polar of O.

Or, to find the pole of a given line meeting the pole conic in

the points AB, from these draw tangents APi, APj, BQi, BQ2 to

the polar conic; and if APi, BQ, be the lines in the first system,

which are the polars of A, B, their intersection gives the point in

the first system, which is the pole of AB. And, in like manner,

the intersection of APj, BQ2 gives the pole of AB in the second

system.

The reader will readily see how these constructions reduce to

the ordinary polar reciprocals if a^ = bi, 63 = c^, Ci = a^. The pole

and polar conic will then coincide, the polar of any point on that

conic is the tangent at that point; and the polar of any other

point is the same for both systems, and is the line joining the points

of contact of tangents from the point to the conic.

251. It follows at once from these principles that in the gene-

ral case the pole conic and the polar conic have double contact

with each other. For take any point of intersection, its two polars

coincide with the tangent at that point to the polar conic ; the

two poles of this line must therefore coincide, and therefore the

two points where it meets the pole conic must coincide, therefore

the tangent to the polar conic at their intersection must touch the

pole conic also. The same thing is proved for their other point

of intersection. Mr. Cayley has proved the same thing analyti-

cally, by showing that if U = be the equation of the pole conic,

that of the polar conic (found by putting for u, v, w their values in

the equation of the last Article) may be thrown into the form

[ic (fli^a - biUa + UiCi - aiCi) + y (b^Ci - bid + b^a^ - b^a^

+ z {c^a, - c^a^ + Cibs - Csbi)
]

'

+ 4U. Iai(c2b3 - b^Cs) + a^ibiCs - b^cC) + a3{biCi - b^ci)] = 0,

a form which shows at once that it has double contact with U.
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252. There are three points iu the general case whose polars

are the same with regard to both systems. For let the equations

of the polars in each system be

ux + ry + tec = 0, and UiX + v^ + u\: = 0,

then the system of equations

M V w

has already been shown to be satisfied for three points. And the

theory laid down in the last Article shows at once what the three

points are. For the two points of contact of the pole and polar

conies have each the same polar in both systems, viz., tlie com-

mon tangents at these points ; and the point at which tliese tan-

gents intersect has also the same polar in both systems, viz., the

chord of contact of the conies.

There are then three points which have the same polar in

both systems ; and two of these points lie on their polars, but

tlie third does not.

253. It is desirable to show that in the constructions which

we have given no ambiguity occurs, and that we need be at no

loss to know, of the two poles of a given line, which belongs to

tlie first, and which to the second system.

Since two conies having double contact may always be pro-

jected into two similar concentric conies, we use these in the

figure for greater simplicity.

Let A, B be the two poles of any

tangent to the polar conic, then of the

two poles of any other tangent A„ Bi,

A I will belong to the first system, since

if AB were moved round to coincide

with AiBi. A would coincide with Ai, and B with Bj. The dis-

tinction between the points may be readily made by the help of

the following theorem : " AjB and AB, are parallel in the case

of two concentric conies ; and by the method of projections, in

the general case, intereect on the chord of contact of the conies."

Reciprocally, ifwe di-aw tangents to the polar conic from two

points on the pole conic, we must so number them, ooi, oa,,

pbiffb,, that the line joining the intei-section of oa,./'^s to that of
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oo-i, phi may pass through the pole of the chord of contact of the

conies.

254. The number of constants in the general case of recipro-

cals only exceeding by three the number of constants in the case

of reciprocals with regard to a conic, it is natural to inquire whe-

ther the latter does not only differ from the former by displace-

ment of the figure. It is evident, at any rate, that the general

reciprocal ux + vy + wz is only a projection (as in Art. 246) of the

reciprocal, with regard to a conic, x^ + yr\ + zt,, and that therefore

the use of skew reciprocals can lead to no geometric theorem,

which we might not obtain by combining the use of ordinary re-

ciprocals with the method of projections.

It is very easy to see what must be the first step, If it be

required to move the two figures into such a position that the

polar of every point may be the same, no matter to which system

that point be considered to belong. For since the position of the

line at infinity is unaffected by any displacement of the figure,

we must begin by taking its pole in each system, and then moving

the systems so that these points shall be brought to coincide.

The pole and polar conies will then become concentric and simi-

lar, this point being their common centre.

255. Now we say, that if by turning the figures round their

common centre O, they can be given such a position that the

polar of any point. A, at infinity, shall be the same line, OB, for

both systems ; then if the polar of any other point, C, at infinity,

be the line OD for the first system, it must be also so for the se-

cond system. For the anharmonic ratio of the four points of the

first system, ABCD, is equal to the corresponding pencil of the

second system, viz., OB.OA.OD.OX; and since three legs of

this pencil are the same as of that which measures the other, OX
must coincide with 00, or the polar of the point D must be the-

same whether it belong to the first or second system, so also must

then the polar of 0.

Since now the circular points at infinity are unmoved by any

turning of the figure, we have only to take the two polars of

either of these points, which in general will not pass through the

point, and turn either figure round, so as to bring these polars to
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coincide ; and then, from what has been just proved, the polars

of every other point will coincide.

256. We can readily obtain an expression for the angle

through which the figure is to be turned. The two figures being

in a concentric position, and the origin being the centre, it is

readily seen that the most general equations of the two polars of

any point are

{ttiX + biy") X + (a^' + hiy) y + c, = 0,

and (ai.«' + a-^') ai + {bio;' + b^") y + c^ = 0.

The two polars of the point at infinity, for which y = x \/ - 1, are

(ai + bi'\/-l)x + (ch + b^y/-!) y = 0,

and (ai + a^-\/-l) X + (bi + bi-\/-l)y = 0;

and tlie angle through which one of these lines must be turned

to coincide with the other is the difference of the ansrles whose

tangents are

fli + 5i v/
- 1 T fli + Oj \/ -

1

eh+ biy/-l bi + biy/-l'

but this is the real angle whose tangent is -^

—

^^

257. Or the same result may more simply be obtained as fol-

lows : If in general the line of the second system corresponding

to the point .v'y' in the first, be

(di.c' + bit/') .1- + {a^v + b-2y') it + Ci, = 0;

then when the second system is turned round an angle 6, the

equation of this line will become

{a^x + Ji^*) (.( cos - y sin 0) + (a^x' + b^') (x^nO+y cos 6) + <h = 0,

or {(aicos0+aasin0).r'+ (biCosO + b^smO) y'] .r

+ {(flaCosO - aisin0).!*'+ (biCosd - bi^jid) y] y + Cj = 0.

But the locus of points of the first system whose polars pass

through .i-y, tliat is to say, the line corresponding to x'y, consi-

dered as belonging to the transformed system, will be

;(a,cos0 + a^sinO) .r + (i7.,cos0 - a, sin0)yj x

+ {{bi cos 6 + bi sin 6) x + (6j cos - b^ sin 6) v I y - O = 0.
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This line will always coincide with the other, if we have

6iCos0 + ^jsinO = ttiCOsO - aisinfl;

or, as before,

tanfl =
bi + Gi

258. We shall touch but lightly on the more general transfor-

mations of <j> {xyz) to (?JiS), where %r\Z, are any functions of the

co-ordinates. It is unnecessary to discuss further the case where

?r)^ are tangential co-ordinates, since, by the last case, we can

first transform, so that ^jj? shall be linear functions of these co-

ordinates, and afterwards, by the methods now to be explained,

transform these to higher functions of the same co-ordinates.

If now we alter ^ {xyz) into ^ (a:^, y^, z^), or, what is the same

thing, (?r)^) into 0(?V?O> t° ^^J point of the one figure will

answer four of the other ; to any right line, ax + by + cz, will an-

swer the conic ax^ + by^ + cz', touching the sides of the triangle

xyz ; to any right line a^ + bri + cZ, will answer the conic a?' +

bri^ + cZ,'^ ; to any conic ax'^ + by'' + cz'' + 2dyz + 2ezx + 2fxy will

answer the curve of the fourth degre, ax + by + cz + 2dyh^ +

2ez^x^ + 2fx^yi = 0. The equation of this conic may be written

in the form

X yhr ((i-l^y^M^y ^(?-£f)^'V

It follows, then, that the transformed curve of the fourth degree

will be of the form
ax^ + byi + cz^ + dw^ = 0,

having the lines xyz for double tangents, and having three double

points. The transformed curve will be a conic if any two of the

quantities d, e,f = 0.

Thus, then, any theorem concerning points, right lines, and

conies may be transformed to a theorem concerning points, conies

touching three fixed lines, and curves of the fourth degree having

double contact with these lines.

259. Again, if we substitute for ^ {x, y, z), («"', y-\ a"'), we
shall alter any right line, ax + by + cz, into a conic ayz + bzx + cxy,

circumscribing the triangle xyz, and any conic into a curve of the
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fourth degree having the vertices of this triangle for double
points, viz.,

afz^ + irV + c.«y + 2xi/z {dx + eij +fz) = 0.

This curve has three cusps when the conic touches the sides of
the ti'iangle a-yz.

By these and similar transformations it is easy, from any
known theorem, to derive a multitude of new ones ; but in the
majority of cases the derived theorems are so complicated as to

be scarcely worth writing down.

The general transformation of ^ (.r", ?/", z") for (,r^;) assumes
a simple form when the line z is at infinity, and x, y pass through
the two imaginary circular points. Transforming to polar co-

ordinates, the equations of these two latter lines are

jo(cos0+ /-lsin0) = O;

and jvhen we substitute for these functions their «" powers, it is

equivalent to substituting p" for p, and n% for 0. "We are led then

to a method of transformation suggested by M. Chasles,* -s-iz., in

the polar equation of a curve to substitute p" for p, and n% for 0.

260. We shall exemplify this method of transformation first

in the most simple case. Let us take on every radius vector of a

curve a portion equal to its reciprocal, and we transform the equa-

tion of any curve p = (p6 into - = <pd. Thus every right line,

r

p cos (o = p, is transformed into a circle through the origin

p = p cos ti), and vice versa ; any other circle remains a circle

(routes, p. 99) ; the eqiiilateral hyperbola, p^ cos2aj = a^, becomes

the lemniscata p^ = a'cos-(u; the focal parabola, p*cos^w = f/,

becomes the cardioide p^ = a cos J hi ; any conic becomes in gene-

* I ascxlbe this method of transformation to M. Chasles, because I know that I was

familiar with it, and belieyed it to be his, long before the publication of any of the other

papers on the subject cited below. The only writing of M. Chasles I can now refer to is

Xote xxi. p. 352, of the Aperya Historlque, which, however, only treats of the case where

«= ^ I cannot tell whether I was led to the general method as an obvious extension of

this, or whether some paper on the subject may not be found among M. Chasles's many

contributions to scientific periodicals. If not, this method is to be considered due to Mr.

Boberls, who gives several applications of it in a paper of which I have made use here

(I.iouville, xiii. 209).
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ral a curve of the fourth degree, having the two circular infinite

points for double points, and also the origin for another ; the curve

is the limagon if the origin be the focus of the conic ; the curve is

only of the third degree if the origin be on the conic; it will still

have the origin for a double point, and the two circular infinite

points will be on the curve.

Ex. 1. " The three points of inflexion of such a curve of the

third degree lie on a right line." Hence we deduce :
" There are

three points on a conic, whose osculating circles pass through a

given point on the curve, and these lie on a circle which passes

through that point."* The three points will be real for the case of

the ellipse, but two imaginary for the hyperbola.

Since a circle is always transformed into a circle by this me-

thod, it follows that "if a curve of the fourth degree have the two

circular points for double points, and also another double point,

then, through any point of the curve can be drawn three oscula-

ting circles, whose points of contact lie on a circle through the

given point." This theorem, however, may otherwise be ob-

tained, and may be extended, by transforming any curve of the

third degree passing through the two infinite circular points.

Ex. 2. " The feet of the perpendiculars on the sides of a

triangle from any point on the circumscribing circle lie on one

right line." Inversely, " If on three chords of a circle, AB, AC,
AD, as diameters, circles be described, the points of intersection

of these circles with each other lie on one right line."

Ex. 3. " The circle circumscribing any triangle whose sides

touch a parabola, passes through the focus." Inversely, if three

circles be described through the cusp to touch a cardioide, their

points ofintersection with each other lie on one right line.

Ex. 4. " If any right line meet a limagon in four points, the

sum of their distances from the pole is constant." Hence, " if a

circle through the focus meet a couic in four points, the sum of

the reciprocals of their distances from the focus is constant."

• This theorem wa8 given without demonstration by M. Steiner (Crelle, xxxii. 300);

the proof here given was communicated to me by Mr. Ingram. Another by M. Joachin-

stal will be found in Crelle, xxxvi. 95, where he also proves that the centre of gravity

of these three points is the centre of the ellipse.
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To the foot of the perpendicular on a tangent will correspond

the extremity of the diameter through the origin, of a circle de-

scribed through it to touch the curve, and the distance of this point

from the origin being double that of the centre of the circle, we
can deduce from the locus of tlie foot of the perpendicular on the

tangent to one curve, the locus of the centres of circles described

through the origin to touch the inverse curve. Thus from the

tlieorem that the locus of the foot of the perpendicular from the

focus on tlie tangent of a conic is a circle, we deduce (as Mr.

Stubbs has pointed out) " the locus of the centre of the circle

described through the double point of the limacon to touch the

curve, is a circle;' or otherwise, " the limagon may be generated

as the envelope of circles passing tlirough a given point, and

having their centres on a given circle.' Generally the reciprocal

of a curve is the locus of the centres of circles through the origin

to touch the inverse curve. Thus, " the envelope of a circle

passing through a given point, and having its centre on a parabola,

is a circular cubic with a double point: and having its centre on

any conic, is a bicircular curve of the fourth degree having a

finite double point."

261. We proceed to add illustrations of the general case of

M. Chasles's transformations ; viz., when p — <jno is altered to

p" = ^ (tin*). It is unnecessary to write down the effect of the

tiunsformation for curves of the form p'" = a cos mtj, which are

always altered to curves of the same family. A circle becomes

an oval of Cassini when n = 2, and a Uma^on when n = ^. Hence,

from Example 3 of the last Article, we have: " If three As be

described to touch a B, tieir points of intersection with each

other lie on a C-'

1. A, right line; B, focal pai'abola; C. circle through origin.

2. A, circle : B, cardioide ; C, right line.

3. A, central equilateral hyperbola : B, right line ; C, lemnis-

cata.

4. A, lemniscata ; B, circle tlirough origin; C, central equi-

hitei-al hyperbola.

Again, Ex. 4 of the last Article gives us: " If an A meet a B in
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four points, the sum of the «"" powers of their distances from the

origin is constant."

1. A, right line ; B, cardioide ; x, 1.

2. A, circle through origin; B, focal parabola; x, - 1.

3. A, central equilateral hyperbola ; B, circle through origin

;

X, 2.

4. A, lemnlscata; B, right line; w, - 2, &c.

262. Mr. Roberts has noticed that this method of transforma-

tion gives us theorems as to the angles at which curves intersect

each other. For the tangent of the angle made by the radius

vector with the tangent to a curve is (Art. 160) ~j— ; but this is

unaltered when we substitute ndu) for dw, and—- for — . Since
P P

then the angle between the tangent to one curve and the radius

vector is unaltered by transformation, the angle which two curves

of one system make with each other will be also unaltered.

The following examples are a few of several given in Mr. Ro-

berts' memoir

:

Ex. 1. " A system of parallel lines makes a constant angle

with another system of parallel lines." Hence the angle at which

two concentric equilateral hyperbolaB cut each other is constant,

if the angle between their axes be constant; or generally any

curve whose equation is of the form p" = a" cos ww cuts another

whose equation is p" = b" cos n(io-a) at a constant angle.

Ex. 2. " Griven base and vertical angle of a triangle, the locus

of vertex is a circle." Hence, " If two concentric equilateral

hyperbolae pass each through a fixed point, and cut at a given

angle, the locus of intersection is an oval of a Cassini." If the

curves be focal parabolse, the locus of intersection is a limagon.

Tangents at the extremities of a focal chord of a parabola cut

at right angles ; the same will consequently be true for the car-

dioide.

A system of concentric circles are cut orthogonally by a sys-

tem of right lines passing through the common centre. Hence a

system of confocal Cassinoids are cut orthogonally by a system of

concentric equilateral hyperbolee through the common foci. In
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like maimer can be found a system of Umagotis cut orthogonally

by a system of focal parabolse.*

GEOMETRICAL METHODS.

-(53. The present seems a convenient place for adding a few

useful geometrical theorems.

Among the methods Imagined for drawing tangents to curves,

before the invention of tlie differential calculus, that ofRoberval,in

which may be traced the germ of the method effluxions, deserves

to be mentioned. He considers a curve as generated by the mo-
tion of a point, and endeavours to resolve tliis motion into two
othere, such that the ratio of these components shall be known

;

then the diagonal of the parallelogram formed by them will be

the tangent to the curve. One or two examples will serve to il-

lustrate the spirit of his method. The point which describes a

cycloid has two motions, one progressive, parallel to the base,

another rotatory roimd the generating circle; and tlie velocities

of these motions are equal, since the point will move round the

entire circle in the same time that it moves through a space equal

to the circumference along the base. Hence, if through a point

on the curve we draw a parallel to the base, and a tangent to the

generating circle when passing through the point, and if on these

lines we take equal portions, and complete the parallelogram of

which these are the sides, the diagonal will be the tangent. Si-

milarly for the curtate and prolate cycloids, the only difference

being that the length measured along the tangent is now to be in

a ffiren ratio to that measured along the parallel to base. In like

manner the point describing an epicycloid has two motions, one

• The priiK'ipal part of the theory of transformations, given above, is talven firom

Piiiolior's System der Analytisclien Geometrie, Abschnitt i. § 3. I have also made use

of Mr. Cayley's papers on the same subject; Liomille, xiv. 40, sv. 351 ; Cambridge and

l">nblin Math. Jour., iii. 173 ; and of M. Chasles's .ind Mr. Eoberts' memoirs, already cited.

Mr. Stubbs published a Paper on Inverse Curves in Brewster's Philosophical Magazine,

vol. s:siii. The reader will tUso find a variety of examples of the invert transformation

iu lepers with which I have lateljr become aoqnainted, published by Mr. Stubbs !ind Mr.

Ingram in the Transactions of the Dublin Philosophical Society. The method which is

the subject of Art, '26-1 is taken from Chasles, Apeiyn, p. o4S. See also Lionville, vol. x.

14S, it! I, wUei« the same method is applied to finding centres of cur\-ature. Art. 267 is

written from my recoUection of some articles in Poncelefs Projective Properties.
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round the circumference of the moving circle, the other round the

centre of the fixed circle; therefore we are to take equal portions

on a tangent to the moving circle, and on a perpendicular to the

line joining the centres, and complete the parallelogram as before.

So again, for a point describing an hyperbola or an ellipse, the

motion in the direction of one focal radius vectoris equal, or equal

and opposite to that in the direction of the other.

264. Roberval's method admits but of limited application in

practice, as it is not always easy to see two motions whose ratio

can be recognised, and into which the motion of the describing

point can be resolved. It is often more convenient to use the

following extension, by M. Chasles, of Des Cartes' method (Art.

222) of drawing a tangent to a roulette, and which, though not

universally applicable, is so in many important cases : If a plane

figure receive any small motion in its plane, there will be always

(Art. 246) one point which for the instant remains unmoved,

and about which, therefore, all the other points ofthe figure may
be considered as, for the instant, describing circles, and through

which, consequently, will pass the normal to the path described

by any other point of the figure. Hence if any curve can be con-

sidered as described by a point on a moving figure, and if we can

perceive the directions of the motion of any two points of the

moving figure, the intersection of the normals to their paths will

give the instantaneous centre through which the normal to the

curve must pass.

Ex. 1. A line of constant length moves between two directrices;

to find the tangent to the path described by any point of it. Here

the extremities of the line describe given curves, the intersection

of the normals to which gives the instantaneous centre through

which the normal must pass. Thus if a line of constant length

move between two right lines, the locus of any point will be an

ellipse, the normal to which is constructed by joining the point

to the intersection of perpendiculars to the fixed lines at the ex-

tremities of the moving line.

Ex. 2. To construct the tangent to a conchoid, the directrix being

any curve. Here if we consider the right line through the pole as

the moving figure, one extremity of it moves on the directrix (a
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right line for the conchoid of Nicomedes ; a circle for the Kma-

gon, &c.) ; the other extremity at the pole moves for the instant

along the right line itself. Hence we must erect at the pole a per-

pendicular to the radius vector to meet the normal to the direc-

trix at the extremity of the radius vector; the line joining their

intersection to the describing point wi]l be normal to the curve.

The application of similar methods to the determination of

centres of curvature "will be found, Liouville, x. 148, 264.

265. If it be required to find the point of contact of a moving

figure with its envelope, since the moving figure in any position

passes through two consecutive points of the envelope, the path

of the point of contact must for the instant coincide with the

moving figure, and the point of contact is found by drawing a

normal from the instantaneous centre to the moving figure in the

corresponding position. If the moving figure be a right line, its

point of contact with its envelope will be the foot of the perpen-

dicular on it from the instantaneous centre.

As a first example we give a theorem of JI. Chasles. Let it

be required to jimi the envelope of any diameter of a circle rolling

alona a right line. The instantaneous centre being m (see figure,

p. -0(>), the foot of the perpendicular from it on any diameter will

lie on a circle described with the diameter cm, and the arc ofthis

circle frpm m to the point of contact is equal to the corresponding

ai-c of the larger circle ; hence the envelope is a cycloid whose

generating circle has a radius half that of the given circle. And

so in like manner the envelope of any diameter of a circle rolling

on another is an epicycloid.

Ex. 2. To find the point of contact tcith its envelope, of a right

line of cotistant length between tico given right lities. It must

be Q, the foot of |

the perpendicular j- !^
ftom O the instan-

taneous centre, a

point which may

otherwisebefound

by letting fall the

perpendicular CP. *^ ,
^

and taking BQ = AP {Conies, p. 293). The same construction
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holds when A and B describe any curves, if AC and BO be the

tangents to these curves in any position of AB.
Ex. 3. Tofind the evolute of the envelope of AB in the last Ex-

ample. This is the same as to find the envelope of OQ, which,

being normal to the curve, is tangent to the evolute ; and we say

that the intercept on this line is constant, made by the two bisec-

tors of the angle ACB. For bisect AB at M, and the intercept

made on OQ is plainly double the intercept made on the perpen-

dicular to AB at M ; but this intercept is the diameter of the

circle circumscribing AOB, and this diameter is constant, since

we are given the base and vertical angle of the triangle.

266. We may analytically find the equation of the envelope

of the second Example. Let us take for axes a pair of rectangular

lines equally inclined to the given lines OA, CB ; then if EF = c,

AB = I, PCF = Q, we shall find / = . _.„ —^-^r-> and accordingly
sm20+sm2a ° •'

the equation of the moving line is

„ . „ Z sin cos 9 /sin 2a
« cos y + « sm y = -r— + J—-

cos 2a 2cos2o

The equation shows (see p. 97) that if a line of the length

jr- move about in the right angle, EOF, it will be at a con-
cos Za
stant distance from AB when in the parallel position ; and hence

it readily follows that the two curves have the same evolute.

The equation belongs to the class solved at p. 116, and the enve-

lope in general of

xcoad + ysm& = lwa.Q cosfl + d,

is («^ +y^ -P - frf^js + 27 {g (^= + ^2 + 2/2 - 8 ^2) _ /-ey} = 0.

267. We shall next give some examples of the application of

the principle already alluded to {Conies, p. 209), that since a curve

of the n"' degree is met by every line in n points : conversely, if

we know the number of points in which any line is met by the

curve, we shall know the degree of the curve. Of course, in esti-

mating the number of points on any right line, we must be cau-

tious not to neglect any imaginary points ; and to take account of

all cases where two or more points coincide.
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We commence with an important class of theorems, the ge-

neralization of Maclaurin's mode of generating conic sections.

Ex. 1. The three sides of a triangle, BC, OA, AB, pass thwugh

fixed points, P, Q, R, afid two of the vertices. A, B, move on curves

of the m"' and n** degrees respective!?/; tofind the degree ofthe locus of
the third vertex.

Take any line OP through P, and let us examine in how
many points it can meet the locus. Let any one of the m points,

nil, Wa, &c., in which OP meets the curve (M) be joined to R, and

let the joining line meet the curve N in the points ni, «,, &c.,

then the line joining any of these to Q will meet OP at a point

on the locus. There may be mn such points : the locus is there-

fore of at least this degree. And it is easy to see that no other

point of OP can be a point on the locus, unless the point P itself

should be one. But we shall show that the point P is not only

on the locus, but also a multiple point of it, of the order mn. For

let PQ meet N in Ni, Nj, &c., and let NjR meet M in Mi, &c.,

then any of the vm triangles PMiNi is a triangle satisfying the

required conditions. The locus is therefore of the 2mn degree,

and the points P and Q are multiple points of the order win.

Ex. 2. In tlie preceding Example ^ P, Q, R lie on one right

line.

\\^'& can prove as before tliat there are on OP mn points of the

locus, distinct from P ; but the second part of the proof, which es-

tablishes P to be a point on the locus, ceases to be applicable.

The locus is therefore only of the degree mn.

Ex. 3. In the first E.vample let any of the given points lie on the

given curves.
^

First, if P lie on the curve M : it appears by the same method

as before that there will be on OP (in - 1) n points of the locus

distinct from P : P will be as before a miiltiple point of the order

mn : the degree of the locus will then be '2mn -n. Q will be a

multiple point of the degree (m - 1) n. Secondly, let R lie on

either- curve, suppose on M. Then the number of points on OP,

distinct from P, will be 7«;i, but P will be a multiple point only

of the order n (in - 1) ; the degree ofthe locus will then be 2nm - n,

as in the last Example. Q will be a multiple point of the order

mn. There is no difficulty in tracing the effect of supposing two
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or more of these simplifications of the general problem to take

place at once.

Ex. 4. The three sides of a triangle pass through fixed points,

and two vertices move on the same curve of the m*'^ degree; to find the

locus of the third vertex.

By the very same method as before we find for the degree of

the locus, 2m (m -1); P and Q being both multiple points of the

order m{m - 1). If both P and Q lie on the curve, the degree

of the locus becomes 2{m - ly, for P and Q are multiple points

of the order (m- 1)^, and any line OP is met by the locus in

{rn~\Y points distinct from P.

Ex. 5. If the sides of a polygon pass through fixed points, and

all the vertices but one move on curves respectively of the m,"'-, n'\ ^"',

Sfc, degrees, to find tlie locus of the remaining vertex.

As before, there are on any line OP mnpqr, &c., points of the

locus distinct from P, and P is itself a multiple point of the degree

mnpqr, &c., the degree of the locus is therefore 2mnpqr, &c.

In any Examples of the nature of these here given, when

the degree of the locus is once determined, there is no difficulty in

constructing it, for we have only to take as many particular posi-

tions of the moveable point as are sufficient to determine a curve

of the degree of which we find the locus to be.

CHAPTER VII.

APPLICATIONS OF THE INTEGRAL CALCULUS TO CURVES.

268. We have reserved for this Chapter the discussion of

those problems concerning curves, the solution of which requires

the use of the integral calculus ; a subject, perhaps, more neces-

sary to the theoretical completeness than to the practical utility

of this treatise ; for we must, in this Chapter, suppose the reader

already acquainted with the principles of the calculus, and all the

works from which he is likely to have derived his knowledge
contain illustrations of its application to the theory of curves.

We commence by giving the formulae for the quadrature of
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curves. The element of the area, to rectangular co-ordinates, is

dxdy, which once integrated gives ydx for the element ofthe area

contained between two consecutive ordinates, the curve and the

axis of «. Ifwe express y in terms of a*, and integrate within any

limits, we shall have the area between any two ordinates, the

curve and tlie axis. It is necessary, however, to be careful that

y does not change sign within the limits of the integration
;

otherwise the analytical result will be the difference oftwo areas,

whose separate values if we should wish to know, we must break

up the integral into portions, separated by the value of x, for

which y changes sign.

In like manner xdy is the element of the area between two

abscissae, the curve and the axis of y. We have obviously

\xdy + lydx = xy + c.

It was proved {Conies, p. 34) that the area of the triangle sub-

tended at the origin by any two points x'y, x"y" is half x (y - y")

- y («' - x") ; if then we suppose these points consecutive, we ob-

tain for the elementary triangle subtended at the origin by the

element of the arc, half xdy - ydx. Transforming to polar co-

ordinates, we obtain for the elementary triangle, between two

consecutive radii vectores and the curve, ^p-d9. This is other-

wise obvious, since the base of the triangle is pdd, and its alti-

tude jO. In integrating this we must, when p vanishes or becomes

infinite, observe the same caution already noticed in the case of

rectangular co-ordinates.

269. Ex. 1. Tofind the area of any segment of a circle,

.r^ -I- y' = a^.

The element ofthe area is y/ (a' - «") da ; and therefore the area

= |(a^-.r=)J-^cos-'-+C.

Taking this between the limits x = + a and x = -a, we obtain for

the area of the semicircle —j- ; and since, if we give the radical

a negative sign, we shall find the area on the negative side ofthe

axis always equal that on the positive side, the entire area of the

circle = vra^.

2k
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Ex. 2. To find the area of an ellipse, — + fj
= 1-

The element of the area is b 'w (1—-Adx; but this is evi-

dently - times the element of the circle described with the radius

a. Hence the whole area of the ellipse is to that of the circle in

the same ratio.

Ex. 3. To find the area of an ellipse given by the general equa-

tion

Ax' + 2Bxy + Qy^ + 2T>x + 2Ey + F = 0.

If we solve for y in terms of x, we get a value of the form

y = P + V Q- But the equation y = F represents the diameter

which bisects chords parallel to the axis ofy ; and jFdx represents

the area between this diameter and the axis
;
|(P + \/QI) dx re-

presents the area between the upper branch of the ellipse and the

axis, while
J
(P - -^/Q) dx represents the area between the lower

branch and the axis. It is plain then that 2 v' Q,dx is the element

of the area of the ellipse itself, and that we shall have the entire

area if we use as limits the two values of x for which Q vanishes.

Now we have just seen that (a^ - x^ydx =\-^ ; but
J -a ^ Z

,/ 07 ,N ..//«« + ^^ (cx-by\
v/ (a + 2bx - cx^) = Y I

i '—
J

;

and therefore \\/ {a^ 2bx - cx^^dx between the limits for which

the radical vanishes is

IT {ac + b')

2S

Expressing a, b, c in the present instance in terms of the co-

efficients of the equation of the ellipse, we obtain the area

_ TT (AE^ + CD^ + FB' - ACF - 2BDE)
(AC - B=)f

Ex. 4. To find the area of the curve y = Axv.

It is easy to see that when p is greater than - 1 the area

countedfrom the origin is

—

~- When p= -\, the curve is the
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common hyperbola, and the area depends on logarithms ; when

p is less than - 1, the area of which ydx is the element becomes

infinite for x = 0, but that of which xdy is the element is finite,

and proportional to the rectangle under the axes.

Ex. 5.^ To find the area of the cissoid of Diodes (see p. 169).

The entire area, from the cusp to the asymptotes, is readily

seen to be equal to three times the area of the generating circle.

Ex. 6. To find the area of the catenary (p. 220).

Ex. 7. To find the area of the tractriv.

Its differential equation (p. 221) is ydcc = -
\/ {h^ - y-) dy

;

the element of the area is therefore equal to that of a circular

segment, and the entire area is equal to that of the circle whose

radius is h.

Ex. 8. Tofind the area of the cycloid.

The equations given, p. 207, ai-e

«/ = a (1 + cosS), X = a{9 -i- sin B);

hence ydjs =a^{l + cos dydd,

lydd- = itr" (30 + 4sin0 + i sin 29) ;

and taking this between the limits and 27r, we obtain the entire

ai'ea = Sjra^.

Ex.9. To find the area of an epicycloid.

Its equations are (p. 211)

y = b (pi sin^ + sinm^), x = b(m cQS(f> + cosm^).

From the nature of the curve it is most natural to look for the

sectorial area described round the centre of the base ; this we can

do by calculating xdy - i/du; which is equal to

m(m + l)b^ {1+ cos (m - 1) ^j d<p

;

the area is therefore

iw (m + 1) 5^ U + j^^-^ sin (w - 1) ^\

If we desire to find the area of any one of die similar por-

tions of which (Art. 225) the ciu-ve consists, we may use the

limits = 0, and -^ = (m - 1) = 27r ; and we find for the area

—^^ r-^ 7r6'. If we wish to calculate the area between thism- 1
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portion of the epicycloid and the generating circle, we must sub-

stract from this the area of the sector of the generating circle,

viz., ^a'f or {m - 1) trb" ; and we obtain for the area required

— 7rZ»^ The case of the common cycloid is included in this

formula by making m infinite.

Ex. 10. To find the area of an epitrochoid*

The element of the sectorial area is, as in the last Example,

\m (mb^ + d'^ + (m + 1) bd cos (m - 1) d(j),

the integration of which presents no difficulty when d is less than

, - , , „ . . m (mb'' + d*)
b, or greater than mb ; and the area oi any portion is —^^ —- tt ;

and the area included between the curve and a circle whose

radius is mb - d (the minimum value of the radius vector), is

d[2mb+{in-V)d\ „., , ,.
, , , ,—

^

^^— —-w When, however, d is greater than b, andm - 1

less than mb, the curve has real double points and a series of

loops, and accordingly it will happen that the element of the area

mb'^ + d^
will change sign when cos (m - 1) A = - 7 ^^ bd.

° ^ ^ ^ ^ (m + 1)

In general, in calculating an area by polar co-ordinates, it is

plain that every space is reckoned as often as it is traversed by

the radius vector, and, therefore, that in the analytical expression

for the area the loop is reckoned twice over. If we should desire

to find separately the area of the loop, we must find the value of

^ corresponding to the double point. We cannot apply the ordi-

nary criterion, for in one sense every point of a transcendental

epitrochoid is a double point (or at least the double points lie in-

finitely close on the curve) ; since any portion of it is crossed by

it again at a different point every revolution. But it is obvious

that ^ = 0, being the value corresponding to the lowest point of

the loop, that corresponding to the point which we seek will be

the value which next renders y = mb sin ^ + d sinm^ = again

;

• Another general method of finding the area of roulettes is given in a paper by Mr.

Stiibbs, in vol. i. of the Transactions of the Dublin Philosophical Society.
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and that if we integrate between these limits we shall have half

the area of the loop. The limit cannot be found in finite terms

when the curve is transcendental.

Ex. 11. To find the area of the evoliUe of an ellipse, -^ + — = 1.

The co-ordinates of any point may be expressed

x = a cos'0, y = S sin'0
;

and the element of the sectorial area round the origin is, as in

the last Examples,

I ab cos=^ sin''(j>d<p = §ab sin»20d^,

the integral of which is

A«^(0-isin40).

If we take this integral between the limits and -, we shall have

the area of any one of the four similar portions of which the curve

consists, and thus find the entire area = f trab.

It is easy to see in what cases we can find by this method tlie

ai'ea ofany curve whose equation is of the form — + ?- = 1-

270. We proceed now to give examples of the direct use of

polar co-ordinates in calculating areas. Let us commence with

the simple case of tlie circle, the origin being anywhere.

Ex. 1. Its equation is

jo' — 2cp cos 9 + c^ = a-,

p = CCOS0 + ^(a' - c=sitf0).

Now, firet, let the origin be outside the circle, the element of

the area of the circle proper is obviously ^ (p? - pi) dd, where pi/oa

are the two values of p corresponding to the same value of ; or

is equal to

'2c cosOy/(d'- c? sin-9) dO.

But if we integrate between the limits c sin = + a, we have at

once the entire area = wa". Secondly, let the pole be within the

circle, we must form i (p? + pi) dO, and integrate between the

limits and tt. The element will be (aH c=cos20) dO, and the

area, as before, wa'.
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Ex. 2. To find the area of the conchoid of Nicomedes,

p = m+p sec d.

Ex. 3. To find the area of the common lemniscata, p^ = a^ cos 20.

The entire area = a^.

Ex. 4. To find the area of the limagon, p = a cos 9 + b.

There is no diiEculty in the integration ; when a is less than b

the origin is a conjugate point, and we may integrate from to 27r.

When a is greater than b, the origin i,s a double point ; and if 0'

be the value of 9, for which p vanishes, we obtain half the entire

area by integrating from to ff, and half the loop by integrating

from 9' to w.

Ex. 5. To find the area of the Cassinoid.

From the equation

p*-2aycos2cj + a* = 6*

we have
p2 = a' cos 2a) + V (^* - a*sm'2u)).

When b is greater than a we must always give the radical the

positive sign, and use the limits for id, and 27r. We should

thus obtain the entire area equal to 2b'', multiplied by the com-

a'
plete elliptic function of the second kind, whose modulus is j-

When b is less than a, the formula Jdo? - pi) dw gives for the

element of the area ^ {b^ - a*sm''2(o)d(D, which is reduced to

elliptic functions by making asin2(,) = bsinip. It will be seen

from the following Articles that the area in the former case can

be expressed geometrically by the help of an arc of an ellipse,

and in this case by the help of an arc of a hyperbola.

Ex. 6. To find the area of the spiral of Archimedes.

There is no difficulty in the integration for this or any of the

other spirals ; but the learner must take notice, if he should only

want to find the area contained within the outer boundary of the

curve after n revolutions, that it will be only necessary to integrate

between the limits (n - l)n- and mr ; since, as we have already ob-

served, in the analytical expression for an area every space is

included as many times as it is traversed by the radius vector.

Ex. 7. Tofind the area of the involute of the circle.
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Ex. 8. Tojind the area of the curve x^ - Zaxy + y = 0.

The area of this curve is found hy Bernouilli (see Lacroix,

Traite du Calcul Integral, ii. 168) by assuming a new variable ^,

such that y = —^, but a method given by later writers is more

convenient, viz., to take as a new variable tan w = t ; then y = tie,

, dt
dii) = :j

—
-; ; and we have p^dti} = ai'dt. The curve has, as may

readily be seen, a loop whose area is found by integrating

I

dt between the limits and oo, and is -jr- •

,/ ^at V

271. We pass on to give formulas for the rectification ofcurves.

We have already noticed the formula ds' =dx- + dy^ which gives

the element of the arc for rectangular co-ordinates. By transform-

ing to polar co-ordinates we obtain ds''=dp^ + pHw-, which, how-

ever, is otherwise evident, since ds is the hypotenuse of a right-

angled triangle, whose sides are dp and pdb). We can obtain

anotlier formula of great utility when the perpendicular on the

tangent p is expressed in terms of the angle 0, which it makes

with a fixed axis ; for pdQ, the intercept on the tangent between

two consecutive perpendiculars, may at once be seen to be the in-

crement of the sum of the tangent (between the foot of the per-

pendicular and its point of contact) and the arc, measured be-

tween the point of contact and any fixed point on the curve.

Ex. 1. To find the length of the arc of a parabola.

The Eire may be either obtained from the equations

2ydy =pdx ; p'ds'' = (j)= + 4^=) dy-
;

or we may use the focal polar equation, and take this curve as a par-

ticular example of the class p" = a" cosna». It was proved (p. 103)

that pdti) = - cot tiwdp ; hence ds = cosecn<odp ; or, substituting for

p from the equation of the curve, ds = - a cos", ntiidw, which is

always integrable in finite terms when - is an integer. In the

equation of the parabola

cos^iw
^—, we h.Tve n
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and ada

cos^-^oj'

a sin i (1)

S = r^ +
COS'^ ^(1)

dii)
—,— = ) a log tan t + T )

The algebraic part of the integral is plainly PR, since FV = a,

and RFV = PFR = Jw.

The same expression might then have been derived from the

last formula given in this Ar- p^

tide, since pdQ is the element
j^^

of the difference of the arc PV
and PR, but

0, FR = "RFV
COS0

We have seen that the locus of the foot of the perpendicular

on the tangent to a curve of the form p" - a" cosno) is a curve of

n
the s^me form, the new n being • the arc of this curve thenn+V

1

depends on \coa"iiidw. We see then that if the arc of a curve of

this kind depend on Jcos''(uc?w, that ofthe locus of the feet of per-

pendiculars on its tangents will depend on | cos**' wdia, and that

of the envelope of perpendiculars to its radii vectores at their ex-

tremities on
J
cos*"' wdw. If we conceive a series of curves, each

being the locus of the feet of perpendiculars from the origin on

the tangents to the preceding curve, then the common formula

for the reduction of Jcos*a>(iw gives relations between the arcs of

any two alternate curves of the series. (See a memoir by Mr.W.
Roberts, Liouville, x. 177.)

272. The relation thus obtained admits also, as Mr. Roberts

has remarked, of a simple geometrical expression. First, the angle

which the radius vector makes with the tangent is the same at the cor-

responding pointsfor all curves of the system. For the quadrilateral

is inscribable in a circle, whose vertices are the origin, a point on

one curve, and the feet of perpendiculars on the corresponding

tangent and on the consecutive one. But an external angle of this

qiiadrilateral is the angle which the radius vector makes with the

line joining two consecutive feet of perpendiculars, and the cor-
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responding internal angle is the angle between the radius vector

and tangent to the given curve. If therefore p, a> belong to the

given curve, pi, wi to the locus of feet of perpendiculars, we have

pdto Didwi _,, . . , 11-
-J— = —J ihis IS true whatever be the given curve.

Secondly, the element of the arc of the locus is, as we shall

prove, pdwi. For we have just proved tanFPE, (in the last

figure = ^—^ ; but FR = pi, hence PR = -J—- Substituting this
api doii

value in the expression ds^ = di,>i 4/
[
pi + —^ j, we have, as just

stated, dsi = prf&ji. Also, if p_i w.i refer to the curve of which the

given curve is the locus of the feet of the perpendiculars on the

tangent, we have pdai the element of the sum of the arc s.i and

tlie intercept on the tangent to s.i made by the curve s. Now in

the particular class of curves p"=a.'' cosnw, wi always-is in a given

ratio to to (p. 103), and therefore the increment of the arc s^ is in

the same ratio to the increment of the sum of tlie arc s., and the

tangent ; and the quantities themselves are in the same ratio, the

arcs being measured from their common summit.

273. Ex. 2. To find genei'ally tohm the arc o/tlie curve y = Aa^

can he integrated in finite terms.

The ordinary rules show that the radical on which the inte-

gral depends can be rationalized when ^ ^ is an integer, or

when 5 ^ + ^ is an integer ; or, in other words, when p =

1 2m
either 1 + t;— , or -r -, where f?» may be any integer.

zm '2m -

1

J J a

Ex. 3. To examine wJicn Hie arc of the curve — + ^ = 1 can
a" 6°*

befound.
^ a

Let us make .i- = a cos*^, t/=b sin* <p; and putting cos2^ = .r,

it will be readily seen that the rectification of the curve depends on

jd.v V {a- (1 + xY + h' (1 - .rf], where ^- = - - 2.

This reduces to known forms when i is an integer. Thus the
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element of the arc of x^ + y^ = c? is 3a cos^ sm(pd(j>, whicli, inte-

grated between the limits and -^, gives -^ for the length of one

of the portions of the curve. To the same class belongs the evo-

lute of the ellipse -j + Vr = 1 : only when a curve is known to be

the evolute ofanother, its length is most readily found (see p. 109)

by taking the difference of the radii of curvature corresponding

to its extremities. To this class belonss —r + rt = 1) which (see

p. 172) is the most general expression of a parabola of the third

degree having a conjugate point. Its arc depends on

\dxy/[a'{\ + xy + h''{l-xy],

and is therefore reducible to elliptic functions. There is no diffi-

culty in finding other curves of the same class whose arcs can be

obtained. Thus a;% + «/ 5 = a = can be rectified by logarithmic func-

tions. The arc of the ellipse itself is of the same class, but, owing

to its importance, deserves a closer examination.

274. To find the length of the arc of an ellipse.

Thesubstitution just made, viz.,a! = a sin^, ?/ = 6 cos ^, gives for

the element ofthe arc yf (a^cos^^ + h'^sm'<f) d<^ = a\/ {1-e^ sin^^) c?^

;

the arc is therefore expressed by the elliptic function of the se-

cond kind. In this expression = 0, and the arc is counted to

commence, at the extremity of the axis minor.

If we use the formula pdQ, since p'^ = a^cos'0 + 5^ sin'ff, we get

the very same expression for the element of the sum of the arc and

tangent, counting from the extremity of the axis major; and-thus

if we take two points on the curve x'y, x"y", such that the sine of

the angle made with the axis of a; by the perpendicular on the

tangent at x'y shall = — , then the sum of the tangent and arc,

measured from the end of the axis major to x'y, will be equal to

the arc measured from the extremity of the axis minor to x"y".

Similar consequences may be derived from the fundamental for-

mula for the comparison of elliptic functions of the second kind,

viz.,

E(0) + E(i/-) - E((t) = c=sin0 sin;// sin a,
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where
cos (T = cos <jt cos 1^ - sin ^ sin i// y' (1 - c° sin'o-) ;

and by the help of this formula may be proved the same theorems

with regard to the possibility of finding an infinity of pairs of

arcs whose difierence shall be a right line, which have been

proved geometrically (Conies, p. 296).

275. To find the length of the arc of a hyperbola.

The quantity j>i0 will still = dQ'^{a? - c' sin=0), only that c»

being = a- + b- is now greater than o^. This is reduced to elliptic

functions by making csinO = asin^, when it becomes

ae

-^^^-^ = ae l/f1 - \ sin"-*) - -j^
- sin^ 6
e- ^

The difference then between the arc and tangent is expressed

by means of an elliptic function of the first and one of the second

species having the common modulus -• Taking the complete

functions, we get the difference between the asymptote and the

infinite hyperbolic arc.

The formulae already alluded to for comparing three functions

having a common modulus enable us, in an infinity of ways, to

find two hyperbolic arcs whose difference shall be an algebraic

quantity.

Landen proved, in 1780, that an arc of the hyperbola can be

expressed by two elliptic arcs. This is an immediate consequence

of Lagrange's formula of reduction (Legendre's Exercises, i. 85),

i^F (c,
<f)

= 2E (c, 0) - (2 + 2.-) E (ci, 0i) + 2c sin*,

where 1-Ji . , ,

c =
^—T-, tan (* - *i) = 6, tan *i.

The reader will find a geometrical demonstration of the same

theorem by Mr. Mac CuUagh, Transactions of the Royal Irish

Academy, vol. xvi. p. 80.

27(j. To find the length of the arc ofa common lemniscala,

jo' = a' cos 20.
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^^ = —n S7i\i which, putting 2 sin^fl = sin' A, becomes
V(cos2t;)

This is a particular case of the formula of Art. 271, and gives

sin'

d<p

72 Vll-isin'^)'

The arc is then expressed by an elliptic function of the first kind

whose modulus is -/i. The same result is found by Legendre

by expressing the co-ordinates as a function of the radius vector,

"-aVy 2 > y-ay\ 2 } ^'-^ia^-p^y
which is reduced to the preceding form by making p = acoatp.

Or M. Serret has expressed x and y rationally in terms of the am-

plitude of this function

z + z' z - z^ dz
^ = "^^17^' ^ = «^^rT^' *=2'^7(iT^)-

In consequence of the arcs of the lemniscata being expressible

by elliptic functions of the first kind, they can, by the fundamen-

tal property of these functions, be added, subtracted, multiplied,

or divided algebraically, just like arcs of circles.

277. The lemniscata is, as we know, the locus of the feet of

perpendiculars on the tangents of an equilateral hyperbola. The
diflference between the asymptote and the infinite hyperbolic arc

is given by the equation (see Art. 275)

and we have seen that the complete quadrant of the lemniscata is

^' = 72^(72
Now Legendre's formula for complete functions with comple-

mentary moduli,

E(c)F(5) + E(5)F(c)-F(c)F(6)=J,

becomes, when c = b =—-r,

i^)H7i)-^^2}-P
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and hence Ta%
bb, = -^.

278. We may form the curve, which is the locus of the feet of

perpendiculars on the tangents to a lemniscata, and may conceive

another curve generated from it in like manner, and so on. Mr.

Roberts has proved (Liouville, x. 177), audit follows readily from

what we have said (Art. 271), that if we obtain by the formulae of

reduction the relation between the arcs of two non-consecutive

curves of the series, and by taking complete quadrants make the

algebraic part of the formula to vanish, we shall have

S„_i ^ 2« - 1

S,M 2« + 1

The quadrants of all the even curves of the series being expressed

by S of the last Article, and those of the odd curves of the series

by Si, he obtains easily

4

279. The remarkable property of the lemniscata, that its arcs

can be added, multiplied, or divided algebraically, led geometers

to inquire whether there were not other curves whose arcs, being

expressed by elliptic functions of the first kind, enjoyed the same

property. They sought then to find curves whose arcs should

represent elliptic functions of the first kind in general, which the

lemniscata only does for the particular case of c' = ^. This is one

of a class of problems, the inverse of rectification. In the latter

it is required to find the integral corresponding to the arcs of a

given curve, in the present instance to find the curve whose arcs

are expressed by a given integral. If in this Example it be not

required that the curve shall be algebraical, the problem presents

no difficulty. The following is Legendre's solution (Exercises, i.

39):

• This theorem is due to Mr. Talbot (see Geigonne, siv. 17), but the proof here giveu

is dne to Mr W. Roberts, who has also extended the theorem to the case of any hyper-

bola, and the locns of the feet of perpendicnlais &om the centre on its tangents. (Liou-

villa, siL 41, siu. 179.) For a generalizatian, by Mr. Boberls, of the property of the

nest Aitide, irhen the original curve is any of the form p" = a"* cos mw, see LiooviUe,

XT. 213.
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d^(costpcos-ip-bsin(j>sm\p)

1 - c^ sin^^
'

d(j>{cos(j)Sm\lj + bsin(j)COS\}j)

whence ,
dd>'^

as =
1 - c' sin^^

We may take sin \p at pleasure any function of ^, and integrate if

we can. For example, for ^ = we have

1 , /l + csind)\ 1 /ccosdtN

from which two equations the curve is determined.

280. When, however, it is required that the curve shall be

algebraical the problem is one of much greater difficulty. If, in-

deed, it would suffice that the arcs of the sought curve should

only differ by an algebraical quantity from elliptic functions of

the first kind, the fact that pdd is the increment of the sum of the

arc and tangent would present us with an immediate solution.

Thus in this Example it is only necessary to find a curve, the

perpendicular on the tangent to which shall be proportional to

—-—

i

-.

—yr- ; or, in other words, to find the curve which is the
•v/(l - c^sm^y)

envelope of the perpendiculars to the diameters of an ellipse

erected at their extremities. The equation of one of these per-

pendiculars is

a/i/ being the co-ordinates of the extremity of the diameter ; or

substituting acosip, bain^, for afi/,

ax COS0 + by sin^ = a^ cos^^ + b'^ sin^0,

an equation of the class discussed, p. 116, and whose envelope

therefore is

[A{a^+¥- a'^b^) - 3 (aV + bY)V
= [9a'{2b^-a')xH 9b'{2c''-b^)f-4:{aHb'^) (2a'-b'') (2b''-a'')}'*

' This example illustrates well the advantage gained by the form into which Messrs.

Boole and Cayley (see Appendix) have thrown the envelope of an equation involving a
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The arcs of this curve then will be expressed by an elliptic func-

tion of the first kind (whose modulus is the excentricity of the

generating ellipse), together with an algebraical part; and inte-

grating between and ^, the algebraic part vanishes, and the

quadrant of tlie curve expresses the complete function F without

any addition. In consequence, however, of the algebraic part in

the general case, we cannot find a given submultiple of a given

arc of this curve, but only an arc whose length shall differ from

that submultiple by an algebraical quantity. This is only what

we can do for the ellipse, but comes much short of the simplicity

of the lemniscata.

281. It was M. Serret who first gave a general solution of the

problem to find the real and rational solutions which the equation

dx^ + df = Zdz-

admits of, and who proved in particular that there are an infinity

of algebraic curves whose arcs can be expressed by elliptic func-

tions of the first kind. Referring to his original memoirs (Liou-

ville, X. 257, 351, 421) for details as to his general method, we

shall substitute here a more elementary investigation, which,

however, will suflice to include the most interesting of his results.

However fortunate it was for the interests of analysis that M. Ser-

variable p.irameter in the fourth degree. The elimination necessary for the solution of the

present problem evideatly baffled Legendre, and some other succeeding imters on the sub-

ject, and was only performed not very long ago by Tortolini (Crdle, toI. xssiii. p. 90,

" Nota sopra I'equazione di una curva del sesto ordine"), after a very creditable degree of

skilful labour. It is e\'ident that the method used here would equally show that the equa-

tion of the envelope, in general, of perpendiculars at the extremities of radii rectores to a

conicyrom any origin, can be exhibited under the form S-= T3. For the problem is equi-

valent to finding the reciprocal of the inverse of the ellipse, which latter, being of the fourth

degree, its reciprocal is found by Art 109. The most interesting case is where the origin

is the focus, when the problem is reduced to finding the reciprocal of a limafon, and de-

pends on an equation of the form

Ax cos 29 + Ay sin 20 + 4Bx cos 9 + 4By sin + oC = 0,

where A, B are constants, and C contains x in the first degree. The envelope is

{p3 (A5 - 4B2) + 3C2}s = 27{(A5 + 2B3) Cp= - 2AB5ip2 - 0}«,

an equation obviously divisible by p-, and thus reduced to the fourth degree.
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ret should have attacked and conquered the problem in its most

difBcult form, we may wonder that Legendre and the other ma-

thematicians who had attempted the solution of the question, had

not observed how mixch it is simplified by the use of polar co-

ordinates. Thus if, according to the most natural assumption, we

^^^^
., ., ^^"
dor + ay' = -^

,

where X is a complete algebraic function of the fourth degree in

X, and if we solve for dy, we get an equation not algebraically in-

tegrable ; but if we take

dp' + p'dO' = ^,

where R is a similar function of p ; then, if we solve for p'd6', if

the numerator be a perfect square, and if R only involve even

powers of p, the substitution of p' = s will give an equation for dO

integrable by circular functions. We are thus naturally led to

the assumption

a^dp''
dp' + p'd&

(p' - b'Y

whence ,„ _ {p' - b') dp

pVla'-ip'-b'Y

29 = sm-M '——— + —-TT, ;;r sm'
.2^2

s/ (6* - a') a'p

h'
If then we take any rational number = ——rr-. :;^i we can at once'

-/ (S - a
)

form the polar equation of the curve, which will in this case be

always algebraical.

282. These coincide with M. Serret's first class of elliptic

curves. Of these he gives the following geometrical definition :

—

With the radius vector OP as base, let a triangle be constructed

whose sides OM, MP are proportional to -t/n, s/ (« + 1), (n being

any rational number), and if the angles opposite these sides be

|3, a, then we shall have

Q^na-{n^ 1) /3.
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For we have, writing for brevity,

p'-l . A
cos a =^5—— , sina

-

o / ' '^ " ~ O / '

A |0 A p

A p

and hence o /r / ^^^'^P

These can be readily made to coincide with the form given in

the last Article ; for though SI. Serret's form appears to contain

a constant less, it is only because one of the constants is for sim-

plicity made unity, which only affects the size, not the shape of

the curve.

The expression for the arc is reduced to the ordinary form by

taking

sinjS = -i/f
^ J

sina = i sina,

when we have , ,
da

or tlie arc is expressed by an elliptic function of the first kind,

whose modulus is k.

283. The sectorial ai-ea of these curves is readily found to be

alwaj's 4 A ; or the area of tlie sector is equal to that of the gene-

rating triangle. The tangent is constructed by joining the point

on the curve to the centre of the circle circumscribing the gene-

rating triangle. M. Serret has proved that when »» is a fraction

-, the degree of the curve is 2 (p + q), and consequently that two

fractions -, — give curves of the same degree whose arcs depend

on functions with complementary moduli.

2 M



Let Ji = J and cos 29 = cos (o - 3j3)

Let n = 2 and cos 6 = cos (2a - 3j3) =
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The following are the equations of the simplest of these

curves. First, let n = 1 ; we have

cos 9 = cos (a - 2/3) = ell^^l,

or p^ {p' - 4p COS0 + 4) = 1,

the equation of a lemniscata, the distance between the foci being

2, and the product of the focal radii = 1.

p° + 6p° - 2

3V3|0*

4p' + 27p^ - Up' + 1

~T2V3p=

These two curves of the sixth degree whose arcs depend on func-

tions whose moduli are \/ ^ and V f > ^^^ the simplest of M. Ser-

ret's next to the lemniscata.

284. Since the publication ofM. Serret's memoirs, Mr. Roberts

has found another couple of very simple curves, whose arcs are

expressible by elliptic functions of the first kind. (See Liouville,

xii. 445.) If the arc of the curve, p™ = a'^cosmw, be expressed

as a function of the radius vector, we shall have in general

ds = —^-±—.

But when m = 3, this is at once reducible to elliptic functions by

the substitution p" = z ; and hence it appears that the arcs of the

curve, p' = a? cos 3a), are expressed by an elliptic function of the first

kind, whose modulus is sin ^5- They may equally be expressed

by the function with the complementary modulus, by the help of

the relation given by Legendre (Elliptic Functions, vol. i. p. 185)

for connecting these two functions. This curve is also in another

respect analogous to the lemniscata ; for the locus of a point, the

product of whose distances from the vertices of an equilateral tri-

angle is constant, is

p^ - 2a'p' cos 3(t) + a" = h^,

and becomes of the form in question when a = b.

The general formula given above proves that the arcs of the
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curve p» = a^ cos |&> are similarly expressed by elliptic functions

of the first kind.

285. To find the length of the arc of the cissoid of Diodes.

The arc is found by elementary integration, and depends on

logarithmic functions ; the arc, in general, of a circular cubic

with a double point depends on elliptic functions.

To find the length of an arc of an epicycloid or epitrochoid.

Using the notation of p. 211, we at once have

ds = m-v/ [b^ + d- - 2bd cos{m - l)((>}df,

which enables us to express the arc of an epitrochoid by means

of the arc of an ellipse. 1{ b = d tlie curve is an epicycloid, and

the length of one of its portions is b, which, by making m
infinite, gives the length ofthe cycloid.

To find the length of an arc of the tractrix.

The differential equation (p. 221) gives at once yds = hdy.

To find the length of the involute of the circle.

286. To find the length of an arc of the oval of Cassini.

The equation being

p* - '2a-p- cos 2a) + a* = b*,

we have
(jo^ - a^ cos 2(1)) dp + a'p srainidii) = 0,

b\1p 2bY'dp
~

a»sin 2w V {- p' - 2 (a* + b*) p' - {a* - b')-}

'

But Legendre has proved (Exercises, i. 197) that

f .v'd.v

J v'Ca + ji.r'+y^)

can be reduced to the sum of two functions of the first kind with

complementary moduli, by first reducing the denominator to a

recurring function by the substitution y.i-^ = ay^, and then making
1

For the general class of curves,

pim _ 2a'"p'" cos mw + a'" = b^"",

M. Serret has proved in like manner that the differential of the

arc is
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2b"ydp
"'^~

^ (_ p4m + 2 (a™ + 6^'") |0^"' - (a"-"' - b^"'y}
'

which Mr. Roberts has showed can be reduced by the preceding

substitutions to the sum of two Abelian functions of lower dimen-

sions. (See Liouville, viii. 145, 501 ; xiii. 38.)

287. To find the length of the arc of a Cartesian oval.

The expression for the arc itself depends on ultra-elliptic func-

tions ; but Mr. Roberts (Liouville, xv. 195), extending a method

applied by M. Serret to the last example, has proved that the

difference between the two arcs of the conjugate ovals, corres-

ponding to the same position of the radius vector, can be ex-

pressed by an arc of an ellipse. In general, let the equation of a

curve be
p' - 2pQ, + = 0,

where C is constant, and Q, any function of w, then we have at

once

p = Q + v/ (Q' - C), (p- Q) dp = Q,'pdw,

, V(^' + Q''-C),^ ,,^, „, J
'^^^

V(Q--C) ^Q±V(Q'-C)c?a>.

The element, then, of the difference of two corresponding arcs is

2 V (ii^ + Q'» - C) du).

Applying this to the Cartesian oval, whose equation is of the form

p^ - 2p (a + b cosoj) + c"- = 0,

the element of the difference in question is

2 V (a^ + 2ab cos w + b' - c') du),

which obviously represents an elliptic arc.

288. We shall next give some formulae connecting the areas

and arcs of different curves. If from the equation of any curve to

rectangular co-ordinates we form an equation to polar co-ordinates

by taking di/ = dp, dx = pd(,i, then it is obvious that the element

of the arc of one curve will be equal to that of the other; the

element of the rectangular area of the first will b'6 double that of

the sectorial area of the second ; and the second curve may be con-

ceived as generated from the first by bending all its ordinates

into radii vectores. Thus from the parabola 2ydy = pdx we get
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2pdp =ppcib), 2p =pvt); or tlie rectification and quadrature of the

spiral of Arcliimedes depend on the same formulie as in the case

of the parabola.*

The following is a method by which rectification may in ge-

neral be reduced to quadratures, and by which, in particular, Van
Huraot rectified the semicubical parabola, the first curve rectified.

(Lardiicr's Algebraic Geometry, p. 464.) Produce each ordinate

until the whole length be in a constant ratio to the corresponding

normal divided by the old ordinate, and the locus of the extre-

mity of the produced ordinate is a cur\e whose area is in a con-

stant ratio to the length of the given curve. The rectification of

the pai-abola is thus reduced to the quadrature of the h}-perbola,

and the rectification of the semicubical parabola to the quadrature

of the parabola. The truth of the theorem is obvious.

Tlie reader will find general formulte by JSIr. Roberts connecting

the element of the length of a curve with that of the locus of the

feet ofperpendiculars on its tangents (Liouville, x. 177). The most

interesting application of these is to the case of the ellipse consi-

sidered as the cur\e, the locus of feet of perpendicidars on whose

tangents is a circle ; when the same expression is found for the

length of its arc as that obtained by Lagrange's modular transfor-

mation. It is an interesting subject of inquiry whether tliere may
not be also some geometrical point of view which would lead di-

rectly to the more general transformations of Jacobi and Abel.

289. When a curve is transformed by the method of Art. '260'\

it is easy to find an expression for the arc of the transformed

curve. Let this be it, tliat of the old curve .*, and let p be the old

radius vector, then we have at once,

ds
d<T

np

'

* This method is due to Gregory of St, Tincent,—See Leslie's Geometrical Analysis,

p. 424 ; Lardner's Algebraic Geometry, pp. 356, 494.

•f
I rind that I iras mistaken in supposing (see p. 239) that M. Chasles had published

anything on this subject beyond the note to the Apex^u Historique already referred to
;

and Mr. Roberts tells nie that he w-as not acquainted \rith this note at the time when, on

M. Liou\Tlle publishing some discussions on the transformations by reciprocal radii vec-

toi«s (.vol. xii. p. 256), he wrote to inform him that this method had already been gi\'en

bv Mr. Stubbs, giving at the same time his own more general method.
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This formula is applied by Mr. Roberts to tlie rectification of the

class of curves which are the generalization of Cassini's ovals,

p2" - 2a>"cos«n) + a» = 6™.

We have already seen that since the circle

(O^ - 2ap cosw + a? = b'^

is always cut orthogonally by the system of right lines,

p cos (d) - 0) = a cos Q,

the curve in question will be always cut orthogonally by the sys-

tem of curves,

jo"cosn (w - 0) = o"cosw0.

But considering Q as the variable parameter, the arc of the circle

is obviously bd9, and the two values of p corresponding to any

value of Q are readily seen to be given by the equation

p' = d' ±2absm^ + ¥;

hence by the formula of this Article, the element of the required

arc is

n-l'

(a^" ± 2a" 6" sinnfl + 6*")^

290. We proceed now to other problems for which the integral

calculus is necessary. We pass over a class of problems where it

is required to find the curve, being given a relation between two

lines connected with it; for eicample, " to find the curve such

that the normal shall be always equal to the radius vector ;" there

being in general no difficulty in finding the differential equation,

on the solution of which the problem depends. We pass on to

the problem of trajectories, where it is required to find a curve

cutting a given system of curves at a given angle.

Let the system of given curves be F (^, ?j, c) = 0, where c is

a variable parameter, then we have the condition

•-*('- II)4-1
where (p is the given angle. If in this equation we substitute x

and y for 5 and r\ in the value of ^, obtained from the equation
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of the given curve, we shall have a relation which must be satis-

fied for the point where any curve is cut by tlie trajectory ; and
if we eliminate c between this equation and the given one, we
shall have the relation satisfied by all the points of the trajectory.

For orthogonal trajectories the equation reduces to

1 +^^ = 0.
cLv d^

Ex. To find the trajectory cutting at a given angle the series

of curves,

v" = c?"',

we have then

di] m .r'""' my

and the difierential eqiiation of the trajectory is

tan f (jtxd.v + mydy) = nxdi/ - myda',

which, being homogeneous, the variables can be separated by tlie

substitution y = xz. For the treatment of cases where the elimi-

nation of c is more difficult, see Lacroix's Integral Calculus, ii.

453 ; Euler, Novi Comm. Acad. Petrop., vol. xiv. part i. p. 26
;

xvii. p. 20b.

One case, however, it is necessary to mention. It is when one

variable is given as a fiinction of the other and the parameter, and

when it is required to find the orthogonal trajectory. Thus let

>I
= 0(S, f) ; dr)=pd^\ then the equation of the orthogonal tra-

jectory is, as before,

d.v + pdy ~ 0,

and it is necessary to introduce in p the value of c derived from

the equation y = ^ {x, c). But it is more convenient in practice

to bring this to a differential equation between .r and c. If by

differentiating the equation, considering c variable, we have

dy = pdj; + qdc,

then substituting this value of dy in the equation of the trajectory,

we shall have

(1 + p') d» + pqdc = 0,

an equation not involving y, which integrated gives a relation be-

tween X and c, from which relation and the equation y=<jt(jr, c),

c can be algebraically eliminated.
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291. The problem to find the involute of a given curve is a

particular case of the problem of orthogonal trajectories, since it

is required to find the curve cutting at right angles all the tan-

gents to the given curve. Thus (see Gregory's Examples, p. 448) if

the curve be r) = (^ (?), dri =pd^, then the equation ofany tangent is

(3/
- ),) = p (^ - 5),

where jj, p are known functions of ^. This, then, is a particular

case of the last; and if we diiferentiate, considering 5 variable,

we shall have
dy = pdx + («-?) dp.

Hence for the equation of the trajectory we have

(1 +p^) dx + {x - 5) pdp,

which can be integrated when from the equation of the given

curve we express ^ in terms oip. It is reduced to the most con-

venient form by dividing by ^J il +P')- Then

«V(l+p') = 5V(l+?')-JV(l+p')'^?-

When this integration can be accomplished we have x in terms

of j» or of 5, which we can then eliminate between this equation

and that of the tangent.

Ex. To find the involute of the semicubical parabola,

27an' = iE,K

""'" p-4;W(l.pVl = 2a(l4)%C;
and we have

'4)'=<'4r--04)'-°-
The particular involute depends on the constant C, and the sim-

plest is found by making it = ; when we have

and by the equation of the tangent

y - 2ap^ =p(x-^),

we have y' = ia'^p^ = ^a^ = ia(x + 2a),

the equation of a parabola.
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292. Similarly, by giving C any value, we could find all the

curves whose evolute is a given semicubical parabola. The pro-

blem, however, is simpler when one involute of a curve is given,

and it is required to find the rest. It is obvious from Art. 115

that this is equivalent to finding the locus of points whose normal

distance from the given involute shall be constant, or to finding

the envelope of lines parallel to the tangents of the curve, and at

a constant distance from them. Hence if we substitute in the

equation of the polar reciprocal of the given involute - + dfoi -,

we shall have the reciprocal of the required curve. It easily ap-

pears thus that the problem to find the curve which shall have

the same involute as a given conic is reduced to finding, by Art.

109, the reciprocal of a curve of the fourth degree. But we may

also solve the question directly. Thus let it be required to find

the curve which shall have the same evolute as the parabola

a!^+f = {a; + 2rn)\

The equation of any tangent [Conies, p. 185) is

•
/I

'^ n
a; COS0 + w sm W + 7; = U.

"^ cosy

Hence that of a parallel at a constant distance is

« cos + y sin + -—j; + id = 0,^ cosy

or a;cos20 + y sin 20 + 4(Zcos0 -\- (x + 2m) = 0,

whose envelope is

{3(«^ + f) - 12d^ + (« + 2m)2j'

= {9 (« + 2m) (x' + y'+ 2d') - (x + 2my - 5ixd']\

which is readily seen to be of the form

27 («2 + f) {(«'' + f) -{x + 2my}' + d'S = 0.

293. Similarly we can find the curves which have the same evo-

lute as the ellipse, — + t; = 1-

The equation of any tangent to the ellipse being

- cosd) +T sinA -1 = 0,
a ^ o ^

2 N
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that of any tangent to the required curve will be

X y . , ,, //cos> sin'di^
-cos^ + |sin^-l=V(^-^ + -/^

This is reduced to the ordinary form by squaring ; and the enve-

lope is 4S' = T^, where

«' y

+-TT7 {(25* - 2a=6^ - an- + (2a' -2a*-6n|- + (a«-4a*+ W)

- -^ (2a« - 3a*6= - Sa'J* + 260-

When the equation is developed, the terms above the eighth de-

gree in X and y vanish identically, and the equation becomes di-

visible by d^ ; and it will be found that the result of then making

d = in it will be

It is not difficult to see the geometrical reason why the two foci

thus appear as points whose normal distance from the curve

vanishes.

294. We add a notice of some cases in which the orthogonal

trajectory may be found more expeditiously than by the general

method.

Let it be required to find the orthogonal trajectory of curves

given by the equation

Pipt^Pz" &c. = ^'*»*'' .«"=•

where pi, &c. denote the distance of a variable point from given
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fixed points; /, //;, &c. are given constants, and k the variable pa-

rameter; then for any of these curves we have

Z^+„,^4&c. = 0;
Pi Pi

or if «i be the angle which the tangent makes with the radius vec-

tor pi, since dpy = ds cosi'i,

, cosii cose'a ., n
I + m + &c. =

;

pi pi

hence for the orthogonal trajectory,

sin ti sin /j „ ^
I + m + &c. = ;

pi Pi

but since pirfwi = ds sin/i,

Idddi + mdwi + &c. = 0,

lb)l + mwa + &c. = 0,

which condition determines the orthogonal trajectory.

Ex. 2. To find the orthogonal trajedovy of Hie confocal Cartesian

ovals (jiven by the equation

Ipi + «ip3 = <,

w/h're I, «* are constant, c a variable parameter.

For the Cartesian oval we have (p. 176)

/cos i'l + m cos I J = ;

hence for tlie ti-ajectory,

/sin (', + «» sin t'a
= ; Ipidioi + niparfwj = 0.

But <oi and wj being taken for the base angles of the triangle,

whose sides ai-e pi, pa, it follows that

Iduii mdiD^ _ ,

sincui sinwj

and hence
tan' i (ill = C tan*" 4 wj,

a relation which determines the ti-ajectory. When I = m tlie Car-

tesian oval becomes a central conic, and the trajectory is the locus

of tlie vertex of a triangle whose base and ratio or product of
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tangents of half base angles is given ; that is, an hyperbola or

ellipse.*

Ex. 3. Let the curves be given by the relation

where pi p^ are the perpendiculars on the tangent from two fixed

points. Then
dpi dpi

Pl P2

but we have seen, p. 179, that -^^ is the cotangent of the angle

made with the tangent by the radius vector from the first point

;

hence for the trajectory

dpi dpi

295. We proceed next to give some account of the method of

elliptic co-ordinates, which, although chiefly useful in space of

three dimensions, may occasionally be applied with advantage to

plane curves. In this system two fixed points being given, the

position of any other is determined by the intersection of an

ellipse and hyperbola having the fixed points for foci. The con-

stant distance between the foci we shall denote by 2c, and the

primary semi-axes of any ellipse and hyperbola of the system by

ju, V. Then, to pass from rectangular co-ordinates, we have

^ f _ , «' f _ ,
_

cx = fiv; cy = \/ {{ft^ - c^) (c' - ^0 )

•

296. To express the element of the arc of a curve ly elliptic co-

ordinates.

Differentiating the equations just written, on the supposition

that fi is constant, we get for the arc of the ellipse whose semi-

axis is fx,

* The first Example of this Article is taken from a note by Mr. M. Roberts, Liou-

ville, X. 251. For the second Example, as also for the following Articles on Elliptic Co-

ordinates, I am indebted to the kindness of Mr. W. Robcrte.
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similarly for the arc of a hyperbola whose semi-axis is v,

V(^
and since these cut at right angles we have for the element of the

arc of any other curve given by an equation between ;u and v (as

we might also have obtained directly by differentiating, consider-

ing both ju and v variable),

The reader will find no difficulty in obtaining by this formula

the arc of the Cartesian oval, fi = av + b, which will obviously be

an ultra-elliptic function.

297. To find the element of the area of a curve hy elliptic co-

ordinates.

Considering as the element of the area the rectangle formed

by the element of an ellipse, and that of a hyperbola of the sys-

tem, we have the area

{fj?
— V-) dfidv

4:

Thus we can readilv find the space inclosed between two confocal

ellipses, jui, n%, and two confocal hyperbolae, vi, v., viz.

:

fvdfi fvi dv rui dn fvi vHvfjUi fvdfx fvi dv rui

298. Tofind an orthogonal trajectory hy elliptic co-ordinates.

If the curve were given by a relation

Prfff -1- Qldd' = 0,

da, da denoting, as before, the elements of the ellipse and hyper-

bola, it is plain that the orthogonal trajectory is given by the

equation 'Pda' - Qda = 0.

Hence when the curve is given by the differential equation

Mdfi + N<7v = 0,

the trajectory is given by the equation

dfi dv

M(ji^-c') N (c" - V*)
= 0.
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Ex. To find the orthogonal trajectory of the Cartesian ovals,

fx + mv = a, where a is given, and m is the variable parameter.

We have

= m;
dfi

V a

hence for the trajectory,

(o - ix) djx

dv ^
+ — = 0;

vdv
0,

the integration of which presents no difficulty.

299. To find the relations which subsist between the elliptic co-

ordinates ofany point on a tangent to a given ellipse, /i = jui.

It can be proved without much trou-

ble that if we tak# on the tangent PT a

portion PM = PF, and on P^, PM' = PF',

then MM' = 2//, or the axis major of the

ellipse. Hence if ju, v be the elliptic co-

ordinates of the point P, 26 the angle

between the tangents,

Ou + V)^ + Ou - v)^ - 2 (H^
- V') cos 20 = 4;U?,

an equation which expresses the relation between the co-ordinates

of any point on the tangent and the angle which that tangent

makes with the hyperbola through the point.

From this equation then

tanfl

but also „ da /Iv? - e dv

dfi

Equating these values, we have for the differential equation of

any tangent to the ellipse fi = fii,

dfj. dv

Now this equation is of the well-known form which Euler proved

to be algebraically integrable (Novi Com. Petrop. vi. and vii.)

;
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and we see here how the same result appears from geometrical

considerations, since we can obtain an algebraic relation between
the

fi. and v of any point on the tangent, by making in its a; and y
equation the substitutions of Art. 295.

300. To find the equation of the involute of an ellipse.

This is only to find the orthogonal trajectory of its tangents,

whose differential equation is given in the last Article. Hence,

by Art. 298, we have for the involute,

v(:^)*v(^)*-».
an equation which, the variables being separated, can be inte-

grated by elliptic functions, and gives a transcendental relation

between the fi and v of any point of the involute.

301. In general, if <ft be the element of the sum of arc and tan-

gent to the ellipse, ju = ju' ; then plainly (ft = sin Qda + cos Qdo ;

an equation which at once points to the possibility of finding an

elliptic function of the second kind differing by an algebraic

quantity from the sum oftwo given ones. It is obvious, too, that

the involute must be given by the equation dt=Q.

302. We close this Chapter with some notice of a problem

first solved by Euler, viz., to find Ae curve whose 7i'* evolvie shall

be similar to itself. For this purpose Euler defines a ciurve by the

relation between tlie radius of curvature, R, and the angle made

by that radius with a fixed line. From a relation of this kind,

R =f(0), we can obtain the a; and y equation; for we have

ds = RdO, dx = ds cos 6, dy = ds sin
;

so that we can express .r and y in terms of 6, and afterwards, by

ellmlniition, obtain the equation of the curve.

Now let us imagine that at the point where any radius of cur-

vature meets the evolute, the radius of curvature of the evolute

be drawn ; and again, a radius of curvature to its evolute where

tliat I'adius meets it, and so on : and let R', 9 ; R' ,
0', &c. corres-
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pond to the successive evolutes. Then, since each radius of cur-

vature is perpendicular to the preceding one, we have

dO = dff = d&', &c.,

and we have
dR = ds = RW,

or „, dR , _„ dR d^R „R = -JTT ; and K = -^TT = -rrzr-, &C.
dO '

de rf0^

We can secure that the n"' evolute shall be similar to the original

JnR
curve by taking R„ = aR ; whence -y^ = aR, a linear equation

easily integrable. For example, when n = 1, the curve, whose

evolute is similar to itself, is given by the equation R = Ce"*.

Hence

X = fCe"* cos M% =
zi (a cos0 + sin 6) + A,

y = IGe"' sin BdO = .^^ (a sinB - cos0) + B.

From these equations

y - B a sin - cos
tan&j = ^ T- = ^-,

«- A a cost; + sm

or the angle made with the axis of .s; by the radius vector from

the point (« = A, t/ = B) differs from 6 by the constant angle cof'a.

Squaring the equations, and adding, we have

((.-A)^.(,-B))*.-^_.-

It follows, then, that by changing the origin to the point x = A,

y = B, and measuring w from a line inclined to the axis of a at

the angle just mentioned, the equation of the curve becomes

p = C'e"",

the general equation of a logarithmic spiral.

303. This is Euler's solution of the problem, but it does not
appear to be the most general solution, since it assumes that the
two points whose radii of curvature are proportional lie on the
same normal to the original curve. But more generally, if the
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original curve be R = /'(6), it will suffice that the evolute should

be — = R' = of {6 + a) ; and the eqviation

is solved by taking R = 2C<3"'*, m being one of the roots of the

equation m = ae"'". Thus the curve R = Ce'"*' cos nd has an evo-

lute similar to Itself, an equation which gives the logarithmic

spiral when n is taken = 0.

*
304. The problem to find a cuiTe ichose cvoIute shall be similar

to itself, but in an inverse fosilion, c;in be reduced to the former.

For in this case the second evolute will be similar, and in the same

position, as the original curve; but its radii of curvature increase

as those of the original curve diminish ; hence Euler finds the

equation

-^-.a^R = 0.

Or the same thing will appear from the method used in the last

Article ; for we must have

f(9) = aj\u - 6),

/',((>)=-«/' (a -0) = -aV(0),

as may be seen bv substituting a — 6 for 6 in the given equation.

The solution of this equation is

R = Ccos(fl0 + |3),

or simplv = G cosaO, by merely altering tlie line from which 6 is

measured ; whence

where the omission of the aibitrni v constants is only equivalent

to a suitable change in the position of the origin, and the equa-

tions are immediately recognised as reducible to these given

(p. 211) for a liypocvoloid. When a is less than 1, the two

terms in y have the same sign, and the curve is an epicycloid,

^^'heu a= 1 it can in like manner be proved that the curve is a

2o
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cycloid. The question to find the curve whose n* evolute shall

be similar to the original curve, but in an inverted position, is

treated similarly.

305. We conclude this subject with the following theorem,

due to John Bernouilli

:

If there be any curve BC, the tangents at the extremities of

which are at right angles, and it be developed beginning at B, and if

the involute BD be again developed, beginning at D, and so on ad

infinituA, then the ultimate figure of the curve ivill be a cycloid.

Since we have proved that for the evolute R' = -^, it is plain

that for the involute Ri = jRcZfl, and that the R of the next invo-

lute will be the integral of this again, and so on. From the con-

ditions of the problem, the integrals are to be made to vanish

alternately for = and = „•

We may then assume for Ri the first radius which vanishes

for = ^, an expansion

Aicos0 + AjCosS^ + AsCosS^ . . . . + Ajcosifl + &c.,

determining Aj if Ri =f(6) by the equation

A, = -\~^f{d)cosied9.

It follows, then, that

R, = Aisin0+4'sin39 + &c.
o

Ra = Ai COS -H 17^ cos 30 + &c.

all the terms, except the first, being affected with constantly in-

creasing divisors, so that ultimately R«, = AisinS, or else Aj cos0,

either of which is the equation of a cycloid (Art. 304).*

* The matter of the last four Articles has been taken from Lacroix's Integral Cal-

culus, ii. 460, Gregory's Examples, p 456; Arts, 303 and 305 I have adopted, with a

little misgiving, from a memoir by M, Puiseux (Liouville, ix. 377J. One would imagine

from M. Puiseux's paper, that he was not acquainted with what Euler had done on this

subject. On this proof see further the last note at the end.
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CoNics, Page 142.

I WISH to add here demonstrations of Art. 154 (with which I was

not acquainted at the time the former Part of this Treatise was pub-

lished), taken from Mr. Boole's very interesting papers on Linear. Trans-

formations (Cambridge MathematicalJour., iii. 1,106, and New Series,

vi. 87). Let us suppose that the quantity Ax^ + 2Bxy + Cy' is trans-

formed by linear "substitutions into A'P+ 2B'fi/ + C'>y-; now we know

that the quantity a;^ + 2xi/ cos to + ^ is at the same time transformed

into f + 2f9 cos <o',+ ri\ since either is the expression for the square of

the distance ofany point from the origin. It follows then that

Aa?+ 2Bxij +Cf + h(a?+2ay cos i» + if) =

A'f + 2B'fij + C'l/- + h(e + 2^ cos ««' + >/').

But if h be so taken as to make the first side of the equation a perfect

square, the second must be one also. The condition that the first side

should be a perfect square is

(A + A) (C + A) = (B + h cos mf;

or h must be one of the roots of the equation

A* sin»o) + (A + C - 2B cos o>) A + AC - B' = 0.

But comparing this with the similar equation derived from the second

side of the equation, we must have

A + C-2Bcosft) A^+C^-2B^costt»'

sin^io sin'm'
'

AC - B- A'C - B«

equations agreeing with those obtained. Conies, Art. 154.

These equations suffice to determine the lengths of the axis of the

conic,

A-B* + 2Ba^ + C/ = 1,
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referred to axes inclined at any angle to. For when the equation is

transformed to the axes, we shall have B' = 0, «)' = 90°. Hence the

equations just written, since they give the sum and the product of A',

C, afford a quadratic for determining the length of the axes.

If it be desired to find the substitution necessary to transform the

given equation to the axes, we have only to take the two equations

Ax- + 2Bxtj + Cf = A'f + C'i]\

X' + Ixy cos (o + ?/- =
l^''
+ 9^',

to multiply the second either by A' or C', to subtract and take the

square root, when we have the expression for the new co-ordinates in

terms of the old.

The whole of Mr. Boole's papers are well worthy the student's at-

tention.

Page 58.

I thought it unnecessary to remark that the same investigations con-

cerning poles and polars can be applied to tangential co-ordinates; and

that thus every right line has a pole, a polar curve of the second, third,

&c. class; and, finally, a polar curve of the {n — 1)"' class, touched by

the n tangents at the points where the right line meets the curve. One

fact, however, may cause this remark to seem deserving of a little more

development. The centre of a conic section is, as we know, the pole of

the line at infinity with respect to the curve. When we seek for the

analogous point in curves of higher degree,, we find that the line at in-

finity has several poles, >^11 equally entitled to be considered the analo-

gous point required : but when we seek the pole of a line with regard

to a curve of higher cla&s, by this tangential method we find but a sin-

gle point. It may be interesting then to examine what properties such

a pole of a line possesses, and more especially in the case when the line

is at infinity. The method of Art. 61 applies, word for word, to tan-

gential co-ordinates, only that now X : fx, denotes the ratio of the sines

of the angles into which the angle between the two lines xyz, x'y'z' is

divided by the line \x + fud, &c. It is proved then, as in the text,

that the point R,

(d\5\ fdV\ /d\J\ „

possesses the property

V \sinK,POJ '
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where P is a variable point on tlie given line; Ri, R,, &o. the points of

contact of tangents from the point P, O any fixed point on the given

line. Thus for a curve of the second class the relation is

sinRPRi sinRPR8_

sinRiPO ^ sinRaPO "
'

that is to say, " if from any point P, on a fixed line OP, we draw tan-

gents, PRi, PRa, to a conic, and draw PR so that {P. OR1RR2) shall

be a harmonic pencil, then OR passes through a fixed point." This is

the fundamental definition of pole and polar with regard to a conic oon-

• sidered as a curve of the second class.

We may write the relation

where Mi is the foot of the perpendicular from R, on the line RP, and

Oi the foot of the perpendicular from the same point on the line OP.

Now let the line OP go off to infinity, then all the denominators in

this latter sum tend to equality, and we have simply 2 (M,Ri) = ; or

the sum vanishes of the-perpendiculars let fall from the points of con-

tact of any system of parallel tangents on a parallel line through R. In

other words then, the centre of mean distances of the points of contact of

any system ofparallel tangents to a given curve is a fixedpoint, which may

he regarded as the cenire of the curve. Thus in a conic the middle point

of the line joining the points of contact of parallel tangents is a fixed

point; in a curve of the third class the centre of gravity of the triangle

formed by them, &c This theorem is due to M. Chasles (Quetelet, vi. 8.),

but I believe that the point of view from which it is here presented is

the best from which to consider this and similar theorems.

On Elimination, Page 20.

In order to save the junior reader the trouble of referring to other

works, I have put together here those elementary principles with re-

gard to elimination, of which use has been made in the preceding

pages ; but it will be seen that I am very far from attempting to give

a complete account of what is known on the subject. I am myself still

but imperfectly acquainted with the improvements which this branch

of analysis has of late years received; and at any rate the topic is too

extensive to be satisiaotorily treated in an Appendix to a work on a
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different subject. We commence by a discussion of equations of the

first degree between any number of variables.

I. Linear Equations.

(1.) The result of the elimination of ra variables between n linear

and homogeneous equations is called the determinant of that system of

equations. Let us commence with the simplest case, when there are

but two equations :

AiX + B^ = 0, AjX + Bj?/ = 0.

The elimination can be performed by multiplying the first equation by

B2, the second by B;, and subtracting; or else by multiplying the first

by Ao, and the second by A.^. In either case we find

A1B2 - A2B1 = 0,

which, for brevity, we shall write (AiBj) = 0, leaving the reader to

supply the negative term: and in this notation it is plain that (A1B2) =

- (A^Bi)- We should have obtained the same result if we had elimi-

nated in like manner between the equations

KiX + K^y = 0, BiX + Bay = 0.

(2.) The process is precisely the same, if we were given the two

equations

AiK + Aay + K^z = 0, BiK + Bz?/ + Bs^ =
;

and if it were required to solve for x and y in terms of ^. Proceeding

precisely as before, we have

(A1B2) X + (A3BO z = 0, (A1B2) tj + (A1B3) z = 0.

Substituting these values of x and y in the original equations, we get

the system of equations identically true

:

Ai (A2B3) + A, (A3B,) + A3 (A1B2) = ;

Bi (AA) + B2 (A°Bx) + B3 (A3B,) = 0.

It is proved in like manner that

Ai (B2CO + B, (C2AO + Ci (A30 = ;

A, (B2CO + B/CC^AO + C, (A2BO = 0.

(3.) Next let it be required to eliminate between the equations

Aia + B,y + Ci« = 0, A^x -b B^y + C^^ = 0, A^x + B^y + C32 = 0.

Multiply the first by (A2B3), the second by (A3B1), the third by (AjB,),

and add ; then by the last paragraph the coefficients of x and y vanish,

and we have

Ci (A3B3) + C, (A3BO + C3 (A1B2) = 0;
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or wrfting at full length,

CiA3s - GiA,Bs, + CjAsBi - C2A1B3 + CsA.Bs - C3A3B1 = 0,

which is the determinant of the system of equations.

This determinant may also be written in either of the forms

Ai(BaC3) + Aa(BsCi) + As(BA), or B,(CaA3) + B,(C3A,) + B3(CiA,).

We shall use for this determinant the abbreviation (AiBaCs) ; but it is

proper to mention that the ordinary method of writing the determi-

nant, which is the result of elimination between the equations

Ai» + Bjy + CyS + Di(u + &c. = 0,

Aa* + Bay + Cs« + Daio + &C. = 0,

ts

A„a; + B,^ + C^ + D„iu + &o. = 0,

Ai, Bi, Ci, Di, . .

.

Aa, Bj, C3, Da, . .

.

^10 "f» ^m *-'«5 • •

as we have written at p. 188.

(4.) We might in like manner eliminate between the three equations

Ajas + Aay + As« = 0, Bio; + Bay + BjS = 0, Cis; + Cay + (V = ;

and we should find by the same process as before

Ai (B^Cs) + Bi (CaAa) + Ci (AaBs) = ;

but this is precisely the same quantity as the determinant found in the

last paragraph. Hence

Ai, Aa, A3
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A.CAAQ) - AaCAsBA) + A,(A,Bfi,) - A^CA^BA) = 0,

Bi (A2B3C4) - B^CAsBA) + B,(AiBfi,) - B.iA.Bfi,) = 0,

Ci (AAC4) - C,{A,Bfi,) + C^iAfifi,-) - C4(A,B,C3) = 0.

(6.) Suppose next that it were required to eliminate between the

equations

AiX + Bi?/ + Ci^ + Diiu = 0,

Ajs; + Bz?/ + C2« + DoW = 0,

AjK + Bsy + C^z + D3UJ = 0, ,

AiX + B^y + Cig + Ditu = 0.

Multiplying the first equation by (A^BsCJ, the second by - (A3B4C1),

the third by (AjBiC,,), the fourth by - (A1B2C3), and adding; then the

coefficients of a;, y, z vanish identically, and the required determinant is

Di (A^BsQ) - D, (A3B4CO + D3 (A3iC,) - D4 (A3.C3) = ;

or, writing at full length,

A1B2C3D', - A,B,C,D4 + AjBsCiD'j - A2B1C3D4 + A3B,C2D4 - AjB^C.Di

+ AiBADs - A',B2C4D3 + AiBoCiDa - AjBiC^Da + A3B1C4D3 - A2B4C1D3

+ A3B4C,D2 - A3B1C4D2 + A4BiC3D2 - A4B3C1D2 + A,B3C4D., - Afi^CJi^

+ A,B4C3D, - A.B.CJ), + A4B3CjD, - A4B;C3Di + AjB'.CiDi - A3B4C2D,

= 0.

(7.) The reader can now find no difficulty in extending this process

to any greater number of equations; and he will see that the general

expression for a determinant is 2 + A1B2C3D4, &c., where each product

must include all the varieties of the n letters, and of the ?i suffixes, with-

out repetition or omission, and where the sign + or - is to be given to

the product according as it is obtained from the first term by an even

or an odd number of permutations of suffixes. Thus in the last ex-

ample, A1B3C2D4 differs from A1B2C3D4 by a permutation of the suffixes

of BC, and therefore has an opposite sign; the third term differs from

the second by a permutation of the suffixes of AG, and therefore has

an opposite sign ; but it has the same sign as the first term, since it can

only be obtained from it by twice interchanging suffixes. It may be

deduced from this rule that a cyclic interchange of svffixes alters the sign

when the number of terms in the product is even, hut not so when the number

of terms in the product is odd. Thus A1B2C3, A2B3C1, in (3) ha,ve the

same sign, since the one can only be derived from the other by a double

permti^tion of suffixes ; but A1B2C3D4, A2B3C1D4 have opposite signs,

since the one is derived from the other by a triple permutation of suf-

fixes. The reader sees also how each determinant may be formed from
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that of the order preceding; that the next determinant, for example,

will be

Ai (BAD4E5) + Aa (BsC^DjEi) + Aj (BADxE^) + A^ (BADA)
+ A5(BADsE4);

but the signs would be alternately + and -, if the determinant were of

an even order.

(8.) We have seen that the determinant

Ai, Bi, Ci, Di,

Aa, Ba, Css D3,

As, Bs, C3, D3,

A4, B4, Ci, Di,

is formedbyadding, with the proper signs,till thepossible pltoducts which

can be obtained by taking one constituent from each horizontal and

each vertical row. It follows then, from the symmetry of this pro-

ceeding, that what we have already proved for determinants of the se-

cond and third orders is true in general, or that the vcUtte of a determi-

ftani is not altered by writing the horisq/ntal rows vertically, and the vertical

horigoattUly ; that, for example, the same result is found whether we
eliminate between the four equations in (6), or between the four,

Aia!+ A2y+ Aaa + A410 = 0,

Bjo; + Bjy + Bs« + Bioj = 0,

CiS! + Cgy + Cs* + Oi«o = 0,

Di* + Day + Dj* + Dina = 0.

(9.) If in a detemUfuita any two vertical or two horieontal rows be the

same, the determmant vanishes ufen{ica%.

Suppose, for example, that in the system just written, Ci = D„
- C3 = D3, &C., then it is evident that the last two equations will be the

same, and that the values of x, y, &, obtained firom the first three equa-

tions, will, when substituted in the last, make it vanish.

Since every term of a determinant contains one, and but one, con-

•'°)tifB-"* from each horizontal or vertical row, it follows that if the

tchol^^^vatical or horigontal row be mu&iplied by any quanti^, the de-

termini^ mubipUed by that gvatOity.

(10.) For the same reason, if each term in any vortical or harisonttd

rwD be resolved itUo the sum oftwo otha-s, the deUmUnavt can be rtsphei

into Aeswm ofturn others.

Thus
2p
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A:, B„ C,
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vantage be expressed as follows:—If in any system of equations of the

first degree,

«i« + hy + c,« + &c. = 0, «3X+% + &c. = 0, &c.,

the variables be transformed by any linear substitution,

a; = A,f + B,»j + &c., y = Ajf + BsJ? + &o. &a,

then the determinant of the transformed system will be equal to the de-

terminant of the original system (afi^c^ &c.), multiplied by what may
be called the determinant of transformation (AjBjCs &c.)

(12.) The following example will suffice to make the reader under-

stand the geometi-ical importance of the preceding theorem. The con-

dition that the general equation of the second degree,

Am? + 2'&mj + Cy + 2Da;« + 2Ey« + Fa^ = 0,

should represent two right lines, is the determinant

A, B, D,

B, C, E,

D, E, F.

Now it is plain that if this condition be satisfied, the equation must
still represent two right lines however the co-ordinates be transformed.

But if we make any linear transformation,

a; = «,f + 6,.; + c,?,

y = «af + fta^V + Caf,

the condition that the new equation should represent two right lines

is the determinant,

Aa, + Bfls + Doa A6, + B&, + DJ„ Ac. + B«i + Dc,,

Bo, + Cos + Ea» BJ, + Cia + E6„ Be, + C<% + E<^

Da, +. E«3 + F«„ D6, + E63 + FJ,, Dc, + Ecs + Fc„

which, by the theorem just proved, is the product of {afi^ into the

first-mentioned determinant, and therefore must vanish with this deter-

minant, as is obvious from geometrical considerations.

It is less necessary to discuss determinants at greater length, be-

cause Mr. Spottiswoode* has lately made the subject accessible to the

English reader. Those desirous of further information may consult the

writers referred to by him.

* Elfflusataiy Tfaeoiems rdatins to Detenmnauts; pnblislied \>j Longmm and Go.,

1831.
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(13.) I cannot, however, forbear adding another geometrical illus-

tration, taken from a memoir by M. Joachimstal (Crelle, xl. 30). It

is the analytical proof of the theorem proved geometrically (^Conies,

p. 318),

Let us write

— + =^ - 1 - A 1=F,

E,
x'x'" y'ti'"—r- + ^. 1

rfffr/fx^ yY_
,

' a^ b^
B.

Let the area of the triangle whose vertices are x'y', x"y", x"'y"\ be M,

then the determinant

x'

a'
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11. Elimmation between two Equaiions.

(1.) "We proceed next to the case where the given equations are of

any degree, but shall first, for simplicity, discuss at greater length the

case where there are but two equations. We shall call the result of

elimination between them the resiUtant of the equations. We have

already given the resultant when both equations are of the first degree.

We go on now to eliminate between two quadratics

;

Aa^ + Bay + C^;^ = 0, AV + B'xy + Cy = 0.

Multiply the first by A', the second by A, and subtract^ and we have

(BA0a; + (CA')y = O.

Multiply the first by C, the second by C, and subtract, and we have

(CA')« + (CB')y = 0;

and eliminating between these linear equations, the final result is

(CA')^ + (BA') (BC) = 0.

(2.) Elimination between two cubics,

Aa!« + Bas'y + Cwf + Df = 0, A'*' + BVy + C'xf + By = 0,

is reduced in like manner to elimination between the two quadratics,

(BA') a!>+ (CA') xy + (DA')f = 0, (DA') a^ + (DB') o^ + (DC)/ = ;

and by the previous paragraph the result is

{(DA')> - (BA') (DC) j= + {(DA') (CA') - (BA') (DB')
j

{(CA') (DC) - (DA') (DB')} = 0.

Now it must be observed that

(BA') (DC) - (DB') (CA') = (DA') (BC).

Hence the result just given is divisible by (DA') ; expanding there-

fore, and performing this division, we have finally

(DA')»- 2 (DA') (BA') (DC) - (DA') (CA') (DB')

+ (CA'y (DC) + (DB')» (BA') + (BA') (BC) (DC) = 0.

(3.) In like manner, elimination between the two biquadratics,

Aa^ + Bar'y+ C«y + Dary' + Ey* = 0,

A'a^+B'a^y + C'a?f+B'xy'+EY = 0,

is reduced to elimination between the two cubics,

(BA') a? + (CA')a% + (DA') xf + (EA')f = 0,

(EA') a? + (EB') a?y + (EC) xf + (ED')f = 0.

We apply the formula of the last paragraph ; we find a result which is

divisible by (EA')S and which gives finally
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(EA')*+ 3 (BA') (DEO (EAOH 2(CA') (CE') (EA'y+ (BE') (DA') (EA')»

+ (EA') ((EB')^(CA')+(DA')^(EC')+3(CA') (DA') (ED'))

+ (EA') }
3(BA') (EB') (EC) + (CA') (CE') (DB') + (BA') (DE') (DB') }

.

+ 2 (BA')^ (ED')^ - 2 (BE') (DE') (CA')» - 2 (BA') (DA') (CE')^

+ (BA')(BE')'+(DE')(DA')'+(CA')^(CE')^-(CA') (DA') (DB')(DE')

- (CE') (BA') (BD') (BE') + (BA') (BC) (DE') (DC)

+ {CA'y (DC) (DE') + (CE')» (BC) (BA') - 2 (BA') (BC) (BE') (DE')

- 2(DE') (DC) (DA') (BA') + (BA') (DE') (DB')' = 0.

This result, of course, by making A' = 0, includes tbe result of elimi-

nating between a biquadratic and a cubic; and so for other cases. The

same process exactly is applicable to elimination between two equations

of the fifth degree. The work, no doubt, would be laborious, and the

result long, but this inconvenience could scarcely be avoided, however

the elimination be performed.*

(4.) Although the process of elimination employed in the last three

paragraphs is that which I have found most convenient in practice, it is

open to the serious theoretical objection that it introduces into the re-

sult the irrelevant factors (DA'), (EA')^, &c. The following mode of

elimination, introduced, I believe, by Mr. Sylvester, is free from this

objection. The process is to reduce all elimination to linear elimination.

Thus in the case of the two quadratics of (I), if we multiply both equa-

tions by X and by y, we obtain the system

Ax^ + ^x'y + Cy'^x = 0, A.x'y + 'Rxf- + Cf = 0,

AV + Wx'y + C'/a; = 0, A'x;y + Wxjf + C'f = 0,

from which we can linearly eliminate x^, x'-y, xy^, y^, as if they were in-

dependent unknowns, so that the result is the determinant

A, B, C, 0,

A', B', C, 0,

0, A, B, C,

0, A', B', C.

The same process applies whatever be the degree of the equations.

(5.) Elimination by symmetric functions will also give the result

• Since this note was written I have discovered that these eliminations have been

given some time ago by Mr. Moon, Cambridge Mathematical Journal, iii. 183. Three

or four of the terms in Mr. Moon's iinal result differ from mine. I have, in consequence,

gone over the calculations again, without being able to detect any error in my work.
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free from irrelevant factors, and -will, moreover, exhibit clearly the de-

gree of the result. Let the two equations be

= Aoj™ + Ba."'-iy + Gx'^f + &o. = 0,

f = A'af + BV-'j^ + C'af'-^f + &c. = 0,

and let the roots of the first equation, solved fdt a : y, be a, /3, 7, &o.,

and of the second a', fi', 7', &o. ; then if the equations have a common
root, some one of the quantities, a, j8, 7, &c., substituted in the second

equation, must make it to vanish ; and therefore the continued product

ofthe results of thesem substitutions must in this case be sure to vanish.

The condition required is therefore this product, (Y^a) {^rP) {'f^) &c. = 0.

It appears then immediately that the result is of the »»'* degree in the

coefficients of the second equation. But the condition may be also

written (<f>»') (^;8') (0^) &c = 0, and is therefore of the n" degree in

the coefficients of the first equation. That the two forms are equivalent

appears from considering that

^ = (*-a') (a-iS') &0., 0a'=(«'-a) («'-/S) (a'-7)&c.,

and we have obviously

(« - «') («- /3') &c (/8 - a') (/3 - fi') (&c.)

= + («'- a) (a'- /3) &c. iPf-a.) (/3'- /3) &c.

If we suppose each of the roots «e, /S, a', /3', &c. to be multiplied by

a factcHP, g, then since each of the mn factors (a - a') is multiplied by

X, it is evident that the resultant wiU be multiplied by a™*. Or, in other

words, if B, B' contain a factor «, C, C contain a factor ^, and so on,

the entire result will be divisible by «"". Hence if B, B' contain g in

a degree not higher than the first, C, C'in a degree not higher than the

second, &c, then the resultant will contain s in the mn"' and lower

(6.) We have seen that if we suppose the equations resolved into

the linear factors, x-ay = 0,x-Py — 0, x- a'y = 0, &c., then the final

result is the product of the mn determinants, found by eliminating be-

tween any equation of the first and any of the second system. If now

we suppose the variables transformed by any linear substitution,

« = Xf + /tiy, y = X'f + pfff, the effect is to multiply each of these deter-

minants by the determinant of transformation (Xpf — \'p). We see,

then, that if two equations be transformed by a linear substitution, the

resultant of the transformed equations wiU be equal to that of the

original multiplied by (kp! - X'y»)*". The same thing might be seen by.

supposing a, a', the roots of one system, to be connected with a, a', the
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„ , , , , . \ffl + « , 'Ka' + u
'

roots of the other, by relations a = —, ;, a = ^-r-, ;> when it can
' X'a + fi' X'a'+fi'

at once be verified that a - a' is proportional to (X/t' - V/t) (a - a').

(7.) The most important example of the application of the pre-

ceding principles is the problem of finding the condition that a given

equation

T = Ax" + nBx'-^y + ^^~ Cx"-^f + &c. = 0,

should have equal roots. This condition is often called the determinant

of the equation. The coefiicients are introduced on account of the sym-

metry -which they give to the equations, and also because, since if

A = B = C, &c., the equation just written will evidently have all its

roots equal, the required condition must vanish on the same suppo-

sition, and we shall thus have a test of the accuracy of our results. The

dT dT
condition is obviously the result of elimination between -j— =0, — =

;

O/X ay
it is therefore by (5) of the degree 2(ra- 1) in the coefficients, since

each of these equations is of the («- 1)" degree; and if B contain a va-

riable, z, in the first degree, C in the second, and so on, the result will

be homogeneous in z, and of the n(n-\ )'' degree.

For example, to find the determinant of Aa;' + 2Exy + Cy' = 0, de-

pends on elimination between the linear equations

Ax+By = 0, 'Bx + Cy = 0,

and is therefore B^ - AC = 0.

To find the determinant of Aa;' + 3Ba;^?/ + 3Cxy^ + Jiy^ = depends

on elimination between

Aa;= + 2Bxy + Cy'' = 0, Ba;^ + 2Cxy + T)y^ = 0,

and is therefore, by (1),

(AD - BC)^ - 4 (B» - AC) (C^ - BD) = 0.

The determinant of Aas* + ABx^y + 6Cx''y'' + 4J)xy^ + Ey* = is in

like manner found to be

A^E^ + 36B'C^D^ + 54AB^CE^ + 54A^CD^E + lOSB'CED + 108ABCD'

+ 81AEC^ = 64B3D' + 54AC'D'- + 54B2EC' + 27B*E2 + 27A^D*

+ 6AB^D^E + 12A^BDE^ + IBA^E'C^ + ISOABC'ED.

(8.) In this shape the equation is too cumbrous to be of any prac-

tical utility. We owe to Messrs. Boole and Cayley the reduction of the
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preceding to the form, of wMoh use has been so frequently made in the

. {(receding pages, viz.,

(AE - 4BD + SCy = 27(ACE + 2BCD - AD°- - EB^ - Cy.

It is evident from (6) that the determinant of an equation is un-

changed (or only changed by the introduction of a factor) by linear

transformations of the variables ; we know also that this determinant

is the continued product of the squares of the differences of the roots of

an equation. Now Mr. Cayley first showed that beside the determinant

tliere are other derivatives from an equation (which he calls hyper-

determinants), which possess this property ofbeing unaffected by linear

transformation. Without entering into other modes of obtaining such

functions (for which see the recent Papers of Messrs. Cayley, Boole, and

Sylvester), it is plain from (6) that any symmetrical function of the

roots of the equation, which is also a function of the differences of the

roots, and into each term of which all the roots enter the same number

of time^, "will possess this property. The latter condition is necessary,

in order that, after transformation, all the terms should have the same

denominator. Thus for a biquadratic, the function

(« - /3)' (7 - sy + {«.- 7)^ (iS - sy + (a - sy (yS - 7)«,

into each term ofwhich each root enters twice, answers this description.

And when expressed in terms of the coefficients, it gives Mr. Cayley's

hyperdeterminant, AE - 4BD + 30^ It appears from the expression

in terms ofthe roots, that this function will vanish when the equation

has three equal roots. The hyperdeterminant

(ACE + 2BCD - AD^ - EB' - C)

was discovered by Mr. Boole. It is expressed in terms of the roots as

the sum, with proper signs, of six terms (« - py (-y - Sy (a- 7) (/S - S),

thus answering to our description, and each root entering thrlee into

each term. Or it may be written more conveniently

{(a-/8)(7-«)-(«-7)(«-/3)) {(oi-l){S-fi)-{cc-S)(p-ri)}

{(a-6)(/3-7)-(«-^)(7-«)},

a form both convenient for calculation of this function in terms of the

coefficients, and also exhibiting at once the last theorem of Art. 205.

This function vanishes also when the equation has three equal roots, and

the two together afford the simplest conditions that such should be the

case. The expression of the determinant, in terms of these two func-

tions of the second and third d^ree in the coefficients, is due to Mr.

Boole.

2Q
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(9.) For the conditions that the given biquadratic should have two

distinct pairs of equal roots, I refer to a paper (Cambridge and Dublin

Math. Journal, iii. 171). The conditions there given were obtained by
a kind of tentative process; by first forming the general expression- of

an equation complying with these conditions (x - ayf {x - Pyf = 0,

by expressing the coefficients in terms of a, y3, and then eliminating

ayS. It would appear, however, that the method of symmetric functions

might have been used perhaps with more advantage for the same pur-

pose. Thus if we form any symmetric function which shall vanish

when a = /3 and 7 = S, we shall have one of the conditions required.

For example,

(a + /3 - 7 - «) {(a - /Sy- - (7 - ^f] =

is a symmetric function of the roots, and is the function

2B=' + A^D - 3ABC

given in the Paper cited. Similarly for the rest. I have only to add,

that, in general, when an equation has two pairs of equal roots, we can

readily form an equation which shall be satisfied by either of them, in

dT
addition to the two T = 0, and -^— = 0. For if we substitute in the

dx
equation x + 7i for x, it becomes

dT_k d^J^
dx 1 dx'' 1.2

Now if we give x the value of one of the equal roots, the first two

terms vanish, and because there is a second pair of equal roots the re-,

maining equation in h must have two equal roots. Hence if we form

the condition that

d^ dn'h d^T K' _
dx'

'^ d^ ^^ d^ 3T4
"^ *^'

considered as an equation in A, should have equal roots, this condition

will be satisfied by any of the equal roots of the original equation.

Thus if a biquadratic have two pairs of equal roots, either of them

must satisfy

T=o ^=0 r^v-sf^u^^^' dx ^' W) "^Xdx^j [dx'J-

The last, being a quadratic equation, given 1he equal roots at once. We
see thus that if

Ace* + 4Bx> + 6Cxhf. + 4J>!/' jh,Ej(J = 0,

have two pairs of equal roots, these roots are given by the equation

AV- + 2ABx7j + (SAC - 2B-)f = 0;
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but ttey are in like manner also given by the equation

(3CE - 2D») «' + 2DExy + Ey = 0.

These equations being identical, we have at once relations which must

be satisfied by the coefficients, in order that the equation should have

two pairs of equal roots. I have no doubt that this method of obtain-

ing these relations, which only occurs to me as I write, might be gene-

ralized by a little attention. The reader wiU see the connexion be-

tween this and the theory of double tangents.

(10.) I refer to the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal,

V. 152, &c for the determinant of the equation of the fifth degree, and

for some genei^ considerations as to the formation of these functions.

I only wish to add some observations as to the form ofthe determinant

of an equation of the '«* degree, of which use has been made in the

preceding pages. Ifwe have found the condition that

T = Aa» + Ba;»-^y + Ca-Y + &0. = 0,

should have equal roots, and call this ^, it is obvious that on making

A ? in the result we shall have the condition 4>»-i that

Ba!*-i + Cs^hf + Daf^f + &c. =

should have equal roots. ^^ is ofthe degree 2(«- 1) in the coefficients,

while ^K-i is only of the degree 2(n-2); hence there is still a factor

of the secbnd degree to be accounted for. But in general we may, as at

p. 94, consider ^„ = as the equation of a curve to which T is a tangent,

dT
meeting it where it meets -j—. Hence, in particular, A is a tangent at

the poiatAB ; ^ must therefore be of the form Ayr + B'x- ^^ see then,

from what precedes, that the form of 0, is

9i„ = A^r + B^i.

Thus if it were required to find the determinant of

- Ax> + Ba?!f + Ca^ + Dy> = 0,

we might, previous to calculation, write down the terms

, B'C^ - 4B*D - 4G»A + ADf^ = ;

since the result ofmaking A = must be B'(C - 4BD), and ofmaking

D = must, in like manner, be C^ (B' - 4AC).

ni. Eliminatioii between any mimber ofEqm^ons.
its. H- -ftV*^- k "^y

A brief notice must suffice of^the problem of elimination in general.

Were we given three equations.
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kx" + Ba;'"-^?/ + Ca;"'-'^ + &c. = 0,

A'k" + BV-' !/ + CV-'« + &c. = 0,

A'V + B"a;'^'y + C'V^'^ + &c. = 0,

it appears from (5) of the last section tliat if we solve for x and y in

terms of z from the first pair of equations, we shall have mn sets of va-

lues of X and y. Some one of these substituted in the third equation

will satisfy it; therefore the required condition is found by substituting

each of the mn sets successively, and multiplying all the results toge-

ther. We see thus that the coefficients of the third equation must enter

in the degree mn into the result ; and sc*. in like manner those of the

second will enter in the degree mp, and those of the first in the degree

np. And, in general, if we have to eliminate between any number of

equations, it is proved in like manner that the degree in which the co-

efficients of any one enter into the result is found by multiplying toge-

ther the exponents of the degrees of all the rest.

The symmetric functions of the roots of the first two equations,

which this method requires us to form, are obtained by Poisson's me-

thod. Assume a new variable, t = \x + fiy ; eliminating x and y from

this and the first two equations, we obtain an equation of the ?««"' de-

gree in t; form the sum of the V' powers of the roots of this equation;

then it is obvious that the coefficient of A,' in this sum will be 2a;', the

coefficient of V'-'^fn, will be 2a!*''y, &c.

If the coefficients contain a new variable in a degree not higher than

the power of z, which each coefficient multiplies, then it is easy to see

that the result will be not higher than the mnp"' degree in this variable.

This, I believe, completes an account of all the principles respecting

elimination which have been employed in the text. For fuller details

I must refer to those writers who have treated expressly on this subject.

I have to state, in conclusion, that Mr. Sylvester had the kindness to

communicate to me a very simple rule for the calculation of Aronhold's

function, T. The proof of this rule, however, depends on Mr. Sylves-

ter's general researches on subjects connected with elimination, which

cannot be explained here without more space than is at mj disposal,

and more knowledge of the subject than I now possess. Mr. Sylvester's

investigations will, I believe, appear in the forthcoming number of the

Mathematical Journal, and will, I expect, quite fulfil the anticipations

which I have expressed in the note, p. 195.

Mr. Sylvester has also communicated to me a form for the conditions

that a cubic should break up into a right line and conic, more con-

venient than that given, p. 194. The conditions are found by express-
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ing that -r—, —, &o. shall be respectively proportional to -=—, , <S:c.

Perhaps it may be possible to obtain a proof of this from the fact re-

marked in the text, that in this case S and T are proportional to the

square and the cube of the same function.

On Imaginary Points and Lines.

Although in the preceding pages we have spoken much of imagi-

nary points and lines, yet we have stated (Conies, p. 78) that these are

merely analytical conceptions, which we do not attempt to represent

geometrically by any real points or lines. M. Ponoelet,- indeed (who

was one of the first to see the importance of giving generality to our

geometrical language by the introduction of imaginaries), attempted to

make them more intelligible to his readers by giving to these imaginary

expressions a real representation. Thus in the equation of a circle

y = ^(xi^ — a^), when as is greater than «, and we get a value of the

form y = 6^- 1, he represents this by the real point y = h, so as to

make the equation represent not only the given circle, but also the

equilateral hyperbola y= y/(a^ - a'). This is a mode of representation,

however, on which he does not lay much stress, and which, it is

obvious, cannot be seriously defended. For it is necessary, to the con-

sistency of our interpretations, that an equation should continue to

represent the same curve, however the axes be transformed. And it is

plain that in M. Poncelet's method it depends solely on the position of

the axes, which, out of an infinity of equilateral hyperbolse, we are to

regard as the companion, also represented by the equation of a circle.

A more refined, but, in my opinion, not more successfnl attempt, to

identify imaginary with real points in space, was made by the late Mr.

Gregory (Cambridge Mathematical Jour., i. p. 259; Examples, p. 176).

I do not know what acceptance Mr. Gregory's method of representation

has met with among mathematicians, but still, as it has been intro-

duced in a work to which I have frequently had occasion to refer my
readers, I think that I should not be right in silently passing it by,

but thati ought to give some account of it, and to state my reasons

for not adopting it. And in expressing my dissent I would be under-

stood to do so with all the respect which is due to the memory of one

prematurely cut off in so promising a career of mathematical, useful-

ness. Mr. Gregory's views may be stated as follows :
—" It is to a cer-

tain extent arbitrary what interpretation we give to our algebraical
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equations ; but the greatest advantage is gained when we adopt the

most general methods, and when every algebraical symbol.has its ap-

propriate geometrical representation. Thus the inventors of analytic

geometry might, if they pleased, have left the sign - uninterpreted,

and, confining their attention to the positive values of the variables,

have only considered those branches of a curve which lie in the iipper

right-hand angle between the axes. It was soon seen, however, how

. much generality might be gained by interpreting the line - a as of

equal length, but opposite direction, to the line + a; and no curve is

now considered as completely traced unless the negative, as vs^ell as the

positive values of the variables be taken into account. This, however,

is merely a matter of convention, and we might, if we pleased, have

restricted ou^elves to the positive values of the co-ordinates. There

remains still, however, the symbol v^
- 1, which, in the ordinary sys-

tems, is left uninterpreted. Now since - 1 denotes the operation of

reversing the direction of a line, or of turning the line through 180°,

it is natural to consider (-) as that operation which, twice repeated,

will give -, or the operation of turning the line through 90°. And so

in general a I cos - 27r + y/- 1 sin- 25r
], or (+)"*, may be considered

27r
as denoting a line of the length a inclined at an angle— to the line on

which + a is measured. When, then, to any value of x there corres-

ponds a value for y of the form just written, this is not to be measured

27r
along the axis of y, but along a line inclined to it at an angle —, but

still perpendicular to the axis of x, and therefore out of the original

plane. This system of interpretation is quite as legitimate an extension

as that of the negative values of the variables, and is as necessary to the

thorough understanding the course of a curve. When, therefore, the

value of either of the co-ordinates ceases to be real, the curve does not

cease to exist, but merely leaves the plane of the axes ; and we can at

all times assign the point in space which corresponds to any value of

the co-ordinates. Strictly speaking, then, there are no plane curves,

but every curve, part of whose course may be plane, is accompanied by
branches in space; and the ordinary methods of interpretation, which

take no account of these branches in space, give as imperfect a notion

of the course of a curve as a system which should take no account of

the negative values of the co-ordinates. By this method also we get a

clear conception of conjugate points, which arise when one of the

branches in space crosses the plane of the axes."
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l^ow on these views I would remark, that our method of interpre-

tation is not so wholly conventional as Mr. Gregory represents. It is

necessary, in the first place, that our interpretations should be consis-

tent; thus, had we commenced by rejecting the negative values of the

variables, we should have discovered the incompleteness of our method,

by finding that on transformation of co-ordinates our equations had no

longer the same geometrical signification. But it is more important

to observe, that we do not obtain our first knowledge of geometrical

figures from interpreting the equations of Analytic Geometry; but

that, on the contrary, our interpretations of analytical equations must

be made to coincide with our previous geometrical knowledge. In

what I am about to say I shall confine myself to the simplest examples,

because many a reader who would not think it incredible that a curve

of the third or fourth degree should take excursions out of its plane,

will not be disposed to believe in such wanderings if attributed to a

right line or a circle. We know what a circle is before we know any-

thing about the equation a?+y''=a\ and any interpretation of this

equation diflfering either by defect oir excess from our previous geome-

trical conception, must be rejected. We discover that we should be

wrong in leaving the sign - uninterpreted, because then the equation

jb' +^ = «3 -would only represent a fragment of a circle; and we may in

the same manner discover that it is objectionable to give a real inter-

pretation to the symbol •/ - 1 in the equations of Analytic Grcometry,

because theji a? + y^=ti^ represents not only a circle but an irrelevant

curve besides.

In Mr. Gregory's first papers, when he came to an imaginary value,

he usually contented himself with saying that the curve left the plane

of reference, without much troubling himself to inquire where it went
'

to. This omission was supplied in a Paper by Mr. Walton (Cambridge

Mathematical Journal, ii. 103), which I cannot but regard as an able

rtdiictio ad absui-dum of Mr. Gregory's theory. He finds that, according

to Mr. Gregory's principles, properly generalized, the equation a?+y^ = tf

represents not only a circle, but also a curve of the fourth degree, in

space, whose ordinary equations would be written

(B» + y* - «* tan' 2rsr - (2 - « tan 2rs-/ = <^ cos4mir,

2a; (« - y) tan 2nr + 2ys = «^sin4flis-,

where, however, r is arbitrary ; and we are as much at liberty to choose

-which of an infinity of such curves we are to regard as the companion

ofthe circle, as in M. Poncdet's method we were left to choose between

an infinity of equilateral hyperbolte. Now if it can be shown that our
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ordinary geometrical notions of a circle are defective, and that one or

all of these curves possess the same properties, and are entitled to be

regarded as a portion of the same curve, then Mr. Gregory's mode of

interpretation must be hailed as a great discovery. But if these curves

differ from a circle in form and properties, then it is an abuse of lan-

guage to speak of them as branches of the circle, merely because they

can be represented by the same equation (and of course what is true of

the circle is in like manner true of higher curves); it is to confound

two distinct ideas, because they can be expressed by the same symbol

;

it is, in short, no better than a mathematical pun. And to talk of

plane curves having branches out of their plane appears to me calcu-

lated to confound all a student's ideas, to make him likely to lose his

hold of the principle that a curve of the ra"' degree is always cut by a

right line in n points, and to make him fancy that he has distinct con-

ceptions, which he cannot possibly have, of imaginarj' points and lines.

The explanation given by Mr. Gregory's method of conjugate points

does not show why these points should be always double points ; and

at any rate the relation of such a point (considered as the limit of an

oval), to the curve, seems otherwise sufficiently intelligible. The same

theory has been applied by Mr. Gregory or Mr. Walton to the expla-

nation of an impossible branch of a curve having a real asymptote ; but

this is nothing more than a conjugate point at infinity.

But though I do not admit that any real points can be considered

as the representatives of the imaginary points which we are led to in

the equations of analytic geometry, I would not be understood to deny

that imaginary symbols may be so interpreted as to represent real

points and lines. On the contrary, I shall here give a short account of.

the principles of the symbolical geometry laid down by Mr. Warren in

his Tract on the Geometrical Interpretation of Imaginary Quantities,

and which to a certain extent coincide with those adopted by Sir Wil-

liam Hamilton in his Quaternion Theory. In this theory all the sym-

bols, +, -, &c. receive new significations, and are to be interpreted with

regard to direction as well as to magnitude. Let A, B, C be any three

points ; let the line a (= AB) denote the operation of passing from the

point A to B ; let & (= BC), denote the operation of passing fromB to C,

then the sign + is interpreted to denote that the operations are to be

made successively, and we have obviously AB + BC = AC, since the

result of passing first from A to B, then from B to C, is equivalent to

passing at once from A to C. This coincides with the ordinary use of

the sign + when the points A, B, C are in one right line. Lines are said
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to be (squal wheii their magnitude is equal and their directions parallel

;

hence the definition given of+ corresponds to the composition of forces

in mechanics, and the symbolical sum of two lines is the diagonal of

the parallelogram formed by them. It will be seen that the sign +,

used in this sense, possesses the same properties as in Algebra, viz., that

I shall not dwell on the interpretation of the corresponding sign -,

which presents no diflSculty. The symbol <i\/ - 1 is interpreted, for

i^asons stated above, as denoting a line of the length a, but measured

in a direction at right angles to that in which + a is measured. It fol-

lows that a (cos0 + ^Z - I sin 6) denotes the diagonal of a rectangle

-whose sides are acos0 and asind; and that it therefore represents' a

line ofthe length a, inclined at an angle Q to the direction on which + a
is measured. What we know about the resolution of forces shows us

at once that this theory is consistent with itself, and that we get the

same sum for a (cos0 + ^ - 1 sinS) + i(cos^ + \/ - I sin^), whether

we at once take the diagonal of the parallelogram formed by them, or

whether we add their real and imaginary components, and then take

the diagonal ofthe resultant rectangle. The definition given of •\/ - 1

is included in the following definition of symbolical proportion : " Four

Tight lines are said to be proportional when their magnitudes are alge-

braically proportional, and when the angle between the first pair is

equal to that between the second pair." To multiply together two

lines is to find a fourth proportional to the xmit line and the two lines;

and this definition gives for their product the same result as if we

multiplied, according to the ordinary rules, the quantities a(cos0 +

•^ — 1 sin6) and h (cos^+ / - 1 sin^); viz., a magnitude «5, inclined

to the unit line at an angle 0+0.

As an example of these principles, let it be required to determine a

triangle, being given the base, difference of base angles, and rectangle

tinder sides. Let the bisector of the base be /», and the half base 1,

then, from the preceding principles, one side is /> + 1, the other p-\.

And from the rules for symbolical multiplication, the product /»* - 1

most be equal to a quantity whose magnitude is the given rectangle »»%

and indined to the base at an angle equal to the difierence of the base

angles a. Draw this line from one extremity of the base, then i»' + 1

is the line joining its extaremity to the middle point of base; and

«{= J{v^ + 1)) *s a mean proportional between the joining line and

the half base, and bisects the angle between them.

And so in general I would be understood as faUy admitting that

2b
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this calculus affords a new form of polar co-ordinates, which may
legitimately be adopted if found to have any advantage over the ordi-

nary method. All I object to is the fragmentary importation of the

principles of this calculus into analytic geometry, in the interpreting

V - 1 to denote perpendicularity, while + is interpreted merely of

magnitude, without any reference to direction. We get thus a kind of

hybrid between Mr. Warren's and the Cartesian method, which is not

convenient for investigating the properties of space of three dimensions,

and which leads to false ideas as to the geometry of two dimensions.

But in the systems which employ imaginary symbols, when consistently

carried out, imaginary points, of which no real representation can be

given, present themselves as in the ordinary methods. Thus in the

quaternion system, imaginary vectors present themselves as the square

roots of positive quantities.

Curves of Pursuit, Page 222.

I find on turning over Laoroix's Integral Calculus, ii. p. 470, that

in the reference I have given I overlooked that this problem had been

previously discussed by Bouguer, Memoires de I'Academie, 1732. If

mathematical writers are sometimes so unfortunate as to spend their

labour on subjects where their predecessors have left them nothing to

discover, they have, at least, sometimes the satisfaction of imposing not

only on themselves, but on their not better informed readers.

On obtaining Focal Properties by Inversion, Page 240.

On reading over the proofs of the section on transformation, Dr.

Hart pointed out to me that the method of inversion is, perhaps, the

simplest for obtaining the focal properties of higher curves, given

p. 123, &o. and p. 173, &c. Let O be the origin, A, B any two points,

a, b the inverse points ; then it is easy to see that for the distance AB
we are to substitute jr—-z^-r. Suppose, then, that we invert an ellipse

given by the relation AP + BP = c, where A, B are the foci, P any point

on the curve; then the inverse curve must have the property

In like manner, if we invert any Cartesian oval, which we know has

three foci in a right line, the corresponding points will lie on a circle
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passing through the origin, which is the fourth focus of the inverse

curve; and we can thus obtain the focal properties of bicircular bi-

quadratics, for the inverse of| such a curve with regard to a focus is

always a Cartesian oval. To any relation of the form X,AP + /iBP = c,

will, as before, correspond one of the form \'ap + ii/bp = c'Op; and to

one of the form \AP + ^nBP + vCP = will correspond \'ap + /I'lp +
J^<^ = 0. Again, the focus and directrix property of p. 178 is but the

inverse of the focus and dirfectrix property of conies; for the property

PA = PE becomes, on inverting, with regard to C, = ^
,

where e is the point where the radius vector Cp meets a fixed line: but

the ratioja« : Ce is the same as that of the perpendiculars from p and C
on the fixed line.

A circular cubic, or bicircular biquadratic, is its own inverse with

regard to any of the points O, P, Q, R, p. 174. A 'number of other

properties may be similarly obtained. The reader will have no difliculty

in seeing the degree of the inverse of a curve, and in examining how
the degree is afiected when the origin is on the curve, or when the

curve is circular. It is also easy to prove that the inverse of a focus

is a focus of the inverse curve, so that the origin is the only new finite

focus which a curve can acquire by inversion.

Page 282.

Although M. Puiseux's proof of BernouiUi's theorem did not on first

reading appear to me satisfactory, I was tempted by its brevity to adopt

it, supposing that on examination it would, as a matter of course, turn

out to be correct. However, such has not been the result of the conside-

ration I have given the subject since p. 282 was in type, and on reading

Euler's Memoir (Nov. Comm. Petrop. An. 1764, p. 179), I can call M.
Puiseux's proof nothing else than Euler's proof spoUed. In fact, it is

not true that the K of any finite involute can, tn general, be expanded

in a series involving only sines or cosines of odd multiples of 0; but

Euler proves that this must be true for the E of the " Infinitissima

curva." He shows that the expression for E,, can only involve odd

powers of 0, because its alternate differential coefficients are always

to vanish on the supposition 9 = 0\ that therefore E,, can be expressed

as the sum of a number of sines (E« = 2Asina&); that since the first

and etwysubsequent alternate difiereutial coefficient of this is to vanish

for = —, the sei'ies can only involve odd multiples of 0; and finally.
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that since the oo'* differential coefficient of B„ is to be finite, the ex-

pression must reduce to a single term £„ = A sin ft Euler proves in

like manner that if the angle between the extreme tangents of the curve

were not a right angle, but any constant angle, then the ultimate

figure of the involute -would be an epicycloid. As before, K„ is ex-

pressed as the sum of a number of sines, and also the cosine of each arc

is to vanish on the supposition 6 = a; hence if -5 = ina, we must have

E„ = A sinm^ + AjsinSm^ + &o.

But from the consideration that the oo* differential coefficient of this

is to be finite, we can see that the series must reduce to a single term

K„ = A sin mO, which represents an epicycloid. A, however, will be

either infinitely great or infinitely small, since Km° is to be finite ; the

epicycloid, therefore, will either extend to infinity, or will reduce to a

point. Euler observes also, that we might have perceived the truth of

BernouUli's theorem from the consideration that the oo"" involute must

be similar and equal to the second preceding or succeeding ; hence the

ultimate form of the curve is that which is similar and equal to its se-

cond evolute, viz., a cycloid. To the validity of the proof it seems ne-

cessary that the portion of the curve developed should have no cusp or

point of inflexion.

The reader will find another demonstration of Bernouilli's theorem

by Poisson, Journal de I'Ecole Polytechnique, cahier xviii. p. 432, and

another by Legendre, Exercises, ii. 541, or Gregory's Examples, p. 459.

A proof, substantially the same as Legendre's, though somewhat sim-

plified, is given by Dr. Whewell, Cambridge Philosophical Transac-

tions, viii. 670. Dr. Whewell, though he refers to Euler's paper, ap-

pears not to have consulted it, for he presents as new the discussion of

the case where the extreme tangents make any angle.

It would, no doubt, be instructive to examine by the ordinary me-

thods the conditions that a curve should be similar to its evolute.

This would be done by seeking when, by a suitable choice of the arbi-

trary parameter, the equation of the normal can be thrown into a form

similar to that of the tangent. The considerations of p. 110 appear to

show that the degree and class of an algebraic curve cannot be the same

as those of its evolute, unless the curve have no points of inflexion, and

pass through none but the circular points at infinity.
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LIMACON, 203

Generated as an epitradioid, . . . 21i

as envelope of a series of circles, 241

Inverse of focal conic, 240

, Equation of its evolute, 116

of its reciprocal, 263

LITDUS, 224

LOCUS.

How found by tangential co-ordi-

nates, 7

Of point cutting in given ratio va-

riable tangent to conic between

two fixed, 7

centre of conic touching four

given lines, . ". 9

harmonic means on vectors to a

curve, 51

£rom inflexion of a cubic, ... 139

or double point of a biquadratic, ^01

Pointswhosepolarlinespass through

fixed points, 59

Point of contact of tangents from

fixed point, 59, 62

to n system of conies touching

two given lines at given points, 160

Extremity of polar subtangent,. . 114

Given sum of angles made with

fixed line by tangents to a

curve, 121

Common vertex of two triangles,

given bases and difi^rence of

vertic^ angles, 139

Vertex of parabola rolling on an

equal one, 170

of triangle whose sides pass

through fixed pointe, and base

angles move on given curves, 247

2

LOCUS

—

continued.

Double points on cubics through

seven fixed points, . . . . 158

Intersection of tangents where chord

through fixed point on cubic

meets it, 166

where ordinate meets cncle and

cycloid, 228

of two similar conies, given foci, 174

Point whose distance fi-om fixed

point equals distance from fixed

circle, 178

whose normal distance from a

given curve is constant, . . 273

Foot of perpendicular from centre

on tangent to a conic, . . . 204

LOGARITHMIC CURVE,. ... 217

spiral 224

MAC CULLAGH.
HisproofofLandeu's theorem, . . 259

MAC LAUEIN.
His theorem on reciprocals of radii

vectores, 54

On contacts of tangents from pouit

of cubic 134

On lines cut harmonically by a

cubic, 135

On harmonic polars of inflexions of

a cubic, 140

His theorem for generation of co-

nies extended 247

MAGNUS.
On collinear transformation, . . . 230

MIDDLE POINTS OF CUBICS.

Defined, 168

MOBIUS.
His barycentric calculus, . . . 16

MOON.
On elimination, 294

MULTIPLE POINTS AND TAN-
* GENTS.

'Explained 27, &c.

Limit to their number, 31
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MULTIPLE POINTS AND TAN-
GENTS

—

continued.

Equivalent to how many conditions, 33

Their existence sometimes obvious

from form of equation, ... 39

Higher, considered as union ofdou-

ble points 64

Their effect on degree of reciprocal

curve 64

On number of inflexions, .... 73

NEWTON.
Theorem of continued products of

segments of parallel chords, . 43

On diameters, 47

On intercepts between curve and its

asymptotes, 48

Enumeration of curves of the third

degree 132

On projection of all cubics into pa-

rabolje 141

His construction for cissoid of Dio-

des 170

Rectifies epicycloids, 216

NORMAL.
Equation of, 106

How many through a point, ... 109

What, when projected, Ill

NUMBER
Of terms in general equation,... 18

Of tangents which can be drawn to

curve, 62

Ofciibicswith double points through

eight points, 157

OPPOSITE
Of four points on cubic, . . . 133,167

OVALS,

On cubic have no inflexion, . . . 144

Limit to their number in general, . 200

PARABOLA.
Cubical and semi-cubical, 105, 148, 169

Of third degree, has diameter, . . 140

All cubics projected into, . . . 141

PASCAL. (See Limacon.)

PAGE.

PASCAL

—

continued.

His theorem of a hexagon proved, 23

His discoveries on the cycloid, . . 210

PEACOCK.
His examples cited, .... 212, 225

PERPENDICULARS.
From three fixed points on variable

line, how connected, .... 10

PLUCKER.
On point and line co-ordinates, 13, 16

On intersection of curves, .... 26

Application of the theorem of trans-

versals, 45

Degree of reciprocal curves, ... 63

Points of inflexion 71

Double tangents, ... 90

Foci, 120, 128

His enumeration of curves of the

third degree, 132, 162

Theorem on position of double point

of cubic, given the asymptotes, 153

Definition of middle point of cubics, 163

On double tangents to a biquadra-

tic, . 197, 199

Transformation of curves, 243,251, &c.

POLES AND POLARS.
Equations, how found in general, . 55

With regard to a cubic, . . . 149, &c.

By tangential co-ordinates, . . . 284

Of fixed point with regard to cu-

bics through nine points, . . 156

Of infinity, what, 153

POLYGON.
Inscribed in conic, theorem as to, 22

Inscribed in cubic, sides through

fixed points, 167

PONCELET.

Finds number of tangents which

can be drawn to a curve, . . 63

On determining degree of loci, . . 243

On imaginaries, 301

PROBLEMS.
To draw tangent to cubic through

given point, 150
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PEOBLEMS—oonrinwed.

To inscribe polygon in cubic, sides

through fixed points, . , . ^ 167

To find ninth intersection of two

cubics 168

To find a cubic whose Hessian is

given, 155, 192

PROJECTIONS.

Of cubics, Ul, 17S

A case of collineai transformations, 228

PUISEUX.

On successive involutes, . . . 282, 307

PURSUIT.

Curves of, 222, 306

QUADRATURE.
Of various curves, 249

QUADRILATERAL.
Middle points of diagonals on one

right line, 6

QUETELET.
On caustics, 116

On Cartedan ovals, 203

RADIUS OF CURVATURE, . . 107

RECIPROCAL.

Of a curve, its degree, . 1, 62, 90, &c.

Equation, how found 98

' Examples of equations of, . . 100, &c.

Skew reciprocals, 233

RECTIFICATION OF CURVES,

255, «so.

RESULTANT OF EQUATIONS, . 292

ROBERTS, M. 276

ROBERTS, W.

On transfiirmation of curves, . 2S9, 242,

269

On rectification of curves, . 256,261,

366, 268

On elliptic co-ordinates, .... 276

ROBERVAL.
His method of tangents, .... 243

Obtains quadrature of cycloid, . . 209

FAOB

ROULETTES.
Their tangents 212

Their radii of curvature, . . . . 216

SERRET.

His researches on rectification, 260, 263,

268

SINGULARITIES OF CURVES.
Ordinary and extraordinary, ... 70

SINUSOID 216

SPIRALS, 223

SPOTTISWOODE.
On determinants, 291

STATIONARY POINTS AND
TANGENTS, 28, 35

STEINER.

On Pascal's hexagram, 23

On osculating circles of conies, . . 240

ST. LAURENT.
On caustic of circle, 116

On curves of pursuit, 222

STUBBS.

On inverse transformations, 241, 243, 269-

On quadrature of roulettes, . . . 252

SYLVESTER.
On Hessians, 72

On elimination, 294, 297

On general equation of third de-

gree, 300

SYNTRACTRIX, . 221

TALBOT.
On arcs oflemniscata and hyperbola, 261

TANGENT. (Sw Ahqi^)

General equation o^ 62

From a point to a curve, how many, 62

their equation found, 68

another form of, 104

At points of inflexion , equation of, 76

TANGENTIAL.

j
Co-ordinates, 2
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TANGENTIAL—continwed.

Equation of second degi'ee when

parabola, &c., 8

Equation what, when one point of

reference at infinity, .... 12

when two points, do. 13

TORTOLINI.

Elimination performed by, . . . 263

TEACING OF CURVES, .... 128

TEACTRIX, 220

TEAJECTOEIES, 271

Found geometrically, . . . 242, 274.

TEANSCENDENTAL CURVES, 206

TEANSVEESAL.

"How cuts sides of triangle, ... 5

General theorem of, 44

TRIANGLE.
Sides, how cut by transversal, . .

or by three lines meeting in a

point,

Ijnes connected with, meet in a

point,

PAOE.
TRIANGLE— continued.

Inscribed in a conic, its circum-

scribing circle 292

TRIDENT.

Its form, 148

TSCHIRNHAUSEN.
Investigates caustics, 115

UNDULATION.
Point of, .

.' 38

Curve touched by Hessian at, . . 80

Union of two inflexions, .... 80

VINCENT.

On logarithmic curve, 218

WALTON.
On Imaginaries, 303

\VAEING.

Investigates number of tangents

drawn to a curve, 63

WAEEEN.
On the geometric representation of

imaginaries 304

WHEWELL.
On the ultimate involute of a curve, 308

THE END.










